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Notice

This CableHome specification is a cooperative effort
undertaken at the direction of Cable Television Laboratories,
Inc. (Cab|eLabs@) for the benefit of the cable industry. Neither
Cab|eLabs, nor any other entity participating in the creation of
this document, is responsible for any liability of any nature
whatsoever resulting from or arising out of use or reliance upon
this document by any party. This document is furnished on an
AS-IS basis and neither Cab|eLabs, nor other participating
entity, provides any representation or warranty, express or
implied, regarding its accuracy, completeness, or fitness for a
particular purpose.

© Copyright 2002-2004 Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1 CABLEHOME OVERVIEW

The CableLabs' CableHome project has developed this specification to describe the CableHome l .1
architecture and operation that enables interoperability for devices built to the CableHome l.l
specification. The CableHome [.0 [CH6] specification concentrated on a residential gateway device called
the Home Access device (HA) as the single entry point into the home. CableHome l.l expands this scope
to specify additional features for the residential gateway and to standardize Quality of Service (QoS) and
LAN messaging features for IP host devices connected to home LANs.

The CableHome architecture provides a defined set of requirements that support a wide range of services
that can be delivered over cable. ln order to ensure wide adoption and ease of use of this specification,
CableHome closely aligns its technical specifications with well known industry standards, as well as other
CableLabs projects. CableHome allows efficient use of the existing cable operators‘ system infrastructure,
but also provides a clear transition path for the deployment of CableHome over older systems. The
CableHome architecture provides support for existing and future lP—based services into the home.

In general, cable—based services are defined as application services that are delivered via a hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC)/cable infrastructure. Cable operators currently offer a wide variety of cable-based
services; additional service opportunities are enabled by the advent of home networks. Examples include
high-speed data, streaming audio and video, packetized telephony, network management, home security,
environmental monitoring, medical monitoring, gaming, interactive television,and video conferencing.

CableHome specifications are intended to provide Internet Protocol (IP) — based architecture for managed
home- networked services on the cable network through a DOCSIS cable modem. The CableHome
architecture accommodates any physical and link layer home network technology that supports the
transport of IP packets. This layer I and 2 independent architecture enables cable operators to provide
services to a wide range of home networking environments.

1.1 CableHome Motivation

The technology and service evolution in the cable industry is providing a direction for service providers
and cable operators to have the ability to offer customers a wide range of services through a home
networked system. The timing of emerging home networking technologies is a perfect fit to meet the
evolving needs of the cable industry. With these two industries working together, under the direction of the
CableLabs CableHome project, a best-of-breed technology, CableHome—specific architectural solution is
brought to the cable industry to enable, at a minimum, a core set of services.

CableHome's major focus is to enable core DOCSIS and PacketCable functionality on home networks,
with an additional focus on home network management capabilities. The CableHome infrastructure is
designed to be complementary to those of DOCSIS and PacketCable, but distinct and operational in the
absence of PacketCable deployment. DOCSIS l.l, the advanced two-way data communication cable
modem (CM) lends itself to be the ideal foundation for many business opportunities including CableHome,
however if a cable operator is running a DOCSIS l.0 system, CableHome allows the operator to deploy
CableHome with a transition path to run a full CableHome system in the future.

1.2 Business Objectives

The CableHome project seeks to establish a common infrastructure that will allow the creation and
interoperability of home networking equipment for use over a cable operator's system. Other considerations
for CableHome include:

0 Time to market
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0 Existing Cable Infrastructure
0 Cost-effective technology

0 Leverage existing protocol standards

0 Easily upgradeable to next generation services and equipment
0 Enable vendor innovation

0 Encourage vendor competition

0 Independent home networking physical layer environment
- Provide a scalable CableHome system

0 Enable existing home networking products for a plug and play environment
0 Define an architecture that allows multiple vendors to rapidly develop low—cost interoperable solutions

0 Create a specification to enable as many services as possible

Benefits to cable operators and consumers from this specifications should be: I) lower installation costs by
simplifying the home networking installation process with equipment that |'l.Ct.'I.l{\ lillli: or no configuration;
2) lower equipment costs to consumers through multiple suppliers enablctl by (".:tl1It:l-Itnm:'s open
specification process‘, and 3) lower operating costs by providing cable o|.'rcrnmr5 with tools that facilitate
remote troubleshooting of consumer problems.

1.3 Business Design Guidelines

The Culrlcflume project I'uc1:.~‘«:.~‘. on capabilitn.-2." of nelwurlcs within the home, and the cable infrastructure
ncctlcrl In -;upport llll.’.‘-it.‘ capttbilities. This. ‘1'|'ll:LTl fit:atiu:1 tlcscrilznzs a technical architecture to support the
bu.-.iness l'I:I'.[UlI'L‘T‘l1c'Illl{ fur Cilhlcl-Iona: I .l . Thu.’ following is :1 list of business requirements for CableHomel .1 .

- Auto provisioning for address acquisition and device configuration
0 Network address management enabling managed network address and port translation
0 Non-NAT addressing supported. to preserve existing service offerings
0 Direct lP Communication between Network Management Systems (NMS) and LAN hosts

0 Resolve LAN host names enabling the consumer to refer to devices by intuitive names
0 Conservation of [P addresses

0 Preserves cable network source—based routing architectures

0 Remote configuration of residential gateway features

0 Secure network management messaging between the NMS and the residential gateway

0 Visibility from the NMS to all connected [P devices in the home

- Remote testing of connectivity between the residential gateway and LAN host devices
0 Enable Quality of Service between LAN host devices
0 Residential gateway device authentication
0 Standardized remote firewall configuration
0 Minimum set of firewall functionality
0 Protect HFC from home traffic

0 Proper functioning of home devices during HFC outage
I Secure software download

0 Virtual Private Networking support

~ Enable static port mapping
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0 Support for DOCSIS [.0 and DOCSIS l.l protocols
I Support for PacketCable protocols

0 Independent physical and data link layer architecture in the home network
Iv Interoperability with non—compliant CableHome equipment

1.4 Assumptions

In addressing cable operators‘ business models, the CableHome advanced system and technical designs
include a wide variety of assumptions that complete an operational environment to provide managed
services for home networks. CableHome assumes the following:

0 Residential Gateways can be either “stand alone" or embedded with a DOCSIS cable modem.

0 Specific services being delivered over home networks is outside the scope of this project.
0 The cable operator understands the trade—offs between the DOCSIS 1.0, DOCSIS 1.1, and DOCSIS

2.0 systems for CableHome functionality and performance.

0 Cablel-Iome-compliant devices implement the Internet Protocol (IP) suite of protocols.

- References to required documents must be strictly adhered to unless explicit exceptions are noted.

0 The format of any field referred to in another document is not to be changed when the field is used in a
CableHome compliant product, unless the format is explicitly described in the CableHome specification.

0 All references to cable modems mean DOCSIS 1.0-, l.l—,or 2.0-compliant cable modems.

0 The residential gateway will include a firewall.

I The residential gateway, if manufactured as a standalone unit without an embedded cable modem, will
have one port to connect to a cable modem as well as any other ports necessary to support the home
network.

I The residential gateway will have its own MAC address, independent of the cable modem, even in the
embedded case.

1.5 Purpose of document

The goal of this specification is to create an architecture that enables vendors to develop interoperable
products for the benefit of the cable operator and its subscribers. The CableHome l.l specification
describes the requirements and architecture for development of interoperable CableHome—compliant
devices to enable the core set of functionalities.

This specification provides information about management and provisioning protocols, initialization and
configuration processes, manageable parameters, prioritized QoS, security, and Network Address
Translation (NAT) for CableHome-compliant devices. The Cablel-Iome Management Information Base
(MIB) is described in a separate set of documents.
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1.6 Requirements

Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the significance of particular requirements are
capitalized. These words are:

“MU ST” This word or the adjective “REQUIRED” means that the item is an absolute
requirement of this specification.

"MUST NOT” This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of this specification

“SHOULD”

“SHOULD NOT"

..MAY..

This word or the adjective “RECOMMENDED” means that there may exist valid
reasons in particular circumstances to ignore this item. but the full implications
should be understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing a differentcourse.

This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances
when the listed behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications
should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any
behavior described with this label.

This word or the adjective “OPTIONAL" means that this item is truly optional.
One vendor may choose to include the item because a particular marketplace
requires it or because it enhances the product, for example; another vendor may
omit the same item.
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[RFC 3235] Senie. D.. Network Address Translator (NAT)-Friendly Application Design Guidelines,
IETF RFC-3235, January 2002.

[RFC 3435] F. Andreasen, B. Foster, Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) Version 1.0, January
2003

3 Revised infonnative list per ECNs CH1 .1-N-03070 and CH1 l—N—03.0099—3 by G0 on 11/13/03 and 12/10/03
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3 GLOSSARY

Cable-Homer” Specifications

Address Realms

Asymmetric Key | An encryption key or a decryption key used in public key cryptography.where encryption and decryption keys are always distinct.

A network domain in which the network addresses are uniquely assigned to
entities such that datagrams can be routed to them.

Authentication The process of verifying the claimed identity of an entity to another entity.

Authenticity The ability to ensure that the given information is without modification or
forgery and was in fact produced by the entity that claims to have given the
information.

Authorization The act of giving access to a service or device if one has permission to have
the access.

CableHome The CableLabs home networking technology standardization initiative.

CableHome Security
Portal (CSP)

A functional element that provides security management and translation
functions between the HFC and Home network.

 ____z
Certificate Authority (CA)

authenticates applications, issues certificates and maintains status
information about certificates.A trusted organization that accepts certificate applications from entities. ‘I

Cipher An algorithm that transforms data between plaintext and ciphertext.

Ciphersuite A set which must contain both an encryption algorithm and a message
authentication algorithm (e.g., a MAC or an HMAC). In general, it may
also contain a key-management algorithm, which does not apply in the
context of PacketCable.

Ciphertext The (encrypted) message output from a cryptographic algorithm that is in a
format that is unintelligible.

Cleartext The original (unencrypted) state of a message or data. Also called plaintext.

Call Management Server
(CMS)

Controls the audio connections. Also called a Call Agent in MGCP/SGCP
terminology.

Co-existence Mode

Confidentiality

Cryptanalysis

a method described by [RFC 2576] for enabling any of the three versions
(version 1, version 2, or version 3) of SN MP to be supported.

A way to ensure that information is not disclosed to anyone other then the
intended parties. Information is encrypted to provide confidentiality. Also
known as privacy.

The process of recovering the plaintext of :1 message or the encryption key
without access to the key

Cryptographic algorithm An algorithm used to transfer text between plaintext and ciphertext.

Decipherment A procedure applied to Ciphertext to translate it into plaintext.

Decryption A procedure applied to ciphertext to translate it into plaintext.

Decryption key The key in the cryptographic algorithm to translate the ciphenext to
plaintext.

?._e_1_ a__.
DHCP Provisioning Mode

Digital certificate

10

A binding between an entity's public key and one or more attributes relatin

DHCP driven PS configuration file download.
E

to its identity, also known as a public key certificate.
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Digital signature A data value generated by a public-key algorithm based on the contents of a
block of data and a private key, yielding an individualized cryptographic
checksum.

Downstream The direction from the Headend toward the subscriber location.

Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol
(DHCP)

An Internet protocol used for assigning network layer (Internet Protocol)addresses.

Dynamic Quality-of-
Service (DQoS)
Embedded Multimedia

Terminal Adapter (E-
MTA)
Embedded PS

[PacketCableJ Assigned on the fly for each communication depending on
the QoS requested.

[PacketCable] A single node that contains both an MTA and a cable
modem.

A Portal Services element that does not use a standalone interface as
defined in the DOCSIS CMCI specification to connect to a CM.

 
 

Encipherment

Encryption

A method used to translate plaintext into ciphertext.

A method used to translate plaintext into ciphertext.

Encryption Key

Firewall

The key used in a cryptographic algorithm to translate the plaintext to
ciphertext.

An application that blocks unauthorized access from one network segment
to another. 

Firewall Rule Set A set of rules used to configure a Firewall‘s security policy.

 

 
Hash A number generated from a string of text using a formula in such a way that

it is extremely unlikely that some other text will produce the same hash
value (ref.: Webopedia).

Home Access (H A) Device A grouping of logical elements used to achieve HFC access for CableHome
network(s).

Home Bridge (HB) Device A group of logical elements used to bridge CableHome networks together.
Home Client (HC) Device A group of logical elements used to provide functionality to client

applications.
Headend The extent of the cable operator‘s network that includes the CMTS and the

servers that serve the PS and the cable modem to which it is connected.

Internet Protocol Security
(IPSec)

A collection of Internet standards for protecting IP packets with encryption
and authentication.

Jitter Variability in the delay of a stream of incoming packets making up a flow
such as a voice communication.

Kerberos A secret—key network authentication protocol that uses a choice of
cryptographic algorithms for encryption and a centralized key database forauthentication.

Key A mathematical value input into the selected cryptographic algorithm.
Key Exchange The swapping of public keys between entities to be used to encrypt

communication between the entities.

Key Management The process of distributing shared symmetric keys needed to run a security
protocol.

 

Key Pair An associated public and private key where the correspondence between
the two are mathematically related, but it is computationally infeasible to
derive the private key from the public key.

o4/o9/o4 CabIeLobs°’ 11
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A set of cryptographic keys and their associated parameters, normally
associated with a particular run of a security protocol.

Keying Material

Keyspace The range of all possible values of the key for a particular cryptographic
algorithm.

Kickstart A method described by DOCSIS l.l specifications for establishing trust
between two networked elements for the purpose of secure communication.

LAN lP Device A LAN [P Device is representative of a typical [P device expected to reside
on home networks, and is assumed to contain a TCP/IP stack as well as a
DHCP client.

Latency l The time, expressed in quantity of symbols, taken for a signal element to
pass through a device.

Cryptography applied to data as it travels on data links between the networkdevices.
Link Encryption

Media Access Control It is a sublayer of the Data Link Layer. it normally runs directly over the
(MAC) physical layer.

Media Gateway Control Protocol follow-on to SGCP. Refer to [RFC 3435].
Protocol (MGCP)

Multicast To transmit a single message to a select group of recipients.

Network Management The functions related to the management of data link layer and physical
OSS layer resources and their stations across the data network supported by the

hybrid fiber/coax system.

NmAccess Mode SNMPvl/v2 management mode to support DOCSIS 1.0 infrastructure.
Nonce A random value used only once that is sent in a communications protocol

exchange to prevent replay attacks.

The ability to prevent a sender from denying later that he or she sent a
message or performed an action.

Non—Repudiation

One-way Hash A hash function that has an insignificant number of collisions upon output.
PacketCable CableLabs specification of packetized service delivery system.

PacketCable Dynamic (See Dynamic Quality of Service [DQoSJ).
Quality-of Service

Passthrough A sub—function of the CAP, the Passthrough function bridges packets on the
WAN—Data side of the CAP to the LAN—Pass side unchanged.

Plaintext l The original (unencrypted) state of a message or data. Also called cleartext.
Policy Combination of a Ruleset, General Firewall Behavior. and the

implementation-specific capabilities of the filtering function.‘

Portal Services (PS) A functional element that provides management and translation functions
between the HFC and Home network.

A shared secret key passed to both parties in a communication flow, using
an unspecified manual or out-of-band mechanism.

Pre-shared Key

Privacy A way to ensure that information is not disclosed to any one other then the
intended parties. Information is usually encrypted to provide
confidentiality. Also known as confidentiality

The key used in public key cryptography that belongs to an individual
entity and must be kept secret.

Private Key

4 Added this term to the Glossary per ECN CH1 l-N—03.0097-S by G0 on l2/9/03.
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Provisioning Application A software utility or set of software utilities that coordinate various tasks
responsible for initializing and establishing service for elements connected
to a network. 

Proxy A facility that indirectly provides some service or acts as a representative in
delivering information, thereby eliminating the need for a host to support
the service.

PS Database A conceptual entity representing a store of PS function (CAP, CDP, CMP,
etc.) infomtation.

Public Key The key used in public key cryptography that belongs to an individual
entity and is distributed publicly. Other entities use this key to encrypt data
to be sent to the owner of the key.

Public Key Certificate A binding between an entity's public key and one or more attributes relating
to its identity, also known as a digital certificate

Public Key Cryptography A procedure that uses a pair of keys, a public key and a private key. for
encryption and decryption, also known as an asymmetric algorithm. A
user's public key is publicly available for others to use to send a message to
the owner of the key. A user's private key is kept secret and is the only key
that can decrypt messages sent encrypted by the user's public key.

Public—Key Infrastructure A process for issuing public key certificates, which includes standards.
Certification Authorities. communication between authorities and protocols
for managing certification processes.

Public-Key Cryptography The extension to the Kerberos protocol that provides a method for using
for lnitial Authentication public-key cryptography during initial authentication.
(PKINIT)

Real—time Transport A protocol for encapsulating encoded voice and video streams. Refer to
Protocol (RTP) [RFC 1889].

Request for Comments Technical policy documents approved by the IETF which are available on
(RFC) the World Wide Web at http://www.ietf.cnri.reston.va.us/rfc.htm1.

Rivest, Shamir, Adlemen A public-key, or asymmetric, cryptographic algorithm used to provide
(RSA) authentication and encryption services. RSA stands for the three inventors

of the algorithm. Rivest, Shamir, Adlemen. 

RSA Key Pair A public/private key pair created for use with the RSA cryptographic
algorithm.

Root Private Key The private signing key of the highest—level Certification Authority. It is
nonnally used to sign public key certificates for lower-level Certification
Authorities or other entities.

Root Public Key The public key of the highest level Certification Authority, normally used
to verify digital signatures generated with the corresponding root private
key.

Rule A specific filter defined as an exception to the General Firewall Behavior
and is an element of a Ruleset.5

5 Added this term to the Glossary per ECN CH1 .l-N-03 0097-5 by CO on 12/9/03.
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Ruleset A collection of defined filtering rules. In CableHome, two types of rulesets
are defined. These are (1) the Default Ruleset, which is defined in
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFilterTable of the CableHome Security MIB
[CH1], and (2) the Configured Ruleset, which is defined by the cable
operator and configured in the docsDevFilter[pTable [RFC 2669] with
required modifications by this specification."

 
 

Secret Key

Secure Hash Algorithm l
(SHA-l)

 
 

The cryptographic key used in a symmetric key algorithm, which results in
the secrecy of the encrypted data depending solely upon keeping the key a
secret. also known as a symmetric key.

A one—way hash algorithm.

Session Key  A cryptographic key intended to encrypt data for a limited period of time,
typically between a pair of entities.

Signed and Sealed  An “envelope" of information which has been signed with a digital

L signature and sealed using encryption.
SNM P Provisioning Mode SNMP driven PS configuration file download.

SNMP Trap

Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP)
Standalone Multimedia

Terminal Adapter (S-
MTA)

An event notification message sent to the SNMP management system to
identify the occurrence of conditions such as a threshold that exceeds a
predetermined value.

A message-based protocol based on XML supporting remote procedure
calls and message exchange on IP—based networks.

a single node that contains an MTA and a non—DOCSlS MAC (e.g.
ethernet).

Standalone PS A Portal Services element that connects to the CM using only a standalone
interface as defined in the DOCSIS CMCl specification.

Symmetric Key

SYSLOG

Type—Length—Value (TLV)
X.509 certificate

The cryptographic key used in a symmetric key algorithm, which results in
the secrecy of the encrypted data depending solely upon keeping the key a
secret, also known as a secret key.

System Log. A log file and a protocol for storing event messages reported

4 by networked elements. The protocol is described in [RFC 3164].
A tuple within a DOCSIS configuration file.

A public key certificate specification developed as part of the ITU-T X.500
standards directory.

6 Added this term to the Glossary per ECN CH1 l—N-03.0097-5 by CO on l2/9/03.
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A/V Audio/Video

APP Application

ASP Application Specific Proxy
CA Certificate Authority
CAP CableHome Address Portal

CAT CableHome Address Translation

CDC CableHome DHCP Client

CDP CableHome DHCP Portal

CDS CableHome DHCP Server

CH CableHome Host

CL CableLabs

CM DOCSIS Cable Modem

CMP CableHome Management Portal

CMS Call Management Sewer

CMTS Cable Modem Termination System

C-NAT CableHome Network Address Translation

C—NAPT CableHome Network Address and Port Translation
CNP CableHome Naming Portal

CPU Central Processing Unit

CQoS CableHome Quality of Service

CQP CableHome QoS Portal
CRG CableHome Residential Gateway

CRL -I—Cet'tificate Revocation List

CSP ‘ CableHome Security Portal
CTP CableHome Testing Portal
CVC Code Verification Certificate

CVS Code Verification Signature
CxP CableHome Portal Services Sub—function

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol :
DNS Domain Name Service

DOCSIS Data-Over—Cable Service Interface Specification

_Dynamic Quality—of-Service (PacketCable)
I Embedded Multimedia Terminal Adapter

File Transfer Protocol

Firewall Greenwich Mean Time
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HA Home “Access"

H E Headend

HEX Hexidecimal

HFC Hybrid Fiber Coax

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol
IP Internet Protocol

IPCDN IP over Cable Data Network — a working group of the IETF
IPF Inbound Packet Filter

IPSec Internet Protocol Security

KDC Key Distribution Center
LAN Local Area Network

LAN-Pass Pass—through Local Area Network address
LAN—Trans Translated Local Area Network address

MAC Media Access Control

Management Client Function

MGCP Media Gateway Control Protocol

"MIB Management Information Base
M PLS Multiprotocol Label Switching

Management Server Function
Multimedia Systems Operator

Multimedia Tenninal Adapter
Network Address and Port Translation Network Address Translation

 

NCS Network—based Call Signaling

NMS Network Management System
NS Authoritative Name Server

OID Object Identifier
OPF Outbound Packet Filter

OSI Open System Interconnection

OSS Operations Support System
PDU Protocol Data Unit

PING Packet Inter-Network Groper

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

PKINIT PubIic—l(ey Cryptography _for Initial Authentication
PS Portal Services

PS WAN-M an CabIeHome Portal Services element WAN management interface
PS WAN—Data CableHome Portal Services element WAN data interface
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QB_P Quality of Service Boundary Point
I QCC-_ Quality of Service Characteristics Client
QCS Quality of Service Characteristics Server

QFM Quality of Service Forwarding & Media Access
Quality of Service
Random Access Memory

Relative Distinguished Name 
 

RFC

ROM
Request for Comments

Read Only Memory 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

RSA Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (See Glossary)
RSVP Resource ReSerVation Protocol

RTCP Real-Time Control Protocol

RTP Real—Time Transport Protocol

SDP Session Description Protocol

SHA — 1 Secure Hash Algorithm l

S—MTA __St‘andalone Multimedia Terminal Adapter
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
SOA Start of Authority

SPF Stateful Packet Filtering
SYSLOG System Log

TC? 1 Transmission Control Protocol
TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol

TLV Type-Length-Value

UDP User Datagram Protocol
URL Uniform Resource Locator

USFS Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch

USM User Security Model
UTC Coordinated Universal Time

VACM View—based Access Control Model

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol

WAN Wide Area Network

WAN—Data Wide Area Network Data Address Realm

WAN—Man Wide Area Network Management Address Realm
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5 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

The goal of CableHome is to enable the delivery of new cable—based services to devices within the home,
complementing the DOCSIS and PacketCable infrastructures, and enabling the delivery of these services.
Specifically, CableHome provides an infrastructure by specifying a home networking environment, over
which PacketCable and other related application services can be delivered, managed, and supported.

The Cable}-{ome project supports a myriad of cable operator business models and introduces additional
features beyond current proprietary home networking solutions. CableHome l.l is a single technical
specification that facilitates the development of an interoperable CableHome Residential Gateway (CRG)
and CableHome compliant hosts (CH). The goal is the creation of a cable operator-configurable
CableHome Residential Gateway—centric environment that will interact meaningfully with IP based home
devices (LAN 1P Devices), whether or not they are CableHome compliant. CableHome l.l brings cable
operator—driven management, provisioning, QoS, and Security to the CableHome Residential Gateway. In
addition. LAN messaging, prioritized QoS, and simple remote diagnostics for home devices is specified.
CableHome 1.1 also defines QoS for applications running on CableHome compliant LAN hosts. A
summary of the capabilities provided by the CableHome l.l specification follows:

Management, Discovery, and Provisioning

0 Remote management and configuration of the CableHome Residential Gateway device

0 Simple CableHome Residential Gateway diagnostics proxy for [P based home devices
0 Hands—off provisioning for CableHome Residential Gateway devices

- Discovery of IP based home devices and associated applications

0 Management of the CableHome Residential Gateway from the LAN

Addressing and Packet Handling

0 One—to—many addressing translation for home devices
0 One—to—one addressing translation for home devices

0 Non-translated addressing for home devices (for translated address phobic applications)

0 HFC traffic protection from in-home device intra—communications
- Home addressing support during HFC outage

I Simple DNS server in the CableHome Residential Gateway
0 NAT support for [Psec VPN clients

- NAT support for [P based servers in the home using address translation

Quality of Service (QoS)

0 CableHome Residential Gateway device transparent bridging functionality for PacketCable QoS
messaging from/to PacketCable compliant applications

0 Ability to assign traffic priorities (differentiated media access) to specific applications

0 Ability to prioritize queuing in the CableHome Residential Gateway device in conjunction with the
packet handling functionality.

Security

- CableHome Residential Gateway device authentication

0 Secure management messages between the cable data network and the CableHome Residential
Gateway

I Secure download of configuration and software files
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0 Optional configuration file security
0 Remote CableHome Residential Gateway firewall management

0 Standardized firewall configuration and reporting

I Simple parental control

CableHome communication across the WAN and LAN is [Pv4 based, leveraging specific protocols defined
throughout the remainder of this document. CableHome compliant devices MUST implement version 4 of
the [ntemet Protocol suite (IPv4) [RFC 791] and [RFC 3280].

The remainder of this section examines the CableHome 1.1 Reference Architecture from six perspectives:

0 Logical view (Section 5.1)
0 Functional view (Section 5.2)

o Messaging Interface view (Section 5.3)
o Informational view (Section 5.4)

0 Operational view (Section 5.5)

0 Physical interface view (Section 5.6)

5.1 Logical Reference Architecture

As shown in Figure 5-1 , this section introduces the logical concepts of the CableHome domain, logical
elements, and the CableHome devices.

 

 

  

 

   Cab/eHame
H05!
 

  

Icnl l':II'\5-‘Dr-ii
Cab/eHo/ne
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Bou n dary

CableHorne
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' Residential
Gateway
Portal

Services

  
“Deli cal inns

Figure 5-1 — CableHome1.1 Key Logical Concepts

Cable
Network

5.1.1 Cab|eHome Domains

The CableHome domain represents the set of network elements that are compliant with the CableHome
specification, and is diagrammatically represented as a shaded region in Figure 5-1. This region serves as a
visual tool to clearly identify those elements within the home network that are CableHome compliant.
Elements that reside within the CableHome domain (i.e., compliant elements) are directly or indirectly
manageable by cable operators.

5.1.2 Cab|eHome Devices

The CableHome architecture identifies devices in order to lend tangible context to the CableHome logical
elements described in Section 5.1.3. CableHome device definitions provide an informative way of

 _._:_
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depicting home network topology, as well as logical elements located within the home network, but are not
considered definitive or restrictive. CableHome 1.l devices include the CableHome Residential Gateway
and the CableHome Host.

The CableHome Residential Gateway device represents the physical location of the Portal Services (PS)
logical element, which is described in Section 5.1.3.1. The CableHome Residential Gateway has a single
WAN interface, a single PS logical element, and may have one or more LAN interfaces.

The CableHome 1.1 specification uses the term LAN [P Device to refer to any LAN Host that implements
an IPv4 stack, including a DHCP client. A LAN lP Device that implements CableHome functionality,
making it compliant with the CableHome specification, is referred to as a (‘ahleH0me Host device. A LAN
1P Device without CableHome functionality is referred to as a Host.

The CableHome Host device represents the physical location of the Boundary Point (BP). The BP, defined
in Section 5.1 .3.2, enables CableHome Hosts to interact with CableHome Residential Gateways. The
CableHome Host has only one LAN interface in the CableHome Domain.

CableHome assumes a home networking topology with only one DOCS [S cable modem (CM) and one
CableHome Residential Gateway on the home LAN. [t is assumed that the DOCSIS CM is the only direct
connection to the HFC. Ideally, the CableHome Residential Gateway will be directly connected to the CM
with no other devices attached between the CM and CableHome Residential Gateway, in order for the
CableHome Residential Gateway to provide the specified protection to the home network. All LAN Hosts
are connected to the LAN behind the CableHome Residential Gateway.

5.1.3 Logical Elements

The CableHome architectural framework introduces the concept of logical elements. CableHome logical
elements are logically bounded functional entities that can generate and respond to CableHome specified
messages. Calznlcllurru: Iugical elentents operate at the II’ prntn-col layer and above, thus remaining
independent ufaiiy partictllar pliysical network lcchrn:lugy_ They also include the ability to gather and
communicate inl'urm:Ilin:I as I'lI!I:1.lI’.‘(l to dl'i¢{W¢r. i|i:u1ttgc.:t:1tl deliver services over CableHome networks.
CableHome 1.1 defines a logical entity specific to each CableHome Device: The PS logical entity
encapsulates CableHome functionality defined for CableHome Residential Gateways and the BP logical
entity encapsulates CableHome functionality defined for CableHome Hosts (see Section 5.1.2 for a
description of the CableHome Devices).

5.1.3.1 Portal Services (PS)

The CableHome Portal Services is a logical element that provides in-premise and aggregated security,
management, provisioning, addressing, and QoS services. The term “portal" is used to indicate services
that interface the WAN to the LAN. This section describes features of the CableHome Portal Services
logical element.

5.1.3.1.1 Standalone PS and P8 with Embedded Cable Modem

The two primary components possible within a CableHome Residential Gateway, the DOCSIS Cable
Modem (CM) and the Portal Services (PS) element, may use shared or independent hardware and software
resources. It is this resource sharing between the CM and PS that distinguishes the Standalone PS from an
Embedded PS.

A Standalone PS MUST NOT share hardware or software components with a CM. The separation of the
CM from the standalone PS MUST appear to the PS as a simple disconnection of its WAN — i.e., the PS
will continue fully functional as if it had the WAN disconnected. Otherwise, the PS will be considered
Embedded. Given these definitions, it is possible that a PS might reside within the same physical enclosure
as a CM, yet still be considered a Standalone PS.
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The CM and the PS are considered to be separate elements in the Standalone and Embedded cases. and
respond to unique management addresses. In the Embedded case, the CM and PS share hardware or
software components, but from the management perspective. they are separate entities.

Figure 5-2 illustrates the Standalone and Embedded PS. In both of these cases, the combination of a CM
and a PS is considered to embody the concept of the HA device.

HA-"Device with

Embedded PS

HA Device with.

Standalone PS

 
Standalone Cable Modem

CPE interface Interface

Figure 5-2 — Standalone PS and PS with Embedded CM

Logical or Physical

5.1.3.2 Boundary Point (BP)

A Boundary Point (BP) is a logical element which encapsulates all of the CableHome functionality defined
for a Cab1eHome Host. This functionality includes messaging and behavior required for device and
application discovery by the cable operator, as well as for enabling prioritized QoS on the home network.
The BF interacts with the PS in order to convey device and application information and to query cable
operator-provisioned preferences for application priorities.

5.1.4 Address Realms

An Address Realm is defined as “a network domain in which the network addresses are uniquely assigned
to entities such that datagrams can be routed to them” [RFC 2663]. Within the CableHome 1.1
specification, address realms are categorized as WAN address realms and LAN address realms. (See Figure
5-3).

T 
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WAN Address Realm LAN Address Ream;
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Figure 5-3 — Cab|eHome Address Realms

WAN addresses reside in one of two realms: the WAN Management Address Realm (WAN-Man), or the
WAN Data Address Realm (WAN—Data). LAN addresses also reside in one of two realms: LAN
Passthrough Address Realm (LAN-Pass), or LAN Translated Address Realm (LAN-Trans). The properties
of these addressing realms are as follows:

- The WAN Management Address Realm (WAN-Man) is intended to carry network management traffic
on the cable network between the network management system and the PS element. Typically, addresses
in this realm will reside in private IP address space.

- The WAN Data Address Realm (WAN-Data) is intended to carry subscriber application traffic on the
cable network and beyond, such as traffic between CableHome Hosts and lntemet hosts. Typically,
addresses in this realm will reside in public IP address space.

I The LAN Translated Address Realm (LAN-Trans) is intended to carry subscriber application and ’
management traffic on the home network between CableHome Hosts, LAN IP Devices, and the PS
element. Typically, addresses in this realm will reside in private IP address space, and can typically be
reused across subscribers.

0 The LAN Passthrough Address Realm (LAN-Pass) is intended to carry subscriber application traffic,
such as traffic between CableHome Hosts, LAN lP Devices and lntemet hosts, on the home network,
cable network, and beyond. Typically, addresses in this realm will reside in public IP address space.

On the LAN side, the addresses in the LAN Passthrough Address Realm (LAN-Pass) are directly extracted
from the addresses in WAN Data Address Realm. These are used by LAN IP Devices and applications
such as PacketCable services that are intolerant of address translation and require a globally routable [P
address. Additionally on the LAN side, LAN [P Devices may be assigned translated addresses from the
LAN Translated Address Realm (LAN-Trans).

Physical LAN interfaces in the PS are assigned an index in accordance with the Interfaces Group MIB
[RFC 2233] as described in Section 6.3 3.1 .4.8 Interfaces Group MIB. A virtual LAN interface aggregating
the physical LAN interfaces is also defined for the PS in Section 6.3 3.1 .4.8. The LAN-side IP address
defined for the PS is “bound” to this virtual interface. PS DHCP and domain name server functions, and
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the PS router function, are applications implemented in the PS addressed using the LAN—side IP address
bound to the virtual LAN interface.

5.2 CableHome Functional Reference Model

CableHome Functions are lP-based services defined in the CableHome specification to be implemented by
the PS, the BP. or the cable operator’s data network, and support the delivery of cable-based services.
CableHome functions are defined for each of the major CableHome specification areas: Provisioning,
Management, Security, and Quality of Service.

Sub-elements are defined for both the PS and the BP. Sub-elements represent groupings of related
functionality within the PS and BP. The PS and BP logical elements can contain any number of sub-
elements, and sub—elements may themselves contain sub-groupings of functions (i.e. sub-elements within
sub-ele ments).

Appl-‘cal Ions

' CableHome 0” H05’ CH H05!
BBP

MED (ma

Nelwork

 
Residential

Gateway
Cable

Network
(DOCSISI

Appliculions

Figure 5-4 — CableHome Sub-elements

 
The PS contains a number of sub—elements, which are introduced below. Within the Boundary Point there
are two primary sub elements, the Management Boundary Point (MBP) and the Quality of Service
Boundary Point (QBP), which define CableHome discovery and management, and CableHome QoS
functionality, respectively The QBP contains additional sub—elements of its own.

5.2.1 CableHome Management and Provisioning Functions

To support the CableHome requirements during the provisioning and management of CableHome Hosts
within the home, CableHome uses management and provisioning functions that reside in the cable data
network, and defines functions for the PS and for the BP. Cable network—based management and
provisioning functions include a number of services used by CableHome-defined management and
provisioning processes. Portal Services management and provisioning functions are located within the
CableHome Residential Gateway and include server-like, client—like, and other types of functionality.
Boundary Point functions are found within CableHome Hosts and typically include client as well as other
types of functionality. Examples of Cable Network, PS, and BP functions are introduced in Table 5—l,
Table 5-2, and Table 5-3 and are illustrated in Figure 5-5.

Table 5-1 — Cable Network Ma:1_agarnonIFur1r:t|uns

Cable Network Management Functlons Description
Cable Network DHCP Sewer The DHCP server is a cable network component that provides address

information for the WAN-Man and WAN-Data address realms to the PS
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 Description

 
  

 
Cable Network Management Functions

  
The CableHome management messaging, download, event notification
servers including protocols such as SNMP. SYSLOG. and TFTP [RFC
2349]

The time of day (ToD) sewer provides clients with the current time of day

 
Cable Network Management Servers

Cable Network Time of Day Sewer

Table 5-2 -— PS Management and Provisioning Functions 
Management Portal Functions
 
  

Description
  

 
 

 

Within the PS, the CAP interconnects the WAN and LAN address realmsCableHome Address Portal (CAP)
for data traffic. (See CATlPassthrough)
A sub-function of the CAP, a CAT translates public lP networ1<
addresses on the WAN—Data side of the CAP to private IP network
addresses within a single logical subnet on the LAN—Trans side

CableHome Address Translation (CAT)

 
—-4

A sub-function of the CAP, the Passthrough function bridges packets onPassthrough
the WAN-Data side of the CAP to the LAN-Pass side unchanged.

The function that provides an interfaces between the MSO and the PS -database.CableHome Management Portal (CMP)

Address information functions (e.g. those transmitted via DHCP)CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP)
including a server for the LAN realm and a client for the WAN realms

The CNP provides a simple DNS service for LAN IP Devices requiring
naming services.

CableHome Naming Portal (CNP)

The CTP provides a remote means to initiate pings and loopbacks withinthe LAN.

H‘|'l'P is the transport protocol used to convey SOAP messaging on the
LAN The PS contains an HTTP server which serves date upon BP
requests

CableHome Testing Portal (CTP)

HTTP Server

SOAP and XML are used for messaging on the LAN. The PS contains
parsers for both

XML and SOAP Parsers

Table 5-3 — BP Management and PI'('.|Vlfilfl|l|flg Functions 

 
Description
  
  

Management Client Functions

The CableHome DHCP client function is a in-home component used
during the LAN IP Device provisioning process to dynamically request IP
addresses and other logical element configuration infonriation. 
 

 

Cable Home Host DHCP Client

Within LAN IP Device, the loopback responder loops data sourced fromCableHome Host Loopback responder
the CTP loopback function back to the CTP loopback function.

H'|'|'P is the transport protocol used to convey SOAP messaging on the
LAN The BP contains an HTTP client which requests data from the PS
housed HTTP sewer

HTTP Client

SOAP and XML are used for messaging on the_L_AN The BF containsparsers for both.
K XML and SOAP Parsers
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CableHome npailco lion:

 
Figure 5-5 — CableHome Management Elements

5.2.2 CableHome Security Functions

To support the CableHome security requirements, CableHome uses security functions that reside in the
cable data network and defines functions for the PS. Cable network—based security functions include
servers used for key distribution, encryption. and authentication. Portal Services security functions are
located within the CableHome Residential Gateway includes client functions and other types of functions.
Examples of cable network—based and PS security functions are introduced in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 and
are illustrated in Figure 5-6.

Table 5-4 — Portal Services Security Functions

Portal Service Security Functions Description
 

CableHome Security Portal (CSP) The CSP communicates with Headend security sewers, and includes
functions that provide client side participation in the authentication, key
exchange and certificate management processes. Other security
functions include management message security, participation in secure
download processes, and remote firewall management.

Firewall (FW) The Firewall provides functionality that protects the home network frommalicious attack.

  

   
Table 5-5 — Cable Network Security Function

Cable Network Security Functions Description

Key Distribution Center (KDC) Sewers The key distribution center (KDC) sewers provide security services to theCSP and include functions that participate in the authentication and key
exchange processes. 
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CableHome Security‘DO CC] OHS  

 
  

 

 

Netw ork

Figure 5-6 — Cab|eHome Security Elements

 
   Came

Network

Home
Network

5.2.3 CableHome Q08 Functions

To support the CableHome Quality of Service requirements, CableHome defines functions for the PS and
the BP. Portal Services QoS functions are located within the CableHome Residential Gateway and include
a server function and other types of functions. BP QoS functions are located within CableHome Host
devices and include a client and other types of functions. Examples of PS and BP QoS functions are
introduced in Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 and are illustrated in Figure 5-7.

Table 5-8 — Portal Services 008 Functions
Portal Service Qos Functions Description
 

Acquires Qos priority information for applications from the cable network
management system

Q08 Characteristics Server (QCS)

Acquires BP application list from the BP. Provides infonnation about
application priorities to the BP. as established by the cable operator.

Orders the packets arriving from multiple LAN interfaces to the PS and
forwards them to a destination LAN interface according to their priorities
Also provides prioritized access to the shared media during the packet
transmission based on the packet priority

Q08 Forwarding and Media access (QFM)

Table 5-? — BP 0:15 Function

Boundary Point Qos Functions Descrlptlon
 

Provides information to the PS about applications residing on the

L Cab|eHome Host and also requests information about application priorities
Q08 Characteristics Client (QCC)

established by the M50 Also provides prioritized access to the shared
media during the packet transmission based on the packet priority

 e_
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Cab|eHorne QoS Domain
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Figure 5-7 — CableHome QoS Elements

5.3 CableHome Messaging Interface Model

Communication between the functions in the cable data network, CableHome Residential Gateway. and
LAN IP Devices occur on messaging interfaces identified and labeled in Figure 5-8. The types of
messaging interfaces are differentiated by the elements that are involved in the communication.

  

 

HE—BP Messaging
I nierface

 

 
 
 

H E— PS

Messaging
I nt erf ace  

 
PS—BP

Messaging I nterf ace 
  

  

 
Cable

Network
Home

Network

Figure 5-8 — CableHome Fleierence Interfaces
 

Table 5-8 identifies interfaces for which CableHome specifies messaging.
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Table 5-8 — Valid lnterlace Paths tor Each Functionality

 
 

Functionality

  
 
   

Unspecified Cab|eHome 1.1 
Name service DNS Unspecified

 
 

 | Unspecified 

 

  
  

  

 

 
 

 
 

Software Download TFTP Cab|eHome 1 1 Unspecified

Address Acquisition DHCP CabieHome1 1 Unspecified | CabieHome1 1
Management

(single) SNMP Cab|eHome 1.1 Unspecified Unspecified
(bulk) TFTP or H‘|'|'P Cab|eHome 1.1 Unspecified Unspecified
Event Notification SNMP CableHome 1.1 Unspecified Unspecified

SYSLOG CableHome 1.1

QOS Packetcable QOS Unspecified Packetcable CableHome 1.1
Protocols, Cab|eHome
Priorities
SOAPIXML

Security (key distribution) Kerberos Cab|eHome 1.1 Unspecified Unspecified

_ Security (authentication) Kerberos or TLS CableHome 1.1 Unspecified Unspecified
Ping ICMP Cab|eHome 1.1 Unspecified CableHome 1 1

LoopbackIEcho UDPITCP Unspecified Unspecified CabieHome 1 1
Application Discovery SNMP Cab|eHome 1 1 Unspecified

SOAPIXML _ CableHome1.1

5.4 CabIeHome Information Reference Model

The operation of the CableHome management model is based upon a store of information maintained in the
PS by the various sub-elements of the PS (CAP, CDP, CMP, etc .). These sub-elements need a means of
interacting via information exchange, and the PS Database is a conceptual entity that represents a store for
this information. The PS Database is not an actual specified database per se, but rather a tool to aid in the
understanding of the information that is exchanged between the various CableHome elements.

Figure 5-9 shows the relationship between the database and the PS functions. Table 5-9 describes the
typical information associated with each of these functions. Figure 5-10 shows a detailed example
implementation indicating the set of information, the functions that derive the information, and the
relationships between the functions and the information.
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 PS LAN Mensa ng Interface

WAN . 5NM_F...TElP.!.5Y5|-0Gr- E°""”" “"7"” --F“ "T‘ '\ ——Management 2, -
Interface l

  
Figure 5-9 — PS Function and Database Relationship

The PS Database stores a myriad of data relationships. The CMP provides the WAN management interface
(SNMP) to the PS database. The Cab1eHome functions within the PS enter and revise data relationships in
the PS Database. Additionally, the Cab1eHome Functions within the PS may retrieve information from the
PS Database that is maintained by other CableHome Functions within the PS.

Table 5-9 — T Ical P5 Database information examples
 

  

 
Name Usage (in general)

 

CDP Information information associated with addresses acquired and allocated via DHCP

CAP information Information associated with CableHome address translation mappings

CMP infonnation Information associated with the state of the PS functions. Information
about Cab|eHome Host devices

CTP information Information associated with results of LAN test performed by the CMP

CNP infonnation lnfonnation associated with LAN IP Device name resolution.
USFS information Information associated with the Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch

function.

CSP information Information associated with authentication, key exchange, etc
Information associated with the behavior of the Firewall (ruleset), firewall
events and logging

Firewall information

Event information Information associated with the local log for all general events, traps, etc.

Cab|eHome Host Device Information BP Device Profile information collected through BP_Init messaging fromCabIeHome hosts.

I 005 Characteristics received from cable operator and Q08 Profileinformation received from the CabIeHome hosts via BP_|nlt Messaging
Cab|eHome Host Q05 Characteristics
lnfonnation
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Figure 5-10 — PS Database Detailed Example Implementation

The PS is primarily managed from the WAN via the CMP, and to a large degree this involves access to the
information in the PS Database. Management is used for initialization and provisioning of the PS
functions, and remote diagnostics or status of the LAN. The diagnostics may rely on the CTP to get better
visibility into the current state of the LAN. Connectivity and rudimentary network performance can bemeasured.

The CNP is the LAN Domain Name Server (DNS). All LAN-Trans LAN [P Devices are configured by the
CDP to use the CNP as the primary Name Server. The CNP resolves textual host names of LAN IP
Devices, returning their corresponding [P addresses and in addition, refers LAN [P Devices to external
DNS servers for requests that cannot be answered from local infonnation.

The CDP contains the address functions to act as the DHCP server in the LAN-Trans realm and
implements a DHCP client in the WAN realms.

The CAP creates address translation mappings between the WAN-Data and LAN-Trans address realms.
The CAP is also responsible for Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch decisions to preserve HFC
upstream channel (WAN) bandwidth from the local LAN only traffic. Finally, the CAP contains the
Passthrough function, which bridges traffic between the LAN and WAN address realms.
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The CSP provides PS authentication capabilities as well as key exchange activities.

The CQP is part of a system that enables CableHome QoS. The CQP provides CableHome traffic priorities
as well as differentiated media access functions.

5.5 CableHome Operational Models

The functionality of the Portal Services element is compatible with a variety of cable network
infrastructures, which are accommodated by a number of different PS operational modes. These various
operating modes enable the PS to function properly within a DOCSIS 1.0, DOCSIS l.l and DOCSIS 2.0
infrastructure, as well as within an Extended CableHome infrastructure. The Extended CableHome
infrastructure builds upon DOCSIS I .0. l.l . and 2.0 infrastructures to enable additional services, and
incorporates a number of capabilities that are similar to those within a PacketCable provisioning system.

For the purpose of configuration, the PS may operate within one of two provisioning modes:

0 The DHCP Provisioning Mode

0 The SNMP Provisioning Mode

If the PS is not configured to operate in either DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode, it
assumes that the CableHome back office support is not currently available, and will default to operate in
Donnant CableHome Mode. in Dormant CableHome Mode, the CableHome Residential Gateway will be
fully operational from the user perspective, but it will not be operator configured or managed.

When the PS is configured to operate in DHCP Provisioning Mode, it can be configured to begin a
Transport Layer Security (TLS) session over HTTP in order provide secure download of PS and Firewall
configuration files.

When the PS is operating within the DHCP Provisioning Mode, it can operate in one of two Network
Management sub-modes:
o NmAccess Mode

I SNMP V3 Coexistence Mode

When the PS is configured to operate in SNMP Provisioning Mode, it operates in SNMPV3 Coexistence
Network Management Mode only.

Figure 5-1 I illustrates the various PS operational modes along with the associated triggers for each. See
Section 7.3 .3 .2.4 (CDC Requirements) for a full description of provision mode determination.

 __
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Figure 5-11 — PS Operational Modes

 

Table 5-10 describes the infrastructures within which each PS mode is intended to operate.

Table 5-10 — PS Infrastructures

capablllty Directly Effected 
Intended lnfrasuucture

  
Extended CableHome InfrastructureSNMP Provisioning Mode Configuration file download.

 
 

   

 

 DHCP Provisioning Mode Configuration file download. DOCSIS 1.0, 1 1, and 2.0 infrastructureswith CableHome support

DOCSIS 1 O, 1 1, and 2.0 infrastructures
with CableHome and TLS support

DOCSIS 10 Infrastructure (SNMP v1Iv2)with CableHome support

DHCP Provisioning Mode: with
TLS/H'|'|'P

DHCP Provisioning Mode:
NmAccess Network
Management Mode

Secure configuration file download
  

 
  

  
 

  
  SNMP version used betweenl\IMSand PS
 

DHCP Provisioning Mode: SNMP version used between NMS
SNMP Coexistence Network and PS
Management Mode

DOCSIS 1.1 and 2 0, and Extended
CableHome Infrastructures (SNMP V3)
with CableHome support

No CableHome supportDormant CableHome Mode Configuration and Management
  

5.6 Physical Interfaces on the CableHome Residential Gateway’

There are many types of physical interfaces that may be implemented on 21 device containing PS
functionality. Several are described in the following list:

I WAN Networking Interfaces, to the cable network via the cable modem acting as a transparent bridge
for 21 PS with an embedded cable modem, and other WAN Networking Interfaces, intended for WAN
connection, in the Standalone PS case.

0 LAN Networking Interfaces for connection to LAN IP Devices and CableHome hosts.

7 Revised title and last bullet paragraph per ECN CHI l-N—03.0090-2 by G0 on l2/5/03

.:_ 
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0 Hardware Test Interfaces, such as JTAG and other proprietary approaches. which are part of the
silicon and don't always have software controls to turn the interfaces off. These interfaces are hardware
state machines that sit passively until their input lines are clocked with data. Though these interfaces can
be used to read and write data, they require an intimate knowledge of the chips and the board layout and
are therefore difficult to “attack”. Hardware test interfaces MAY be present on a device implementing
PS functionality. Hardware test interfaces MUST NOT be either labeled or documented for customerUSC.

0 Management Access Interfaces, also called console ports, which are communications paths (usually
RS-232, but could be Ethernet, etc.) and debugging software that interact with a user. The software
prompts the user for input and accepts commands to read and write data to the PS. If the software for
this interface is disabled, the physical communications path is disabled. A PS MUST NOT allow access
to PS functions via a Management Access Interface. (CableHome PS functions are defined by the
CableHome specification.) Access to PS functions MUST only be allowed via interfaces specifically
prescribed by the CableHome specifications, e.g., operator-controlled access via SNMP.

I Read-only Diagnostic Interfaces can be implemented in many ways and are used to provide useful
debug, trouble-shooting, and PS status information to users. A PS MAY have Read-only DiagnosticInterfaces.

0 Some products might choose to implement higher layer functions (such as customer premise data
network functions) that could require configuration by a user. A PS MAY provide the ability to
cnnifigtnri: nm1—{_‘:|b|c.l-lunnt: 1'uI1t:1nm.-e. The P5 !:iH('Jt_Zl.D implement a User Interface to enable user
cnnllgurinlimu nl'11:s||-(‘uisIcl*Iuinc function.-s um] (.‘ul11cHu|:1e functions. The User Interface is permitted
Ln provide maur it-cut.-ma to Ciihlnl-lIIIIIc—Llefillcll Ittunugcment liinctuins (i.e., to CableHome-defined MIB
objects}. hul is rcqltirecl to adhere in cubic upeium.-r—cc:riligLIrm! rlcuess rules. Refer to Section6.3.3.l.4.2.2.
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6 MANAGEMENT TOOLS

6.1 Introductionloverview

The CableHome Management Tools provide the cable operator with functionality to monitor and configure
the Portal Services (PS) element, to discover LAN IP Devices and the applications they offer. to remotely
check connectivity between the PS and LAN [P Devices, to provide Quality of Service policy to BPS in
support of prioritized QoS between CableHome Host devices. and to report on status and exception events
in the PS. This section describes and specifies requirements for these capabilities.

Differences between Management Tools defined in the CableHome 1.0 specification and those defined in
this specification are listed below:

I CableHome l.l adds the requirement for the PS to support SNMP management from any LANInterface

0 CableHome l.l adds the requirement for both the PS and the BP to support PS—BP messaging for the
exchange of QoS priorities

0 CableHome l.l adds the requirement for the BP to implement a device profile in XML format
- CableHome l.l adds the following MIB objects to the PS:

— objects needed to support prioritized Quality of Service on the LAN
- objects supporting enhanced firewall functionality

— objects enabling the cable operator to discover attributes of CableHome Host devices

6.1.1 Goals

The goals for the CableHome Management Tools include:

- Provide a means for the cable operator to discover LAN IP Devices.

0 Provide cable operators with visibility to LAN [P Devices.

0 Provide cable operators with visibility to applications on CableHome Host devices.

- Define a method for passing QoS priorities to the applications on CableHome Host devices.
I Define a minimum set of remote diagnostic tools that will allow the cable operator to verify

connectivity between the Portal Services element and any LAN IP Device.

0 Provide cable operators with access, via the MIBs, to internal data in the PS element and enable the
cable operator to monitor CableHome—specified parameters and to configure or re—configure
CableHome-specified capabilities as necessary.

0 Provide a means for reporting exceptions and other events in the form of SNMP traps, messages to a
local log, or messages to a system log (SYSLOG) in the cable network.

6.1.2 Assumptions

The assumptions for the CableHome network management environment include the following:

0 CableHome-compliant devices implement the [ntemet Protocol ([Pv4) suite of protocols.
- CableHome Host Devices implement :1 Device Profile and a Quality of Service Profile in XML format.

0 SNMP is used for the exchange of management messages between the cable network NMS and the PS
in the CableHome Residential Gateway device. SNMP provides visibility for the NMS to interfaces on
the PS, via access to internal PS data. through required MIBs.
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I Any of SNMPVI/v2c/v3 can be used as a management protocol between the NMS and the CableHomePortal Services element.

I LAN IP Devices implement a DHCP client.

I The CableHome Residential Gateway and LAN [P Devices support ICMP.

In The PING utility supplies functionality sufficient to provide the cable operator with the desired
information about connectivity between the PS element and LAN IP Devices.

6.2 Management Architecture

6.2.1 System Design Guidelines

The CableHome l.| Management Tools system design guidelines are listed in Table 6-1 .This list provided
guidance for the development of the CableHome management tools specifications.

Table B-1 - Management Tools System Design Guidelines

   
Reference Management Tools System Design Guidelines

The PS will implement SNMPV1/v2cIv3 protocols to provide access to internalPortal Services data

Mgmt 2 The PS will be capable of issuing a an ICMP Request (Ping) command to any
LAN IP Device specified by the cable operator and store results in the PS
Database Remote Ping test results will be accessible through CTP MIB
objects.

Mgmt 3 The PS will be capable of executing a Connection Speed Test with a
specified LAN IP Device specified by the cable operator and store results in
the PS Database Remote Connection Speed test results will be accessible
through CTP MIB obiects.

Mgmt 4 The PS element will be capable of reporting events

Mgmt 5 The PS element will be capable of communicating with CableHome Host
devices in the LAN-Pass and LAN-Trans realms for the exchange of device
attributes, QoS priorities, and CableHome Host application infomiation.

Mgmt 6 In the event that the PS loses connectivity with the cable data network and its
applications, the Discovery function and LAN Messaging function will
continue to operate.

6.2.2 Management Tools System Description

As shown in Figure t?r—| .C:Ihlcl-lnlttt Miuuigenient 'l'r.i-ulit £lfCl1lI\.'ClLlTl‘ wit:-lrttet nltlte tbllrixvirig
components: (I 1 tin: C:1hlcHoiiic Munrigenicnt Purizrl tC'MPi. :1; the t.'.".rhli:l-Iurrii: 'l‘i:sI Pnriirl (FTP). (3) a
Management Iiilurniiitiorr Bust: tMll3i. Ht 111'! SN MP Nctworlt Mrrririgcinciii Systurii (NMS) that iii part of
the cable netwurlt. tiritl Iii ll Device Pmtilc ill XMl_ l‘nrm:ii :lr1'I|)lt.'IllI."tIIt!t.l by r:l.It:l‘l L'.':ibIcl-lunii; i-lust device
(BP logical element).
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Figure 6-1 — CableHome Management Architecture

The cable data network NMS monitors and configures the PS by accessing the PS Database through MIBs
specified in Section 6.3 3.1 .4.7. The cable operator accesses CableHome Host Device and CableHome
Residential Gateway attributes through the PSDev MIB [CH5] and through the QoS MIB [CH7], and
configures CableHome Host devices with QoS policy (in the form of QoS priorities) using the PS as a
proxy.

Upon receiving DHCP ACKNOWLEDGE (DHCPACK) [RFC 2 [31] from its DHCP server the BP logical
element in each CableHome Host device initiates communication with the PS via a LAN messaging
interface. This messaging, in the fonn of Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) on Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) transport. is done to inform the PS of device attribute information (Device Profile) and a
list of applications (QoS Profile) implemented in the CableHome Host. When the PS receives the Device
Profile and QoS Profile it does the following:

I Stores the BP Device Profile information in a BP device profile MIB table
(cabhPsDevBpProfileTab1e).

The BP Device Profile enables the cable operator to discover information about CableHome Host
devices in the LAN-Pass realm, and provides the cable operator with information about
CableHome Host devices in the LAN-Trans realm in addition to the information obtained via
DHCP messaging between the PS and the LAN-Trans BP.

[I Processes the BP QoS Profile information as described in Section l0.3.2.4.2 LAN information
Exchange .8

The NMS can also directly communicate with LAN lP Devices in the CableHome LAN-Pass realm.

8 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.1-N-03.0109—l by KB on 4/5/04.
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The CableHome DHCP Portal, described in the Provisioning Tools section (Section 7), plays a role in basic
LAN lP Device discovery. Through DHCP communication between LAN lP Devices and the CDP, the
LAN IP Device provides its hardware address and may provide configuration information to the CMP
through DHCP Option codes. The CMP will use the information to populate CDP MIB LAN Address
Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTab1e) objects.

The CMP and CTP functional elements reside within the PS. The PS logical element may be co—resident
with an embedded cable modem or stand alone. without embedded cable modem functionality, as described
in Section 5.l.3.l.l.

The CM and PS are separate and independent management entities. In the case of a PS with an embedded
cable modem, no data sharing between CM and PS is implied, with the following exceptions:

l. the software image download is controlled via the cable modem’s MIB,

2. the MIB for SNMP [RFC 3418], the SNMP Group of MIB-2 (mib-2 ll) [RFC l2l3J, the [P Group and
the lCMP Group of the SNMPv2 MIB for IP [RFC 201 l], and the SNMPv2 MIB for UDP [RFC 20l3]
are allowed to be shared between the PS and CM.

In at PS with an embedded cable modem, the cable modem‘s docsDevSoftware objects are accessed to set
up, initiate, and monitor the download of a single combined software image. This process is described in
Section 1 L8, Secure Software Download for the PS.

Because of this management independence, the CM and PS respond to different and independent
management IP addresses. CM MIB Ul.'Ij|':I.‘I.\ are only visible when the manager accesses them through the
CM management IP address. and art: nnt \‘l.‘-'ll'llL' via the PS management [P address (and vice—versa). The
SNMP access rights to the PS and CM entitle.-a MUS'l' be set independently. CableHome does not preclude
the use of a single SNMP agent for a PS with an embedded CM.

The Portal Services element supports SNMPV l , Sl\{MPv2c, and SNMPV3 protocols. Section 5.5 introduced
the provisioning modes supported by a CableHome Portal Services element. and Section 7 provides
additional detail about these modes. The provisioning mode in which the PS is operating partially
determines which version of SNMP the PS uses. Additional detail is provided in Section 6.3.3.

6.3 PS Logical Element - CableHome Management Portal (CMP)

The CableHome Management Portal (CMP) is a sub-element of the PS logical element. It serves as the hub
of management control of the PS and for discovery of devices present on the LAN.

The CMP aggregates and interconnects management information in the WAN—Man and LAN—Trans
realms, since they are not directly accessible to each other.

6.3.1 CMP Goals

The goals for the CableHome Management Portal include:

- Enable the NMS to remotely view and update CableHome Address Portal (CAP) configuration
information

I Enable the NMS to remotely view and update Firewall configuration information

- Enable remote testing of connectivity between the CableHome Residential Gateway and LAN lP
Devices in the LAN-Trans realm, via the CableHome Test Portal (CTP)

0 Enable remote configuration of LAN [P Device Addressing parameters

0 Enable viewing of LAN IP Device information obtained via the CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP)
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0 Provide cable operator access to the attributes of CabieHome Host devices and applications
implemented by CabieHome Host devices, acquired through the CabieHome discovery process

0 Support the exchange of device attributes, application list. and QoS priorities for applications between
the CabieHome Residential Gateway and CabieHome Host devices

0 Enable viewing of the results of LAN [P Device performance monitoring done by the CabieHome Test
Portal (CTP)

0 Enable the NMS to access other PS configuration parameters

0 Facilitate security by providing access to security parameters, and the use of SNMPvl/v2c/v3 in the
appropriate network management mode

0 Provide the capability to disable LAN segments

6.3.2 CMP Design Guidelines

The CabieHome l.l CMP design guidelines are listed in Table 6-2. This list provides guidance for the
specification of CMP functionality.

Table 6-2 — CMP System Design Guidelines?l—
Reference CMP System Design Guidelines

 interfaces will support the management and diagnosis features and functions required to support cable-
based services provisioned across the home network.

 

CMP 2 Loss or connection between broadband service provider(s) and the home network will not disable or
degrade the operation of intemal home networking functions

CMP 3 The home network will recover from a power outage, and devices connected to the home network must
reium to the operational state they were in prior to the outage.

CMP 4 Home network devices will be easy to install and configure for operation, much like a home appliance.

CMP 5 The PS and LAN IP Devices will support a protocol for discovering LAN IP Devices connected to thehome LAN.

CMP 6 The PS will provide to the cable operator, upon request, information about devices added to the homeLAN.

CMP 7 The PS and BF’ will support a protocol for exchanging CabieHome Host Device attributes and
applications implemented by CabieHome Host Devices, and the Q05 priorities for those applications.

CMP B The PS will provide to the cable operator, upon request, information about CabieHome Host Device
attributes and applications implemented by CabieHome Host Devices.

CMP 9 Discovery protocol message exchange within the home LAN will not noticeably degrade performance ofthe home LAN.

CMP 10 Discovery messaging will not propagate onto the WAN.

6.3.3 CMP System Description

The CMP is responsible for the following important CabieHome capabilities:

0 Enable management of the Portal Services functions from the cable operator's data network Network
Management System (NMS) by providing access to the PS Database and its state variables through
CabieHome-specified Management Information Base (MIB) objects

0 Enable visibility to the PS Database for the subscriber through CabieHome-specified MIB objects
0 Enable exchange of QoS priorities between the PS and BP

0 Enable the manager to remotely discover devices connected to the home LAN and the applications
running on them

- Process and log event messages
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The CMP is comprised of the following four functions to support the management and discovery
responsibilities listed above. These functions are also shown in Figure 6-1:

1. SNMP agent function:

The SNMP agent function receives and processes SNMP messages from the WAN Interface
through the WAN—Man IP address and from the LAN interface, through the PS Server Router IP
address. It provides access to MIB objects for the purpose of monitoring and/or configuring PS
and LAN [P Device functionality.

2. Event handling function:

The CMP reports events according to the settings of the docsDevEvent table settings. The list of
supported events appears in Appendix II.

3. Discovery function:

The CMP, through its discovery functionality, acquires information about each CableHome Host
device and the applications on it. The CMP stores this information in the PS database and makes it
available to an SNMP management entity, via the PSDev MIB [CH5] and QoS MIB [CH7].

4. LAN Messaging function:

The CMP exchanges QoS parameters and Device Profile attributes in XML format, with
CableHome Hosts across the LAN using Simple Object Access Protocol.

These functions are described in Section 6.3.3.l — Section 6.3.3.4.

6.3.3 1 CMP SNMP Agent Function

6.3.3.1.1 SNMP Agent Function Goals

Goals of the SNMP Agent function of the CMP are listed below:

0 Receive and process SNMP messages received through PS WAN—Man and PS Server Router (LAN)
interfaces

0 Provide SNMP manager access to the PS Database through CableHome-specified MIBs
- Enforce PS Database access rules defined by the docsDevN mAccessTable and VACM views

0 Support authentication and encryption/decryption processes for SNMP defined by IETF RFCs
0 Adhere to SNMP implementation rules and guidelines defined by IETF RFCs

6.3.31.2 SNMP Agent Function System Design Guidelines

The system design guidelines listed in Table 6-3 guided development of SNMP Agent Function
requirements.

Table 6-3 - §x.§.!a_m Design GU-de|.I.r-as  

 
Reference SNMP Agent Function System Design Guidelines

The PS will provide remote access to manageable parameters in the PS database via Cab|eHome
Agent 1 specified MIBS

 

SNMP The PS will implement an SNMP agent compatible with existing cable data network management
Agent 2 systems
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Reference SNMP Agent Function System Design Guidelines

  The PS will support access control methods enabling the cable operator to configure control of PS
Agent 3 Database access

6.3.3.1.3 SNMP Agent Function System Description

The CMP SNMP Agent function serves as the hub of Management control for WAN side management
accesses and it gathers information for, and interconnects management of, WAN Management and LAN
network elements. It also supports management messaging, via SNMP through any LAN Interface.

The CMP works in any of three network management modes:

0 SNMP Provisioning Mode/SNMPv3 Coexistence Management Mode

0 DHCP Provisioning Mode/NmAccess Table Management Mode

0 DHCP Provisioning Mode/SNMPV3 Coexistence Management Mode

SNMP Provisioning Mode/SNMP Coexistence Management Mode

As described in Section 5.5, when in SNMP Provisioning Mode, the PS defaults to operating in SNMPv3
Coexistence Mode with SNMPvl and SNMPv2 not enabled, and uses Kerberos to distribute keying
material. User-based Security Model (USM) [RFC 34l4J and View—based Access Control Model (VACM)
[RFC 34l5] are supported to allow the cable operator to implement management policy for access to
CableHome—specified MIBs.

DHCP Provisioning Mode/NmAccessTable Management Mode

As described in Section 5.5, when in DHCP Provisioning Mode, the PS defaults to operate in NmAccess
Table mode. In NmAccessTable mode, management access is controlled by the NmAccessTable of the
DOCSIS Device MIB [RFC 2669] and the SNMPV l/v2c protocols are supported.

DHCP Provisioning Mode/SNMPv3 Coexistence Management Mode

When the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode, the cable operator can populate the Coexistence
Table via SNMP set-request messages or via PS configuration file, thereby configuring the PS to operate in
SNMPV3 Coexistence Management Mode. For at PS configured to operate in SNM Pv3 Coexistence Mode,
management access is controlled as described in [RFC 2576], the SNMPv1/v2c/v3 protocols are supported,
USM and VACM are supported, and SNMPV3 keying material is distributed using [RFC 2786] and TLVs
in the PS Configuration File.

Table 6-4 contains definitions for terms that are specific to the CMP.

Table 5-51 — Definition oi Tarms

Management-control Read or write access to a set of parameters that control or monitor the behavior of the PS

PS Database A set of parameters that controls or monitors the behavior of the PS element readable by the
WAN management system. it can be thought of as a repository of information describing thecurrent state of the PS.

User As defined in SNMP (section 2 1 of [RFC 3414]), a User has a name associated with it,
associated security definitions and access to a View

 

View A View is a set of MIB objects and the access rights to those objects Each View has a name
and it is associated with a User (section 2 4 of [RFC 3415]).

Ultimate The single authority that establishes, modifies, or deletes User IDs, authentication keys,
Authorization encryption keys, and access rights to the PS Database This User is entrusted with all

|_ security management operations.
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A User that typically performs only read-only operations on the PS database. This is typically
used for performance monitoring and accounting.

Maintenance User

Administrator User A User that typically performs both read and write operations on the PS database. These Noperations are used for Configuration and Fault Management.

Examples of the types of information that can be read or manipulated via CableHome Management—control
include the firewall policy settings, NMS-configured NAT mappings, remote diagnostic tool initiation and
results access, PS status, discovered device and applications information, and LAN address range
configuration. As will be illustrated later. the various ruanagr.-mcnt rrtcwrging rnterllru-5 may have access"
rights to different sets of parameters. A C.:rl'rlr.-Hnim: l .l—t"urnpli'.rnt PS supports ilUCI.."ih lu the PS ll;I1lll)lJ5I3
through the MIB hierarchy from both lltr: WAN and LAN using SNMP. (.'ab|r:HntIIc I .|~cu1up| lam
CableHome Host devices can also uxcli.-urge niessrrgc.-a with the Ci1hlEHl)I'|1I.' I-tcsitlctitinl C‘ratcwu_-,r u.-ring
XML—formatted data transported, via HTTP. Figure 6-2 indicates management messaging interfaces:

0 NMS —CMP: management message exchange between the cable network NMS and the CMP.
0 CMP - CableHome Host/LAN-Trans: message exchange between the CMP and CableHome Hosts in

the LAN-Trans realm.

- CMP — CableHome Host/LAN-Pass: message exchange between the CMP and CableHome Hosts in
the LAN—Pass realm.

- NMS — LAN IP Device: management message exchange between the cable network NMS and LAN IP
Devices in the LAN-Pass realm. This management messaging is outside the scope of the CableHome l.l
specification.

WAN Address Realm

 

 
 

 
 

l.AN Address Realm.
LAN IP
DeviceI ‘Cable Network‘ .

1’ Network '
Management I

'- §ystem {NMS)_, '
 LAN-Trans

Realm 

 
  

Figure 6-2 — Cablel-lome Management Message Interfaces

The CMP is primarily a WAN (NMS) accessed and WAN controlled entity, but also supports access from
the PS LAN interface (Server Router address - usually the default gateway for LAN [P Devices in the
LAN-Trans realm). Additionally the CMP may be called upon to inform the cable network NMS of events
or transfer system log files as required. An example of a CMP implementation is illustrated in Figure 6-3,
to convey concepts for CMP functionality.
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Figure 6-3 — PS Block Diagram

The NMS management tools use SNMP to access and manage objects in the PS. If the PS is operating in
SNMPV3 Coexistence Mode, SNMPv3 provides NMS operator User authentication to the PS, view-based
access to the management information base (MIB) objects in the PS, and encryption of management
messages if requested.

The CMP SNMP agent function has the task of mapping the Object ID (OID) and the instance of the OID
for all the leaves within the functional blocks in the PS, such as the CAP or local storage such as the PS
Database.

A cable data network NMS operator may access or “manage" CableHome Hosts in one of two ways The
cable operator can directly access Cab|eHome Hosts using pass—through addressing between the cable
network and the LAN device element (BP) to be managed. The cable operator can also access BP Device
profile attributes through the PSDev MIB in the PS and a list of BP applications and their priorities through
the QoS MIB in the PS. The cable operator accesses these MIBs via SNMP set—request or SNMP get-
request messages issued to the PS WAN—Man IP address and the PS, acting as a management proxy,
accesses a BP using SOAP/HTTP. The cable operator can provision QoS Policy. in the fonn of QoS
priorities for CableHome Host applications, in the PS via SNMP.

 j_a
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6.33.1.4 SNMP Agent Function Requirementsg

The PS MUST implement an SNMP agent compliant with IETF RFCs as indicated in Section 6.3.3.l.4.l.
“SNMP Protocol Requirements," on page 51.

When operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode (cabhPsDevProvMode =
dhcpmode(l) or snmpmode(2)), the SNMP agent in the PS MUST only receive and process SNMP
messages from the WAN that are addressed to its WAN-Man IP address.

When operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode (cabhPsDevProvMode =
dhcpmode(l) or snmpmode(2)), while in NAPT or NAT Primary Packet—handling Mode
(cabhCapPrimaryMode = napt(l) or nat(2)), the SNMP agent in the PS MUST only receive and process
SNMP messages from the LAN that are addressed to its LAN side CDP Server Router address
(cabhCdpServerRouter).

When operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode (cabhPsDevProvMode =
dhcpmode(l) or snmpmode(2)), while in Passthrough Primary Packet-handling Mode
(cabhCapPrimaryMode = passthrough(3)), the SNMP agent in the PS MUST only receive and process
SNMP messages from the LAN that are addressed to its LAN side Well Known PS LAN IP Address
(l92.l68.0.l).

When operating in Dormant CableHome Mode (cabhPsDevProvMode = dormantCHmode(3)). the SNMP
agent in the PS MUST ignore all SNMP messages from the WAN and MUST only receive and process
SNMP messages from the LAN that are addressed to its LAN side CDP Server Router address
(cabhCdpServerRouter).

The PS MUST ignore SNMP messages received through any LAN interface addressed to the PS WAN-
Man IP address.

In the case of 21 PS co-resident with an embedded cable modem, i.e., an embedded PS, the PS and cable
modem MUST respond to different and independent management IP addresses.

The PS MUST implement ICMP Echo and Echo Reply Message types (Type 8 and Type 0) as described in
[RFC 792], and reply appropriately to Ping requests received on any interface.

If the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode (indicated by a value of'1' in cabhPsDevProvMode) the
PS MUST default to using SNMPvl/v2c for management messaging with the NMS and follow rules for
NmAccess mode and Coexistence Mode, described in Section 6.3 .3.l.4.2.l , “Network Management Modes
for a PS Operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode ," on page 52.

[f the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode (indicated by a value of '2' in MIB object
cabhPsDevProvMode), the PS MUST use SNMPV3 for management messaging with the NMS, following
rules described in Section 6.3.3.1.4.3, “Network Management Mode for 21 PS Operating in SNMP
Provisioning Mode," on page 54.

When the PS is operating in SNMP Coexistence Mode, the default Ultimate Authorization setting MUST
be WAN Administrator (CHAdministrator).

The PS MUST include - in the following specified order - the hardware version, vendor name, boot ROM
image version, software version, and model number in the sysDescr object (from [RFC 3418]). The format
of the specific information contained in the sysDescr MUST be as shown in Table 6-5:

9 Revised this section per ECN CH1 .l-N-03.0077-4 by G0 on I2/2/03.
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Table 66 — Formal ol sysDescr Fields
To Report Fonnat of Each Field

Hardware Version HW__REV: <hardware version>
Vendor Name VENDOR: <vendor name>

Boot ROM BOOTR: <boot ROM version>

SW_REV: <software version>Software Version
Model Number MODEL: <model number>

The sysDescr MUST be composed of a list of five Type/Value pairs enclosed in double angle brackets. The
separation between the Type and Value is “z " - a colon and a blank space. For instance, a sysDescr of a PS
of vendor X, hardware version 5.2, Boot ROM version 1.4, software version 2.2, and model number X
would appear as follows:

anytext<<HW_REV: 5.2, VENDOR: X; BOOTR: 1.4: SW_REV: 2 2; MODEL: X>>any text

The PS MUST report in the sysDescr at least all of the information necessary to determine what software
and firewall policy versions the PS is capable of loading. If any fields of the sysDescr object are not
applicable, the PS MUST report “NONE" as the value. For example, a PS with no BOOTR will report“BOOTR: NONE".

The value of the docsDevSwCurrentVers MIB object MUST contain the same software version
information as that contained in the software version information included in the sysDescr object.

When a PS and a CM are embedded in the same device, the sysDescr and docsDevSwCurrentVers objects
of the PS MUST report the same values as those of the CM.

The sysObject1D object of the MlB—2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented and MUST be
persistent across device reset and power cycles.

The sysUpTime object ofthe MlB—2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented. SysUpTime is the
amount of time that has elapsed since the system reset.

The sysContact object of the MlB—2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented and MUST be
persistent across device reset and power cycles. SysContact returns the name of the user or systemadministrator if known.

The sysLocation object ofthe MIB-2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented and MUST be
persistent across device reset and power cycles.

The sysServices object of the MlB—2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented and MUST be
persistent across device reset and power cycles.

The sysName object of the MIB-2 System group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented and MUST be
persistent across device reset and power cycles. Querying sysName returns the system name.

The Interfaces Group MIB [RFC 2863] MUST be implemented in accordance with Appendix land
requirements in Section 6.3.3.1.4.8.

The MIB-2 SNMP group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented.
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The snmpSetSeria1No object of the snmpSet group [RFC 3418] MUST be implemented. SnmpSetSerialNo
is an advisory lock used to allow several cooperating SNMPv2 entities, all acting in a manager role. to
coordinate their use of the SNMPv2 set operation.

The PS MUST count LAN-to-WAN and WAN—to—LAN octets as defined by cabhPsDevLan1pTrafficTab1e
[CH5]. according to the value ofcabhPsDevLan1pTrafficEnabled |CH5].'°

When the PS element MIB objects are set to their factory defaults using the cabhCapSetToFactory,
cabhCdpSetToFactory, cabhCtpSetToFactory, or cabhPsDevSetToFactory MIB objects the corresponding
PS functionality MUST use these factory default settings for operation without having to re-provision the
PS element.

6.3.3.1.4.1 SNMP Protocol Requirements

The PS MUST adhere to or implement, as appropriate, the following IETF RFCs:

0 “A Simple Network Management Protocol" [RFC 1 157]
NOTE: This RFC has been declared “historic" by [RFC 3410]. The PS is required to support SNMPv1.

I “Introduction to Community—based SNMPv2" [RFC 1901]
NOTE: This RFC has been declared “historic” by [RFC 3410]. The PS is required to support SNMPv2c.

0 “Introduction and Applicability Statements for Internet Standard Management Framework" [RFC
3410]

0 “An Architecture for Describing Simple Network Management Protocol Management Frameworks”
[RFC 341 1]

0 “Message Processing and Dispatching for SNMP” [RFC 3412]

0 “Simple Network Management Applications“ [RFC 3413]

0 “User-based Security Model (USM) for the Simple Network Management Protocol" [RFC 3414]
I “View—based Access Control Model (VACM) for the Simple Network Management Protocol” [RFC

3415]

0 “Version 2 of the Protocol Operations for the Simple Network Management Protocol (SN MP)“ [RFC
3416]

0 “Transport Mappings for the Simple Network Management Protocol” [RFC 3417]

0 “Management Information Base (MIB) for the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)" [RFC
3418]

0 “Coexistence between Version 1, Version 2, and Version 3 of the Internet-Standard Network
Management Framework” [RFC 2576]

In support of SM1v2, the PS MUST implement the following IETF RFCs:

0 “Structure of Management Information Version 2 (SMIv2)" [RFC 2578]
0 “Textual Conventions for SMIv2" [RFC 2579]
0 “Conformance Statements for SMlv2" [RFC 2580]

6.3.3.l.4.2 Network Management Mode Requirements

Section 5.5 introduced two provisioning modes, (DHCP Provisioning Mode and SNMP Provisioning
Mode) and two network management modes (N mAccessTab1e Mode and SNMPv3 Coexistence Mode)
that the PS is required to support. Section 7.3.3.1 and Section 7.3.3.2 provide additional detail about PS
operation in each of the two provisioning modes. in addition to Dormant Cab1eHome Mode of operation.

'0 Deleted two previous paragraphs and added this per ECN CH1 .1-N-03051 by G0 on 07/07/03.
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This section describes rules for the network management modes the PS is required to support. Section
6.3.3.1 .4.2.l and its sub-sections describe network management modes for a PS operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode. Section 6.3 .3.l .4.3 and its sub—sections describe network management modes for a PS
operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode.

The PS can operate in SNMPv3 Coexistence network management mode, regardless of whether it is
configured to operate in DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode. lt defaults to operation
in SNMPV3 Coexistence mode when operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode. When operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode the PS defaults to operating in NmAccessTable network management mode, but can be
configured to operate in SNMPv3 Coexistence Mode.

Control of access to the MIBs implemented by the PS depends upon the network management mode in
which the PS is configured to operate. When the PS is configured to operate in NmAccessTable network
management mode, MIB access is controlled by writing to the docsDevNmAccessTable [RFC 2669].
When operating in SNMPV3 Coexistence Mode, access to the MIBs is controlled by the SNMPv3 tables
([RFC 2576], [RFC 34l3], [RFC 3414], and [RFC 34l5J). The SNMPv3 tables can be configured by the
NMS through SNMP Set commands, or via the PS Configuration File. Section 6.3 .13.! .4.6 Mapping TLV
Fields [nto Created SNMPv3 Table Rows describes how PS Configuration File configuration parameters
are mapped into these SNMPv3 tables.

6.3.3.1.4.2.1 Network Management Modes for a P8 Operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode

The PS MUST support SNMPv l, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 and SNMP Coexisleiuce as described by [RFC
341 I] through [RFC 3415] and [RFC 2576]. The PS MUST also support Nm:\cce.-;sTutJlu mode as: defined
by [RFC 2669]. Support for the network management modes for at PS operating in DHCP l‘mvi.=.iuning
Mode is subject to the guidelines described in Section 6.3.3.l.4.2.2, Section 6.3.3.l.4.3, and Section6.3.3.l.4.4.

6.3.3.1.4.2.2 Basic Operation for a P8 Operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode

[nitial operation of the PS configured for DHCP Provisioning Mode can be thought of as having three
steps: (I) behavior of the PS after it has been configured for DHCP Provisioning Mode. but before its
network management mode has been configured via the PS Configuration File; (2) determination of the
network management mode, and; (3) behavior of the PS after its network management mode has been
configured. Rules of operation for each of these steps follow:

I. Once the PS has been configured to operate in DHCP Provisioning Mode (indicated by a
cabhPsDevProvMode value of ‘l' (DHCPmode)), but before it has been configured for a network
management mode, the PS MUST operate as follows:

I All SNMP packets are dropped.
0 None of the SNMPV3 MIBs (Community MIB, TARGET-MIB, VACM-MIB, USM—MIB,

NOTIFICATION-MIB) are accessible to the SNMP manager in the NMS.
0 None of the elements in the SNMP-USM—DH-OBJECTS-MIB is accessible to the SNMP manager in

the NMS.

0 The PS Configuration File specified in the DHCP OFFER is downloaded and processed.

0 Successful processing of all MIB elements in the PS Configuration File MUST be completed before
beginning the calculation ofthe public values in the USMDHKickstart Table.

2. If a PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode, the content of the PS Configuration File determines
the network management mode, as described below:
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The PS is in SNMPvl/v2c docsDevNmAccess mode if the PS Configuration File contains ONLY
docsDevNmAccess Table setting for SNMP access control.

If the PS Configuration File does not contain SNMP access control items (docsDevNmAccessTable or
snmpCommunityTable or TLV 34.!/34.2 or TLV38), then the PS is in NmAccess mode.

lf the PS Configuration File contains snmpCommunityTable setting and/or TLV type 34.l and 34.2
and/or TLV type 38, then the PS is in SNMP Coexistence Mode. In this case, any entries made to the
docsDevNmAccessTable are ignored.

After completion of the provisioning process described in Section l3.2 (indicated by the value ‘pass’ (1)
in cabhPsDevProvState), the PS operates in one of two network management modes. The network
management mode is determined by the contents of the PS Configuration File as described above. Rules
for PS operation for each of the two network management modes follow:

Nm Access Mode using SNM Pv I/v2c

The PS MUST process SNMPV l/v2c packets and drop SNMPV3 packets.
docsDevNmAccessTable controls access and trap destinations as described in [RFC 2669]. The PS

operating in NmAccess Network Management Mode MUST enforce the management access policy, as
defined by the NmAccess Table. for any access to the CableHome-specified MIB objects, regardless of
the interface (such as a vendor-specific graphical user interface (GUI)) or access protocol used."

None of the SNMPv3 MIBs (Community MIB, TARGET—MlB, VACM-MIB, USM-MIB,
NOTIF[CATlON—MIB) is accessible.

When the PS is operating in SNMP vl/v2c NmAccess mode it MUST support the capability of
sending traps as specified by the following MIB object (proposed MIB extension to the
docsDevNmAccess table):

DocsDevNmAccessTrapVersion OBJECT—TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER {

Disables NMPv2trap( 1),

EnableSNMPv2trap(2),

}

MAX-ACCESS read-create

STATUS current

DESCRIPTION

“Specifies the TRAP version that is sent to this NMS. Setting this object to
disableSNMPv2trap

(1) causes the trap in SNMPvl format to be sent to particular NMS. Setting this object to

EnableSNMPv2trap(2) causes the trap in SNMPv2 format be sent to particular NMS"

DEFVAL { DisableSNMPv2trap }

::={docsDevNmAcessEntry 8}

H Revised this bullet statement per ECN CH1 .|-N-03.0090-2 by G0 on l2/5/03.
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Coexistence Mode using SNMPV l/v2c/v3

When in SNMPV3 Coexistence Mode, the PS MUST support the "SNMPV3 Initialization“ and
“DH Key Changes" requirements specified in Section ll.4.4.l.3 and Section ll.4.4.l.4. These
requirements include calculation of USM Diffie—Hellman Kickstart Table public parameters. The
following rules for PS operation apply during and after calculation of the public parameters
(values) as indicated:

During calculation of USMDHKickstartTable public values:

0 The PS MUST NOT allow any SNMP access from the WAN.
0 The PS MAY continue to allow access from the LAN with the limited access as configured

by USM MIB, community MIB and VACM—MlB.

After calculation of USMDHKickstartTable public values:

I The PS MUST send the cold start or warm start trap to indicate that the PS is now fully
SNMPV3 manageable.

0 SNMPv1/v2c/v3 Packets are processed as described by [RFC 34l I], [RFC 3412], [RFC
3413], [RFC 34l4], [RFC 34l5], and [RFC 2576].

I docsDevNmAccessTable is not accessible.

0 Access control and trap destinations are determined by the snmpCommunityTable.
Notification MIB. Target MIB, VACM-MIB. and USM—MIB. The PS MUST enforce the
management access policy, as defined by the VACM View configured by the cable operator,
for any access to the CableHome—specified MIB objects, regardless of the interface (such as a
vendor specific graphical user interface (GUl)) or access protocol used.”

- Community MIB controls the translation of SNMPV l/v2c packet community string into
security name which select entries in the USM MIB. Access control is provided by theVACM MIB.

I USM MIB and VACM MIB controls SNMPV3 packets.

0 Trap destinations are specified in the Target MIB and Notification MlB.

In case of failure to complete SNMPV3 initialization for a User (i .e., NMS cannot access the PS via
SNMPV3 PDU), the USM User Table for that User MUST be deleted, the PS is in Coexistence Mode, and
the PS will allow SNMPvl/v2c access if and only if the community MIB entries (and related entries) are
configured.

6.3 .3.l .4.3 Network Management Mode for a PS Operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode

If the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode following DHCP ACK (as indicated by a value '2'
(SNMPmode) for cabhPsDevProvMode), it operates in SNMPV3 Coexistence Mode using SNMPV3 by
default for exchanging management messages with the NMS, and uses Kerberos for exchanging key
material with the KDC. following rules described in this section. Just as when the PS is operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode and has been configured for SN MPV3 Coexistence network management mode, when
the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode and SNMPV3 Coexistence network management mode it
is required to ignore attempts to configure the docsDevNmAccessTable.

6.3.3.l.4.4 Management Views

The management controls defined for CableHome are in the CMP function of the PS. Settings, based on
management mode, define the access rights that are granted to a User for access to the Portal Services

'3 Revised this bullet statement per ECN CH1 .|-N—03 0090-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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database, through CableHome-specified MlBs. via SNMP from the PS WAN—Man or LAN Server Router
interfaces. A single User is defined by the CableHome 1.1 specification.

The concept of Management Views was introduced with SNMPV3, and is defined in [RFC 3410] through
[RFC 3415] and [RFC 2576]. It is a method for specifying what user(s) is/are allowed to access which MIB
objectts).

Figure 6-4 illust|'aln.~. snnre possible trulsi.-igenacnl \«’iu\-vs for the P5. A WAN Administrator View
(Cl-{Administrator view! anal .'J. WAN Adlniiilxtratnr Us-CI’ lflllmlniinistrutor user) are defined by
CableHome 1.1. Other \l:'u.»w.s nntl llsers. such .-is tlu: WAN llrluintcnuncc View, the LAN Administrator
View, or the LAN User View can be established by the Ultimate Authorization (CHAdministrator),
following rules defined in [RFC 3414] and [RFC 3415].

 

   
 

 
WAN Maintenance_View | LAN Admlnist_ratorviewJ

_ |_WAN Admifitratorlnewl |_LAN Userviewi
. _ L . .. _

T =. ' --*--~=-L-.-._\

LAN IP ‘V
Device /. .

_..——*.""

Figure 6-4 — Management Views

M.-msigcrl parameter.-a defined 11;: C‘nhleHome are stored in the PS nlll.I.IlJII."s«L'. A.» shown in Figure 6-4, there
is :1 cu::r.'a:pt of Access View into the PS Database and PS Control. which allows simultaneous
mnnl.1ga.-meat from bull'I the LAN and WAN by defining Management \"il:W!-l into the PS Database and PS
comma, The View gm; :1 l'1‘lec]'l:l.:|1i!l[11t0 provide privacy and Hccurity. and the p-Lslicy can be set separately
by the CHAdministrator User.

The Ultimate Authorization (CHAdministrator User) has its own User ID and keys, and has the following
responsibilities:

0 Responsible for setting up all access Views on both the LAN and WAN management interface.

0 Responsible for creating and managing all User profiles including user IDs, Keys, and PS database
access privileges.

0 Responsible for setting policy for both LAN and WAN side access

Descriptions for how View—based Access Control Model and User-based Security Model work are
provided in [RFC 3414] and [RFC 3415].

The CHAdministrator View provides full read and write access to all M[Bs specified by CableHome.

 ?L
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Management View requirements are specified in Section 6.3.3.l.4.5 of this specification.

6.3.3.1.4.4.1 WAN-Access Control

CableHome defines two methods for controlling access to manageable parameters via CableHome—defined
MIBS. The docsDevNmAccessTable [RFC 2669] defines management access when the PS is operating in
NmAccess Network Management Mode (refer to Section 6.3.3.1.4.2.2). When the PS is operating in
SNMPV3 Coexistence Network Management Mode (Section 6.3.3.l.4.2.2), per User Security Model
(USM) [RFC 34l4] and View-based Access Control Model (VACM) [RFC 34l5],Table settings are used
to control access to CableHome-specified MIB objects, regardless of the interface (such as a graphical user
interface) through which the request arrives. VACM defines a set of services that can be used for checking
access rights. VACM Groups define the rights to access the CMP.”

As defined in [RFC 3415] section 2.4, a “MIB View" is a specific set of managed object types that can be
defined, and this concept is used in CableHome to support WAN Management of the PS. The
CHAdministrator User access and View for CableHome I .l are specified in Section l l.4.4. I .3 and Section
6.3.3.1 .4.5. An example sequence of PS Database access from the WAN interface is provided in Sectionl2.3.l.

6.3.3.1 .4.4.2 Security

Security of management messages is provided by SNMPv3. Refer to Section 1 l for a detailed description
of how SNMPV3 is used. The CMP may use SNMP v3 to counter threats identified in Appendix III.

To protect against replay attacks, a time of day clock is utilized to provide timestamps for messaging.
Management messaging security requirements are specified in Section 1 I .4.

6.3 .3.l.4 .5 View-based Access Control Model (VACM) Requirements

To provide controlled access to management information and the creation of distinct management realms
for a PS operating in SNMP v3 Coexistence Mode, View-based Access Control Model (VACM) MUST be
employed as defined by [RFC 3415].

The WAN Administrator View MUST be implemented in a CableHome l.l-compliant Portal Services
element. Default Views other than the WAN Administrator View MUST NOT be available on the PS.
Other Views MAY be created by the Ultimate Authorization through the cable network NMS by
configuring the VACM MIB.

The User specification for the WAN Administrator View MUST be implemented as follows:

vacmSecurityModel 3 (USM)

vacmSecurity Name 'CHAdministrator'

vacmGroupName 'CHAdministrator'

vacmSecurityToGroupStorageType permanent

vacmSecurityToGroupStatus active

The Group specification for the CHAdministrator View MUST be implemented as follows:

" Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .1 —N-03 0090-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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CHAdministrator Group

vacmGroupName ‘CHAdministrator'

vacmAccessContextPrefix "

vacmAccessSecurityModel 3 (USM)

vacmAccessSecurityLeve1 AuthPriv

vacmAccessContextMatch exact

vacmAccessReadView Name ‘Cl-lAdministratorView'

vacm AccessW riteViewName ‘CHAdministratorView'

vacmAccessNotifyViewName ’CHAdministratorView'

vacmAccessStorageType permanent

vacmAccessStatus active

The VACM View for the CHAdministrator view MUST be implemented as follows:

6.3.3. 1.4.6

CHAdministratorView subtree 1.3.6.1 (Entire MIB)

Mapping TLV Fields lnto Created SNMPv3 Table Rows

This section details how the SNMP No!/ficalion Receiver Configuration File Element (TLV Type 38) is
mapped into SNMPV3 functional tables. Refer to Section 7.4.4.1 .10 SNMP Notification Receiver for a
description of configuration parameter TLV Type 38. Details of how the encryption keys are exchanged
for SNMP v3 operation are provided in Section l1.4.4.2.2.

Upon receiving one Type 38 configuration file element, the PS MUST make MIB table entries following
the procedure described in Table 6-6 snmpNotifyTable through Table 6-15 vacmSecurityToGroupTable,
using values passed in the TLV as described below. The MIB tables the PS is required to populate when it
receives a Type 38 configuration file element are listed below for convenience:

snmpNotifyTable

snmpTargetAddrTable

snmpTargetAddrExtTable

snmpTargetParamsTable

snmpNotifyFi1terProfi1eTable
sn mpNotifyFilterTable

snmpCommu nityTable
usmUserTable

vacmSecurityToGroupTable
vacmAccessTable

vacmViewTreeFamilyTable

A PS configuration file is allowed to contain TLV MIB elements (Type 28) that make entries to any of the
1 1 tables listed above.

04/09/04
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The tables in this section show how the fields from the PS Configuration file TLV element (the tags in
angle brackets <> ) are placed into the SNMP V3 tables.

The correspondence between TLV fields and table tags <1‘AG> is shown below:

PS<1P Address> TLV 38.1

<Port> — TLV 38.2

<Trap type> TLV 38.3

<Timeout> TLV 38.4

<Retries> TLV 38.5

<Filter OID> TLV 38.6

<Security Name> TLV 38.7

These tables are shown in the order that the agent will search down through them when a notification is
generated in order to determine who to send the notification to and how to fill out the contents of the
notification packet.

sn m pNotifyTable

Create two rows with fixed values, if one or more TLV elements are present.

Table 6-6 — sr1.mpNgtl_ly‘l‘abIe 

   
snmpNotlfyTabIe [RFC 3413]

SNMP-NO11FlCATlON-MIB
 
   

 

Second Row

 
Column Value

 Column Name (' = Part of Index) Column Value
 
 

 
  
  

 
 

  
 

' snmpNotifyName "@PSconfig_inform" “@PSconfig_trap”

snmpNotifyTag “@PSconfig_inform" "@,PSconfig_irap”
snmpNolifyType infonn(2) trap( 1)

snmpNotifyStorageType volatile volatile

snmpNotifyRowSlatus Actlve(1) Active( 1)

snmpTargetAddrTable

Create one row for each TLV element in the PS configuration file. snmpTargetAddrExtTable

Table 6-? — snmpTargalAddrTable

snmpTargetAddrTabIe [RFC 3413]
SNMP-TARGET-MIB New Row 

Column Name (" = Part of Index) Column Value
"@PSconfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m-1, and rn
is the number of notification receiver TLV elements in
the PS configuration file

' snmpTargetAddrName

snmpTargetAddrTDomain snmpUDPDomain — snmpDomains
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snmpTargetAddrTabIe [RFC 3413]
SNMP-TARGET-MIB New Row

 

  
  

 
snmpTargetAddrTAddress (IP Address and
UDP Port of the Notification Receiver)

OCTET STRING (6)
Octets 1 — 4: <IP Address>
Octets 5 — 6: <Port>

 
 
 
 
 

snmpTargetAddrTimeout <Timeout> from the TLV

snmpTargetAddrRetryCount <Retries> from the TLV
snmpTargetAddrTagList If <Trap type> == 1,2, or 4

“@PSconfig_trap"
Else If <Trap type> = 3 or 5

_ "@PSconfig_infon'n"
snmpTargetAddrParams "@PSconfig_n" (same as snmpTargetAddrName

value)
volatile

active(1)
snmpTargetAddrStorageType

snmpTargetAddrRowStatus

Create one row for each TLV element in the PS configuration file.

Table 6-8 — snmpTa: etAddrE:aitTabre

snmpTargetAddrExtTable [RFC 2576] TSNMP-COMMUNITY MIB New Row

Column Name (' = part of index) Column Value |
‘ snmpTargetAddrName “@PSconfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m —

1, and m is the number of notification receiver
TLV elements in the PS configuration file

snmpTargetAddrMask <zero length octet stn'ng>

snmpTargetAddrMMS 0 J

snmpTurgetParamsTable

Create l row for each TLV element in the config file. if <Trap type> is 1, 2, or 3, or if the <Security
Name> Field is zero-length, create the table as follows:

snmpTargetParamsTab|e [RFC 3413]

Column Name (‘ = part of index)

‘ snmpTargetParamsName

Table 6-9 — snrri Tar etParamsTable lur <Trag Type: 1, 2. or 3

SNMP-TARGET-MIB New Row
Column Value

“@PSconfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m — 1, and m is the number
of notification receiver TLV elements in the PS configuration file
l1'<Trap type> = 1 
 

snmpTargetParamsMPModel

SYNTAX: SNMPV1 (0)

SnmpMessageProcessingModel Else if <Trap type> = 2 or 3SNMPv2c(1)
Else if <Trap type> = 4 or 5

SNMPv3(3)
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snmpTargetParamsTable [RFC 3413]
SNMP-TARGET-MIB New Row

snmpTargetParamsSecurilyModel " <Trap ‘V95’ = 1

SYNTAX: SnmpSecurityMode| SNMPV1")Else if <Trap lype> = 2 or 3
5NMPV2I'.‘(2)

Else if <Trap type> = 4 or 5
USM(3)

NOTE: The mapping of SNMP protocol types to value here are
different from snmpTargetParamsMPModeI

snmpTargetParamsSecurityName “@PSconfig"

snmpTargetParamsSecurilyLevel noAuthNoPriv
snmpTargetParamsStorageType volatile
snmpTargetParamsRowSta1us ac1ive(1)

[f <Trap typc> is 4 or 5, and the <Security Name> field is non-zero length, create the table as fo]lows:”

Table 6-10 — snm TargelParamsTa_l:le for <Trap Tgpe:-4 or 5
snmpTargetParamsTab|e [RFC 3413]

SNMP-TARGET-MIB  New Row

Column Name (‘ = part of index) Column Value

' snmpTargetParamsName “@PSconfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m — 1, and m is the number of
notification receiver TLV elements in the PS configuration file

snmpTargetParamsMPMode| '7 <Trap tVPe> = 1
SYNTAX: 5NMP"1(°)

SnmpMessageProcessingModel Else if <Trap type) = 2 or 3SNMPv2c(1)
Else if <Trap type> = 4 or 5

SNMPv3(3)

SYNTAX: SnmpSecun'tyModel SNMPV1“)Else if <Trap type> = 2 or 3
SNMPv2c(2)

Else if <Trap type> = 4 or 5
USM(3)

NOTE: The mapping of SNMP protocol types to value here are different
from snmpTargetParamsMPModel

snmpTargetParamsSecurityN ame <Security Name>

snmpTargetParamsSecurityLeve| The security level of <Security Name>
snmpTargetParamsStorageType

snmpTargetParamsSecurityModel lf <Trap type> = 1
snmpTargetParamsRowSlatus

snmpNotifyFilterProfileTable

” Revised this sentence per ECN CHl.l—N—O3.0090-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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Create one row for each TLV that has a non—zero <Filter Length>.

Table 6-11 — 5ninQNolIiyFitterProilleTabIe
snmpNotlfyFiIterProf|leTable [RFC 3413]

SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB New Row 

Column Name (‘ = Part of index) Column Value

*snmpTargetParamsName "@PSconfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m-1 and m is the number of
notification receiver TLV elements in the PS configuration file.

snmpNotifyFi|terProfileName “@PSoonfig_n", where n ranges from 0 to m—1 and m is the number of
notification receiver TLV elements in the PS configuration file

snmpNotifyFi|terProfi|eStorType volatile

snmpNotifyFilterProfileRowStatus active(1)

snmpNotifyFi]terTable

Create one row for each TLV that has a non-zero <Filter Length>.

Table 6-12 — snmpNotIlgl-‘IIlerTabIe
snmpNotifyFiIterTab|e [RFC 3413]

SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB New Row

Column Name (* = Part of Index) Column Value

"@PSconfig_n" , where n ranges from 0 to m-1 and m is the number of
notification receiver TLV elements in the PS configuration file.
<Fi|ter O|D> from the TLV

‘ snmpNotifyFi|terProfi|eName

* snmpNotifyFilterSubtree

snmpNotifyFi|terMask <Zero Length Octet String>

snmpNotifyFi|terType included(1)
snmpNotifyFi|terStorageType volatile
snmpNotifyFi|terR owstatus active(1)

snmpCommunityTab le

Create one row with Fixed values if I or more TLV's are present. This causes SNMPVI and V2c
Notifications to contain the community string in snmpCommunityName.

Table 6-13 — snmg_Cornn1unityTabie
snmpCommunityTable [RFC 2576]

SNMP-COMMUNITY-MIB First Row

 
 

 
 

Column Value

"@PSconfig"

"public"
"@PSconfig"

<The PS engine|D>

Column Name ( " = Part of Index)

' snmpcommunitylndex

snmpCommunityName
snmpCommunitySecun'tyName

snmpC ommunityContextEngine|D"

snmpCommunityContextName <Zero length octet string>

snmpCommunit_yTransportTag <Zero length octet string>

 

snmpCommunityStorageType volatile

snmpcommunitystatus active(1)
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usm UserTable

Create one row with fixed values, if one or more TLVs are present. Other rows are created. one each time
the engine [D of a trap receiver is discovered. This specifies the user name on the remote notification
receivers to send notifications to.

One row in the usmUserTable is created. Then when the engine [D of each notification receiver is
discovered, the agent copies this row into a new row and replaces the 0x00 in the usmUserEngineID
column with the newly discovered value.

Table 6-14 — u5rnU5erTable

usmUserTable [RFC 3414]
SNMP-USER-BASED-SM-MIB First Row

Column Name (' = Part of Index) Column Value

_ ‘ u5mUserEnginelD 0
‘ usmUserName “@PSconfig"

When other rows are created, this is replaced with the
<Security Name> field from the TLVelement.

usmUserSecun‘tyName "@PSconfig"
When other rows are created, this is replaced with the
<Security Name-> field from the TLVelement

usmUserC|oneFrom <don't care> - cannot clone this row

usmUserAuthProtoco| None. When other rows are created, this is replaced with
None or MD5, depending upon the security level of the v3
User.

usmUserAuthKeyChange <don't care> — write only
usmUserOwnAuthKeyChange <don't care> - write only
usmUserPrivProtocol None. When other rows are created, this is replaced with

None or DES, depending on the security level of the v3
User

usmUserPrivKeyChange <don't care> — write only

usmUserOwnPrivKeyChange <don't care> - write only
usmUserPub|ic <zero length string>

usmUserStorageType volatile
usmuserstatus aclive(1)

vacmSecurityToGroupTable

Create three rows with fixed values, if one or more TLVs are present.

These are the three rows with fixed values, which are used for the TLV entries with <Trap Type> set to 1.
2, or 3 or with a zero length <Security Name>.

Table 6-15 — ygau_:_m5ecuriti_.rTot3rnupTalJle
vacmSecurltyToGroupTable

 

 

[RFC 3415]
5"M"""EW'B“5E°"°M'M'E' First Row Second Row Thlrd Row

Column Name (‘ = Part of Index) Column Value Column Value Column Value
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vacrnSecur1tyToGroupTabIe
[RFC 3415]

SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB

 

  
 

  

First Row Second Row Third Row

' vacmSecurilyModel SNMPv1(1) SNMPv2c(2) USM(3)

" vacmSecurityName "@PSconfig" "@PSconfig" “@PSconfig"
vacmGroupName “@PSconfigv1" "@PSconfigv2" "@PSconfigUSM"

vacmSecurityToGroupStorageType volatile volatile volatile

vacmSecurityToGruupStatus active(1) active(1) active(1)

6.3.3.1 .4.7 CableHome MIB Requirements

The PS MUST implement each MIB object listed in Appendix I. If the Persistent column for a MIB object
listed in Appendix 1 contains the value Yes, the PS MUST retain the value of the object across :1 PS power
cycle or re-boot. making the same value available for access by an SNMP manager immediately after
provisioning complete (cabhPsDevProvState = pass( l)),following a re—boot that was available for access
by that SN MP manager immediately before re-boot.

Required MIB objects are from the following MIB documents:

0 Interfaces Group MIB [RFC 2863]
0 DOCSIS Cable Device MIB [RFC 2669]

I CableLabs Definition MIB [CableLabs2]
I CableHome PSDev MIB [CH5]

0 CableHome CAP MIB [CH2]

0 CableHome CDP MIB [CH3]
0 CableHome CTP MIB [CH4]

0 Cablel-{ome Security MIB [CH lj

0 CableHome QoS MIB [CH7]

- [draft—ietf-ipcdn—bpiplus-mib-05]
I IP MIB (SNMPv2) [RFC 201 l]

0 UDP MIB (SNMPv2) [RFC 2013]

0 Diffie-Hellman USM Key [RFC 2786]
0 [NET Address MIB [RFC 3291]

0 DOCS lF MIB [RFC 2670]

0 IANA ifType MIB [IANATypej

In a CableHome Residential Gateway or any other device with an embedded PS and embedded cable
modem, the cable modem management entity and PS management entity (CMP) MUST respond to
different and independent management IP addresses. DOCSIS and CableHome specify some of the same
MIB objects but if a DOCSIS-compliant cable modem and a CableHome-compliant PS Element are
embedded in the same device, each is required to maintain its own, separate instance of specified MIB
objects, accessible through different management [P addresses, with the exception of the SNMP group of
MIB 2 and SNMPV2 MIB, which MAY be common to and shared between the cable modem and the Portal
Services Element, and MAY be accessible through either the cable modern management IP address or the
PS management IP address.

In 21 PS with an embedded cable modem, software download of the single image of the combined cable
modem software and Portal Services software, is controlled by the cable modem. The following
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docsDevSoftware group objects [RFC 2669] MUST NOT be implemented for a PS with an embedded
cable modem, i.e., these objects MUST only be accessible through the cable modern management [P
address in a PS with an embedded CM:

0 docsDevSwServer

0 docsDevSwFilename

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus

0 docsDevSw0perStatus

The docsDevSoftware Group of objects MUST be implemented in a Standalone PS. Modification of the
docsDevSoftware objects (as specified in Section 1 1.8.4) by the cable operator for the purpose of
downloading the standalone PS software image MUST result in proper secure software download
operation.

In a PS with an embedded cable modem, cable modem MIB objects MUST only be visible and accessible
when the manager accesses them through the cable modem management [P address, and MUST NOT be
visible or accessible via any PS management IP address, with the exception of the SNMP group of MIB 2
and the SNMPV2 MIB which are allowed to be shared between the CM and PS management entities.

In a PS with an embedded cable modem, CableHome-specified MIB objects MUST only be visible and
accessible when the manager accesses them through the PS management IP address (PS WAN-Man IP
address) or through the PS LAN Server Router IP address, and MUST NOT be visible or accessible via the
cable modem management IP address, with the exception of the SNMP group of MIB 2 and the SNMPv2
MIB which are allowed to be shared between the CM and PS management entities.

The general CableHome MIB hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 6-5. Specific OIDs required for individual
MlBs are listed in Appendix I.
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Figure 6-5 — Cab|eHome MIB Hierarchy
H

6.3.3.l.4.8 Interfaces Group MIB

The interfaces Group MIB [RFC 2863] provides a powerful tool to allow cable operators to understand the
state of and see statistics for all of the physical interfaces on the Portal Service element. A physical
inleifiwe is one for which a connector is exposed on the exterior of the device enclosure, and for which the
object ifCannectorPrexenI is true. In order to enable the intelligent use of this MIB, an interface numbering
scheme is essential. Therefore PS elements need to comply to the following requirements:
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An instance of ifEntry MUST exist for the WAN-Data interface of the PS element, even if that interface is
internal — as exists in the case of an Embedded PS utilizing an integrated chip design.

An instance of ifEntry MUST exist for each physical LAN interface of the PS element.

An instance of ifEntry MUST exist for an “Aggregated LAN Interfaces" interface. which is identified by
the iflndex value 255.

The PS itTable interfaces MUST be numbered as shown in Table 6-16.

Table 5-16 — Numbering Interlaces In the ll'Tab|e

 
Interface Descriptlon

1 WAN-Man Interface

2 WAN-Data Interface

2+n Each LAN Interface

255 Aggregated LAN Interface

If a given interface's ifAdminStatus = down. that interface MUST NOT accept or forward any traffic. The
ifAdminStatus object corresponding to iflndex value 255 MUST provide administrative control over all
LAN interfaces and MUST be implemented as read-write.

The PS MUST assign the value other(l) to ifTable [RFC 2233] ifType entries corresponding to iflndex
255. An embedded PS element MUST assign the value other(l) to ifTable itType entries corresponding to
iflndex values I and 2. A standalone PS element MUST assign the appropriate lANAiiType [lANATypeJ
value to the ifTable ifl'ype value corresponding iflndex values I and 2.

The if'I'able ifPhysAddress value corresponding to iflndex 255 MUST be a zero length octet string.

The ifI‘able counters of WAN interfaces of iflndex values I and 2 MUST be shared between the two
interfaces. The ifTable counters for iflndex value 255 MAY be implemented.

The Interface Stack (ifStack) group of [RFC 2233] MUST be implemented to identify relationships among
the higher-layer “Aggregated LAN Interfaces” interface and the lower—1ayer LAN sub-interfaces. Figure 6-
6 illustrates the use of the ifStack group for a PS with three LAN interfaces.
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iflndex = 255 I

  
I LAN interface'3—'

iflndex = 5
LAN interface 2

iflndex = 4
LAN lnterface—1

iflndex = 3

implementation of ifStack for this example:

ifStackHigherLayer ifStackLowerLayer
255 3
255 4
255 5

Figure 6-6 — iistack implementation Example

6.3.3.1 .4.9 ipNetToMediaTable Requirements‘-‘

The ipNetToMediaTable [RFC 2011] maps [P addresses to physical addresses, and its use is
straightforward if each IP address is associated to one physical interface, and if each physical interface is
associated to one physical address. The PS, however, implements different IP addresses that may apply to
several physical interfaces, and associates the physical WAN interface to two hardware addresses. The PS
also implements different Primary Packet-handling Modes, which also has an affect on the
ipNetToMediaTable. The PS MUST list in the ipNetToMediaTable, each of the [P addresses that are part
of its active configuration, creating one entry per distinct 11’ value and abiding by Table 6-l7 for NAPT
and NAT Primary Packet—hand1ing Modes (including Mixed Mode), and abiding by Table 6-18 for
Passthrough Primary Packet-handling Mode.

Table_B_-_1_".f — PS Static Entries in the_IpNetTnMediaTab!e iqr NAF"i'. NAT, 8. Mixed Modes
ipNetToMediaPhysAddress lpNetToMedlalflndex lpNetToMedlaType

 

ipN etToMediaAddress
   

 
static(4)

static(4)

static(4)

static(4)

 
WAN-Man IP Address WAN-Man hardware address

1*‘ WAN-Data IP Address
  
  
  

  
WAN-Data hardware address

  
2 "" WAN-Data IP Address WAN—Data hardware address FUNK)N "‘ WAN-Data IP Address WAN-Data hardware address

CDP Sewer Router iP Address | Zero length octet string 255 static(4)

Well Known PS LAN IP Address ‘ Zero length octet string 255 | stalie(4)(if different from ServerRouter IP)

Table 6-18 — PS Static Entries in the ipNe_tTuMadiaTab|e for Passthrol-.ig_i_1 Marie

 

lpNetToMediaAddress lpNetToMediaPhysAddress lpNetToMedialfIndex ipNetToMedlaType

WAN-Man IP Address WAN-Man hardware address 1 static(4)

Well Known PS LAN IP Address Zero length octet string 255 static(4)

'5 Revised this section per ECN CH l .l-N-03.0077-4 by CO on l2/2/03.
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The PS element MUST dynamically Ieam the [P and hardware addresses of OSl Layer 3 devices off each
of its active physical LAN interfaces and each of its active WAN interfaces. IP and hardware addresses
learned by the PS element, along with the appropriate PS iflndex numbers and ipNetToMediaType
information, MUST be accessible to the NMS system (through the CMP) via the [RFC 20! 1]
ipNetToMediaTable. All dynamically learned entries in the ipNetToMediaTable MUST have an
ipNetToMediaType value of dynamic(3).

A row entry for the PS's CM MUST NOT appear in the PS5 ipNetToMediaTable since the CM acts as a
transparent bridge from the perspective of the PS.

As a result of completing the PS provisioning process, the PS MUST create a row entry in its
ipNetToMediaTable representing the next hop router for the WAN—Man interface, with an iflndex value of
l, ipNetToMediaPhysAddress & ipNetToMediaNetAddress values specific to that router, and a
ipNetToMediaType value of dynamic(3). If the PS has an active WAN-Data interface, the PS MUST
create a row entry in its ipNetToMediaTable representing the next hop router for the WAN-Data interface,
with an iflndex value of 2, ipNetToMediaPhysAddress & ipNetToMediaNetAddress values specific to that
router, and an ipNetToMediaType value of dynamic(3).

The PS element MUST delete entries from its ipNetToMediaTable that have an ipNetToMediaType value
of dynamic(3) when an implementation-specific inactivity timeout expires.

6.3.3.2 CMP Event Reporting Function

The CMP is required to support the handling and reporting of events generated by the PS, for the WAN
Domain. Event messages defined by CableHome for the PS element can be reported via SNMP Trap to the
cable operator’s notification receiver, via a System Log message sent to the cable operator’s system log, or
via a log local to the PS and accessible through CableHome-specified MIB objects. Events defined for the
PS are listed in Appendix II Format and Content for Event, SYSLOG, and SNMP Trap. These are the same
processes defined in DOCSIS specifications for event reporting in cable modems.

CableHome Host devices are not required to support event messaging. Therefore, LAN Domain event
messaging is not defined by CableHome l.l specifications.

Event Reporting for the WAN Domain

Cab1eHome uses the [RFC 2669] event reporting and control mechanisms for events generated in the PS
(CMP). [RFC 2669] defines a standard format for reporting event information, regardless of the message
type, including a local event log table in which certain entries will persist across reboot of the PS. Note that
events may be generated by any part of a PS, but the CMP logs and/or reports the event either locally or to
a Syslog or Trap server.

6.3.32.1 Event Reporting Function Goals

The goals of the CMP Event Reporting function are listed below:

0 enable the transfer of unsolicited messages from the PS to the NMS across the WAN in the form of
SNMP Traps and SYSLOG messages

0 enable the logging of status and exception information in the PS Database (local log)
0 enable access to local log status and exception information via MIB objects

0 maintain compatibility with event reporting as defined in DOCSIS specifications

6.3.3.2.2 Event Reporting Function System Design Guidelines

The system design guidelines listed in Table 6-19 guided specification of the CMP Event ReportingFunction.
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Table 6-19 — CMP Event Reporting Function System Design Guidelines
Reference Event Reporting Function System Design Guidelines

The PS will support the reporting of status and exception information as
SNMP Notifications, SYSLOG messages, and volatile and non-volatile local
log messages  

EvRep 2 | The PS will support configurable eventthrottles and limits.
EvRep 3 | The PS will support configurable event priorities

6.3.3.2.3 Event Reporting Function System Description

Event reporting is a means for an element to report on status or an error condition in an unsolicited
message. CableHome supports four types of event reporting:

l. SNMP notify or trap

2. SYSLOG messaging

3. Non-volatile local log

4. Volatile local log

CableHome requires the use of the DOCSIS Device MIB [RFC 2669] to configure the PS for where to
send SNMP traps (notifications) and SYSLOG messages and for event inhibiting and throttling values.
Event notification by the PS is fully configurable. The CableHome specification defines where the PS is to
report events assigned a particular priority (ref.: Table 6-20) and the DOCSIS Device MIB allows the
priority of each event to be configured. The DOCSIS Device MIB also maintains statistics for the
occurrence of each event. The Event Table (docsDevEventTab1e) in the DOCSIS Device MIB includes an
entry for each unique event reported by the PS, a count for the number of occurrences for each unique
event entry, and the time at which the last entry was made for each event entry.

Cab1eHome defines the procedure for re—indexing the Event Table in the event that the PS is re-initialized
such that volatile local log entries are lost. When volatile local log entries are lost the PS is required to re-
index the Event Table such that the remaining (volatile) local log entries are sequentially indexed.

6.3.3.2.4 Event Reporting Function Requirements

PS requirements for CMP Event Reporting Function are specified in Sections 6.3 .3.2 .4.l — 6.3 3.2.4.9.

6.3.3.2.4.l Event Notification

The PS MUST generate asynchronous events that indicate important events and situations as specified
(refer to Appendix 11). Events can be stored in an internal event LOG, stored in non-volatile memory,
reported to other SNMP entities (as TRAP or INFORM SNMP messages), or sent as a SYSLOG event
message to the SYSLOG server whose IP address is passed in DHCP Option 7 of the DHCP OFFER
received from the Headend DHCP server through the PS WAN—Man interface.

The PS MUST support the following event notification mechanisms:

0 local event logging where certain entries in the local log can be identified to persist across a reboot of
the PS

I SNMP TRAP and INFORM
0 SYSLOG
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The PS MUST implement the docsDevEvControlTable from [RFC 2669] to control reporting of events.
The following B[Ts values for the [RFC 2669] object docsDevEvReporting MUST be supported by the PS:

- local-nonvolatile(0)

0 rraps( 1)

0 syslog(2)
I local—volatile(3)

SNMP SET request messages to the [RFC 2669] object docsDevEvReporting using the following values
MUST result in a ‘Wrong Value‘ error for SNMP PDUs:

0 0x20 = syslog only

0 0x40 = trap only

0 0x60 = (trap + syslog) only

An event reported by Trap, Syslog, or Inform MUST also generate a local log entry. whether volatile or
non—volatile according to Table 6-20, and as described in Section 6.3 .3 .2 .4.2.

6.3.3.2.4.2 Local Event Logging

The PS MUST maintain a single local-log event table that contains events stored as both local—volatile
events and local-nonvolatile events. Events stored as local-nonvolatile events MUST persist across reboots
of the PS. The local—log event-table MUST be organized as a cyclic buffer with a minimum of ten entries.
The single local—log event-table MUST be accessible through the docsDevEventTable as defined in [RFC
2669].

Event descriptions MUST appear in English. Event descriptions MUST NOT be longer than 255 bytes,
which is the maximum defined for SnmpAdminString.

The Eventld is a 32 bit unsigned integer. Eventlds ranging from 0 to ((2’\3 1) - l) are reserved by
CableHome. The Eventld MUST be converted from the error codes defined in Appendix II. The Eventlds
ranging from 2’\3l to ((2"32)-l) MUST be used as vendor specific Eventlds using the following format:

0 Bit 31 set to indicate vendor specific event

0 Bits 30-16 contain bottom 15 bits of vendor's SNMP enterprise number

0 Bits l5—0 used by vendor to number their events

The [RFC 2669] object docsDevEvlndex provides for relative ordering of events in the log. The tagging of
local log events as local-volatile and local-nonvolatile necessitates a method for synchronizing
docsDevEvlndex values between the two types of events after :1 PS reboot. After a PS reboot, to
synchronize the docsDevEvlndex values for volatile and non—volatile events, the following procedure
MUST be used:

- The values of docsDevEvlndex for local log events tagged as local-nonvolatile MUST be renumbered
beginning with l.

0 The local log MUST then be initialized with the events tagged as local-nonvolatile in the same order
as they had been immediately prior to the reboot.

0 Subsequent events recorded in the local log, whether tagged as local—volatile or local-nonvolatile.
MUST use incrementing values of docsDevEvlndex.

A reset of the local log initiated through an SNMP SET of [RFC 2669] object docsDevEvControl MUST
clear all events from the local log, including log events tagged as both local—volatile and local-nonvolatile.
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6.3.3.2.4.3 SNMP TRAP and INFORM

The PS MUST support the SNMP Trap PDU as described in [RFC 341 I]. The PS MUST support the
SNMP INFORM PDU as described in [RFC 341 I]. INFORM is a variation of trap and requires the
receiving host to acknowledge the arrival of an [nformRequest-PDU with an Inf0rmResp0nse-PDU.

When a standard CableHome SNMP trap is enabled in the PS. it MUST send notifications for any event in
that category whose priority is either “error" or “notice".

The PS MAY support vendor—specific events. If supported, vendor-specific PS events reportable via
SNMP TRAP MUST be described in a private MIB that is distributed with the PS. When defining a
vendor-specific SNMP trap, the OBJECTS statement of the private trap definition SHOULD contain at
least the objects explained below:
I Evbevel

I Ev[dText

I Event Threshold (if any for the trap)

I [’tPhysAddress (the physical address associated with the WAN-Man [P address of the PS)

More objects can be contained in the OBJECTS statement as desired.

6.3 .3.2.4.4 Syslog

SYSLOG messages issued by the PS MUST be in the following format:

<level>PortalServicesElement[vendorJ: <eventId> text

Where:

Level - ASCII presentation of the event priority, enclosed in angle brackets, which is constructed as the
bitwise of the default Facility (I28) and event priority (0-7). The resulted level has the range between [28
and I35.

vendor - Vendor name for the vendor-specific SYSLOG messages or "CABLEHOME“ for the standard
Cab|eHome messages.

Eventld — ASCII presentation of the INTEGER number in decimal format, enclosed in angle brackets, that
uniquely identifies the type of event. This EventlD MUST be the same number that is stored in
docsDevEvId object in docsDevEventTable. For the standard Cab1eHome events, this number is convened
from the error code using the following rules:

I The number is an eight digit decimal number.

I The first two digits (left most) are the ASCII code (decimal) for the letter in the Error code.

I The next four digits are filled by 2 or 3 digits between the letter and the dot in the Error code with zero
filling in the zap in the left side.

I The last two digits are filled by the number after the dot in the Error code with zero filling in the zap in
the left.

For example, event D04.2 is converted into 68000402, and Event Il l4.l is converted into 73011401 .

Please note that this notion only uses a small portion of available number space reserved for CableHome (0
to 2"3 1-1). The first letter of an error code is always in upper case.
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text — for the standard CableHome messages, this string MUST have the textual description as defined in
Appendix II of this specification

The example of the syslog event for the event D04.2: “Time of the day received in invalid format":

<l32>Portal ServicesElement[CABLEHOME]: <68000402> Time of the day received in invalid format.

The number 68000402 in the given example is the number assigned by CableHome to this particular event.

6.3.3.2.4.5 Format of Events

The CableHome Management Event messages MAY contain any of the following information:

0 Event Counter — indicator ofevent sequence
- Event Time - time of occurrence

0 Event Priority — severity of condition. [RFC 2669] defines eight levels of severity. The default event
severity can be changed to a different value for each given event via the SNMP interface.

0 Event Enterprise Number — This number identifies the event as either a standard event or a vendor-
defined event.

I Event ID - identifies the exact event when combined with the Event Enterprise Number. Vendors
define their own Event lD's. CableHome standard management events are defined in Appendix H. Each
management event described in the appendix is assigned a CableHome Event lD.

- Event Text — describes the event in human readable form

0 PS WAN-Man-MAC address — describes the MAC address of the PS Element used for management of
the box

- PS WAN-Data—MAC address - describes the MAC address of the PS Element optionally used for data

The exact format of this information for traps and infonns is defined in Appendix II. The format for
SYSLOG messages is defined in the requirements portion of this subsection.

6.3.3.2.4.6 Event Priorities

[RFC 2669] document defines 8 different priority levels and the corresponding reporting mechanism for
each level. The standard CableHome events specified in this document utilize these priority levels.

Emergency event (priority I)

Reserved for vendor-specific 'fata1' hardware or software errors that prevent normal system
operation and cause the reporting system to reboot. Each vendor may define its own set of
emergency events. Examples of such events could be ‘no memory buffers available’, 'memory test
failure’ etc.

Alert event (priority 2)

A serious failure which causes the reporting system to reboot but the reboot is not caused by either
hardware or software malfunctioning. After recovering from the event, the system MUST send the
cold/ warm start notification.

Critical event (priority 3)

A serious failure that prevents the device from transmitting data but could be recovered without
rebooting the system. After recovering from a Critical event, the PS MUST send the Link Up
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notification. Examples of such events could he PS Configuration File problems or the inability to
get an IP address through DHCP.

Error event (priority 4)

A failure that could inten'upt the normal data flow but does not cause device to reboot. Error
events can be reported in real time by using either the TRAP or SYSLOG mechanism.

Warning event (priority 5)

A failure that could interrupt the normal data flow. Syslog and Trap reporting are enabled by
default for this level.

Notice event (priority 6)

An event of importance that is not a failure and could be reported in real time by using either the
TRAP or SYSLOG mechanism. Examples of the NOTICE events are ‘Cold Start’, 'Warm Start‘,
‘Link Up’ and ‘SW upgrade successful’.

Informational event (priority 7)

An event of importance that is not a failure, but which could be helpful for tracing the normal
operation of the device.

Debug event (priority 8)

Reserved for vendor—specific non—critical events

The priority associated with CableHome standard events MUST NOT be changed.

Table 6-20 shows the default notification types for the various event priorities. The PS MUST implement
the default notification types as defined in Table 6-20 Default Notification Types for PS Event Priorities,
for the eight event priorities. For example, the default notification type for Emergency and Alert events is
to place them in the local—log as nonvolatile entries.”

Table 6-20 — Default Notification Tgpas Ior PS Event Priorities
Local-non-volatile SNMP Trap SYSLOG Local-volatile

bit-D bit-1 bit-2 bit-3

  
Event Priority

endor Specific

lEableHome
No ableHome and

Vendor Specific

Vendor Specific
Debug Fla

The PS MUST support the ability to be configured to generate all notification types for each event priority
level listed in Table 6-20.

‘° Editorial correction to Table 6-20 per ECN CH 1 .l»N—03069 by G0 on 10/28/03.
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6.3.3.2.4.7 Standard Events

The PS MUST send the following generic SNMP Iraps, as defined in [RFC 3418] and [RFC 2863]:

0 coldStart [RFC 3418]

- linkUp [RFC 2863]
0 linkDown [RFC 2863]
I SNMP authentication-Failure [RFC 34l8]

The PS MUST be capable of generating event notifications based on standard CableHome events listed in
Appendix II.

6.3.3 .2.4.8 Event Throttling and Limiting

The PS MUST support SNMP TRAP/INFORM and SYSLOG throttling and limiting as described in [RFC
2669L

The PS MUST consider events identical if their Eventlds are identical.

[RFC 2669] specifies four throttling states:

0 unconstrained( 1) causes traps and syslog messages to be transmitted without regard to the threshold
settings.

0 maintainBelowThreshold(2) causes trap transmission and syslog messages to be suppressed if the
number of traps would otherwise exceed the threshold.

0 stopAtThreshold(3) causes trap transmission to cease at the threshold, and not resume until directed todo so.

I inhibited(4) causes all trap transmission and syslog messages to be suppressed.

A single event MUST be treated as a single event for threshold counting, that is, an event causing both a
trap and a syslog message is still treated as a single event.

6.3.3 .2.4.9 Secure Software Download Event Reporting

Table II-l in Appendix 11, Format and Content for Event, SYSLOG and SNMP Trap, describes events
associated with Portal Services software upgrades, in three categories: Software Upgrade Initialization
(SW UPGRADE INIT), Software Upgrade General Failure, and Software Upgrade Success. These events
apply only to the standalone PS, since software upgrade (also referred to as secure software download) for
a PS with an embedded cable modem is controlled and managed by the DOCSIS cable modem. Section
1 1.8. Secure Software Download for the PS defines requirements for secure software download for the two
classes of Portal Services elements. The embedded PS, as defined in Section 5.1 3.1, Embedded PS and
Standalone PS, MUST NOT generate events categorized in Table II-l, Defined Events for CableHome as
“Software Upgrade Initialization” (SW UPGRADE lNlT) events, “Software Upgrade General Failure”
(SW UPGRADE GENERAL FAILURE) events, or “Software Upgrade Success" (SW UPGRADE
success) events.”

6.3.3.3 CMP Discovery Function

6.3.3.3.1 Discovery Function Goals

The goals for the CableHome l.l CMP Discovery function are listed below:

0 Provide cable operators with visibility to CableHome Host device and CableHome Residential
Gateway device attributes.

'7 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1.l-N»03 0091-1 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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0 Provide cable operators with visibility to applications implemented on CableHome Host devices.
0 Co-existence and interoperability between PS, CableHome Hosts and LAN 1P devices that are NOT

CableHome 1.1 compliant.

Note: The goals for CableHome l .1 Discovery do NOT preclude the use of other discovery methods.
protocols. etc. on the LAN but are only intended to specify the requirements for CableHome 1.1 compliant
devices. However, CableHome Host devices MUST NOT interfere with correctly operating non-
CableHome LAN 1P Devices.

Assumptions

The assumptions for the CableHome 1.1 CMP discovery capability include the following:

- CableHome Host devices. LAN 1P devices, and CableHome Residential Gateway devices implement
the Internet Protocol (IPv4) suite of protocols

0 CableHome Hosts implement a Device Profile in XML format as described in Section 6.5 .3.1 .3 and a
QoS Profile in XML format described Section 10.3 2.4.2.1

6.3 .3 .3.1 .1 Discovery Function System Design Guidelines

The system design guidelines listed in Table 6-21 provided guidance in the development of the CMP
Discovery function specification.

Table 6-21 — PS Discover 5 stern Desiri Guidelines  

  
  

 
 
 

 

 

Discovery System Design Guidelines

Discovery 1 The PS and HP will support a protocol tor discovering CableHome Hostdevices connected to the home LAN.

Discovery 2 The PS will provide to the cable operator upon request information aboutdevices added to the home LAN

Discovery 3 The PS will provide to the cable operator upon request information about
applications implemented on CableHome Host devices.

Discovery 4 Discovery protocol message exchange within the home LAN will not
appreciably degrade performance of the home LAN.

Discovery 5 Home LAN discovery protocol messaging will not propagate onto the WAN.

6.3.3.32 Discovery Function System Description

The purpose of the CMP Discovery Function is to provide the cable operator with information about the
devices and applications available on a subscriber's LAN.

The CableHome 1.1 Discovery specifies the PS to serve as a central repository of information about
devices and applications available on the subscriber’s LAN. CableHome—specit'1ed BP logical elements
provide device-specific information about the device in which they reside, and a list of applications
implemented in the device in which they reside.

The CableHome l.l Discovery function consists of the following two steps:

I . The PS learns each CableHome Host’s 1P address and MAC address. The PS learns this information

directly for LAN—Trans devices when it receives and responds to their DHCP DISCOVER requests.
Refer to Section 7.3 .3.1 .4 CDS Requirements. The PS is required to learn this information from LAN-
Pass devices in order to support USFS functionality (refer to Section 8.3.3.4 for Upstream Selective
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Forwarding Switch Overview and Requirements), but CableHome specifications do not prescribe how
this is to be done.

2. The PS acquires device attributes and applications information from each BP. Each BP is required to
send its Device Profile and QoS Profile to the PS. This is done through a “BP initiated” model, in
which the BP sends the information to the CMP. The BP is permitted to initiate this information transfer
at any time but is required to do so each time it acquires or renews its IP address lease. The PS receives
this information and stores it, making it accessible to the cable operator through the PSDev MIB [CH5].

The PS maintains information about the CableHome Residential Gateway device, analogous to the BP’s
Device Profile, in the PS Database. This information, enabling the cable operator to discover attributes of
the CableHome Residential Gateway, is available via SNMP through the sysDescr, sysName, and
sysLocation objects of MIB-2 [RFC i213] and through the PS Device Profile Group of the PSDev MIB
[CH5].

63.3.3.3 Discovery Function Requirements

The PS MUST store the Device Profile information (ref.: Section 6.5.3.1 BP Device Profile) received in
the BP_lnit message from each BP. in the PS Database and make it accessible via the PS Device MIB
CableHome Host/BP Device Profile Table (cabhPsDevBpProfileTable) [CH5]. The PS is also required to
store application information received from the QoS Profile resulting in discovery of this applicationinformation. See Section 10.3 .2.4.2.

The PS MUST store its Device Profile attributes listed below in the PS Database and make them accessible
to the SNMP entity via the PS Device Profile Group of the PS Device MIB [CH5]:

0 Device Type (cabhPsDevPsDeviceType)
0 Manufacturer Universal Resource Locator (cabhPsDevPsManufacturerUrl)
0 Device Model Universal Resource Locator (cabhPsDevPsModelUrl)

0 Device Universal Product Code (cabhPsDevPsModelUpc)

6.3.3.4 CMP LAN Messaging Function

LAN Messaging refers to the exchange of messages between the PS and a BP. Although SNMP systems
are prevalent in cable operators’ data networks for the purpose of monitoring and configuring Cable
Modem Termination Systems (CMTS) and cable modems (CM). SNMP is not prevalent among devices
that cable data service subscribers have connected to their home LANs. Consequently, CableHome defines
an in—home messaging protocol to satisfy cable operators’ needs to support their data service subscribers
while maintaining compatibility with messaging protocols typically implemented in LAN-based data
communications devices. This section describes the CableHome l.l LAN messaging solution.

It is critical to note that 21 BP could reside in either the LAN-Trans or LAN-Pass domain. A BP in the
LAN-Trans domain can easily address packets to the PS, since the PS Server Router address
(cabhCdpServerRouter) is the LAN-Trans BP’s default gateway, passed to the BP in DHCP Option Code
3. However, a LAN-Pass BP has no legitimate knowledge of the PS Server Router [P address. LAN
messages sent to the PS from a LAN-Trans BP can use the PS Server Router [P address as the destination
IP address. Another method has to be defined for the LAN-Pass BP.

One way to ensure LAN-Pass BP-to-PS messaging, and the method adopted for CableHome 1.1, is to
define a fixed, “well—known" IP address in the PS that the LAN-Pass BP will use as a destination. Since the
PS is a layer—2 bridge for LAN-Pass devices, the USFS function will be relied upon to capture messages
sent by a LAN-Pass BP to the well—known destination IP address. The packet(s) addressed to the well-
known PS [P address that are captured by the USFS function are then processed by the PS. The address
l92.l68.0.l is defined as the "well—known" PS IP address that LAN-Pass BPS are required to use as the
destination IP address for BP-PS LAN messaging. This fixed. well—known PS [P address is not permitted
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to be assigned by the CDS to LAN-Trans devices. The well-known PS IP address defined above has the
same value as the defimlr value of cabhCdpServerRouter, but the well-known PS IP address defined for
LAN messaging is fixed. It cannot be changed, while the value of cabhCdpServerRouter can be changed
via PS Configuration File or SNMP Set command. The PS is required to respond to both addresses, if theyare different.

Since a BP could reside in either address domain, it needs to support the addressing method defined for
LAN-Trans as well as the addressing method defined for LAN-Pass BPs. In other words, BPs are required
to support both LAN-Trans - to — PS addressing and LAN-Pass — to - PS addressing, and the PS is required
to accept messages destined to either the fixed “well—known" PS IP address or the PS Server Router
address (which could be the same or could be different). The BP will use the presence or absence of
DHCP Option code 43 sub-option 101 value “Cablel-lomel .lLAN-Trans" in the DHCP ACK received
from its DHCP server to determine which addressing method it is required to use. If this value is present in
the DHCP Option code 43 sub-option 101 the BP is required to send its BP_lnit messages to its (the BP’s)
default gateway, i.e., the PS Server Router address. If the value is not present in the DHCP ACK the BP is
required to send its BP_lnit messages to l92.l68.0.l.

The PS will reply to 21 BP using as the destination address the BP address the PS received as a source [P
address, i.e., the PS replies by sending to the address from which it received the BP-initiated message. To a
LAN-Pass BP, this message appears to originate from a device in the LAN-Trans domain.

Figure 6-7 summarizes the BP-to—PS addressing requirements for a CableHome l.l—compliant BP logicalelement.

CableHome I-lost

Residential Gateway "LAN- '
KPass BPDHCP ACK:

Cab|e Data No ‘CableHome 1.1 LAN-Trans‘ |"~.

Network DHCP Ff’-7;’/-— _ I BP_lnit: addressed “""'"-flServer _. . _.__«_.,.lu 192.1sa.o.1 (fixed)

/ P5 4‘  CableHome Host

 
DHCP ACK: Option 43101 =
‘CableHome 1 1 LAN-Trans‘

l I
\ BP_lnit: addressed Trans |

\ ‘ --to BP‘s default gateway BP ;.
' _ ' ‘ (PS Server Router) —- _.-_ _.(configurable)

Figure 6-7 — Cab|eHome1.1 BP_lnit Message Addressing"

6.3.3.4.1 LAN Messaging Function Goals

Goals for CableHome l.l LAN Messaging function are listed below:

- Support device and application discovery requirements by enabling the transfer of Device Profile
information from BP logical elements in CableHome Host devices to the PS element in CableHome
compliant residential gateway devices.

0 Specify an open, industry standard method for the exchange of Device Profile and prioritized Quality
of Service Profile between the BP logical element in each CableHome Host device and the PS logical
element in a CableHome compliant residential gateway device.
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63.3.4.2 LAN Messaging Function System Design Guidelines

The design guidelines listed in Table 6.3.3.4.3 guided specification of the LAN Messaging function.

63.3.4.3 LAN Messaging Function System Design Guidelines
  

  
  

  Reference LAN Messaging Function System Deslgn Guidelines

The PS and BP will support a protocol for exchanging XML—formatted
information.

LAN Msg 1

  
 

 

| LAN Msg 2 The LAN messaging protocol will be an open standard.
LAN Msg 3 The LAN messaging protocol will be as compatible as possible with existing

LAN IP Devices and Residential Gateway devices.

63.3.4.4 LAN Messaging Function System Description

Due to its flexibility, industry acceptance, and capabilities to pass configuration and status information,
XML [XMLl] was chosen as the information format for CableHome l.l LAN (BP—PS) messaging. XML
has gained acceptance as a communication protocol for the Internet, and is an open, non-proprietary format
popular for its adaptation to disparate systems. XML benefits include its ability to enable the creation,
modification, organization, and storage of information in any form tailored to the needs of management
messages. XML document rules and character support provide additional benefit. The capabilities of XML
make it a good fit for messages exchanged between CableHome PS and BP logical elements.

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [SOAP] is a member of the family of XML—associated protocols. It
is a lightweight protocol for the exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed environment.
SOAP is an XML-based protocol that consists of three parts:

0 an envelope the defines a framework for describing what is in a message and how to process it
0 a set of encoding rules for expressing instances of application-defined datatypes, and
0 a convention for representing remote procedure calls and responses

CableHome l.l specifies SOAP for the exchange of Device Profiles and QoS Profiles between the PS and
BP logical elements.

6.3.3.4.4.l Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

Encoding a Profile in XML is only the first step for the exchange of messages between CableHome
Residential Gateway and CableHome Host devices. The CableHome specification has to also provide
conventions for the following:

0 types of information to be exchanged
0 how the information is to be expressed as XML

0 how the information is sent from one logical element to another

Without these conventions, the PS and the BP cannot decode the information they’re given, even if it is
encoded in XML. These required conventions are provided by SOAP [SOAP]. Since CableHome l.l
specifies SOAP only for messaging within a subscriber’s home LAN, not all of the SOAP messaging
formats are required for CableHome l .1.

Transport Layer of SOAP

HTTP is the most commonly used transport mechanism for SOAP messaging. The PS and the BP are
required to use HTTP over TCP as the transport mechanism for SOAP messaging to insure interoperability
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between various PS and BP implementations. In order to support this scheme, the PS implements an HTTP
server listening on port 80 and the BP implements an HTTP client. The PS and the BP are each also
required to have a SOAP Processing application running.”

When the SOAP processing application running on a BP or on a P5 receives a SOAP message. it processes
that message by performing the following actions in the order listed below. The BP is prohibited from
making modifications to the Device Profile or to the QoS Profile as a result any SOAP message other than
the BP_lnit_Response message received from the PS:

l. Identify all parts of the SOAP message intended for that application.

2. Verify that all mandatory parts identified in step 1 are supported by the application for this message and
process them accordingly. If this is not the case then discard the message. The processor has the option
to ignore optional pans identified in step 1 without affecting the outcome of the processing.

3. If applicable, send a response message as defined in later sections.

e.3.3.4.4.1.1 SOAP Message Formatting”

This section introduces the format of SOAP messages required by CableHome 1.1 to support LAN
messaging requirements.

The SOAP messaging that takes place between the PS and the BP (for the purpose of exchanging the
device and QoS profiles) is initiated by the BP. This messaging is referred to as "BP_lnit Operation".

All the IP addresses in BP_lnit messaging are expressed in decimal dotted notation (example:
l92.l68.0.l l).

CableHome I .l defines a cnrgfirmulirm code tag used in CableHome SOAP messaging. The confirmation
code values associated with this tag are described below:

Confirmation Code Values

Confirmation code values in a BP_lnit_Response message indicate the success/fai lure of the previous
BP_[nit message in the transaction. The CableHome-defined confirmation code values are listed in Table
6-22.

Table 6-22 — CableHome LAN MassagIng_C:onlirrnat|an Code Values
Confirmation Code

Success

Error 
CableHome defines one confirmation code tag, the BP_[nit Confirmation Code, to which the confirmation
code values listed above apply. The BP_[nit Confirmation Code refers to the quality of the whole BP_lnit
message.

m Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N-03060 by CO on l0/28/O3.
'9 Revised this section per ECN CHI .l»N—03.0087—4 by G0 on I2/5/03.
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6.3.3 .4.4.2 BP—initiated SOAP Messaging (BP_lnit Operation)”

Figure 6-8 presents the message flow diagram for the messages exchanged between a BP and PS during BP
initiated SOAP messaging. The message sent by the BP to the PS is referred to as a BP_lnit message. The
response issued by a PS to the BP_Init message is a BP_lnit_Response. The messaging shown in Figure 6-
8 is the establishment ofa TCP connection between the BP and the PS, 21 BP_Init message issued by the BP
with its profile information to the PS (BP_[nit message), the PS response to the BP_Init message
(BP_Init_Response message), and the TCP connection termination.

' TCP Connection Establishment
{TH

BP_|nit I

PS BPBP_|nit_Response l

TCP Connection Termination |

Figure 6-8 - BP—initiated SOAP Messaging: BP_lnit Operation

Note: The BF performs an active TCP open upon it having a BP_Init message to transmit, and the PS
performs a passive TCP open.

s.a.3.4.4.2_1 BP_|nit XML schema“

The format of the BP_Init message follows, using the transfer of the BP’s Device Profile and QoS Profile
to the PS. See Appendix V1 for an example of a BP_lnit message .22

POST /DevQoSProfileService HTTPI l .l
HOST IP Addrexs 0] PS
Content-Type: text/xml; charset="urf-8"
Content-Length: nnnn
SOAPAction: "/DevQoSProfileService"

<SOAP—ENV:Enve]ope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
SOAP-ENV:encodingSty|e="http://schemas xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>

<ch:BP_[nit xmlns:m= "IP Address of PS" >
<ch:BP_IP>

IP AddI'es.v of Bl’
</<:h:BP_IP>

Device profile from BP
Q08 profile from HP

</ch:BP_Init>
</SOAP—ENV:Body>

</SOAP—ENV:Enve1ope>

20 Revised this section per ECN CHI 1~N—03060 by G0 on I0/28/03.
3' Revised this section per ECN CHl.l—N—0307| and ECN CHl.l—N—03.0089—2 by CO on 10/28/03 and 12/2/03.
13 Revised this paragraph per ECN CI-ll.l—N—03068 by Go on 10/31/03
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6.3.3.4.4.2.2 BP_lnit_Response XML Schema“

The format of the response message to the BP_lnit message, the BP_lnit_Response message, is shown
below, using by way of example the response to the Device Profile and QoS Profile BP_lnit message
described above. See Appendix V1 for an example of a BP_lnit_Response message.

HTTP/l.l 200 OK
Connection: close

Content—Type: text/xml; charset=“utf-8"
Content-Length: nnnn

<SOAP—ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/”
SOAP-ENV zencodingStyle=“http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"/>

<SOAP—ENV:Body>
<ch:BP_Init_Response xmlns:m= “IP ,4ddres.v of P.S">

<ch:BPlnitConfirmationCode>0</ch:BPlnitConfirmationCode >

<ch:QoSProfile> Q0.‘ PI'0file‘/mm PS‘ </ch:QoSProfile>
</ch: BP_[nit_Response>

</SOAP—ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

6.3.3.4.5 LAN Management Messaging Function Requirements”

The PS MUST implement a HTTP server in accordance with Server requirements of [RFC 26 I6], listening
on port 80.

The PS MUST implement a TCP stack in accordance to the requirements of [[RFC 793].

The PS MUST implement an XML parser in accordance with [XML1J.

The PS MUST implement a SOAP parser compliant with specifications described in [SOAP].

The PS MUST use HTTP over TCP as the transport mechanism for SOAP messaging to insure
interoperability between various PS and BP implementations.

The PS MUST run a SOAP-over-HTTP web service named DevQoSProfileService.

The PS MUST perform the following actions in the order listed when it receives a BP_lnit SOAP message:

1. Identify all parts of the message intended for the PS.

2. Verify that the received message is formatted as specified in Section 6.3.3.4.4.2.l and process the
message. If the message does not contain all mandatory components, discard the message. The
processor has the option to ignore optional parts identified in step 1 without affecting the outcome of
the processing.

3. Return a BP_lnit_Response message with the appropriate confirmation code and QoS profile as
described in Section 6.3 .3.4.4.l .l SOAP Message Formatting.

33 Revised this section per ECN CHl.l-N-03071. ECN CH1.|-N-03 0089-2, and CHI .1 -N-03.0087-4 by G0 on
10/28/03, 12/2/03. and l2/5/03.
1" Revised this section per ECN CH l .l—N«03060 and CH l.|-N-03 0087-4 by G0 on 10/28/03 and l2/5/03.
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The PS MUST observe the following SOAP Syntax Rules:

0 A SOAP message MUST be encoded using XML.
I A SOAP message MUST have a SOAP Envelope.

0 A SOAP message MAY have a SOAP header.

0 A SOAP message MUST have a SOAP Body.

I A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Envelope namespaces.

0 A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Encoding namespace.

o A SOAP message MUST NOT contain a Document Type Declaration (DTD).

I A SOAP message MUST NOT contain XML Processing lnstructions.
0 The PS MUST use the following default namespaces:

- for SOAP envelope syntax: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
- for SOAP encoding and data types: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/
- for ‘BP_lnit_Response’: IP Address of PS

The PS MUST accept active TCP opens initiated from the LAN side to the destination IP address of
l92.l68.0.l or with a destination IP address equal to the value of cabhCdpServerRouter.

The PS MUST accept and process each BP_Init message it receives on TCP connections established from
LAN devices to its l92.l68.0.l or cabhCdpServerRouter [P addresses.

The PS MUST ignore any BP_Init messages received on the PS WAN Interface.

The PS MUST respond with a BP_Init_Response message to each BP_Init message received on its LAN
interface. The PS MUST identify a BP_Init message by the string 'POST /DevQoSProfileService
HTTP/1.1‘, which is defined in section 6.3.3 .4.4.2.l , BP_Init Message Format. The PS MUST send the
BP_Init_Response message to the IP address which was the source [P address of the BP_Init message.“

The PS MUST close the TCP connection once the BP_Init_Response message transmission is completed.

The PS is not required to respond to BP_Init messages that carry neither a Device Profile nor a QoS
Profile. If the BP_Init message received by the PS contains 21 Device Profile, the BP_Init_Response
message issued by the PS MUST contain a valid Device Confirmation Code.

If the BP_Init message received by the PS contains a QoS Piofile, the BP_Init_Response message issued
by the PS MUST contain a valid QoS Confirmation Code and MAY contain a QoS Profile.

The PS MUST NOT transmit a BP_Init_Response message out any PS WAN interface.

6.4 PS Logical Element CableHome Test Portal (CTP)

6.4.1 CTP Goals

The goals for the CableHome Test Portal include:

0 Enable LAN lP Device and CableHome Host fault diagnostics

0 Enable visibility to LAN IP Devices and CableHome Hosts, as well as access to the number and types
of LAN [P Devices and CableHome Host

0 Enable LAN IP Device and CableHome Host performance monitoring

35 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1.l—N~03 0087-4 by G0 on 12/8/03.
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6.4.2 CTP Design Guidelines

The Cab1eHome l.l Test Portal system design guidelines are listed in Table 6-23. A number of these
guidelines are common with the CMP design guidelines. This list provided guidance for the specification
of CTP functionality.

Table 6-23 — CTP System Design Guidelines
Reference CTP System Design Guidelines

  

 
  
 

  
The need exists for interfaces to support the management and diagnosis
features and functions required to support cable-based services provisioned
across the home network.

Local and remote monitoring capabilities are needed that can monitor home
network operation and help the consumer and cable operator identify problemareas.

The cable network NMS requires a method to gather identification information
about each IP device connected to the home network

The cable network NMS requires a method to detect whether a connected
device is in an operable state

6.4.3 CTP System Description

The CTP (Cab1eHome Test Portal) contains the “remote tools” with which the NMS can collect further
LAN device information. Tests must be run remotely. since getting past a network address translation
(NAT) function in a router can be a challenge. For example, a WAN—to-LAN ping will not pass through a
PS, unless the CAP has been preconfigured to pass this traffic. The CTP is a local proxy used to interpret
and execute the remote fault/diagnostic class of SNMP messages it receives from the NMS operator. These
LAN IP Device and CableHome Host tests are defined based on problems likely to be encountered for
CableHome 1.1 type of home networks: connectivity and throughput diagnostics.

These functions are termed the CTP Connection Speed Tool and CTP Remote Ping Tool. The Connection
Speed and Remote Ping Tools enable the cable operator's customer support center and network operations
center to learn more about the connection between the PS element and LAN [P Devices and CableHome
Hosts in the home.

6.4.3.1 CTP Connection Speed Tool Function

6.4.3.1.1 Connection Speed Tool Function Goals

The goal of the CableHome Connection Speed function is to enable the CableHome system manager to
remotely acquire metrics about the performance of the home LAN between the PS and a specific LAN IPDevice or CableHome Host.

6.4.3.1.2 Connection Speed Tool System Design Guidelines

Design guidelines listed in Table 6-23 CTP System Design Guidi:/ine.v were used to guide specification of
the Connection Speed Tool function.

6.4.3.1.3 Connection Speed Tool Function System Description

The Connection Speed Tool function is used to get a rough measure of the throughput performance across
the link between the PS and a LAN [P Device or Cab1eHome Host. It sends a burst of packets between the
PS and the LAN [P Device or CableHome Host under test, and the round trip time is measured for the
burst. Generally speaking, the NMS operator fills in a few parameters and triggers the function, and results
are stored in the PS Database for later retrieval through the CTP MIB [CH4].
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The Connection Speed function relies on the LAN [P Devices and CableHome Hosts to have a “loop-back
function" or “echo-service" embedded. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has assigned the
echo service port 7 for both TCP and UDP [RFC 347]. The default value of the source IP address
(cabhCtpConnSrclp) is the same as the value of the PS LAN default gateway (cabhCdpServerRouter). The
value of cabhCtpConnSrc[p can be set to any valid PS WAN—Data IP address or to any valid PS LAN
Interface IP address. The PS WAN-Man [P address is not used as the source [P address for a CTP tool
since when a PS WAN-Man IP address is present but a PS WAN—Data [P address is not. the PS is
operating in Passthrough Primary Packet-handling mode and the cable operator can test LAN IP Devices
and CableHome Hosts directly from the NMS console if desired. This test feature works on LAN [P
Devices and CableHome Hosts in either the LAN-Trans or LAN—Pass address realms that implement the
Echo Service function as described in [RFC 347].

The CTP Testable Requirements section below lists the parameters and responses for the Connection
Speed Tool. Section 12.2.1.1 details the operation of the Connection Speed Tool.

6.4.3.1.4 Connection Speed Tool Function Requirements”

The PS MUST implement the Connection Speed Tool, and MUST comply with the default values
and value ranges defined for the Connection Speed Tool—specific objects of the CableHome CTP
MIB [CH4].

The PS SHOULD transmit the bytes of test data as fast as possible when running the Connection
Speed Tool.

The PS MUST use Port 7 as the Destination Port when running the Connection Speed Tool.

The PS MUST NOT generate packets out any WAN Interface when running the Connection
Speed Tool function.

When the NMS triggers the CTP to initiate the Connection Speed Tool by setting cabhConnControl =
start(1), the PS MUST do the following:
I reset the timer

- set cabhCtpConnStatus = running(2)

0 transmit the number of packets equal to the value of cabhCtpConnNumPkts, each of the size equal to
the value of cabhCtpConnPktSize, to the [P address equal to the value of cabhCtpConnDestIp and port
number 7, using the protocol specified by cabhCtpConnProto

I initiate the timer with the first bit transmitted

0 terminate the timer when the last bit is received back from the target LAN lP Device or when the value
of the timer is equal to the value of cabhCtpConnTimeOut, whichever occurs first

0 when the timer is terminated, set cabhCtpConnStatus = complete(3) and report the appropriate event
(refer to Appendix ll — CTP Events)

0 store the value of the timer (in milliseconds) in cabhCtpConnRTT

0 if the Connection Speed Tool test times out before the last bit is received from the target LAN lP
Device or CableHome Host. report the appropriate event (refer to Appendix [I — CTP Events)

0 calculate the throughput as defined in the requirement below and store the value in
cabhCtpConnTh roughput

If the Connection Speed Tool is terminated by the NMS setting the object cabhCtpConnControl = abort(2)
or for any other reason before the last bit is received from the target LAN [P Device and CableHome Host

1“ Revised this section per ECN CHI .l—N—03.0l07«1 by KB on 4/5/04
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or before the Connection Speed Tool test times out, the PS MUST set cabhCtpConnStatus = aborted(4) and
report the appropriate event (refer to Appendix ll — CTP Events).

When the Connection Speed Tool function is executing. the PS MUST determine the average round-trip
throughput between the PS and the LAN IP Device or CableHome Host whose address is passed in
cabhCtpConnDestlp (the target LAN [P Device) in kilobits per second, round the number to the nearest
whole integer, and store the result in cabhCtpConnThroughput.

The PS MUST reset cabhCtpConnPktsSent, cabhCtpConnPktsRecv, cabhCtpConnRTI‘ and
cabhCtpConnThroughput each to a value of 0 when the Connection Speed Tool is initiated (i.e., when the
value of cabhCtpConnContro1 is set to start(l)).

Connection Speed Tool RTT is measured at the PS as the time from the first bit of the first sent packet to
the last bit of the last received packet. R11‘ is only valid if the number of received packets is equal to the
number of transmitted packets.

The PS MUST allow the Connection Speed Tool destination [P address (cabhCtpConnDestlp) to be set to
any valid IPv4 address of any LAN IP Device accessible through any LAN Interface of the PS running the
CTP Connection Speed Tool.

Setting the Connection Speed Tool control object, cabhCtpConnControl, with the value start(l) MUST
result in the execution of the Connection Speed Tool.

Setting the Connection Speed Tool control object. cabhCtpConnControl, with the value abort(2) MUST
result in the termination of the Connection Speed Tool.

The default value of cabhCtpConnStatus is notRun(l), which indicates that the Connection Speed Tool has
never been executed.

The PS MUST set the value of cabhCtpConnStatus to running(2) if the Tool has been instructed to start.
has not been terminated, and if the Connection Speed Timer has not timed out.

The PS MUST set the value of cabhCtpConnStatus to complete(3) when the last packet sent by the
Connection Speed Tool is received by the CTP.

The PS MUST set the value of cabhCtpConnStatus to aborted(4) if the Connection Speed Tool is
terminated after it is initiated by an SNMP set of the value abort(2) to the object cabhCtpConnControl, or if
the test is otherwise terminated before the last packet sent by the Connection Speed Tool is received and
before the Connection Speed Tool timer (cabhCtpConnTimeOut) expires.

The PS MUST set the value of cabhCtpConnStatus to timedOut(5) if the Connection Speed Tool timer
(cabhCtpConnTimeOut) expires before the last packet sent by the Connection Speed Tool is received by
the CTP.

The PS MUST NOT use any IP address for the Connection Speed Tool source IP address
(cabhCtpConnSrclp) except a current, valid PS WAN—Data IP address (i.e., an active
cabhCdpWanDataAddrlp object value) or a current, valid PS LAN interface IP address. If an invalid value
is configured for cabhCtpConnSrclp, the PS MUST treat the execution of the test as an aborted case and
set the Connection Speed Tool status object cabhCtpConnStatus to ‘aborted’ and report the appropriate
event (see Table I[—|).
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6.4.3.2 CTP Ping Tool Function

6.4.3.2.1 Ping Tool Function Goals

The goal of the Ping Tool function is to enable the CableHome system manager to remotely test or verify
connectivity between the PS and a specific LAN [P Device.

6.4.3.2.2 Ping Tool Function System Design Guidelines

Design guidelines listed in Table 6-23 “CTP System Design Guidelines” were used to guide specification
of the Ping Tool function.

6.4.3.2.3 Ping Tool Function System Description

The Ping Tool function is called to test connectivity between the PS and individual LAN [P Devices or
CableHome Host devices. Results of multiple executions of the Ping Tool test can be assembled by the
NMS to create a network scan of the LAN [P Devices or CableHome Host devices. The DHCP table of the
CDP has a list of historical devices, but only the devices that employ DHCP. Ping may capture a current
state including non-DHCP clients. To keep the PS simple, it is expected that the NMS increments the
address and stores the results in the NMS tool to perform a scan of a LAN subnet.

The PING Tool is initiated by a series of SNMP set—request messages issued by the cable network NMS
console to the PS management address.

Section 12.2.1.2 details the operation of the Ping Tool.

6.4.3.2.4 Ping Tool Function Requirements”

The CTP Ping Tool MUST be implemented using the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) “Echo”
facility. The CTP will issue an ICMP Echo Request and the LAN lP Device is expected to return an ICMP
Echo Reply.

The CTP MUST ignore, and exclude from the cabhCtpPingNumRecv count, any Echo Reply received after
cabhCtpPingTimeOut expires.

The PS MUST implement the CTP Ping Tool, and MUST comply with the default values and value ranges
defined for the Ping Tool-specific objects of the CableHome CTP MIB [CH4].

When the NMS triggers the PS to initiate the Ping Tool by setting cabhPingControl = start( I), the PS
MUST do the following: I

0 set cabhCtpPingStatus = running(2)

0 issue as many Pings (ICMP requests) as specified by the value cabhCtpPingNumPkts, to the IP address
defined by the value of cabhCtpPingDestlp. using the value of cabhCtpPingSrc[p as the source address
of each request. The size of each test frame issued is the value of cabhCtpPingPktSize. A timeout for
each ping (ICMP Echo Request/Response pair) is the value of cabhCtpPingTimeOut.

0 if the value of cabhCtpPingNumPkts is greater than l,wait the amount of time defined by the value of
cabhCtpPingTimeBetween between each Ping request issued by the CTP.

If the CTP receives all Ping replies before their individual timeout timer expires, the PS MUST set
cabhCtpPingStatus = complete(3) and report the appropriate event (refer to Appendix II - CTP Events).

if the Ping Tool is terminated by the NMS setting the object cabhCtpPingControl =abort(2) or for any
other reason before the last bit is received from the target LAN IP Device and before the timer is

37 Revised this section per ECN CHI . l-N—03_0lO6—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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terminated, the PS MUST set cabhCtpPingStatus = aborted(4) and report the appropriate event (refer to
Appendix ll — CTP Events).

If a timeout timer expires for at least one of the pings, before its reply is received from the target LAN IP
Device, the PS MUST set cabhCtpPingStatus = timedOut(5) and report the appropriate event (refer to
Appendix [I — CTP Events).

When the CTP Ping Tool function is initiated, the PS MUST determine the average round-trip time
between the PS and the LAN IP Device or CableHome Host device whose address is passed in
cabhCtpPingDestlp (the target LAN IP Device), over the number of Ping requests defined by
cabhCtpPingNumPkts, and store the result in cabhCtpPingAvgR”l'l‘. When the CTP Ping Tool function is
initiated, the PS MUST determine the minimum and maximum round-trip times between the PS and the
target LAN IP device, for the set of Ping requests defi ned by cabhCtpPingNumPkts, and store the values in
cabhCtpPingMinRTI‘ and cabhCtpPingMaxRTT, respectively.

If an [CMP error occurs during execution of the Ping Tool, the PS MUST increment the value of
cabhCtpPingNumlcmpError and log the error in cabhCtpPingIcmpError. The last ICMP error that occurs
will over-write the previous one written.

The PS MUST reset cabhCtpPingNumSent, cabhCtpPingNumRecv, cabhCtpPingAvgRTT,
cabhCtpPingMaxRTT, cabhCtpPingMinRTT, cabhCtpPingNumIcmpError and cabhCtpPingIcmpError
each to a value of 0 when the Ping Tool is initiated (i.e., when the value of cabhCtpPingControl is set to
start( I )).

Ping Tool RTT is measured at the PS as the time from the last bit of each ICMP Echo Request packet
transmitted by the CTP Ping Tool, to the time when the last bit of the corresponding ICMP Echo Reply
packet is received.

The PS MUST allow the Ping Tool destination IP address (cabhCtpPingDest[p) to be set to any valid IPv4
address of any LAN lP Device or CableHome Host device accessible through any LAN Interface of the PS
running the CTP Ping Tool.

The PS MUST NOT generate packets out any WAN Interface when executing the Ping Tool function.

The PS MUST NOT use any IP address for the Ping Tool source IP address (cabhCtpPingSrc[p) except a
current, valid PS WAN-Data IP address (i.e., an active cabhCdpWanDataAddrlp object value) or a current,
valid PS LAN Interface IP address. lf an invalid value is configured for cabhCtpPingSrc[p, the PS MUST
treat the execution of the test as an aborted case and set the Ping Tool status object cabhCtpPingStatus to
“aborted" and report the appropriate event (see Table II- I).

6.5 BP Logical Element - Management Boundary Point (MBP)

Section 5 defines the Boundary Point (BP), which is the CableHome-defined logical element aggregating
CableHome—specified functionality of a CableHome Host device. The Management Boundary Point (MBP)
is the logical element of the BP responsible for CableHome—defined discovery capabilities of the BP.

Discovery of CableHome Host devices is the first step of the eventual management of CableHome-
specified functionality in these devices. The CableHome l .l specification enables discovery of CableHome
Host devices through access to the Profile information via HTTP. from the CMP.
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6.5.1 MBP Goals

The goal for the CableHome l.l MBP is to fulfill CableHome requirements for CableHome Host device
discovery and LAN messaging. The MBP is required to provide the cable operator with the Device Profile
for each CableHome Host device, through the PS acting as a proxy.

6.5.2 MBP System Design Guidelines

System design guidelines listed in Table 6-24 guided specification of the MBP.

Table 8-24 — MBP System Design Guidelines
Reference MBP System Design Guidelines

The MBP will maintain information about the attributes of the CableHome
Host device in which the BP resides 

MBP 2 The MBP will provide CableHome Host device and application information to
the CableHome svstem manager during the BP initialization process.

MBP 3 The MBP will provide CableHome Host device and application information to
the CableHome system manager periodically after BF initialization
completes.

6.5.3 MBP System Description

The BP is required to maintain a Device Profile as described in Section 6.5 .3.l .3 Device Profile
Description and a QoS Profile described in Section l0.3.2.4.2.l QoS Profile XML Schema.

The BP is further required to send the Device Profile to the PS, thereby providing the CableHome system
manager access to each CableHome Host device’s attribute information through the PS Device MIB [CH5]
via SNMP access over the cable data WAN. By providing access to the CableHome Host device’s attribute
information in this fashion, the MBP satisfies CableHome l.l requirements for device discovery.

The BP is also required to support LAN messaging using SOAP over HTTP/TCP transport, as the means
by which the Device Profile and QoS Profile are transferred from the BP to the PS.”

6.5.3.1 BP Device Profile

The Device Profile and QoS Profile are XML—forrnatted structures containing information about the
CableHome Host device and the applications it implements. The Device Profile’is used as a means for
maintaining and communicating information about the CableHome Host device. The BP is required to
implement a Device Profile and provide its Device Profile information to the PS, which makes the
information available through the PS Device MIB [CH5]. The cable operator’s data network NMS and
other subscriber—support organizations can obtain basic information about the CableHome Host device by
querying the PS Device MIB over the cable data network using SNMP Get-request messages.

6.5.3.1 1 Device Profile Goals

The goals of the BP Device Profile are listed below:

0 aggregate information specific and unique to the CableHome Host device implementing the BP

0 provide the CableHome system manager with information about the CableHome Host device

1*‘ Revised this paragraph per ECN CH l.l-N—03060 by G0 on I0/28/03
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6.5.3.1.2 Device Profile System Design Guidelines

System design guidelines listed in Table 6-25 guided the specification of the MBP Device Profile.

Reference

MBP DevProf 1

Table 6-25 — MBP Device Profile System Design Guideliries
MBP Device Profile System Design Guidelines  

     
 The MBP will maintain a set of device—specific information about the

CableHome Host device in which the BP resides

 
MBP DevProf 2

MBP DevProf 3  
The format of the device-specific infon'nation will adhere to an open standard.

The format of the device-specific information maintained by an MBP will
compatible with LAN IP Device operating systems, will be flexible to
accommodate any kind or amount of device-specific information, and will be
as compatible as possible with industry protocols and trends.

6.5.3.1.3 Device Profile Description

CableHome l.l specifies implementation of 21 Device Profile and a QoS Profile in BP logical elements to
support discovery of CableHome Host Devices and to support the provisioning of QoS priorities in BPs.
The Device Profile and QoS Profile are XML-formatted structures. The Device Profile contains :1 set of
attributes that describe the CubleHome Host device. A Device Profile includes CableHome—specified
attributes and could include vendor-specified attributes as well. The QoS Profile is described in the Section
l0.3.2.4.2.l QoS Profile XML Schema. The Device Profile is described in this section.”

Table 6-26 presents a high-level description of the Device Profile required for BP elements.”

Table 6-26 - BP Device Profile Attributes

 
 

Device Type
 

Attribute Name
 Attribute Type

 
required

 

   
  
 

 
 
 

   

  

Manufacturer required

Manufacturers URL String optional

Hardware Revision String required
Hardware Options String optional

Serial Number String required

Model Name String optional
Model Number optional
Model URL optional
Model UPC

Model Software OS

Model Software Version

  
  
  
 

  
optional

  
required

 
required

 

 
  

  
  

 

LAN interface Type (IANA iiType) required
Number of Media Access Priorities required

Physical Location optional

Physical Address required

1° Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 l«N-03 0109-] by KB on 4/4/04
3" Revised Table 6-26 per ECN CHJ l—N—0307l by G0 on 10/28/03.
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Device Profile Attribute Details:

The Device Type attribute can have one of the following values: CableHome Residential Gateway orCableHome Host.

The Manufacturer attribute is the name of the device manufacturer.

The Manufacturer '.i' URL attribute is the Uniform Resource Locator for the manufacturer’s web site.

The Hardware Revision attribute is a string assigned by the manufacturer uniquely identifying a specific
product hardware revision.

The Hardware Oplionr attribute is a string assigned by the manufacturer identifying optional product
hardware features implemented in the product.

The Serial Number attribute is the unique identifying serial number for the CableHome Host device,
assigned by the device manufacturer.

The Model Name attribute is the CableHome Host device’s model name or other identifying name assigned
by the device manufacturer.

The Model Number attribute is the model number or other identifying value assigned by the device
manufacturer.

The Model URL attribute is the Uniform Resource Locator for the model's web site.

The Model UPC attribute is the Universal Product Code value assigned to the device.

The Model So/iware OS attribute is the operating system implemented on the device.

The Model Sof/ware Version attribute is the version of software currently running on the device.

The LAN Interface Type attribute is an integer containing the [ANAifI‘ype value [IANAType] for [S0 OSI
Layer 2 networking technology implemented by the product.“

The Number of Media At'ces.v Prioritie.s' attribute refers to the number of media access priorities the
CableHome Host device's LAN interface supports. This attribute and its uses are described in detail in
Section l0 (QoS Section).

The Physical Location attribute is a value that can be assigned by the device owner indicating the physical
location of the device, such as Oflice or Living Room.

The Physical Address attribute is the device’s hardware address, such as the Media Access Control (MAC)
address of an 802 .3-based device.

3' Revised this statement per ECN CH l.l—N—0307l by G0 on 10/23/03.

 ..,T.j
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6.5.3.1.4 Device Profile XML schema”

The Device Profile in XML format as required by Cable]-lome is shown below.

<xs: element name="ch:DeviceProfile" type="ch:DeviceProfi|eEntry"/>

<xs: complexType name="ch:DeviceProfileEntry">

<xs:element name="ch:deviceType" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ch:manufacturer" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:manufacturerURL" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:hardwareRevision" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:hardwareOptions" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:serialNumber" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:modelName" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ch:mode1Number" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:mode1URL" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:e1ement name="ch:modelUPC" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element nz1me="ch:modelSoftwareOS" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ch:modelSoftwareVersion" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ch:lanInterfaceType" type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element name="ch:numberMediaAccessPriorities" type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element name="ch:physica1Location" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ch:physicalAddress" type="xs:string"/>

</xs:complexType>

6.5.3.1.5 Device Profile Requirements

The BP MUST implement a Device Profile as described in Section 6.5 3.1 .4, consistent with XML
formatting rules described in [XMLlJ.

CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409

The BF MUST populate the Device Type attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5 .3.1 .4 Device
Profile in XML Format) with the string “CableHome Host" (without the quotes).

33 Replaced this section per ECN CH1 .1«N-03071 by 00 on 10/28/03.
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The BP MUST populate the Manufacturer attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.l.4 Device
Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value identifies the manufacturer of the CableHome Host
device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the Hardware Revision attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5 3.1.4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately represents the manufacturer’s
hardware revision number for the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the Serial Number attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.l.4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value is equal to the serial number uniquely
identifying the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the Model Software OS attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.2 Section 6.5 .3.l .4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately represents the software operating
system implemented on the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the Model Software Version attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section
6.5 .3. 1 .4 Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately represents the version of BP
software implemented on the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the LAN Interface Type attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.l.4
Device Profile in XML Format) with an integer whose value is equal to the lANAifType [1ANAType]
representing the LAN technology supported by the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.”

The BP MUST populate the Number of Media Access Priorities attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.:
Section 6.5.3.1 .4 Device Profile in XML Format) with an integer in the range 1 - 8 whose value is equal to
the number of LAN interface priorities supported by the Cablel-lome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MAY populate the Manufacturer’s URL attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.l.4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately and uniquely identifies a Uniform
Resource Locator for the manufacturer of the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BF MAY populate the Hardware Options attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5 3.1.4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value represents the hardware options of the
CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MAY populate the Model Name attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.1 .4 Device
Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately and uniquely identifies the manufacturer's
model name for the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MAY populate the Model Number attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5 .3.l .4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately and uniquely identifies the
manufacturer’s model number for the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MAY populate the Model URL attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.1 .4 Device
Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately and uniquely identifies a Uniform Resource
Locator for the CableHome Host device model in which the BP resides.

The BP MAY populate the Model UPC attribute ofthe BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5.3.1 .4 Device
Profile in XML Format) with a string whose value accurately and uniquely identifies the Universal Product
Code for the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.

3’ Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N—03071 by G0 on 10/28/03.
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The BP MAY populate the Physical Location attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref.: Section 6.5 .3. l .4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string value that identifies the physical location of the CableHome
Host device in which the BP resides.

The BP MUST populate the Physical Address attribute of the BP Device Profile (ref: Section 6.5 .3.l .4
Device Profile in XML Format) with a string value representing the Media Access Control (MAC) Address
of the BP's interface. The format of the MAC address is a sequence of 6 hexadecimal numbers, of 2 digits
each, separated by colons (example: 00:1 l:22:AA:CC:DD).3“

6.5.3.2 MBP LAN Messaging Function

6.5.3.2.1 MBP LAN Messaging Function Goals

The goals of the MBP LAN Messaging Function are listed in Section 6-7 LAN Messaging Function Goals.

6.5.3.2.2 MBP LAN Messaging Function System Design Guidelines

The MBP LAN Messaging Function System Design Guidelines are listed in Table 6.3 .3 .4.3 LAN
Messaging Function System Design Guidelines.

6.5.32.3 MBP LAN Messaging Function System Description

The MBP LAN Messaging Function is as described in Section 63.3.4.4 LAN Messaging Function System
Description .35

6.5.32.4 MBP LAN Messaging Function Requirements“

The BF MUST implement an Echo Service responder, such that the BP immediately echoes any IP packet
received on Port 7 to the sender of the packet, bit for bit, changing only the source IP address and port for
the destination [P address and port, and vice versa.

The BP ML ST implement lCMP Echo and Echo Reply Message types (Type 8 and Type 0) and ICMP
Timestamp and Timestamp Reply Message types (Type I3 and Type l4) as described in [RFC 792], and
reply appropriately to Ping requests received on any interface.

The BP ML ST implement an HTTP client in accordance with the Client requirements of [RFC 2616].

The BP ML ST implement a TCP stack in accordance to the requirements of [RFC 793].

The BF MUST implement an XML parser in accordance with [XMLl].

The BP ML ST implement a SOAP parser in accordance with [SOAP].

The BP ML ST use HTTP over TCP as the transport mechanism for SOAP messaging to insure
interoperability between various PS and BP implementations.

The BF MLST actively open a TCP connection against the PS immediately before sending a BP_Init
message.

If the BP received DHCP Option Code 43 sub-option l0l containing the string 'CableHome l.l LAN-
Trans' in the DHCP ACK, the BP MUST open the TCP connection for the LAN messaging exchange
against the default gateway IP address (value of DHCP Option 3 received in the DHCP ACK).

14 Revised the preceding paragraph and added this paragraph per ECN CHl.1-N-03.0087-4 by G0 on 12/8/03.
35 Corrected a typographical error per ECN CHl.l—N-03.0087-4 by G0 on 12/8/03.
36 Revised this section per ECN CHl.l-N-03060 by G0 on 10/28/03.
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If the BP did not receive Option Code 43 sub-option l0| containing the string 'CableHome l.l LAN-Trans‘
in the DHCP ACK, the BP MUST open the TCP connection for the LAN messaging exchange against the
IP address l92.l68.0.l.

The BP MUST NOT transmit a BP_Init message more frequently than once per 20 seconds.

The BP MUST NOT transmit a BP_[nit message any time other than the specific occasions listed in
Section 10.4.1 .4.l.l, “BP information to the PS using BP_Init Message,“ on page I80.

The BP MUST NOT transmit a BP_[nit message to any address other than the BP's default gateway
address or l92.l68.0.l.

The BP MUST close the TCP connection against the PS after a BP_lnit_Response message is received.

The BF MUST observe the following SOAP Syntax Rules:

0 A SOAP message MUST be encoded using XML.

- A SOAP message MUST have a SOAP Envelope.

0 A SOAP message MAY have a SOAP header.

0 A SOAP message MUST have a SOAP Body.

0 A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Envelope namespaces.

0 A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Encoding namespace.
0 A SOAP message MUST NOT contain a Document Type Declaration (DTD).

0 A SOAP message MUST NOT contain XML Processing Instructions.
0 The BP MUST use the following default namespaces:

— for SOAP envelope syntax: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
— for SOAP encoding and data types: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/
- for 'BP_Init': [P Address of PS

The BP MUST perform the following actions in the order listed when it receives a SOAP message:

I. Identify all parts of the SOAP message intended for the BP.

2. Verify that the received message is formatted as specified in Section 6.3.3 .4.4.2.l and process the
message. If the message does not contain all mandatory components, discard the message. The
processor has the option to ignore optional parts identified in step 1 without affecting the outcome of
the processing.

3. If the message cannot be processed because it is incorrectly formatted, contains an invalid value, or
does not conform with the CableHome specification or [SOAP] in some other way, the BP will re-issue
the BP_[nit message as defined in Section 6.5.3.3.4.

6.5.3.3 MBP Discovery Function

6.5.3.3.1 MBP Discovery Function Goals

The goal for the CableHome MBP Discovery functionality is to provide the CableHome system manager
with information about the CableHome Host device in which the BP resides.
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6.5.3.3.2 MBP Discovery Function System Design Guidelines

The design guidelines listed in Table 6-27 provided guidance for the specification of the MBP Discovery
function.

Table 6-27 — MBP Discover Function System Design Guidelines
   

  
 

Reference MBP Discovery System Design Guldellnes

The MBP will provide device-specific information about the CableHome Host in
which it resides to the cable operator through the PS acting as a proxy  

  

  
MBP Disc 2 The MBP will provide information about the applications implemented by a

CableHome Host device to the cable operator through the PS acting as a proxy.

6.5.3.33 MBP Discovery Function System Description

Each BP is required to implement a Device Profile in XML format as described in Section 6.5.3.l.4 Device
Profile in XML Format. Each BP is also required to implement a QoS Profile described in Section
l0.3.2.4.2.l QoS Profile XML Schema. When the BP is operational and has completed initialization, it is
required to send Device Profile and QoS Profile information to the PS using LAN Messaging described in
Section 6.3.3.4 CMP LAN Messaging Function. By providing the PS with Device Profile and QoS Profile
information, the BP enables the cable operator to discover attributes of the CableHome Host device in
which the BP resides and the applications running on it, through the PS acting as a proxy for the cable
operator’s network management system.

6.5.3.3.4 Discovery Function Requirements”

Upon receipt of any DHCPACK message [RFC 2l3 1] addressed to itself, the BP MUST transmit as
described in Section 6.3.3.4.4.2 a BP__lnit message containing its Device Profile and its QoS Profile in the
message body. The BP sends BP_[nit messages at other times for which the Q05 Profile is mandatory (as
described in Section l0.4.1.4.l, "LAN Information Exchange). At those times, however, the BP is not
required to include the Device Profile.”

If the BP cannot establish TCP connectivity with the PS, or if an existing connection is lost, the BP MUST
wait 30 seconds and retry to establish the TCP connection. The total number of TCP connection
establishment attempts that the BP is allowed to perform in order to complete a BP_Init/BP_lnit_Response
messages exchange is three. If the third connection fails before a BP_lnit_Response is received the BP
MUST discard the BP_Init message, and wait until the next DHCPACK [RFC 2l3l] to repeat the process.

If the BP, having established TCP connectivity with the PS, does not receive a BP_lnit_Response message
within one minute after the BP_Init message was sent, or within this period receives a BP_lnit_Response
message that is not properly formatted or contains errors and thus cannot be processed, or receives a
BP_lnit_Response message that can be processed but that contains a negative Confirmation Code value, it
MUST retransmit the BP_[nit message repeating the process for a total of three attempts or until the BP
receives a valid BP_lnit_Response message, whichever occurs first.”

If the BP, having established TCP connectivity against the PS, does not receive a valid BP_lnit_Response
message after sending the BP_lnit messages three times, it MUST terminate the TCP connection and wait
until it receives the next DHCPACK [RFC 2131] message to repeat the process.

3’ Revised this section per ECN CHl.l-N-03060 by CO on l0/28/03
3" Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .|-N-03.00874 by G0 on 12/8/03
-“’ Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 l—N»03 0087-4 by Go on 12/3/03
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7 PROVISIONING TOOLS

7.1 lntroductionloverview

The Portal Services element and LAN IP Devices must be properly initialized and configured in order to
exchange meaningful information with one another and with elements connected to the cable network and
the lntemet. CableHome provisioning tools provide the means for this initialization and configuration to
occur seam l-.-.n'..~'ly plntl with minjnulm user intervention. They also enable cable operiltrsrs us add value to
high—speed clam service .‘s'lll‘J.HL'Tll.'N.’l'.‘\' by defining processes through which the cable npeI'ntm' can I‘:u.‘i|itate
and customize l‘.‘.i nncl LAN ll’ |)u:viL-e initialization and configuration. The three prnvi.-einning, lnnls defined
by CableHome to accomplish this task are listed below:

0 CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP) function in the Portal Services element

0 Bulk Portal Services Configuration (BPSC) tool

0 Time of Day Client in the Portal Services element

7.1.1 Goals

Goals of the CableHome l.l Provisioning Tools are listed below:

0 Enable the PS to acquire a network address on its WAN interface to be used for management of the PS
0 Enable the PS to acquire one or more network addresses on its WAN interface to be used for the

exchange of traffic between LAN IP Devices and the lntemet or between CableHome Host devices andthe Internet

0 Enable the PS to request and acquire configuration parameters in a configuration file

0 Enable the PS to acquire current time of day from time of day services in the cable operator's datanetwork

0 Enable the PS to assign network address leases to LAN IP Devices and CableHome Host devices

I Enable the PS to assign configuration parameters to LAN [P Devices and CableHome Host devices

7.1.2 Assumptions

The CableHome Provisioning Tools operating assumptions are listed below:

0 LAN IP Devices and CableHome Host devices implement a DHCP client as defined by [RFC 213 l].

I The cable network provisioning system implements a DHCP server as defined by [RFC 2l3 l].

0 If the cable network provisioning system's DHCP server supports DHCP Option 61 (client identifier
option), the WAN-Man and all WAN—Data IP interfaces can share a common MAC address.

0 LAN [P Devices and CableHome Host devices may support various DHCP Options and BOOTP
Vendor Extensions. allowed by [RFC 2132].

0 Bulk PS configuration will be accomplished via the download of a PS Configuration File containing
one or more parameters. using Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) [RFC 1350] or Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [RFC 2616] with Transport Layer Security (TLS) [RFC 2246].

0 The Headend DHCP server will provide a DHCP option, to the WAN—Management interface, which
points to a Time of Day server, operating within the Headend network.

 _
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7.2 Provisioning Architecture

7.2.1 Provisioning Modes

Three provisioning modes are supported by CableHome l.l. They are referred to as DHCP Provisioning
Mode (DHCP Mode), SNMP Provisioning Mode (SNMP Mode), and Dormant CableHome Mode. The
three provisioning modes are compared in Table 7- l.

Table 7-1 — CableHome1 1 Provisioning Monies F1
Dormant CableHome Mode

 

 

 

DHCP Mode
 

SNMP Mode
 

  

 
  

Receives no configuration file
infonnation and no Option 177, or
receives an invalid combination of
configuration file information and
Option 177 sub-options.

DHCP Fields and
Option Codes

Receives configuration fileinformation in 'siaddr and
‘file’ fields. Receives no
Option 177

Receives no configuration file
information Receives valid
values for Option 177 sub-
options 3, 6, and 51

 Triggered by presence of Triggered by NMS via SNMP PS receives no configuration file
TFTP server information in message
DHCP message

PS Configuration
File Trigger   

PS Configuration File
download is required

PS Configuration File
download is not required

PS Configuration PS configuration file is not required
File Requirement  
Specified behavior ofthe Provisioning Tools is dependent upon the Provisioning Mode in which the PS
operates.

Section 13, Provisioning Processes, describes the sequence of events for DHCP and SNMP Provisioning
Modes.

7.2.2 Provisioning Architecture Description

The CableHome provisioning architecture is illustrated in Figure 7-l. Portal Services elements will interact
with server functions in the cable network over the HFC interface, or with CableHome Host Devices to
satisfy the system design guidelines listed in Section 7.3.l.

I
Cable Network 'Cable Network Cable NetworkCable Network Cable Network

NMS S TFTP H‘|‘l'P .
DHCP Server (SNMP Mjlzsgr) Seorzer ToD Server Sectirrty Server |

l I _ __ _

\DHCP SNMP\‘TFTF (IHTTP Tut); l".i'irI:r3ri1:i/
DHCP | E : —C'l’';/ _ _ ’/

i l CDC I l CDS l TFTPI l Chem i l CSP
I ‘Barbee ' ‘Z ‘ HT“: _ :

(unspecified) T (BPSC) I
___ _ __ - T.,..c,._ Portal services.

l LAN-Pass LAN-TransDHCP Client DHCP Client

Figure 7-1 — CableHome Provisioning Architecture
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7.3 PS Logical Element - CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP)

The CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP) is a logical sub-element of the PS logical element. The CDP has two
primary roles: acquisition of network address leases for the PS and assignment of network address leases to
LAN [P Devices and CableHome Host devices in the LAN, and is one of the three provisioning tools
introduced in Section 7.1 . This section describes the Goals. System Design Guidelines, System
Description, and Requirements pertaining to the CDP.

7.3.1 CDP Goals

The goals of the CDP include the following:

0 Enable client functions in the PS to communicate with corresponding server functions in the cable data
network

- Provide the PS with initial configuration parameters, giving it the ability to further configure itself

7.3.2 CDP System Design Guidelines

The following design guidelines drive the capabilities defined for the CDP:

Tabla 7~2 — CDP System Design Guidelines
CDP System Design Guidelines  
 CableHome addressing mechanisms will be MSO controlled, and will provide MSO knowledge of

and accessibility to CableHome network elements and LAN IP Devices.  

 
CDP 2 CableHome address acquisition and management processes will not require human intervention

(assuming that a user/household account has already been established).
CDP 3 CableHome address acquisition and management will be scalable to support the expected

increase in the number of LAN lP devices.

CDP 4 It is preferable for LAN lF' Device addresses to remain the same after events such as a power
cycle or Internet Service Provider switch.

GDP 5 CableHome will provide a mechanism by which the number of LAN lP Devices in the LAN—Trans
realm can be monitored and controlled

CDP 6 In-home communication will continue to work as provisioned during periods of Headend address
server outage. Addressing support will be provided for newly added LAN IP Devices and address
expirations during remote address server outages

CDP 7 IP addresses will be conserved when possible (both globally routable addresses and private cable
network management addresses).

7.3.3 CableHome DHCP Portal System Description

The CableHome DHCP Portal (CDP) is the logical entity that is responsible for CableHome addressing
activities. The CDP address request and address allocation responsibilities within the CableHome
environment include:

0 [P address assignment. IP address maintenance, and the delivery of configuration parameters (via
DHCP) to LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Trans Address Realm.

I Acquisition of a WAN-Man and zero or more WAN-Data IP addresses and associated DHCP
configuration parameters for the Portal Services (PS) element.

0 Provide information to the CableHome Name Portal (CNP) in support of LAN [P Device host name
services.

The PS maintains two hardware addresses, one of which is to be used to acquire an [P address for
management purpose, the other could be used for the acquisition of one or more [P address(es) for data. To
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prevent hardware address deception. the PS does not allow either of the two hardware addresses to bemodified.

The Portal Services element requires an IP Address on the home LAN for its role on the LAN as a router
(see Section 8, Packet Handling and Address Translation), DHCP Server (CDS), and DNS Server (see
Section 9, Name Resolution). The PS listens on a single LAN-side IP address for each of these
functionalities. The PS needs to communicate the IP address for each of these server functionalities to the
LAN IP Devices in the DHCP OFFER and ACK option fields. In order to uniquely identify these option
values. each of these server addresses are identified by different MIB objects in the PS, which are listed
below and in Table 7-2.4"

Router (default gateway) Address cabhCdpServerRouter Option 3

Domain Name Sewer (DNS) Address cabhCdpServerDnsAddress Option 6

Dynamic Host Configuration Server (DHCP) (CDS) Address cabhCdpServerDhcpAddress Option 54

The default value of cabhCdpServerRouter is I92. l68.0. l. However, the NMS can set
cabhCdpServerRouter to a different value.

The value of cabhCdpServerDhcpAddress is always the same as the value of cabhCdpServerRouter and the
NMS cannot change its value directly.

The default value of cabhCdpServerDnsAddress is equal to the value of the cabhCdpServerRouter.
However, the NMS can change it to a different value (e.g. DNS server in the cable operator's date network)
so that a LAN lP Device can direct its DNS queries to a server other than the PS DNS server.

Thus, the PS always listens on the IP address assigned to cabhCdpSeverRouter for its LAN side router,
Name Server (DNS). and DHCP server functionality.

As shown in Figure 7-2, the CDP capabilities are embodied by two functional elements residing within theCDP:

0 CableHome DHCP Server (CDS)

0 CableHome DHCP Client (CDC)

Figure 7-2 also illustrates interaction between the CDP components and the address realms introduced in
Section 5. The CDC exchanges DHCP messages with the DHCP server in the cable network (WAN
Management address realm) to acquire an IP address and DHCP options for the PS, for management
purposes. The CDC could also exchange DHCP messages with the DHCP server in the cable network
(WAN Data address realm) to acquire zero (0), or more IP address(es) on behalf of LAN [P Devices in the
LAN-Trans realm. The CDS exchanges DHCP messages with LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Trans realm,
and assigns private IP addresses, grants leases to, and could provide DHCP options to DHCP clients within
those LAN lP Devices.

LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Pass realm receive their [P addresses, leases, and DHCP options directly from
the DHCP server in the cable network. The CDP bridges DHCP messages between the DHCP server in the
cable network, and LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Pass realm.

40 Revised this paragraph and the following four paragraphs per ECN CH1 .|«N~03.0l04—2 by CO on l2/5/03.
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WAN Address Realm LAN Address Realm

Service a LAN E
P’°""‘°" __ IP-Device Jr}WAN Data - - - -i' LAN Pass-through

Address Realm I Address Realm
(WAN-Data) (LANHSS)

n‘

' Address Realm
ls" —

-' LAN Translated. _

i Address Realm.' (LAN-Trans) __ "9 
Figure 7-2 — CDP Functions

7.3.3.1 CableHome DHCP Server (CDS) Sub-element

The CDS is a sub-element of the CDP logical element of the PS, and is the function responsible for
allocating network address leases to LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Trans realm. It is also responsible for
providing LAN [P Devices with configuration information via DHCP Option codes, as specified in [RFC
2132]. The CDS is required to perform this function whether or not the PS has an active WAN connection.

7.3.3.1.1 CDS Function Goals

Goals for the CDS Function include the following:

0 allocate network address leases to LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Trans realm according to CDP MIB
settings and according to [RFC 2131]

0 allocate configuration information according to [RFC 2132]

0 satisfy CableHome goals for operation in the absence of a WAN connection by allocating LAN-Trans
IP address leases and providing configuration information to LAN IP Devices upon request as long as
the PS is operational, whether or not the PS has an active WAN connection

0 do not allocate IP address leases and do not provide configuration information to LAN IP Devices for
which the PS has been configured to treat as existing in the LAN-Pass realm

7.3.3.1.2 CDS Function System Design Guidelines

The design guidelines listed in Table 7-3 guided development of the CDS Function specifications.:

Tania T-3 — CabIeH::i_rne DHCP Server CDS Function 3 stern Desi n Guidelines

 CDS Function System Design Guidelines
CDS ‘I CabieHome will provide a means by which LAN IP Devices can acquire network address leases
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l and configuration information for the LAN—Trans realm.
CDS 2 The mechanism for allocating LAN—Trans IP addresses and configuration information will operate

I whether the PS has a WAN connection to the cable operators data network or not.
CDS 3 The mechanism for allocating LAN—Trans IP address leases and configuration infonnation will not

| allocate IP address leases or provide configuration information for LAN IP Devices in the LAN-
Pass realm.

7.3.3.1.3 CDS Function System Description

The CDS is a standard DHCP sewer as defined in [RFC 2132], and responsibilities include:

I The CDS assigns addresses to and delivers DHCP configuration parameters to LAN [P Devices
receiving an address in the LAN—Trans address realm. The CDS learns DHCP options from the NMS
system and provides these DHCP options to LAN [P Devices. If DHCP options have not been provided
by the NMS system (for example when the PS boots during a cable outage), the CDS relies on built—in
default values (DefVals) for required options.

0 The CDS is able to provide DHCP addressing services to LAN [P Devices, independent of the WAN
connectivity state.

I The number of addresses supplied by the CDS to LAN [P Devices is controllable by the NMS system.
The behavior of the CDS when a cable operator settable limit is exceeded is also configurable via the
NMS. Possible CDS actions when the limit is exceeded include: (I) assign a LAN—Trans [P address and
treat the WAN to LAN CAT interconnection as would normally occur if the limit had not been
exceeded; and (2) do not assign an address to requesting LAN IP devices. An address threshold setting
of 0 indicates the maximum threshold possible for the LAN—Trans [P address pool defined by the pool
“start" (cabhCdpLanPoo1Start) and “end" (cabhCdpLanPoolEnd) values.

0 In the absence of time of day information from the Time of Day (ToD) server, the CDS uses the PS
default starting time of 00:00.0 (midnight) GMT, January I, 1970, updates the Expire Time for any
active leases in the LAN—Trans realm to re—synchronize with DHCP clients in LAN [P Devices, and
maintains leases based on that starting point until the PS synchronizes with the Time of Day server in
the cable network.

I During the PS Boot process, the CDS remains inactive until activated by the PS.

0 If the PS Primary Packet-handling mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) has been set to Passthrough and the
PS provisioning process has completed (as indicated by cabhPsDevProvStatc = pass(l)), then the CDSis disabled.

LAN [P Devices may receive addresses that reside in the LAN-Pass realm. As shown in Figure 7-2, LAN-
Pass address requests are served by the WAN addressing infrastructure, not the PS. LAN-Pass addressing
processes will occur when the PS is configured to operate in Passthrough Mode or Mixed
Bridging/Routing Mode (see Section 8.3.4.3 Passthrough Requirements for more details). In these cases,
DHCP interactions will take place directly between LAN [P Devices and cable data network servers, and
CableHome does not specify the process.

Throughout this document, the terms Dynamic Allocation and Manual Allocation are used as defined in
[RFC 2132]. The CDS Provisioned DHCP Options, cabhCdpServer objects in the CDP MIB, are DHCP
Options that can be provisioned by the NMS, and are offered by the CDS to LAN [P devices assigned a
LAN—Trans address. CDS Provisioned DHCP Options, cabhCdpServer objects, persist after a PS power
cycle and the NMS system can establish, read, write and delete these objects. CDS Provisioned DHCP
Options, cabhCdpServer objects, are retained during periods of cable outage and these objects are offered
to LAN [P devices assigned a LAN—Trans address during periods of cable outage. The CDS persistent
storage of DHCP options is consistent with [RFC 2132], Section 2.[ . The default values of CDS
Provisioned DHCP Options, cabhCdpServer objects, are defined (Table 7-4) and the NMS can reset the
CDS Provisioned DHCP Options, cabhCdpServer objects, and cabhCdpLanAddrTable to their default
values, by writing to the cabhCdpSetToFactory MlB object.
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The CDS Address Threshold (cabhCdpLanTrans) objects contain the event control parameters used by the
CDS to signal the CMP to generate a notification to the Headend management system, when the number of
LAN—Trans addresses assigned by the CDS exceeds the preset threshold.

The Address Count (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) object is a value indicating the number of LAN—Trans
addresses assigned by the CDS that have active DHCP leases.

The Address Threshold (cabhCdpLanTransThreshold) object is a value indicating when a notification is
generated to the Headend management system. The notification is generated when the CDS assigns an
address to the LAN lP Device that causes the Address Count (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) to exceed the
Address Threshold (cabhCdpLanTransThreshold).

The Threshold Exceeded Action (cabhCdpLanTransAction) is the action taken by the CDS while the
Address Count (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) exceeds the Address Threshold
(cabhCdpLanTransThreshold). If the Threshold Exceeded Action (cabhCdpLanTransAction) allows
address assignments after the count is exceeded, the notification is generated each time an address is
assigned. The defined actions are a) assign a LAN—Trans address as normal, and b) do not assign an
address to the next requesting LAN IP Device.

The Address Count (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) continues to be updated during periods of cable outage.

The CDS MIB also contains the Address Pool Start (cabhCdpLanPoolStart) and Address Pool End
(cabhCdpLanPoolEnd) parameters. These parameters indicate the range of addresses in the LAN—Trans
realm that can be assigned by the CDS to LAN IP Devices.

The CDP LAN Address Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) contains the list of parameters associated with
addresses allocated to LAN IP Devices with LAN—Trans addresses. These parameters include:

- The Client Identifiers , [RFC 2 [32]. Section 9.14 (cabhCdpLanAddrClientlD)

0 The LAN IP address assigned to the client (cabhCdpLanAddrlp)
0 An indication that the address was allocated either manually (via the CMP) or dynamically (via the

CDP) (cabhCdpLanAddrMethod)

The CDS stores LAN IP Device identifying information in the cabhCdpLanAddrClientlD MIB object. The
CDS uses the value passed in the chaddr field of the DHCP REQUEST message sent by the LAN IP
Device for this purpose.

The CDS creates a CDP Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) entry when it allocates an IP address to a LAN lP
Device. The CDS can create CDP Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) entries during periods of cable outage.

The CDP Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) maintains a DHCP lease time for each LAN [P Device.

NMS-provisioned CDP Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) entries are retained during periods of cable outage
and persist across a PS power-cycle.

7.3.3.1.4 CDS Function Requirements

The PS MUST comply with the Server requirements of [RFC 2131], section 4.3.

The PS MUST support Dynamic and Manual address allocation in accordance with [RFC 2131], section 1.

PS Manual [P address allocation MUST be supported using CDP MIB's cabhCdpLanAddrTable entries
created via the NMS system or PS Configuration file.

: 
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In support of Dynamic [P address allocation. the PS MUST be capable of creating, modifying and deleting
cabhCdpLanAddrTable entries for devices allocated a LAN—Trans address.

The PS MUST retain Provisioned CDP LAN Address Management Table (cabhCdpLanAddrTable) entries
during a cable outage and the entries MUST persist after a PS power cycle. The PS MUST be able to
provide DHCP addressing services to LAN IP Devices when enabled by the PS, independent of the WAN
connectivity state.

Upon PS reset or re-boot, the PS MUST NOT exchange DHCP messages with LAN IP Devices until the
CDS is activated by the PS.

The PS MUST activate the CDS, i.e., the PS MUST begin responding to DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP
REQUEST messages received through any PS LAN Interface, in any of the following conditions (see also
Figure l3—2 CableHome Provisioning Modes):

0 When the PS is operating in DHCP provisioning mode, after the CDC has received a PS WAN—Man lP
address lease and the PS has received and properly processed a PS configuration file

0 When the PS is operating in SNMP provisioning mode, after the CDC has received a PS WAN-Man
[P address lease, has authenticated with the Key Distribution Center (KDC) sewer, and has successfully
enrolled with the NMS

I When the first CDC attempt to acquire a PS WAN-Man [P address lease fails

0 When the PS is operating in DHCP provisioning mode and the first attempt to download or to process
the PS configuration file fails

0 When the PS is operating in SNMP provisioning mode and the attempt to authenticate with the KDC
server fails

0 When the PS is operating in SNMP provisioning mode and is triggered to download a PS
configuration file before CDS operation is initiated. and the first attempt to download or to process the
PS configuration file fails

The PS MUST assign a unique, available IP address from the range of addresses beginning with
cabhCdpLanPoolStart and ending with cabhCdpLanPoolEnd, to each LAN-[P Device in the LAN-Trans
realm that requests an IP address using DHCP, if the number of [P addresses already assigned by the CDS
is less than the value of cabhCdpLanTransThreshold.

If the value of cabhCdpLanTransThreshold is 0. the PS MUST treat the threshold as if it has been assigned
the largest value possible for the current LAN—Trans IP address pool size (as defined by the LAN—Trans IP
address pool start (cabhCdpLanPoolStart) and end (cabhCdpLanPoolEnd) values).

The PS MUST maintain the Address Count parameter (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) indicating the number
of active LAN—Trans address leases granted to LAN IP devices.

The PS MUST increase the Address Count each time a lease for a LAN—Trans address is granted to a LAN
lP Device and MUST decrease the Address Count each time a LAN—Trans address is released or a LAN-
Trans address lease expires.

The PS MUST compare the Address Count parameter (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) to the Address
Threshold parameter (cabhCdpLanTransThreshold) after assigning a LAN—Trans address. If the Address
Count parameter (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) exceeds the Address Threshold parameter
(cabhCdpLanTransThreshold). the PS MUST generate a notification in accordance with the event reporting
mechanism defined in Section 6.3 .3 .2 CMP Event Reporting Function and Appendix II. While the Address
Count parameter (cabhCdpLanTransCurCount) exceeds the Address Threshold parameter
(cabhCdpLanTransThreshold), the PS MUST be capable of the following threshold exceeded actions for
the next DHCP DISCOVER from the LAN: assign a LAN—Trans addresses as normal or do not assign an
address.
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If cabhCdpLanTranCurCount equals or exceeds cabhCdpLanTransThreshold and a LAN [P Device
requests and additional IP address lease, the PS MUST take specific action as indicated by the Threshold
Exceeded Action (cabhCdpLanTransAction) provisioned parameter.

The PS MUST assign IP addresses and deliver DHCP configuration parameters listed in Table 7-4 for
which the CDS has a valid value, only to LAN [P Devices receiving an address in the LAN-Trans address
realm.

If the cable operator provisions values for a row in the cabhCdpLanAddrTable, the PS (CDS) MUST offer
a lease for (i .e., attempt to assign) the provisioned cabhCdpLanAddrIp IP address, to the LAN [P Device
whose hardware address corresponds to the provisioned cabhCdpLanAddrClientlD, in response to a DHCP
DISCOVER received from that LAN lP Device.

When the CDS assigns an active lease for an IP address to a LAN IP Device, the PS MUST remove that
address from the pool of IP addresses available for assignment to LAN [P Devices.

If the CDS receives a lease request from a LAN {P device that it cannot satisfy due to the unavailability of
addresses from the IP address pool (defined by cabhCdpLanPoolStart and CabhCdpLanPoolEnd). the PS
MUST notify the event in accordance to Appendix II and the event reporting mechanism defined in Section
6.3.3.2 CMP Event Reporting Function.

The PS MUST store the value passed in the chaddr field of the DHCP REQUEST message sent by the
LAN IP Device when an active lease is created for the LAN lP Device.

The PS MUST support all CableHome CDP MIB objects, including all objects in the
cabhCdpLanAddrTable, cabhCdpLanPool objects, cabhCdpServer objects, and cabhCdpLanTrans objects.

The CDS function of the PS MUST support the DHCP options indicated as mandatory in the CDS Protocol
Support column of Table 7-4 CDS DHCP Options.

The CDS MUST include in DHCP OFFER and DHCP ACK messages it sends to its DHCP clients, the
DHCP option code 43 sub—option 101 containing the string "CableHomel .lLAN—Trans" (with no spaces
and without the quotation marks) as the sub-option information, only in response to DHCP DISCOVER
and DHCP REQUEST messages that include DHCP option code 60 containing the string value
"CableHomel .1BP" (with no spaces and without the quotation marks)?"

The CDS MUST NOT include DHCP option code 43 sub-option 101 in the DHCP OFFER and DHCP
ACK messages it sends to any DHCP client that did not provide the string value “Fa/nleHome I. IBP" in
DHCP option code 60, in its DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST messages.

The CDS function of the PS MUST support offering the default values indicated in the CDS Factory
Defaults column of Table 7-4 CDS DHCP Options, if the DHCP option has not been provisioned with
other values.

If the PS Primary Packet-handling mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) has been set to Passthrough and the PS
provisioning process has completed (as indicated b cabhPsDevProvState = pass(1)), then the CDS functionof the PS MUST be disabled.

The CDS function of the PS MUST NOT respond to DHCP messages that are received through any WAN
Interface, nor originate DHCP messages from any WAN Interface.

The CDS function of the PS MUST NOT deliver any DHCP option with null value to any LAN IP Device.

‘“ Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .l—N—03069 by CO on 10/28/03
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The CDS MUST NOT offer a lease for IP address l92.l68.0.i, i.e., the CDS MUST NOT transmit a

DHCP offer or DHCP Ack message with the value l92.l68.0.l in the yiaddr field.“

  
 

 
 

 
  
  

Table 14 —— CDS DHCP Options

  

 
 
 
  

  
  
  

  
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

CDS Protocol

lfifinfiggr Option Function ‘Ms)::g;:ry c%se::i:ry MIB Object Nameor (0)ptional
M
M

1 Subnet Mask M 255.255 255 0 cabhCdpServerSubnetMask
2 Time Offset M 0 cabhCdpServerTimeOffsel

3 Router Option M 192.16B.0.1 cabhCdpServerRouter
6 Domain Name Sewer M 192 168.0.1 cabhCdpServerDnsAddress

7 Log Server M 0.0.0.0 cabhCdpServerSys|ogAddress

12 Host Name T M N/A N/A _ _ _
15 Domain Name M Null String cabhCdpServerDomainName

23 Default Time-to-live M 64 _ cabhcdpsen/er‘|'|:L
26 Interface MTU M NIA cabhCdpServer|nterfaceMTU

43 Vendor Specific M - Vendor Selected cabhcdpservervendorspecificInformation

43 101 Vendor Specific M‘ String: "Cab|eHome N/Ainformation 1 1LAN-Trans" (with
sub-option 101 no spaces)

50 Requested IP Address M N/A N/A
51 IP Address Lease Time M 3600 seconds cabhCdpServerLeaseTime

54 Sewer identifier M 192 168.01 cabhCdpServerDhcpAddress

55 Parameter Request List M N/A N/A
60 Vendor Class identifier M N/A N/A

61 Client-identifier 0 N/A N/A 
1 The CDS is required to include DHCP option code 43 sub-option 101 containing the string CableHome1 1LAN-

Trans, with no spaces, in the DHCP OFFER and DHCP ACK messages it sends to Cab|eHome compliant LAN
IP Devices only Cab|eHome compliance of LAN lP Devices is indicated by the presence of the string
CabIeHome1 1BP in the DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST messages.

7.3.3.2 CDP Cab|eHome DHCP Client (CDC) Function

7.3.3.2.1 CDC Function Goals

The goals of the CDP CDC Function include the following:

0 acquire an IP address lease for the PS 1P stack, used for management messaging and file transfer
between the cable operator's network servers and the PS

0 acquire configuration information from the cable operator’s network DHCP server
0 determine the Provisioning Mode in which the PS is to operate

0 acquire one or more [P address lease(s) for mapping to LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Trans realm

42 Revised Table 7-4 per ECN CH1 i—N-03069 by CO on I0/28/03.
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7.3.3.2.2 CDC Function System Design Guidelines

The guidelines listed in Table 7-5 were used to guide specification of the CDC function:

Table 7-5 — Cab|eHome DHCP Client (CDC) Function System De5_|gr1 Guidelines

  
 

Number CDC Function System Design Guidelines

CableHome will provide a means by which the PS can acquire a network
address lease and configuration information for its WAN-Man interface.  

  
 
 

CDC 2 CableHome will provide a means by which the PS can acquire one or more
network address leases and configuration information for its WAN—Data
interface.

CDC 3 The mechanism for allocating LAN-Trans IP address leases and configuration
information will not allocate IP address leases or provide configuration
information for LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Pass realm.

7.3.3.2.3 CDC Function System Description

The CDC is a standard DHCP client as defined in [RFC 213 l]. and responsibilities include:

I The CDC makes requests to Headend DHCP servers for the acquisition of addresses in the WAN-
Man and may make requests to Headend DHCP sewers for the acquisition of addresses in the WAN-
Data address realms. The CDC also understands and acts upon a number of CableHome DHCP
configuration parameters.

0 The CDC makes a determination about which Provisioning Mode the PS is to operate in, based on
information received in the DHCP ACKNOWLEDGE message from its DHCP server.

0 The CDC supports acquisition of one WAN-Man [P address and zero or more WAN—Data IP
addresses.

0 The CDC supports the Vendor Class Identifier Option (DHCP option 60). the Vendor Specific
Information option (DHCP Option 43), and the Client Identifier Option (DHCP option 61).

o In the default case. the CDC will acquire a single IP address for simultaneous use by the WAN—Man
and WAN—Data IP interfaces. In order to minimize changes needed to existing Headend DHCP servers,
the use of a Client Identifier (DHCP option 6 l) by the CDC is not required in this default case.

The CDP supports various DHCP Options and BOOTP Vendor Extensions, allowed by [RFC 2 I32].

The CDC determines the provisioning mode in which the PS is to operate based upon information received
from the DHCP server in the DHCP ACK message, as introduced in Section 5.5 CableHome Operational
Models.

DHCP Provisioning Mode of Operation:

The PS operates in DHCP provisioning mode if it receives a valid file name for the PS Configuration File
in the file field and a valid IP address in the siuddr field of the DHCPACK message, and does not receive
DHCP option 177 sub-options 3, 6, or 5 l.

Behavior of the PS when operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode is summarized below:

0 requires a PS configuration file to be downloaded from a cable network file server
0 defaults to using SNMPVI and SNMPv2c for management messaging

0 defaults to using the docsDevNmAccessTab|e of the DOCS IS Device MIB [RFC 2669] to control
access to the PS Database via CableHome-specified MIBs

0 can be configured to use Transport Layer Security (TLS) [RFC 2246] to authenticate and encrypt the
PS Configuration File (ref.: Section I l.9 PS Configuration File Security in DHCP Provisioning Mode)
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0 can be configured to operate in SNMPv3 Coexistence Mode, using Diffie-Hellman key management
[RFC 2786], (ref.: Section 6.3.3.l.4.2.2)

SNMP Provisioning Mode of Operation:

The PS operates in SNMP provisioning mode if it receives DHCP option 177 with sub-option fields 3, 6,
and 51 , does not receive a valid file name in the file field and does not receive a valid [P address in the
.rinddr field of the DHCPACK message.

Behavior of the PS when operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode is summarized below:

- is not required to download 21 PS configuration file from the cable network file server. The PS can be
triggered to download a PS configuration file at any time but will operate using factory default
parameters without downloading a PS configuration file

0 defaults to operating in SNMPV3 Coexistence Mode with SNMPVI and SNMPVZ support not enabled
(ref.: Section ll.4 Secure Management Messaging to the PS)

0 defaults to using the User-based Security Model of SNMPv3 [RFC 3414] and View—based Access
Control Model of SNMPv3 [RFC 3415] to control access to the PS Database via CableHome—specified
MIBs (ref.: Section I 1.4)

0 uses Kerberos message exchanges with a Key Distribution Center server whose [P address is provided
to the PS in DHCP Option 177 sub-option 51 . and AP listener to authenticate SNMPV3 messages (ref.:
Section I l.4.4.2 Security Algorithms for SNMPv3 in SNMP Provisioning Mode)

0 can be configured to receive and process SNMPVI and SNMPv2c messages as well as SNMPV3
messages

Dormant CableHome Mode:

The PS operates in Dormant CableHome Mode if it receives neither the combination offile field, .\'iaa'a'r
field, or DHCP option code I77 sub—options to configure it for DHCP Provisioning Mode, nor the
combination of these fields and sub-options to configure it for SNMP Provisioning Mode.

When the PS is operating in Donnant CableHome Mode, its behavior is required to be as described in
Section 7.3.3.2 .4, including the following. This mode of operation is designed to enable the PS to operate
and perform residential gateway functions when connected to a cable data network that does not yet
support CableHome provisioning and management systems:

I reject any SNMP messages received through any WAN interface
0 disable the TFFP client function

0 disable SYSLOG event reporting

0 terminate the provisioning timer
0 enable CNP, CAP, USFS, and CDS functionality

The PS is required to include certain DHCP option fields in DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST
messages it issues to cable network DHCP servers. The Vendor Class Identifier Option (DHCP option 60)
defines a CableLabs device class. For CableHome I .l the Vendor Class Identifier Option will contain the
string “CableHomel.l", to identify a CableHome l.l—compliant Portal Services (PS) logical element,
whenever the CDC requests a WAN-Man or WAN—Data address.

The Vendor Specific Information option (DHCP Option 43) further identifies the type of device and its
capabilities. It describes the type of component that is making the request (embedded or standalone. CM or
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PS). the components that are contained in the device (CM, MTA, PS, etc.), the device serial number, and
also allows device specific parameters. DHCP option 43 and its suboptions are defined in Section 7.2 .3 .3 .43

Details of the requirements for supporting DHCP options 60 and 43 are in Table 7-6 and Table 7-7. Details
related to other optional and mandatory DHCP options are provided in Table 7-8.

The WAN-Data IP Address count parameter of the CDP MIB (cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount) is the
number of IP address leases the CDC is required to attempt to acquire for the WAN side of NAT and
NAPT mappings. The default value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount is zero, which means that, by
default. the CDC will acquire only a WAN—Man IP address.

7.3.3.2 .3.l CableHome DHCP Client Option 6I

The CabIeHome PS element can have one or more WAN IP addresses associated with a one or more link

layer (e.g. MAC) interfaces. Therefore, the CDC cannot rely solely on a MAC address as a unique clientidentifier value.

CabIeHome allows for the use of the Client Identifier Option (DHCP option 61), [RFC 2132] section 9. l4.
to uniquely identify the logical WAN interface associated with a particular IP address.

The PS is required to have two hardware addresses: one to be used to uniquely identify the logical WAN
interface associated with the WAN—Man IP address (WAN—Man hardware address) and the other to be used
to uniquely identify the logical WAN interface associated with WAN-Data IP addresses (WAN-Data
hardware address).

7.3 3.2.3.2 WAN Address Modes

In order to enable compatibility with as many cable operator provisioning systems as possible, the CDC
will support the following configurable WAN Address Modes:

WAN Address Mode 0:

The PS Element makes use ofa single WAN IP Address, acquired via DHCP using the WAN—Man
hardware address. The PS Element has one WAN-Man IP Interface and zero WAN-Data IP Interfaces.
This Address Mode is only applicable when the PS Primary Packet-handling Mode
(cabhCapPrimaryMode) is set to Passthrough (refer to Section 8.3.2). The cable operator's Headend DHCP
server typically needs no software modifications to support this Address Mode. In WAN Address Mode 0.
the value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount is zero.

WAN Address Mode I:

The PS Element makes use of a single WAN IP Address, acquired via DHCP using the WAN—Man
hardware address. The PS Element has one WAN-Man IP Interface and one WAN-Data [P Interface.
These two Interfaces share a single, common IP address. This Address Mode is only applicable when the
PS Primary Packet—handling Mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) is set to NAPT. The cable operator's Headend
DHCP server typically needs no software modifications to support this Address Mode. In WAN Address
Mode l. the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount is zero.

WAN Address Mode 2:

The PS Element acquires a WAN—Man IP address using the unique WAN—Man hardware address, and is
subsequently configured by the NMS to request one or more unique WAN-Data IP Address(es). The PS
Element will have one WAN—Man and one or more WAN-Data IP [nterface(s). All WAN-Data IP

“ Added the last sentence in this paragraph per ECN CHI .I-N»03044, by CO on 10/27/03.
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addresses will share a common hardware address that is unique from the WAN-Man hardware address. The
two or more Interfaces (one WAN-Man and one or more WAN—Data) each has its own, unshared IP
address. The CDP is configured by the cable operator to operate in WAN Address Mode 2 by writing a
nonzero value to cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount. via the PS Configuration File or an SNMP set-request.
This Address Mode is applicable when the PS Primary Packet-handling Mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) is
set to NAPT or NAT. The cable operator's Headend DHCP server might need software modification to
include support for Client [Ds (DHCP Option 6|) so that it can assign multiple [P addresses to the singleWAN—Data hardware address.

There are four potential scenarios for WAN—Data IP addresses:

1. The PS is configured to request zero WAN—Data [P addresses. No WAN—Data Client IDs are needed.

2. The PS is configured to request one or more WAN—Data IP addresses and there are no MSO-configured
cabhCdpWanDataAddrClient[d entries in the CDP MIB. The PS is required to auto-generate as many
unique WAN—Data Client IDs as the value of cabhCdpWanDatalpAddrCount.

3. The PS is configured to request one or more WAN-Data [P addresses and there are at least as many
MSO-configured cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entries as the value of
cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount, i.e., the MSO has provisioned enough WAN—Data Client [D values.
The PS does not auto—generate any Client IDs.

4. The PS is configured to request one or more WAN—Data IP addresses and there are fewer MSO-
configured cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entries than the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount,
i.e., the MSO has provisioned some but not provisioned enough WAN—Data Client [D values. The PS is
required to auto-generate enough additional unique WAN—Data Client lDs to bring the total number of
unique WAN—Data Client [D5 to the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount.

If the cable operator desires for the PS to acquire one or more WAN-Data [P addresses, that are distinct
from the WAN-Man [P address, the procedure is as follows:

For all WAN Address Modes, the PS first requests a WAN-Man IP address using the WAN-Man hardware
address.

The procedure described below assumes the PS has already acquired a WAN-Man IP address:

1. The cable operator optionally provisions the PS with unique specific Client IDs, by writing values to
the cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld entries of the CDP MlB’s cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable, via the PS
Configuration File or SNMP set-request message(s).

2. The cable operator configures the CDP to operate in WAN Address Mode 2 by writing
cabhCdpWanDatalpAddrCount to a nonzero value through the PS Configuration File or SNMP set-
FCQUCSIL message .

3. After the CDP has been configured to operate in WAN Address Mode 2 as described in step 2), the PS
checks to see if Client [D values have been provisioned by the NMS as described in step I). If a number
of Client [D values greater than or equal to the value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount have been
provisioned, the PS uses these values in DI-ICP Option 61 when requesting the WAN—Data [P
address(es). If Client [D values have not been provisioned, i.e., if the cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId
entries do not exist, or if the number of Client [D values provisioned is less than the value of
cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount, the PS generates a number of unique Client [D values such that in
combination with the provisioned Client IDs, the total number of unique Client IDs equals the value of
cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount. The PS generates Client [D values by using the WAN—Data hardware
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address alone for the First requested WAN-Data IP address, and by concatenating the WAN-Data
hardware address with a count that is 8 bits in length for the second and all subsequent WAN-Data IP
addresses. If no Client [Ds have been provisioned by the NMS, the first 8-bit count value is 0x02
(indicating the second requested WAN-Data IP address), the second count value is 0x03, and so on.

Example for the case when no Client IDs have been provisioned by the NMS:

Given WAN-Data hardware address OXCDCDCDCDCDCD

PS—generated Client ID for the first requested WAN-Data [P address: OXCDCDCDCDCDCD

PS—generated Client ID for the second requested WAN-Data IP address: OXCDCDCDCDCDCDOZ

PS-generated Client ID for the third requested WAN-Data IP address: 0xCDCDCDCDCDCD03

PS-generated Client ID for the nth requested WAN-Data IP address: 0xCDCDCDCDCDCDn
(n=<0xFF)

If some Client [Ds have been provisioned by the NMS but the number is less than the value of
cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount, the PS generates additional Client IDs as needed to bring the
total number of Client [Ds to the value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount. The PS will generate
these additional Client IDs values by appending an 8-bit count value to the WAN-Data hardware
address, starting with 0x02, unless that would duplicate a provisioned Client ID. If the Client IDs
provisioned by the NMS follow the same format (hardware address with 8-bit count value), the PS
is required to use a unique count value so as to not duplicate a provisioned Client ID.

Example for the case when Client [Ds have been provisioned by the NMS (three provisioned
Client [D values, cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount = 5):

Given WAN-Data hardware address 0xCDCDCDCDCDCD

First provisioned Client ID for the first WAN-Data [P address: 0x0AOAOAOAOA [A

Second provisioned Client ID for the second WAN-Data [P address: 0x0AOAOAOAOA2A

Third provisioned Client ID for the third WAN-Data IP address: 0x0AOAOAOAOA3A

First Client ID generated by the PS for the fourth requested WAN-Data IP address:
0xCDCDCDCDCDCD02

Second Client ID generated by the PS for the fifth requested WAN-Data IP address:
OXCDCDCDCDCDCDO3

4. The PS adds the Client [D values it generates as cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entries to the end of
the cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable.

5. The PS (CDC) requests (repeating the DHCP DISCOVER process as needed) as many unique WAN-
Data [P addresses as the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount specifies, using the WAN-Data
hardware address in the chaddr Field of the DHCP message and the Client ID value(s) from step 3) in
DHCP Option 61, beginning with the First cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld entry of the
cabhCdpWanDataAddrTab1e. The CDC is not permitted to request more WAN-Data [P addresses than
the value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount, even if the number of provisioned Client [Ds is greater
than the value of cabhCdpWanDataAddrTab1e.
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7.3.32.4 CDC Requirements“

The PS MUST implement a DHCP client function in accordance with the Client requirements of [RFC
2131].

in both the Embedded and Standalone configurations, the PS MUST implement two unique WAN
hardware addresses: the PS WAN-Man hardware address and the PS WAN-Data hardware address. The
numerical value of the PS WAN-Data hardware address MUST follow sequentially the numerical value of
the PS WAN-Man hardware address. The PS WAN-Man and PS WAN-Data hardware addresses MUST

persist once they are set at the factory. The PS MUST NOT permit the modification of its factory—set PS
WAN-Man and PS WAN-Data hardware addresses.

In both the Embedded PS and Standalone PS cases, the PS element MUST have WAN interface hardware
addresses that are distinct from the cable modems hardware address.

The PS MUST broadcast DHCP D[SCOVER in accordance with client requirements of [RFC 2131] and
attempt to acquire 21 PS WAN-Man [P address lease during the PS boot process.

The PS MUST set cabhPsDevProvState to inProgress (2) when the PS broadcasts the DHCP DISCOVER
message the first time following device reboot or PS reset. The PS ignores DHCP header fields and options
used to determine Provisioning Mode and is not required to set cabhPsDevProvState to inProgress(2) when
renewing its [P address lease via DHCP.“

As a result of the process of renewing its [P address lease, the PS sets the Provisioning State object
(cabhPsDevProvState) to the value pass( 1) or to the value fai1(2). When it renews its WAN-Man or WAN-
Data IP address lease(s), the PS MUST update its system time and related MIB objects
(cabhPsDevDateTime) based on the value of DHCP Option 2 (Time Offset) of the DHCP ACK message.
When it renews its WAN-Man or WAN-Data [P address 1ease(s), the PS MUST update its lease
information, including updating the values of cabhCdpWanDataAddrLeaseCreateTime and
cabhCdpWanDataAddrLeaseExpireTime as appropriate, based on the value of DHCP Option 51 (IP
Address Lease Time). When it renews its WAN-Man or WAN-Data IP address 1ease(s), the PS MUST
ignore DHCP Option [77 sub—options 3, 6, and 51, and DHCP header file and siaddr fields.“

The PS MUST use the PS WAN-Man hardware address in the chaddr field and in DHCP Option 61, in the
DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST messages. when requesting a WAN-Man [P address from the
Headend DHCP sewer.

If the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount is zero, the PS MUST use the WAN-Man [P Address for the
WAN-Man and WAN-Data Interfaces.

If the value of cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount is greater than zero, the PS MUST request the same number
of unique WAN-Data [P address(es) from the Headend DHCP server as the value of
cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount.

The PS (CDC) MUST NOT attempt to acquire more WAN-Data [P addresses than the value of
cabhCdpWanData1pAddrCount.

The PS MUST use a unique cabhCdpWanDataAddrClient1d in DHCP Option 61 for each WAN-Data IP
address requested from the Headend DHCP server.

44 Deleted the sentence referring to TFPT client functions per ECN CH1 .1-N-03.0099-3 by G0 on 12/10/03.
45 Replaced this paragraph per ECN CH 1 .1-N-03046: superseded by CH 1 .1-N-03.0099-3 by G0 on 12/10/03.
46 Added this paragraph per ECN CH1. l-N-03 0099-3 by CO on 12/10/03.
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The PS MUST use the WAN-Data hardware address as the value in the DHCP message c/1adu'r field for
each WAN—Data IP address requested from the Headend DHCP server.

When the PS (CDC) requests WAN—Data IP addresses from the Headend DHCP server, the PS MUST use
cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entries for DHCP Option 61 in the order the entries appear in the
cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable, beginning with the first entry.

If a nonzero value is configured for cabhCdpWanDataIpAddrCount, and if the number of
cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entries is less than the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount, the PS
MUST generate as many unique WAN-Data Client IDs as needed to bring the total number of
cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld entries to the value of cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount, and add each
generated entry to the end of the cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable.

If the PS generates WAN-Data Client [Ds, the first cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld entry of the
cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable MUST be the WAN-Data hardware address.

If the PS generates WAN-Data Client IDs, any cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld entry generated by the PS
other than the first entry of the cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable MUST be the WAN-Data hardware address
with an 8-bit count value appended to the end, beginning with 0x02, unless that value already exists as a
cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientId entry, in which case the PS MUST generate the Client ID as the WAN-
Data hardware address appended with the next available 8-bit count value .47

The PS MUST implement the Vendor Specific Information Option (DHCP option 43) as specified in Table
7-7 and Table 7-8. Details of DHCP option 43 and its suboptions for CableHome l .1 are further defined
below. The definitions of DHCP Option 43 suboptions MUST conform to requirements imposed by [RFC
2132].“

The option begins with a type octet with the value of number 43, followed by a length octet. The length
octet is followed by the number of octets of data equal to the value of the length octet. The value of the
length octet does not include the two octets specifying the tag and length.

DHCP option 43 in CableHome l.l is a compound option. The content of option 43 is composed of one or
more suboptions. Supported DHCP option 43 suboptions in Cab|eHome 1.1 are: 1, 2, 3,4,5, 6, ll, 12, 13,
and 14. A sub—option begins with a tag octet containing the sub—option code, followed a length octet which
indicates the total number of octets of data. The value of the length octet does not include itself or the tag
octet. The length octet is followed by "length" octets of sub—option data.

The encoding of each Option 43 suboption is defined below. See Table 7-7 and Table 7-8 for the intended
purpose of each suboption.

The PS MUST encode DHCP Option 43 sub—option l by the number of octets equal to the value of the
length octet of this suboption, with each octet codifying a requested suboption.

The PS MUST encode each ofthe DHCP Option 43 suboptions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, l2, l3, and [4 as a character
string consisting of characters from the NVT ASCII character set, with no terminating NULL.

A standalone PS MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption 2 containing the character string "SPS" (without
the quotation marks).

An embedded PS MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption 2 containing the character string "EPS" (without
the quotation marks).

47 Deleted four paragraphs and ll bullet statements below per ECN 02-02070 (mistakenly excluded from the l0l
version) by G0 on 07/31/03.
43 Replaced this paragraph and the next [4 paragraphs per ECN CH1 l-N-03044, by G0 on 10/27/03
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A standalone PS MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption 3 containing the character string "SPS" (without
the quotation marks).

An embedded PS MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption 3 containing a colon-separated list of all device
types in the complete device. including at a minimum the colon-separated character string "ECM:EPS"
(without the quotation marks).

lf the PS is requesting it PS WAN-Man IP address lease, it MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption l 1
containing the value 0x01 , encoded as a binary number. in its DHCP D[SCOVER and DHCP REQUEST
messages.

If the PS is requesting a PS WAN—Data IP address lease, it MUST send DHCP Option 43 suboption l l
containing the value 0x02, encoded as a binary number, in its DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST
messages .

Table 7-6 summarizes how the PS is required to set the values for DHCP Option 43, sub—option l l for the
WAN interfaces of the PS.

Table 7-6 — DHCP Option 43. Sub-option 11 Values
Element Id Description & Comments 

PS WAN-Man = 0x01

PS WAN-Data = 0x02
Identifies the request for a WAN-Man realm address
Identifies the request for a WAN-Data realm address

The length limit of suboption 4, 5, 6, l2, l3, and 14 is each 255 octets. Thus the total length of option 43
could exceed 255 octets. If the total number of octets in all DHCP Option 43 suboptions exceeds 255
octets, the PS MUST follow RFC 3396 to split the option into multiple smaller options.

The PS MUST implement the Vendor Class Identifier Option (DHCP option 60) as specified in Table 7-7and Table 7-8.

In the case of an Embedded PS with cable modem, the cable modem and PS element each send separate

DHCP requests. Table 7-7 describes how the PS MUST set the contents of options 60 and 43 for the
CableHome PS when the CableHome PS element is embedded with a cable modem, and separate PS WAN
Management and PS WAN Data addresses are requested.

Table 7-? —_D_ljQF Qpiions lor Embedded PS WAN-Man and WAN-Data F_\_d_i;l_rt_e§_s Fieuests
DHCP Request Options Value Description

Embedded CableHome Portal Services DHCP Request for WAN Management Address

CPE Option 60 “Cab|eHome1 1"

CPE Option 43 sub-option 1 request sub-option vector List of sub-options (within option 43) tobe returned by server None defined.

 
 

 
 
 
 

CPE Option 43 sub-option 2 'EPS" Embedded PS

CPE Option 43 sub-option 3 "ECM:EPS" List of embedded devices (EmbeddedCM and embedded PS)

CPE Option 43 sub-option 4 e g.,"123456“ CM/PS Device serial number

 

CPE Option 43 sub-option 5 e.i_1., "V3.2. I" CM/PS Hardware Version Number

CPE Option 43 sub-option 6 e_g.. “1.L'i_2‘ CM/PS Software Version Number
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DHCP Request Options Description

CPE Option 43 sub-option 11 PS WAN-Man (0x01) Defines that an address is being
requested in the PS WAN
Management realm

CPE Option 43 sub-option 12 e. g., "ABC Inc CM-P8123..." CMIPS System Description fromsysDescr
CMIPS Fireware Rev from
docsDevSwCurrentVers

Firewall Policy File Version from
cabhsec2Firewal|PolicyCurrentVersio
n45

CPE Option 43 sub-option 13 e.g., "CM-P5123-1.0.2...."

CPE Option 43 sub-option 14

Embedded CabteHome Portal Services DHCP Request for WAN-Data Address

CPE Option 60
CPE Option 43 sub-option 1

"Cab|eH0me1.1"

request sub-option vector List of sub-options (within option 43) to
be retumed by sewer None defined.

'EPS" Embedded PS

"ECM:EPS" List of embedded devices (Embedded
CM and embedded PS)
CM/PS Device serial number

CPE Option 43 sub-option 2

CPE Option 43 sub-option 3

CPE Option 43 sub-option 4

CPE Option 43 sub-option 11

e g.,"123456"
PS WAN-Data (Ox02)

 
Defines that an address is being
requested in the PS WAN-Data realm

Table 7-8 describes to what the PS MUST set the contents of options 60 and 43. when the CableHome PS
is a standalone device.

Table 7-8 — DHCP Options for Stand-alone PS WAN~Man and WAN-Data Address Requests

   
  

DHCP Request Options Value Description I
Stand-alone CableHome Portal Services DHCP Request for WAN Management Address

CPE Option 60 "Cab|eHome1.1‘

CPE Option 43 sub-option 1 request sub-option vector List of sub-options (within option 43) to
be returned by server. None defined.

CPE Option 43 sub-option 2 "SP8" | Stand-alone PS
CPE Option 43 sub-option 3 "SP8" List of Embedded devices (StandalonePS only)

CPE Option 43 sub-option 4 e.g., "123456" Device serial number
CPE Option 43 sub-option 5 e g., "v3.2.1" CM/PS Hardware Version Number

CPE Option 43 sub-option 6 e_g.. '1.D.2" CM/PS Software Version Number

CPE Option 43 sub-option 11 PS WAN-Man (OXO1) Defines that an address is being
requested in the PS WAN
Management realm

CPE Option 43 sub-option 12 e.g‘, "ABC Inc. CM-P5123” " CM/PS System Description fromsysDescr

CPE Option 43 sub-option 13 e g , "CM-PS123-1 0.2. CM/PS flnnware revision fromd0csDevSwCurrentVers

“’ Revised this cell per ECN CH t.l-N-04.0 123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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DHCP Request Options

CPE Option 43 sub-option 14

CPE Option 60

CPE Option 43 sub-option 1

CPE Option 43 sub-option 2

“CableHome1 1"

Description

Firewall Policy File Version from
cabhSec2FirewallPolicycurrentversio
n50

Standalone CableHome Portal Services DHCP Request for WAN-Data Address

request sub-option vector

“SPS"

List of sub-options (within option 43) to
be returned by server. None defined
Stand-alone PS

CPE Option 43 sub-option 3 SP8" List of Embedded devices (Stand-
alone PS only)

 
CPE Option 43 sub-option 4 e.g., "123456" Device serial number

CPE Option 43 sub-option 11 PS WAN-Data (UXOZ) Defines that an address is being
requested in the PS WAN-Data realm

For a detailed description of the contents of the PS sysDescr object, see Section 6.3 .3.1 .4 SNMP Agent
Function Requirements.“

The PS MUST support the DHCP Options indicated as mandatory in the CDC Protocol Support column in
Table 7-9. Table 7-9 lists the DHCP Options that are mandatory and optional for the CDC to support.”

  
Option lNumber

Pad

Tabla ?—9 — DHCP Options Supported by CDC

Option Function
CDC Protocol

Support
(mandatory

§

End

 Subnet Mask

Time Offset Option
 

Router Option

 

 
 

\lO)J>(JN—\
12

Time Server Option
Domain Name Server

Log Server (sysiog)
Host Name

 
‘15 Domain Name

 
 

Default ‘lime-to-live

Interface MTU

 
 43 Vendor Specific information

50 Requested IP Address
51 IP Address Lease Time

54 Sewer identifier

5° Revised this cell per ECN CH1.1-N-04 0123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
5' Remove a subsequent paragraph per ECN CH 1 .1-N-03029 by CO on 06/03/03.

§§§Z§§§§§§Z§§§§
52 Revised this paragraph, Table 7-9, added Table 7-10 and 7-1 l,a|ong with text between these tables per ECN CH1 1-
N-03048 by G0 on 07/07/03.
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CDC Protocol
Option Function Support

(M)andatory
Option
Number

Parameter Request List
  

  
 

60 Vendor Class identifier M
61 Client-identifier M

177 Suboption 3 - Service Providers SNMP Entity Address M

177 Suboption 6 - Kerberos Realm Name of the Provisioning MRealm

Suboption 51 - Kerberos Sewer IP address L M

The PS MUST include DHCP Options listed as mandatory in Table 7- t0 in DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP
REQUEST messages sent to the cable network DHCP server.”

Table 7-10 — CDC DHCP Options in DlSCO\.lEFt and REQUEST Messages
CDC Protocol Incluslon

(MlandatoryOption Number Option Function

End M

Vendor Specific Information M 
50 Requested IP Address M (DHCP REQUEST Only)
55 Parameter Request List M

60 I Vendor Class Identifier M

61 I Client-identifier _ M

The PS MUST request DHCP options listed as mandatory in Table 7-1 I, within the DHCP Option 55
(Parameter Request List) [RFC 2132] sent in the DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQUEST messages.

Table 7-11 — CDC DHCP Options Flequested within Option 55
CDC Protocol

Option Option Function Inclusion
Number (M)andatory

1 Subnet Mask M  

 

2 Time Offset Option M

E_ 3 Router Option M4 Time Sewer Option M
6 Domain Name Server M

7 Log Server (sysiog) M
15 Domain Name M

23 Default Time-to-live M
26 Interface MTU M
51 IP address Lease Time M

54 Sewer Identifier M

177 Packetcable Compatible Client Configuration Option M

5’ Revised Table 7-10 per ECN CH 1 .1-N-03065 by CO on 10/28/03.
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The PS MUST support a Service Provider's SNMP Entity Address (DHCP Option 177 sub-option 3)
configured as an IPv4 address. The format of DHCP Option 177 sub-option 3 is described below:

The sub—option length MUST be 5 octets. The length octet MUST be followed by a single octet that
indicates the specific address type that follows. This type octet MUST be set to 1 to indicate an IPv4
address. The type octet MUST be followed by 4 octets of IPv4 address.“

 
The PS MUST support a Kerberos Realm Name (DHCP Option 177 sub—option 6). A Kerberos realm name
is required by the PS to permit a DNS lookup for the address of the service provider's Key Distribution
Center (KDC) entity. The format of DHCP Option 177 sub—option 6 is described below:

The realm name MUST be encoded per the domain style realm name described in [RFC 1510]. The realm
name MUST be all capital letters and conform to the syntax described in [RFC 1035] section 3.1. The sub-
option is encoded as follows:

Kerberos Realm Name

 
The PS MUST support a Kerberos sewer IP address (DHCP Option 177 sub-option 51). The Kerberos
server IP address sub-option informs the PS of the network address of one or more Key Distribution Centerservers.

The encoding of the KDC Server Address sub-option will adhere to the format of an IPv4 address using the
default port. The minimum length for this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
4. If multiple KDC servers are listed they MUST be listed in decreasing order of priority. The KDC Server
Address sub-option is encoded as follows:

 
Whenever the first PS WAN—Data interface does not have a current DHCP lease. that first PS WAN—Data
interface MUST default to the following 1P parameters:

“Fallback” WAN-Data [P address: l92.168.l00.5

Netmask: 255.255.255.0

Default Gateway: l92.168.l00.|

The purpose for the “Fallback” WAN—Data IP address is to enable access to the cable modems diagnostic
IP address (l92.168.l00.l) from a LAN IP Device. The “Fa1lback" WAN—Data [P address MUST only be
used as the WAN IP address portion of the Dynamic NAT or NAPT tuple of a C-NAT and C-NAPT
address mapping, respectively. If the PS is operating in WAN Address Mode 2 and is required to attempt to
acquire multiple WAN—Data IP address leases and the PS is unable to acquire the leases after issuing three

5“ Revised type octet from ‘O’ to ‘ I ’. in this paragraph and the matrix below per ECN CH1 1~N~03039 by G0 on06/23/03.
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acquire multiple WAN-Data [P address leases and the PS is unable to acquire the leases after issuing three
DHCP DISCOVER messages (in accordance with DHCP retry procedures specified in Section 7.3 .3 .2 .4,
CDC Requirements), the PS MUST use the “Fallback” WAN-Data [P address as the WAN portion of each
Dynamic NAT tuple, until the PS acquires the necessary WAN-Data [P address lease(s) from a DHCP
server through a PS WAN interface.

The PS MUST NOT use the “Fallback” WAN—Data [P address when the PS is configured to operate in
Passthrough Primary Packet—handling mode.

The PS MUST NOT use the “Fallback“ WAN—Data [P address for any C-NAT or C-NAPT mappings
when the PS has a current PS WAN-Man and PS WAN-Data [P address lease. If a DHCP server on the PS
WAN interface offers a lease to the PS (CDC) for the [P address l92.l68.100.5, i.e., the same address as
the "Fallback" WAN-Data [P address, the PS (CDC) MAY accept the lease and use the address as the
WAN-Data IP address for a C-NAT or C-NAPT mapping.

Even when using the 192.168.1005 default WAN-Data [P address, the PS MUST continue to perform a
DHCP DISCOVER every [0 seconds until a valid DHCP lease is granted to that PS WAN-Data interface
(or the WAN- Man interface, if the WAN-Man and WAN—data are sharing one [P address).

When a PS is acquiring a WAN—Management IP address for its WAN-Man interface, the PS MUST always
insert its WAN hardware address into the Client ID (DHCP option 61) field in the DHCP Discover
message.

If during its attempt to acquire a lease for the PS WAN-Man [P address the CDC receives no DHCP
OFFER, the PS MUST log Event ID 68000 [00 in the local log and re-broadcast a DHCP DISCOVER
message (i.e., restart the provisioning sequence in the event of this failure condition) - repeating the DHCP
lease acquisition attempt up to 5 times. If on its fifth attempt to acquire a PS WAN-Man [P address lease
the CDC receives no DHCP OFFER, the PS MUST use the “Fallback” WAN [P address, netmask, and
default gateway as described above and continue to attempt to acquire a valid WAN-Man [P address by
broadcasting DHCP DISCOVER out its WAN interface every [0 seconds until a valid DHCP lease is
granted for the WAN-Man [P address.

If during the process of acquiring a lease for the PS WAN-Man [P address the CDC receives, in the DHCP
ACK [RFC 2 I 31] from the DHCP server in the cable network, a valid [P address in the ‘siaddr’ field and a
valid file name in the ‘file’ field and does not receive DHCP Option [77 sub-option 3, sub-option 6, or
sub-option 51 (valid combination I), the PS MUST set cabhPsDev ProvMode to dhcpmode( l) and attempt
to synchronize time of day with the ToD server as described in Section 7.5.4 Time of Day Client Function
Requirements.

If during the process of acquiring a lease for the PS WAN-Man [P address the CDC receives a DHCP ACK
from the DHCP sewer in the cable network containing DHCP Option [77 with a valid [P address (SNMP
Entity’s address) in sub-option 3, a valid Kerberos realm name in sub-option 6, and a valid [P address
(Kerberos server [P address) in sub-option 51, and does not receive a valid [P address in the ‘siaddr’ field
and does not receive a valid file name in the ‘file’ field (valid combination 2), the PS MUST set
cabhPsDevProvMode to snmpmode(2) and the PS MUST initiate operation of the CDS and attempt to
synchronize time of day with the ToD server and to authenticate with the KDC server as described in
Section l1.3.4 Authentication Infrastructure Requirements.

If during the process of acquiring a lease for the PS WAN-Man [P address the CDC receives, in the DHCP
ACK from the DHCP server in the cable network, any combination of DHCP Option [77 sub-options 3, 6,
and 51, ‘siaddr’ field, and ‘file’ field other than the two valid combinations described above, the PS has
received an invalid DHCP configuration, and the PS MUST log the appropriate event and re-broadcast a
DHCP DISCOVER message (i.e., restart the provisioning sequence in the event of this invalid condition) —
repeating the entire DHCP lease acquisition process up to 5 times.
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[f on its fifth attempt to acquire a lease for the PS WAN-Man [P address the CDC receives, in the DHCP
ACK from the DHCP server in the cable network, any combination of DHCP Option [77 sub-options 3, 6,
and 5 l, ‘siaddr‘ field, and ‘file’ field other than the two valid combinations described above, the PS MUST
do the following on the assumption that it is connected via cable modem to a cable data network that does
not support CableHome provisioning (Dormant CableHome mode):

I Disable the SNMP agent (CMP) for WAN interface access. Leave the SNMP agent enabled for
message received through the LAN interface (i.e., for SNMP messages addressed to the PS Server
Router address).

- Disable the TFTP client

- Disable SYSLOG event reporting

0 Accept the offered (CPE) [P address lease and use it as the PS WAN—Data address in the CAP
Mapping Table, including assigning the address to cabhCdpWanDataAddrlp and populating the other
entries of the CDP WAN—Data Address Table (cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable). The PS will be operating
without a WAN-Man IP address, which is different from any of the WAN Address Modes described in
Section 7.3.3.2.3.2.

0 Terminate the provisioning timer
0 Set the value of cabhPsDevProvMode to dormantCHmode(3)

I Set the value of cabhPsDevProvState to fail(3)
~ Enable the CDS

- Enable the CAP and USPS functionality
0 Enable the CNP
0 Enable the firewall

0 Operate with parameters that have been provisioned in the past, including those values of persistent
MIB objects.The PS operating in Dormant CableHome Mode MUST NOT reset its MIB objects to
factory default settings.

When at PS operating in WAN Address Mode 2 (as described in Section 7.3.3.2) is acquiring a WAN-Data
IP address for a WAN—Data interface that will use an [P address distinct from the WAN-Man interface, the
PS MUST include the Client [dentifier option (cabhCdpWanDataAddrClient[d) in the DHCP Discover
message. To enable these unique WAN—Data Client [Ds, the CDC MUST enable the NMS system to create
cabhCdpW anDataAddrClient[d entries in the cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable.

If a PS is operating in WAN Address Mode 2 (as described in Section 7.3.3.2) the PS MUST attempt to
obtain an [P address. via DHCP, for each unique client ID (cabhCdpWanDataAddrClientld)in the
cabhCdpWanDataAddrTable, up to the limit defined by cabhCdpWanData[pAddrCount.

The PS MUST continue to retransmit the broadcast DHCP DISCOVER message implementing a
randomized exponential backoff algorithm, consistent with that described in [RFC 2 [31], until it acquires a
valid PS WAN-Man IP and/or PS WAN—Data [P address lease, as needed.”

If the PS (CDC) is successful in acquiring the WAN-Man [P address (i.e., receives a DHCP ACK from a
DHCP server via the PS WAN-Man Interface) on its first attempt, and if the PS is operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode, the PS MUST attempt Time of Day time synchronization with the ToD server by
issuing a ToD request as described in Section 7.5.4, before attempting to download the PS Configuration
File.

If the PS (CDC) is unsuccessful in acquiring the WAN-Man [P address (i.e., the DHCP request times out in
accordance with [RFC 2l3l]) on its first attempt, the PS MUST trigger the CDS (i.e., initiate CDS
operation), so that the CDS can serve DHCP requests from LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Trans realm.

55 Replaced this paragraph per ECN CH I .1-N-03030 by Go on 06/03/03.
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The PS CDC Function MUST only respond to DHCP messages that are received through, or send DHCP
messages through, a WAN Interface.

When the WAN-Man DHCP lease expires, the PS MUST clear all row entries from the
cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable.

7.4 PS Function - Bulk Portal Services Configuration (BPSC)

7.4.1 Bulk Portal Services Configuration Function Goals

The primary goals of the BPSC function are to request, receive, and process PS and firewall configuration
parameters.

7.4.2 Bulk Portal Services Configuration Function System Design Guidelines

The guideline identified in Table 7-l2 guided specification of capabilities for the Bulk PS Configurationfunction:

Table 7-12 — Eluiit Portal Services System Design Guidelines
Bulk PS Configuration System Design Guidelines

Cab|eHome will provide a mechanism by which the PS can download and
process Cab|eHome PS and Firewall Configuration Files. 

7.4.3 Bulk Portal Services Configuration Function System Description

Bulk Portal Services configuration is typically carried out during the provisioning of the PS element, via
the processing of configuration settings contained within a configuration file. However, this process may
be initiated at any time. Within this section the term “configuration file" is used to mean either the PS
Configuration File or the Firewall Configuration File. Specific requirements for either type of
configuration file will be labeled with the appropriate file label, i.e., PS Configuration File or Firewall
Configuration File. The Bulk PS Configuration tool consists of the following components:

0 The format of the Configuration File

0 Modes of triggering the download process
0 Means of authenticating the file

0 Means of reporting back the status of the configuration file download and other considerations

Bulk PS Configuration (BPSC) is a tool that MSOs can use to change PS and Firewall configuration
settings in bulk. via il (‘mtligttration File. Typically. tltu: Cuitfigurittiut: File will cutitttin many settings,
since the primary u:ii:I'iilt1t:.~s5itfforded by Configuration Files. usi: i.-. ilti: ability to i:lt:itIg._:c ll IlL|ml'|L'l' of
configurittitin mzltings with minimal cable operator iittervenlinn. However. it is (.'.‘lj.1't'lJll.'Ll that the Firewall
Configuration File will only be used for firewall-specific settings.

The Bulk PS Configuration process can behave the same as successive SNMP sets executed by an operator
manually. The Configuration File is a tool meant to make operators more productive and to make large
configuration changes less error prone.

It is significant to note that a PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode does not need a PS Configuration
File loaded before it can operate. It is expected that a PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode will
initialize itself to a known state and a PS could run for a lifetime without having a PS Configuration File
loaded. However, a PS will accept and process a PS Configuration File when one is provided.
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7.4.4 Bulk Portal Services Configuration Function Requirements

A PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode MUST download and process a PS Configuration File.

A PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode MUST be capable of operating without 21 PS Configuration
File, but MUST be capable of downloading and processing a PS Configuration File if triggered as
described in Section 7.3.3.2. The PS is not required to download a Firewall Configuration File in either
DHCP or SNMP Provisioning Mode.

MIB object settings passed in the PS Configuration File take precedence over and MUST over-write
existing MIB object settings.

7.4.4.1 Configuration File Format Requirements

PS or firewall configuration data MUST be contained in a file, which is downloaded via TFTP or H'I'l‘PS.
The Configuration File MUST consist ofa number of configuration settings (I per parameter), each of the
form “Type Length Value (TLV)“. Definitions of these terms are provided in Table 7-13.

Table 7-13 — TLV Definitions

Type A single-octet identifier which defines the parameter

Length A two-octet field specifying the length of the Value field (not including Type and
Length fields)

Value A set of octets Length long containing the specific value for the parameter

The configuration settings MUST follow each other directly in the file, which is a stream of octets (no
record markers). The PS MUST be capable or properly receiving and processing a configuration file that is
padded to an integral number of 32-bit words. and be able to properly receive and process a configuration
file that is not padded to an integral number of 32-bit words. See Section 7.3.3.l.l for a definition of the
pad. Configuration settings are divided into three types:

0 CableHome—specified Configuration settings which are required to be present
I Additional or optional CableHome—specified configuration settings which MAY be present
0 Vendor-specific configuration settings.

A PS Configuration File MAY contain many different parameters, but the only parameters that MUST be
included in the PS configuration file are the PS Message Integrity Check (MIC) (Type 53) and the End of
Data Marker (Type 255). A Firewall Configuration File MAY contain many different Type 28 TLV
parameters for configuring the firewall. but the only pat-.uiit:tt:r that MUST be included in the Firewall
Configuration File is the End of Data Marltur t'l'yp:: 3.‘i.'il. II" the Firewall Configuration File contains it PS
Message Integrity Check (MIC) {Type 53;. the as MUST ignore it.“

To allow uniform management of the PS, the PS MUST support a Configuration File that is up to 64K-
bytes long.

Each CableHome Portal Services element MUST support configuration parameter Types 0, 9, 10, 21, 28,
32, 33, 34, 38, 43, 53 and 255, which are described in this section. Each TLV parameter in the Firewall
Configuration File describes a firewall attribute. Since the CableHome firewall is configured via access to
the CableHome Security MIB (ref: Section ll.6.4 Firewall Requirements), a Firewall Configuration File
typically includes TLV type 28 configuration settings, which contain SNMP MIB objects. Vendor-specific
firewall configuration information is permitted to be passed to the PS in the Firewall Configuration File
using the Vendor-specific configuration setting type 43 (TLV-43). [f the configuration file does not contain
the required attributes, the PS MUST reject the file.

56 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 .l-N-03.0097-5 by G0 on 12/9/03.
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The size of the value in the Length field for any configuration parameter included in a CableHome
configuration file MUST be 2 octets.

The Length value for each Type described in the TLV descriptions in this section is the actual length in
octets of the Value field.

7.4.4.1.1 Pad Configuration Setting

This has no Length or Value fields and is only used following the end of data marker to pad the file to an
integral number of 32-bit words.

Type Length Value

0 _ _

7.4.4.1.2 Software Upgrade Filename

The filename of the software upgrade file for the CableHome device. The filename is a fully qualified
directory- path name. The file is expected to reside on a TFTP server identified in a configuration setting
option.

Type Length Value

9 Variable filename

7.4.4.1.3 SNMP Write-Access Control

This object makes it possible to disable SNMP “Set" access to individual MIB objects. Each instance of
this object controls access to all of the writeable MIB objects whose Object [D (OID) prefix matches. This
object may be repeated to disable access to any number of MIB objects.

Type Length Value

10 n OID prefix plus control flag

Where n is the size of the ASN.l Basic Encoding Rules [lSO8025] encoding of the OID prefix plus one
byte for the control flag.

The control flag may take values:

0 - allow write—access

l — disallow write—access

Any OID prefix may be used. The Null OID 0.0 may be used to control access to all MIB objects. (The
OID 1.3.6.1 will have the same effect.)

When multiple instances of this object are present and overlap, the longest (most specific) prefix has
precedence.

Thus, one example might be

someTab1e disallow write—access

someTable. l .3 allow write—access
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This example disallows access to all objects in someTable except for someTable.l .3.

7.4.4.1.4 Software Upgrade TFTP Server

The IP address of the TFFP server. on which the software upgrade file for the CableHome device resides.

Type Length Value

21 4 ip1.1p2,ip3,ap4

74.4.1.5 First-phase SNMP MIB Object with Extended Length”

This object allows SNMP MIB objects to be Set via the TFTP-Registration process prior to SNMP Sets
done with TLV-28. The intent of this TLV is to include only those SNMP Sets that have to occur prior to
other SNMP Sets to ensure correct operation. such as SetToFactory objects (e.g., cabhPsDevSetToFactory)
that clear persistent MIB objects. Non—priority SNMP Sets are expected to be included in TLV-28.

The value of this parameter is an SNMP variable binding (VarBind) as defined in [RFC 3416]. The
VarBind is encoded in ASN.1 Basic Encoding Rules,just as it would be if part of an SNMP Set Request
PDU.

Type Length Value

27 Variable variable binding

The PS MUST treat the variable binding, in a Type 27 TLV, as if it were part of an SNMP Set Request
with the following caveats:

0 It MUST treat the request as fully authorized (it cannot refuse the request for lack of privilege).
0 SNMP Write-Control provisions do not apply.

0 No SNMP response is generated by the PS.

0 This object MAY be repeated with different VarBinds to "Set" a number of MIB objects. All SNMP
Sets in a Configuration File that occur within Type 27 TLVs MUST be treated as if simultaneous. Each
VarBind MUST be limited to 65535 bytes.

- This object MUST be processed before any Type 28 TLV present in the Configuration File are
processed.

7.4.4.1.6 SNMP MIB Object with extended Length

This object allows arbitrary SNMP MIB objects to be Set via the TFTP-Registration process, where the
value is an SNMP variable binding (VarBind) as defined in [RFC 3416]. The VarBind is encoded in
ASN.1 Basic Encoding Rules,just as it would be if part of an SNMP Set request.

Type Length Value

28 Variable variable binding

The PS MUST treat the variable binding, in a Type 28 TLV, as if it were part of an SNMP Set Request
with the following caveats:

- [t MUST treat the request as fully authorized (it cannot refuse the request for lack of privilege).
0 SNMP Write-Control provisions (see previous section) do not apply.
I No SNMP response is generated by the PS.

5’ Added this section per ECN CH 1 .1-N-03.0 103-3 by G0 on 12/5/03
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0 This object MAY be repeated with different VarBinds to “Set" a number of MIB objects. All SNMP
Sets in a Configuration File that occur within Type 28 TLVs MUST be treated as if simultaneous. Each
VarBind MUST be limited to 65535 bytes.

7.4.4.1.7 Manufacturer Code Verification Certificate

The Manufacturer's Code Verification Certificate (M-CVC) for Secure Software Downloading. Refer to
Section I I .s.4.4.2 Network Initialization.”

Type Length Value

32 Variable Manufacturer CVC (DER-encoded ASN.l)

7.4.4.1.8 Co-signer Code Verification Certificate

The Co-signer‘s Code Verification Certificate (C-CVC) for Secure Software Downloading. Refer to
Section I l.8.4.4.2 Network Initialization.”

Type Length Value

33 Variable Co-signer CVC (DER-Encoded ASN.1)

7.4.4.1.9 SNMPV3 Kickstart Value

(ref.: Section C.l.2.8 DOCSIS l.l RFI Specification [DOCSIS])

Compliant Portal Services elements MUST understand the following TLV and its sub—elements and be able
to kickstart SNMPV3 access to the PS regardless of whether the PS is operating in N mAccess Mode or
Coexistence Mode (see Section 6.3.3 CMP System Description and Section 6.3 .3.l.4.2 Network
Management Mode Requirements).

Type Length Value

34 n Composite

Up to 5 of these objects may be included in the configuration file. Each results in an additional row being
added to the usmDHKickstartTabie and the usmUserTable and results in an agent public number being
generated for those rows.

7.4.4.l.9.l SNMPv3 Kickstart Security Name

Type Length Value

34.1 2-I6 UTF8 Encoded security name

For the ASCII character set. the UTF8 and the ASCI I encodings are identical. Normally, this will be
specified as one of the CableHome built—in USM users, e.g., "CI-IAdministrator”.

The security name is NOT zero terminated. This is reported in the usmDHKickStartTable as
usmDHKickStartSecurityName and in the usmUserTab1e as usmUserName and usmUserSecurityName.

5‘ Revised this section per ECN CH1 l—N»03032 by G0 on 06/06/03.
5“ Revised this section per ECN CH 1 .l—N-03032 by Go on 06/06/03.
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7.4.4.l.9.2 SNMPv3 Kickstart Manager Public Number

Type Length Value

34.2 n Manager's Diffie-Hellman public number expressed as an octet string.

This number is the Diffie-Hellman public number derived from a privately (by the manager or operator)
generated random number and transformed according to [RFC 2786]. This is reported in the
usmDHKickStartTable as usmKickstartMgrPub1ic. When combined with the object reported in the same
row as usml(ickstartMyPublic, it can be used to derive the keys in the related row in the usmUserTable.

7.4.4.1.10 SNMP Notification Receiver

(ref: [DOCSIS9J)

Type Length Value

38 n Composite

This PS Configuration File element specifies a Network Management Station that will receive notifications
from the PS when it is in Coexistence network management mode. This TLV (38) consists of several sub-
TLVs inside the TLV configuration file element. Up to 10 of these elements may be included in the PS
Configuration File. Section 6.3.3.l.4.6 Mapping TLV Fields lnto Created SNMPV3 Table Rows provides
detail about how this configuration file element is mapped into SNMPV3 functional tables.

All multi—byte fields of this sub-TLV MUST be placed in the network byte order.

7.4.4.1 .l0.l Sub-TLV 38.1 - IP Address of trap receiver

IPv4 address of the trap receiver, in binary.

Type Length Value

38.1 4 IP address

7.4.4.l .lO.2 Sub-TLV 38.2 - UDP Port number of the trap receiver

UDP Port number of the trap receiver, in binary.

Type Length Value

38.2 2 UDP Port

If this sub-TLV is not present in a configuration file, the default value 162 is used.

7.4.4.l.l0.3 Sub-TLV 38.3 - Type of trap sent by the PS (Note 2)

Trap type.

Type Length Value

38 .3 2 Trap type

The PS MUST support the following trap type values:
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l = SNMP vl trap in an SNMP vl packet

2 = SNMP v2c trap in an SNMP v2c packet

3 = SNMP inform in an SNMP v2c packet

4 = SNMP v2c trap in an SNMP v3 packet

5 = SNMP inform in an SNMP v3 packet

7.4.4.1 .l0.4 Sub—TLV 38.4 - Timeout

Timeout, in milliseconds, used for sending SNMP inform messages.

Type Length Value

38.4 2 0 - 65535

7.4.4.l.l0.S Sub—TLV 38.5 - Retries

Number of retries when sending an infomi, after sending the inform the first time.

Type Length Value

38.5 2 0 - 65535

7.4.4. l.l0.6 Sub—TLV 38.6 - Notification Filtering Parameters

Type Length Value

38 .6 n Filter OID

Where n is the size of the ASN.1-encoded Filter Object Identifier.

Filter OID is an ASN.1-formatted Object Identifier of the snmpTrapOID value that identifies the
notifications to be sent to the notification receiver. This notification and all below it will be sent.

If this Sub—TLV is not present, the notification receiver will receive all notifications generated by the
SNMP agent.

7.4.4.l.l0.7 Sub—TLV 38.7 - Security Name to use when sending SNMP V3 Notification

Type Length Value

38.7 2 - l6 UTF8—encoded security name

This sub-TLV is not required for Trap type = l. 2, or 3. The PS MUST ignore sub-TLV 38.7 if the trap
type in sub-TLV 38.3 is 1, 2, or 3. If sub-TLV 38.7 is not supplied for a Trap type of4 or 5, the PS MUST
send the SNMPV3 Notification in the noAuthNoPriv security level using the security name “@PSconfig“.
(Note 2)

SecurityName

The SNMPV3 Security Name to use when sending an SNMPV3 Notification. Only used if Trap Type is set
to 4 or 5. This name MUST be a name specified in a Config File TLV Type 34 as part of the DH Kickstart
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procedure. The notifications MUST be sent using the Authentication and Privacy Keys calculated by the
PS during the DH Kickstart procedure.

Noteszw

1. Upon receiving one of these TLV elements, the PS MUST make entries to the following tables in order
to cause the desired trap transmission: snmpNotifyTable, snmpTargetAddrTable,
snmpTargetParamsTable, snmpNotifyFilterProfi1eTable, snmpNotifyFilterTable,
snmpCommunityTable, usmUserTable, vacmSecurityToGroupTable, vacmAccessTable, and
vacmViewTreeFamilyTable

2. Trap Type: The community String for traps in SNMP VI and V2 packets MUST be “public". The
Security Name in traps and informs in SNMP V3 packets where no security name has been specified
MUST be “@PSconfig" and in that case the security level MUST be NoAuthNoPriv.

.1. Filter OID: SNMP V3 allows the specification of which Trap OID's are to be sent to a trap receiver.
The filter OID in the config element specifies the OID of the root of a trap filter sub—tree. All Traps
with a Trap OID contained in this trap filter sub—tree MUST be sent to the trap receiver.

4. The PS Configuration File is permitted to also contain TLV MIB elements (TLV-28) that make entries
to any of the [0 tables listed in Note l.The PS MUST ignore TLV MIB elements that use index
columns that start with the characters "@PSconfig”.

7.4.4.1 .11 Vendor-specific Information“

If vendor-specific information is provided to the PS, it MUST be encoded in the vendor-specific
information field (VSIF) (code 43) using the Vendor ID field to specify which TLV tuples apply to which
vendors‘ products. A properly—formed VSIF has a single Vendor ID Sub-TLV (code 43.1) as the first sub-
TLV. The PS MUST reject the PS Configuration File if any VSIF (Type 43) TLV is not correctly formed.

A PS configuration file can have multiple VSIFs with either different or the same Vendor ID Sub-TLVs
present. The PS will process only those VSIFs that have a Vendor ID Sub-TLV matching Vendor ID and
will ignore the VS[F’s that have Vendor ID Sub-TLVs which do not match.

Vendor—specific sub-types are allowed to be added after Type 43.1.

Type Length Value

43 N Vendor—specific settings

Sub-TLV 43.l - Vendor ID type

Vendor identification specified by the three-byte Organization Unique Identifier of the PS vendor.

Type Length Value

43 .l 3 v I , v2, v3

7.4.4.1.12 PS Message Integrity Check (PS MIC)

Type Length Value

60 Removed Note 5 from this section per ECN CHl.l-N-03063 by CO on 10/28/03.
6' Revised the first two paragraphs of this section per ECN CH l.l—N-03.0093-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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53 20 A 160-bit (20 octet) SHA hash

This parameter contains a hash (PS MIC) calculated by a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) [SHA], defined
in NIST, FIPS PUB I80-1: Secure Hash Standard, April I995 [FIPS 180-1]. This TLV is only used in the
configuration file immediately before the end of data marker.
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7.4.4.1.13 End-of-Data Marker

This is a special marker for end of data. It has no Length or Value fields.

Type Length Value

255 --— --—

7.4.4.2 BPSC Triggering Requirements

Transfer of the configuration file, from the TFTP sewer or HTTPS server in the cable data network to the
PS, is initiated by an event referred to as a trigger. Requirements for triggering the transfer of a CableHome
PS Configuration File or Firewall Configuration File from the TFTP server or HTTPS server to the PSfollow.

The mode of triggering the PS Configuration File download is dependent upon the Provisioning Mode in
which the PS is operating. The CMP MUST read the value of cabhPsDevProvMode (see Section 7.3.3.2 .4)
prior to initiating any PS Configuration File download. The method of triggering for the Firewall
Configuration File download is not dependent upon the Provisioning Mode.

7.4.4.2.1 PS Configuration File Download Trigger for DHCP Provisioning Mode

If the PS receives the TFFP or HTTPS server address in the ‘siaddr' field and the PS Configuration File
name in the 'file' field of the DHCP ACK, AND the value of cabhPsDevProvState = inProgress(2), the PS
MUST combine the server address and PS Configuration File name to form a URL-encoded value and
write that value into PSDev MIB object cabhPsDevProvConfigFile. The PS MUST use the following
format for the URL—encoded value for the TF1‘P server [P address and PS Configuration File name:°Z

tftp://[Pv4_address_of_the_TFl'P_server/full_path_ to_the_PS_Configuration_File/PS_Configuration_File_name

The PS MUST use the following format for the URL—encoded value for the HTTPS server [P address and
PS Configuration File name:

https://lPv4_address_of_the_H”['I'PS_server/full_path_ to_the_PS_Configuration_File/PS_Configumtion_Fi[e_name

Download of the PS Configuration File, by at PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode, is triggered by the
presence of the PS Configuration File location (TFTP or HTTPS server [P address) and name in the DHCP
message issued to the PS (CDC) by the DHCP server in the cable network.‘Refer to Section 7.3 .3 .2 .4 CDC
Requirements.

[f the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of cabhPsDevProvMode),
after the PS (CDC) receives a DHCP ACK from the DHCP server in the cable network, and the [P address
in the 'siaddr' field does not match the first [P address in DHCP option 72, AND the value of
cabhPsDevProvState = inProgress(2), then the PS MUST issue a TF1‘P Get request to the server identified
in the DHCP message ‘siaddr' field to download the configuration file .53

If the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of eabh PsDevProvMode),
after the PS (CDC) receives a DHCP ACK from the DHCP server in the cable network, and the [P address
in the ‘siaddr' field matches the first [P address in DHCP option 72, and the cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus
MIB object has a value of ' l' (ToD access succeeded), then the PS MUST establish a TLS session as
defined in Section [1, and issue a HTTP Get request to the server identified in the DHCP message ‘siaddr'
field, to download the configuration file.

63 Revised the first sentence of this paragraph per ECN CH l . l«N-03.0099-3 by CO on 12/10/03.
°-‘ Revised the first sentence ofthis paragraph per ECN CH1 l—N—03.0099—3 by G0 on 12/[0/03.
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[f the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of cabhPsDevProvMode),
after the PS (CDC) receives a DHCP ACK from the DHCP server in the cable network, and the IP address
in the ‘siaddr' field matches the first [P address in DHCP option 72, and the cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus
MIB object has a value of '2' (ToD access failed), the PS MUST wait until the cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus
MIB object has a value of'l‘ (ToD access succeeded), before establishing a TLS session as defined in
Section 1 l. and issuing an HTTP Get request to the server identified in the DHCP message 'siaddr‘ field. to
download the configuration file.

Modification of cabhPsDevProvConfigFile MUST NOT trigger a PS operating in DHCP Provisioning
Mode to download a configuration file. A PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode MUST treat
cabhPsDevProvConfigFile as a read-only object.

7.4.4.2.2 PS Configuration File Download Trigger for SNMP Provisioning Mode

If the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of cabhPsDevProvMode), PS
Configuration File download MUST NOT occur before completion of the SNMP v3 setup process (refer to
Section I 1.4 Secure Management Messaging to the PS, for details about the SNMP setup process).

If the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of cabhPsdevProvMode), the
PS element MUST NOT initiate at PS Configuration File download if the cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus MIB
object has a value of '2' (ToD access failed).

Once the PS, operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode (as indicated by the value of cabhPsDevProvMode),
issues a TFTP request to download a PS Configuration file (subject to conditions described in other
requirements, below). the PS MUST complete the download phase. When the PS (CMP) has successfully
downloaded the requested PS Configuration File. it MUST process the file before issuing a TFTP request
for another PS Configuration File.

The PS MUST attempt to download and process the configuration file whose name and address are
specified in cabhPsDevProvConfigFile when it receives an SNMP Set command for the
cabhPsDevProvConfigFile object, if the following conditions are true:

0 the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode

0 the cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus MIB object has a value of ' l’ (ToD access succeeded), and
0 cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus = idle( I)

The format of cabhPsDevProvConfigFile MUST be a URL— encoded TFTP server IP address and
configuration file name.

If the PS (CMP) operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode receives an SNMP set request from the NMS to
update the value of cabhPsDevProvConfigFile and cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus = busy(2), or if the
cabhPsDevProvConfigHash object does not have a valid value, then the PS MUST reject the set request.

7.4.4.2.3 Firewall Configuration File Trigger

The Firewall Configuration File download is triggered when the value used to SET the
cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object, by either the PS Configuration File or by a SNMP SET command,
is different than the value of the cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFi]eURL MIB. If the value used to SET the
cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object, by either the PS Configuration File or by a SNMP SET command,
is the same as the value of the cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL MIB, the Firewall Configuration File
download MUST NOT be triggered .64

64 Replaced paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N-03035 by G0 on 07/03/03. Superseded and replaced by ECN CHl.l-N-03069 on l0/28/03.
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When a download as been triggered, the PS MUST use the prefix of the cabhSecFwPolicyFileURL MIB
object value to determine whether to use TFI‘P (tftp://) or a TLS session (https://) as defined in Section 1 l
for Firewall Configuration File download.“

7.4.4.2.4 Post-trigger Operation

Once triggered, the PS MUST use an [RFC 1350] and [RFC 2349] compliant TFTP or [RFC 2616] HTTP
client to download the configuration files“

A signaling mechanism is necessary to inform the management entity that the PS is currently processing a
configuration file. The PS Dev MIB object cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus is defined to serve as this
signaling mechanism.

[fa PS is not currently requesting, downloading, or processing a configuration file, it MUST set
cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus = id1e(l). When the PS has issued a TFFP request for a configuration file
specified in cabhPsDev ProvConfigFile, it MUST set cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus = busy(2).When the
PS completes the processing of the PS Configuration File, the PS MUST set
cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStatus = idle( l).

Once triggered to download a configuration file, the PS element MUST continue to attempt to download
the specified configuration file from the specified location until the configuration file is successfully
downloaded and the hash successfully computed as described in Section 7.4.4.3 Configuration File Check
and SNMP Provisioning Mode Authentication Requirements. The PS MUST use an adaptive timeout for
TFTP and HTTPS based on binary exponential backoff as described below. if the first attempt is not
successful, until the PS succe$fully receives the requested file from the server in the cable data network:

0 each retry is 2"n second(s) following the previous attempt, where the PS Configuration File Retry
Counter or the Firewall Configuration File Retry Counter, n = [0, l, 2, 3, 4, or 5]

0 n = 0 for the first retry, then is incremented by one for each subsequent attempt until n = 5
0 if the PS does not successfully acquire the requested PS Configuration File following the attempt with

n = 5, n is to be reset to 0 and the PS is to restart the WAN—Man [P address acquisition process via
DHCP.

0 if the PS does not successfully acquire the requested Firewall Configuration File following the attempt
with n = 5, n is to be reset to 0 and the PS is to continue normal operation, i.e., the PS is not to restart the
WAN—Man IP address acquisition process.

The PS MUST exchange TFTP and H'I'TPS messages only through the PS WAN—Man Interface. The PS
MUST reject any configuration file not received through the PS WAN—Man Interface.

When the download of the configuration file is complete and the configuration file is properly
authenticated as described in Section 7.4.4.3 PS Configuration File Check and SNMP Provisioning Mode
Authentication Requirements, the PS MUST process the TLVs contained within the file as defined below.
See Section 7.4.4.4 Configuration File Processing and Status Reporting Requirements, for specifics of
error handling and event generation while processing the configuration file.

The PS MUST use parameters extracted from the configuration file to set the managed objects in the PS
database. This process is functionally equivalent to an SN MP SET operation, but it does not rely on the
user or view—based access permissions. The PS MUST unconditionally update managed objects in the PS
database corresponding to recognized OlDs.

The PS MUST translate Configuration File TLV-27 elements into a single SNMP PDU containing (n) MIB
OID/instance and value components (SNMP varbinds) and translate TLV—28 elements into a single SNMP

65 Added this paragraph per ECN CHl.l-N-03 0097-5 by CO on l2/9/03.
66 Revised this sentence per ECN CH l.l—N-03.0099-3 by G0 on 12/10/03.
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PDU containing (n) MIB OID/instance and value components (SNMP varbinds). In accordance with [RFC
3416], the single TLV-27 Configuration File—generated SNMP PDU will be treated “as if simultaneous",
the single TLV-28 Configuration File generated SNMP PDU will be treated “as if simulataneous”, and the
PS MUST behave consistently, regardless of the order in which TLV-27 or TLV-28 elements appear in the
Configuration File or SNMP PDUs. The single configuration file—generated SNMP PDU requirement is
consistent with SNMP PDU packet behaviors received from an SNMP manager: SNMP PDU varbind
order does not matter, and there is no defined MAX SNMP PDU limit. Once a single SNMP PDU is
constructed, the PS processes the SNMP PDU and determines the PS configuration acceptance/rejection
based on the rules for configuration file processing, described in Section 7.4.4.4 PS Configuration File
Processing and Status Reporting Requirements. [n processing the SNMP PDU , the PS MUST support
CreateAndGo for row creation .57

The PS MUST update the size of the PS Configuration file in the MIB object
cabhPsDevProvConfigFi1eSize.

The PS MUST update the number of TLVs processed (i.e., the TLVs that are intended to change the PS
configuration per their own Value field) and the number of TLVs ignored (i.e., the TLVs intended to
change the PS configuration per their own Value fields that are not successful) from a PS Configuration
File, in the MIB objects cabhPsDevProvConfigTLVProcessed and cabhPsDevConfigTLV Rejected,
respectively“. Configuration parameter Types 255 (End-of—Data Marker), 53 (PS MIC), 0 (Pad
Configuration Setting), and Type and Length field pairs that encompass sub-TLVs do not specify values in
Value fields intended to change PS configuration and thus MUST NOT be counted in the values of
cabhPsDevProvConfigTLV Processed and cabhPsDevConfigTLVRejected.

7.4.4.3 Configuration File Check and SNMP Provisioning Mode Authentication
Requirements

The algorithm used to authenticate the configuration file depends upon the provisioning mode in which the
PS is operating (see Section 5.5 CableHome Operational Models). The PS supports two provisioning
modes: DHCP Provisioning Mode and SNMP Provisioning mode. Two methods of configuration file
authentication are supported for DHCP Provisioning Mode, depending upon the information received in
the ‘siaddr’ field of the DHCP ACK message.

The following sections describe the security algorithms and requirements needed to check the
configuration file Hash based on the provisioning mode of the PS element. The PS element MUST support
both security algorithms specified in Sections 7.4 43.] PS Configuration File Check for DHCP
Provisioning Mode and 7.4.4.32 PS Configuration File Authentication Algorithm for SNMP ProvisioningMode.

7.4.4.3.1 PS Configuration File Check for DHCP Provisioning Mode

When operating the DHCP Provisioning Mode, the PS will use a hash-based check of the configuration
file, or it will authenticate the message in which the file is transferred, depending upon the configuration of
the cable operator’s provisioning system.

The PS MUST conduct the hash-based configuration file check described below:

I. When the configuration file Generator of the Provisioning System creates a new PS Configuration File
or modifies an existing file. the Config File Generator will create a SHA—l hash of the contents of the
PS Configuration File, taken as a byte string. The end of data marker and any padding that follow it are

“l Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1.1-N—03.0l03—3 by G0 on 12/5/03
68 Per these definitions a TLV that does not successfully configure the P5 is counted twice, once by each of
cabhPsDevProvConfigTLVProcessed and cabhPsDevProvConfigTLVRejected A TLV that successfully configures the
PS is counted only by cabhPsDevProvConfigTLVProcessed.
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not included in the hash calculation.

2. The Config File Generator adds the hash value, calculated in Step I. to the PS Configuration File as the
last TLV setting (immediately before the end of data marker) using a type 53 TLV. The PS
Configuration File is then made available to the appropriate TF1"P server.

3. The PS element downloads the PS Configuration File.

4. The PS MUST update the cabhPsDevProvConfigHash MIB object with the hash value from the hash
TLV created in steps 1 and 2.

5. The PS element MUST compute a SHA—l hash over the contents of the PS Configuration File
excluding the hash TLV (used to configure the cabhPsDevProvConfigHash MIB object), the end of
data marker, and any padding that follows. If the computed hash and the value of the
cabhPsDevProvConfigHash MIB object are the same, the PS Configuration File integrity is verified and
the configuration file MUST be processed; otherwise, the file MUST be rejected.

7.4.4.3.2 PS Configuration File Authentication Algorithm for SNMP Provisioning Mode

The procedure for checking the PS Configuration File Hash by the PS element in SNMP Provisioning
Mode follows:

I . When the Config File Generator of the Provisioning System creates a new PS Configuration File or
modifies an existing file, the Config File Generator will create a SHA-l hash of the entire content of the
PS Configuration File, taken as a byte string. The end of data marker and any padding that follow it are
not included in the hash calculation.

2. The NMS sends the hash value calculated in step 1 to the PS element via SNMP SET. The PS updates
its cabhPsDevProvConfigHash MIB object with the new value.

3. The NMS sends the Name and location of the PS Configuration File via SNMP SET. The PS updates its
cabhPsDev ProvConfigFile MIB object with the new value.

4. The PS element downloads the named file from the configured TFTP server. if the PS Configuration
File contains TLV type 53 the PS MUST ignore it.

5. The PS element MUST compute a SHA—l hash over the contents of the PS Configuration File
excluding the TLV 53 if it exists, the end of data marker and any padding that follows. If the computed
hash and the value of the cabhPsDevProvConfigHash MIB object are the same, the PS Configuration
File integrity is verified and the configuration file MUST be processed; otherwise, the file MUST be
rejected.

7.4.4.3.3 Firewall Configuration File Check

The PS is required to use the Firewall Configuration File check on the Firewall Configuration File as
described in this section if the file is provided in SNMP Provisioning Mode or DHCP Provisioning Mode
without the use of HTTPS/TLS as defined in Section 1 l .9 PS Configuration File Security in DHCP
Provisioning Mode.

If the Firewall Configuration File was downloaded without the use of HTTP/TLS, the PS MUST follow the
procedure defined in steps l) through 5) below to check the integrity of the Firewall Configuration File:

l. The Firewall Configuration File generator will create a SHA-l hash of the entire contents of the
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Firewall Configuration File, taken as a byte string.

2. The provisioning system sends the hash value calculated in step t to the PS element in one of two ways:
a) modifies the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileHash MIB object via a type 28 TLV in the PS Configuration File
b) sends an SNMP Set command to update the cabhSec2FwPolicyHash MIB object

3. The provisioning system sends the name and location of the Firewall Configuration File to trigger the
download of the Firewall Configuration File in one of two ways:
a) modifies the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object via a type 28 TLV in the PS Configuration File
b) sends an SNMP Set command to update the cabhSec2FwPolicyURL MIB object

4. If the cabhSecFwPolicyFileOperStatus is not inProgress( l) and the value used to SET the
cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object is different than the value of the
cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL MIB, then the PS element MUST immediately download the
named file from the configured server.‘”

5. The PS MUST compute a SHA—l hash over the entire contents of the Firewall Configuration File and
compare the computed hash to the hash represented by the value of the cabhSec2Fw PolicyFileHash
MIB object. if the computed hash and the value of the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileHash MIB object are the
same, the integrity of the Firewall Configuration File is verified and the PS MUST use Firewall
Configuration File to configure the firewall, otherwise the PS MUST reject the file.

7.4.4.4 Configuration File Processing and Status Reporting Requirements

The PS MUST report configuration file download status and error conditions using the Event Reporting
process described in Section 6.3.3.2 CMP Event Reporting Function.

Table 7- I4 identifies success and failure modes that might be encountered with PS Configuration File
download and processing, and the action that the PS MUST take when it detects these modes.7°

Table 7-14 — Configuration File Processing Conditions
Configuration File Processing Condition

 

 
 

Report an event (Event ID 68000500) and retry TFTP.

Report an event (Event ID 68002000) and retry HTTPS.

TFTP failed - Get Request sent, no response received

H‘i‘|'PS failed - Gel Request sent. no response
received or failed to connect with H'i'|'PS server.

 

 

  

TFTP failed - configuration file not found Report an event (Event ID 68000600) and retry TFTP.
Report an event (Event ID 68003000) and retry HTTPS.H‘|‘l'PS failed - configuration file download attempt

failed and maximum number of retries not exceeded.

TFTP failed - out of order packets Report an event (Event ID 68000700) and retry TFTP 
TFTP download failed — configuration file download
attempt failed and maximum allowable number ofretries have been done.

Report an event (Event ID 68000900) and reset

HTTPS failed - configuration file download attempt
failed and maximum allowable number of retries have
been done

Report an event (Event ID 66003100) and reset.

Report an event (Event ID 66001000 if download was done
using TFTP (TLS was not used) or Event ID 68003200 if
download was done using H‘i'|'PS/TLS), and begin
configuration file check or authentication.

Configuration file download successful

6° Revised this step per ECN CHI .1-N-03035 by CO on 07/03/03.
7" Revised Table 7-14 per ECN CH1 l—N»03063 and CH1 .l4N-03.00993 by G0 on I0/28/03 and I2/9/03.
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Configuration Flle Processing condition 
Configuration file fails authentication check Report an event (Event ID 63000800) and reset. Do not

attempt to process the file

Configuration File is too large Report an event (Event ID 73040102) and reset. Do not
attempt to process the file

No End Of Data marker Report an event (Event ID 7340102) and reset. Do not
attempt to process the file

Duplicate TLV—27 or TLV-28 OID

Duplicate TLV-9, TLV-21, TLV-32, TLV-33 or duplicate
Sub-TLV in a single TLV-34, TLV-36, TLV-43.

Report an event (Event ID 73040102), reject the
configuration file, and reset. Preserve all object values that
existed before the attempt to process this bad configuration
file. The P5 is not required to restore MlB objects to the
values they were assigned before the attempt to process the
configuration file if the single SNMP PDU created from TLV-
27 parameters has been set Refer to the Post-trigger
Operation section

Report an event (73040102), reject the configuration file,
and reset. Preserve all objects that existed before the
attempt to process this bad configuration file.

Recognized Type but bad Value or valid TLV-27 or
TLV-23 OID but bad MIB value

Report an event (Event ID 73040102), reject the
configuration file, and reset. Preserve all object values that
existed before the attempt to process this bad configuration
file The P5 is not required to restore MIB objects to the
values they were assigned before the attempt to process the
configuration file if the single SNMP PDU created from TLV-
27 parameters has been set. Refer to the Post-trigger
Operation section.

An unrecognized SNMP OID is encountered Disregard the subject TLV and report an event (Event ID
73040100) Continue to process the file

Type field is not valid for CabIeHome PS Disregard the subject TLV and report an event (Event ID
73040101). Continue to process the file. |

Refer to Appendix [I for a list of events including those listed in Table 7-14 and for information about how
events are reported.

7.4.4.4.1 Unsuccessful Configuration File Download Attempt - TFTP or HTTPS Retries
Permitted

If the PS Configuration File Retry Counter is less than 5 and the TFTP or HTTPS Get Request times out,
the PS Configuration File is not found on the sewer. or the TFTP or HTTPS Get failed due to out of order
packets, the PS MUST initiate operation of the CDS and CNP functions. report the appropriate event, and
retry the attempt to download the PS Configuration File, in accordance with the retry algorithm described
in Section 7.4.4.2 .4 Post-trigger Operation.

If the Firewall Configuration File Retry Counter is less than 5 and the TFFP or HTTP Get Request times
out, the Firewall Configuration File is not found on the server, or the TFTP or HTTP Get failed due to out
of order packets, the PS MUST continue normal operations, report the appropriate event, and retry the
attempt to download the Firewall Configuration File, in accordance with the retry algorithm described in
Section 7.4.4.2.4 Post-trigger Operation.

7.4.4.4.2 Unsuccessful Configuration File Download Attempt - TWP or HTTPS FletriesExhausted

If the PS Configuration File Retry Counter is equal to 5 and the PS has not successfully downloaded the PS
Configuration File, the PS MUST report the event identified in Table 7-14, “Configuration File Processing
Conditions," on page 135 for indicating failure of the PS Configuration File download process and release
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its PS WAN—Man [P address in accordance with [RFC 2131], and restart the WAN-Man IP address
acquisition process via DHCP.

If the Firewall Configuration File Retry Counter is equal to 5 and the PS has not successfully downloaded
the PS Configuration File, the PS MUST report the event identified in Table 7-14 Configuration File
Processing Modes for indicating failure of the Firewall Configuration File download process and continue
normal operations. if the Firewall Configuration File is not successfully downloaded the PS MUST
function as it did prior to the failed Firewall Configuration File download attempt.

7.4.4.4.3 Successful PS Configuration File Download

Successful download of the PS Configuration File is defined as complete and correct reception by the PS
element the contents of the PS Configuration File within the TFTP timeout period and computation by the
PS the hash values for the PS Configuration File with no errors resulting from the computation.

[f the PS successfully downloads the PS Configuration File, the PS MUST reset the PS Configuration File
Retry Counter to zero and report the event identified for ‘Failure Mode’ TFFP Download Successful in
Table 7-14 Configuration File Processing Modes.

7.4.4.4.4 Unsuccessful PS Configuration File Download"

If the PS Configniration File fails the Configuration File Check as specified in Section 7.4.4.3
Configuration File Check and SNMP Provisioning Mode Authentication Requirements or in Section I 1.9
PS Configuration File Security in DHCP Provisioning Mode, the PS MUST stop the provisioning process,
reject the PS Configuration File, report the appropriate event, and restart the WAN—Man [P acquisition
process via DHCP.

If the PS Configuration File contains no End-of-Data TLV (TLV-255), no PS MIC TLV (TLV—53), or is
too large to process, the PS MUST stop the provisioning process, reject the PS Configuration File, report
the appropriate event, and restart the WAN—Man IP address acquisition process via DHCP.

If the PS Configuration File contains duplicate TLV—27 or TLV-28 elements (duplicate means two or more
SNMP MIB objects have an identical object identifier (O[D)), the PS MUST stop the provisioning process,
reject the PS Configuration File, report the appropriate event, and restart the WAN—Man IP address
acquisition process via DHCP.

[f the PS Configuration File contains a recognized Type field but bad Value field or a valid TLV—27 or
TLV-28 OlD with a bad MlB value, the PS MUST stop the provisioning process, reject the PS
Configuration File, report the appropriate event, and restart the WAN—Man IP address acquisition process
via DHCP.

If the PS Configuration File contains an unrecognized Type field or aTLV-27 or TLV-28 element with an
unrecognized OID, the PS MUST ignore that TLV, report the appropriate event, and continue processing
the PS Configuration File.

If the PS completes the processing of the single SNMP PDU created from the TLV-27 parameter then
discovers duplicate TLV-28 elements, or TLV-28 elements with bad Value, the PS is not required to
restore the MIB objects changed by the TLV—27 parameter back to their previous values, before rejecting
the configuration file, reporting the event, and resetting the PS.

7' Revised paragraphs 3, 4, and 5; added paragraph 6 per ECN CHl.1-N-03.0103-3 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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7.4.4.4.5 Successful Firewall Configuration File Download

Successful download of the Firewall Configuration File is defined as complete and correct reception of the
file by the PS element within the TFTP or I-I'I'l"PS timeout period and error—free file validation as defined
by the integrity check procedure described in Section 7.4.4.3 Configuration File Check and SNMP
Provisioning Mode Authentication Requirements . After the PS successfully downloads the Firewall
Configuration File, the PS MUST update the cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL MIB with the same
value as the cabhSec2Fw PolicyFileURL MIB.”

If the PS successfully downloads the Firewall Configuration File, the PS MUST reset the Firewall
Configuration File Retry Counter to zero and report Event ID 80013500 (ref.: Table [l-l Defined Events
for CableHome). After the PS successfully downloads and processes the Firewall Configuration File, the
firewall MUST function as configured by the downloaded file."

7.4.4.4.6 Unsuccessful Firewall Configuration File Download"

If the Firewall Configuration File fails the Configuration File Check as specified in Section 7.4.4.3
Configuration File Check and SNMP Provisioning Mode Authentication Requirements, the PS MUST
continue normal operations, reject the Firewall Configuration File and report the appropriate event
identified in Table II-l Defined Events for CableHome.

If the Firewall Configuration File contains duplicate TLV-27 or TLV-28 elements (duplicate means two or
more SNMP MIB objects have an identical object identifier (OlD)), the PS MUST continue normal
operations, reject the Firewall Configuration File and report the appropriate event identified in Table ll-l
Defined Events for CableHome.

If the Firewall Configuration File contains a recognized Type field but bad Value field or a valid TLV-27
or TLV-28 OID with a bad MIB value, the PS MUST continue normal operations, reject the Firewall
Configuration File and report the appropriate event identified in Table ll-l Defined Events for CableHome.

If the Firewall Configuration File contains an unrecognized Type field or a TLV—28 element with an
unrecognized OID, the PS MUST ignore that TLV, report the appropriate event identified in Table [I-1
Defined Events for CableHome, and continue processing the Firewall Configuration File.

If the download of the Firewall Configuration File fails for any reason, the firewall MUST function as
configured prior to the failed download attempt.

7.5 PS Function - Time of Day Client

7.5.1 Time of Day Client Function Goals

The goal of the Time of Day client function of the PS is to acquire the current time of day from the Time of
Day server in the cable operator's network.

7.5.2 Time of Day Client Function System Design Guidelines

The guideline identified in Table 7-15 guided specification of the capabilities defined for the PS Time of
Day Client function:

73 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 .1-N—03o35 by G0 on 07/03/03
7] Revised the first sentence of this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N-03069 by G0 on 10/28/03.
74 Revised paragraph 2 and 3 per ECN CHl.l-N-03.0103-3 by G0 on l2/5/03.
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Table ?‘-15 — Time of Day Client System Design Guidelines
Time of Day Client System Design Guidelines

  Cab|eHome will provide a mechanism by which the PS can achieve time
synchronization with the Headend network

7.5.3 Time of Day Client Function System Description

The Portal Services element makes use of an [RFC 868] compliant Time of Day client, in order to achieve
time synchronization with a time server on the Headend network. Time synchronization is essential for PS
security functions as well as event messaging.

When the CDC DHCP client requests an IP Address - from the Headend DHCP server - for the WAN-Man
interface, the DHCP client will receive the IP address of the Headend ToD server within DCHP Option 4.
The DHCP client will also receive the Time Offset (from UTC). within DHCP Option 2.

Once the WAN-Man IP stack begins use of the IP address it received from DHCP, it should send an[RFC
868] time query to the ToD Server. If the ToD server responds with a valid response, the PS will begin
using this time of day for event message time stamps and security functions.

7.5.4 Time of Day Client Function Requirements"

The Portal Services element MUST implement a Time of Day Client.

The Portal Services Time of Day Client MUST comply with the Time of Day Protocol [RFC 868] and
make use of the UDP Protocol only.

Upon reset, before the PS synchronizes with a Time of Day server, the Portal Services Element MUST
initialize its time to 00:00.0 (midnight) GMT, January 1, I970.

If the PS receives DHCP Option 4 (Time Server Option) in the DHCP ACK, the PS MUST save the IP
address of the Time Server from which the PS accepted a response as the value of
cabhPsDevTimeServerAddr.

An Embedded PS MUST use the most recent valid time of day acquired from the ToD server for the
system time of day clock, even if this means overwriting the system time acquired by the CM or
overwriting the system time originally initialized to epoch time (00:00.0 (midnight) GMT,.lanuary l,
1970).

[f the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus is true( 1), i.e., if local time has already been established, it is not
necessary for the Time of Day client to issue a ToD request.

The PS MUST send and receive ToD messages only through its WAN-Man interface.

The PS MUST use the value of cabhPsDevDateTime for any functions requiring time of day, and which
need only be accurate to the nearest second.

The CableHome Time of Day acquisition process is comprised of two phases: the Initial Time of Day
Synchronization Attempt (Initial Attempt) phase and the Time of Day Synchronization Retry (Retry)
phase. If the PS is successful synchronizing Time of Day with the Time of Day server during the Initial
Attempt phase, it does not initiate the Retry phase. The PS is required to enter the Initial Attempt phase and
attempt synchronization with a Time of Day server upon receipt of a DHCP ACK message, if the value of

75 Revised this section per ECN CH 1 .l—N-03 0097-3 by G0 on 12/9/03.
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cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus is false(2). Section 7.5.4.1 describes the required [nitial Attempt behavior for
the PS. Section 7.5.4.2 describes the required behavior for the PS if it is required to initiate the ToD Retry
phase.

7.5.4.1 Initial Time of Day Synchronization Attempt Requirements

If the PS is operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode (cabhPsDevProvMode =
dhcpmode(l) or snmpmode(2)), the PS MUST attempt to synchronize with a Time of Day server whose
address was passed to the PS in DHCP Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message, in accordance with [RFC
868]. A PS operating in Dormant CableHome Mode is not required to attempt to synchronize with a Time
of Day server.

If the PS is not successful in synchronizing with a Time of Day (ToD) server on its first attempt, the PS
MUST attempt to synchronize with the next ToD server in the order listed in DHCP Option 4, until it
successfully synchronizes with a sewer, OR until it makes an unsuccessful attempt with each listed ToDserver.

If the PS successfully synchronizes with a Time of Day server, the PS MUST do the following:

0 set the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus to true( I)

- set the value of cabhCdpServerTimeOffset with the value of DHCP Option 2 (Time Offset) from the
DHCP ACK message

0 set the value of cabhPsDevDateTime equal to the acquired time, plus the value of DHCP Option 2
from the DHCP ACK message (local time)

0 set the value of cabh PsDevTimeServerAddr with the IP address of the Time of Day server with which
the PS synchronized its time

0 if the PS CDS function has cun'ent LAN [P address leases, update cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime with
the value of cabhPsDevDateTime and set the value of cabhCdpLanAddrExpire time equal to
cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime, plus the value of cabhCdpServerLeaseTime, for each active lease

- continue with the Provisioning Process as defined in Section l3

If an embedded PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode is not successful in synchronizing with any of
the Time of Day servers listed in DHCP Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message, after attempting to do so
once with each listed ToD server, the embedded PS MUST attempt to acquire system time from the cable
modem. The embedded PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode is not required to attempt to acquire
system time from the cable modem.

If the embedded PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode is not successful in synchronizing with any
Time of Day servers on its first attempt with each AND is successful acquiring system time from the cable
modem, the embedded PS MUST do the following:

0 set the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus to false(2)
0 set the value of cabhPsDevDateTime to the cable modems system time
- if the embedded PS CDS function has current LAN IP address leases, update

cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime with the value of cabhPsDevDateTime (cable modems time) and set the
value of cabhCdpLanAddrExpire time equal to cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime, plus the value of
cabhCdpServerLeaseTime. for each active lease

- initiate the Time of Day Synchronization Retry process defined in Section 7.5 .4.2 AND continue with
the Provisioning Process defined in Section [3,

An embedded PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode that is not successful in synchronizing with any
Time of Day server on its first attempt with each and is not successful in acquiring system time from the
cable modem, MUST do the following:
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I set the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus to false(2)

0 set the value of cabhPsDevDateTime to epoch time (00:00.0 (midnight) GMT, January I , I970)
0 if its CDS function has current LAN IP address leases, update cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime with the

value of cabhPsDevDateTime (epoch time) and set the value of cabhCdpLanAddrExpire time equal to
cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime plus the value of cabhCdpServerLeaseTime, for each active lease

0 initiate the Time of Day Synchronization Retry process defined in Section 7.5.4.2 AND continue with
the Provisioning Process defined in Section I3.

A standalone PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode that is not successful in synchronizing with any
Time of Day sewer on its first attempt with each, MUST do the following:

0 set the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus to false(2)

0 set the value of cabhPsDevDateTime to epoch time (00:00.0 (midnight) GMT, January 1, I970)
0 if its CDS function has current LAN IP address leases, update cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime with the

value of cabhPsDevDateTime (epoch time), and set the value of cabhCdpLanAddrExpire time equal to
cabhCdpLanAddrCreateTime, plus the value of cabhCdpServerLeaseTime, for each active lease

- initiate the Time of Day Synchronization Retry process defined in Section 7.5.4.2 AND continue with
the Provisioning Process defined in Section I3.

A PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode that is not successful in synchronizing with any Time of Day
server listed in DHCP Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message on its first attempt with each, MUST initiate
the Time of Day Synchronization Retry process defined in Section 7.5.4.2. A PS operating in SNMP
Provisioning Mode that is not successful in synchronizing with any Time of Day server MUST NOT
continue with the Provisioning Process defined in Section I3.

7.5.4.2 Time of Day Synchronization Retry Requirements

If a PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode is not successful in synchronizing with any Time of Day
server listed in Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message AND cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus = false(2), the PS
MUST continue to attempt to synchronize with the Time of Day servers listed in Option 4 of the DHCP
ACK message until it is successful.

While the value of cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus = false(2), a PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode
MUST continue to attempt to synchronize with each of the Time of Day servers listed in Option 4 of the
DHCP ACK message, for a total of six attempts (initial attempt plus five retries).

The PS Time of Day client MUST NOT exceed more than 3 ToD requests per Time of Day Server in any 5
minute period. At a minimum, a PS attempting to synchronize with a ToD server MUST issue at least 1
ToD request per 5 minute period.

A PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode that is not successful in synchronizing with any Time of Day
server after attempting six times with each ToD server listed in Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message,
MUST do the following:

0 set cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus = false(2)

0 log Event [D 68000403 (refer to Appendix II, Table 11-1) according to the configured Priority for the
event and following the procedure defined in Section 6.3.3.2 CMP Event Reporting Function

0 restart the provisioning process beginning with issuing DHCP DISCOVER

_ 
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7.6 BP Function - DHCP Client

7.6.1 BP DHCP Client Function Goals

The goal of the BP DHCP client function is to acquire an IP address lease and configuration parameters for
the BP from the system DHCP server.

7.6.2 BP DHCP Client Function System Design Guidelines

The guideline listed in Table 7- l6 guided specification of the BP DHCP Client function;

Table 7-16 — EIP DHCP Client Function System Design Guidelines
Number BP DHCP Client Function System Design Guidelines

BP DHC 1 Cab|eHome will provide a means by which the BP can acquire a network
address lease and configuration information. 

7.6.3 BP DHCP Client Function System Description

The DHCP Client function of the BP is responsible for acquiring an IP address lease from a system DHCP
server. The server could be the CDS Function of the CDP sub-element of the PS or it could be a DHCP

server in the cable operator's data network, depending upon how the PS packet handling mode is
configured. The BF DHCP Client function also acquires configuration information passed in DHCP Option
fields from the system DHCP server.

7.6.4 BP DHCP Client Function Requirements

The BP MUST implement a DHCP client function in accordance with the Client requirements of [RFC
213 i].

Upon reset the BP MUST issue a DHCP DISCOVER broadcast message to acquire an IP address lease.

The BP MUST support the DHCP Options and sub-options indicated as mandatory (M) in Table 7-17.

The BP MUST include the following DHCP option codes, in each DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP
REQUEST message it sends:

- DHCP Option code 55 Parameter Request List

- DHCP Option code 60 Vendor Class Identifier, with the string “CableHomel . IBP” (with no spaces
and without quotation marks)”

0 DHCP Option code 255 End

7“ Revised this bullet statement per ECN CH1.1—N—03069 by Go on 10/28/03.
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Table ?-‘I? — BP DHCP Clleril Flequired DHCP Dgilorls
Support

(M)andatory or
(0)ptlonal

  

  
 

  
 

 Optlon Function Factory Default Value
 
    

  
Pad N/A

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

End M N/A

Subnet Mask M N/A

Time Offset 0 0

Router Option M N/A
Domain Name Sewer M N/A

Log Sewer M N/A

Host Name 0 N/A J
Domain Name M Null String
Default Time-to-live M N/A

Interface MTU M NIA _
Vendor Specific Infomlation M Vendor Selected

Requested IP Address M null value or vendor selected
IP Address Lease Time M N/A

Server Identifier M N/A

Parameter Request List M N/A
Vendor Class Identifier M “CableHome1.1BP"

C|ient—idenlifier 0 N/A
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8 PACKET HANDLING & ADDRESS TRANSLATION

8.1 lntroductionloverview

8.1.1 Goals

The key goals which drive the CableHome packet handling capabilities include:

0 Provide cable friendly address translation functionality, enabling cable operator visibility and
manageability of home devices while preserving cable based sourced based routing architectures.

0 Prevent unnecessary traffic on the cable and home network.

- Conservation of globally routable public [P addresses as well as cable network private management
addresses.

- Facilitate in-home [P traffic routing by assigning network addresses to LAN IP Devices such that they
reside on the same logical subnetwork.

8.1.2 Assumptions

I It is assumed that when cable operator provisioning servers provide multiple globally routable IP
addresses to customer devices in a home, these addresses will not necessarily reside on the same subnet.

0 Changing lntemet service providers is assumed to occur relatively infrequently, occurring at a rate
similar to a household changing its primary long distance carrier.

8.2 Architecture

This section describes the key concepts behind the CableHome packet handling and address translation
functionality.

8.3 PS Logical Element - CableHome Address Portal (CAP)

The CableHome Address Portal (CAP) is a logical sub-element of the Portal Services logical element. its
functions are to route traffic between the LAN and the WAN, route LAN-to—LAN traffic, and to perform
address and port translation functions.

8.3.1 CAP Goals

The goals of the CAP are listed below and in Section 8.1.1:

0 Route IP packets between LAN IP Devices, and between LAN 1P Devices and the Portal Services‘
default gateway on the WAN

0 Provide Network and Port Address Translation (NAPT) capability for mapping between a single
global IP address on the PS WAN Interface and one or more private IP addresses in the LAN

0 Provide Network Address Translation (NAT) capability for l-to-l mapping between global IP
addresses on the PS WAN Interface and private IP addresses on the LAN

9 Keep traffic between LAN IP Devices on the LAN and do not permit it to traverse the WAN

8.3.2 CAP System Design Guidelines

The system design guidelines listed in Table 8-1 guided specification of the CableHome Address Portal
functionality.
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Table 8-1 — CAP System Design Guidelines

CAP System Design Guideline  
 CableHome addressing mechanisms will be MSO controlled, and will provide

MSO knowledge of and accessibility to CableHome devices.  

  
  
  

  

CAP 2 CableHome addressing will do nothing that will compromise current cable
network routing architectures (for example source based routing, MPLS).

CAP 3 CableHome traffic management mechanisms will insulate the cable network
from traffic generated by in house peer—to-peer communications.

CAP 4 IP Addresses will be conserved when possible (both globally routable
addresses and private cable network management addresses)

8.3.3 CAP System Description

CableHome address translation and packet handling functionality is provided by the functional entity
known as the CableHome Addressing Portal (CAP). The CAP encompasses the following address
translation and packet forwarding elements:

0 CableHome Address Translation (CAT)

0 CableHome Passthrough Function

0 Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch (USFS)

As shown in Figure 8- l , the CAT function provides a mechanism to interconnect the WAN-Data address
realm and LAN-Trans address realm (via address translation), while Passthrough provides a mechanism to
interconnect the WAN-Data address realm and the LAN—Pass address realm (via bridging). The CAT
function is compliant with Traditional Network Address Translation (NAT) [RFC 3022] section 2. As with
Traditional NAT, there are two variations of CAT, referred to as CableHome Network Address Translation
(C-NAT) Transparent Routing and Cable}-{ome Network Address and Port Translation (C-NAPT)
Transparent Routing. C—NAT Transparent Routing is the CableHome compliant version of Basic NAT
[RFC 3022] section 2.1 and C—NAP’T Transparent Routing is the CableHome compliant version of NAPT
[RFC 3022] section 2.2.

Per [RFC 3022], C—NAT transparent routing is “a method by which IP addresses are mapped from one
group to another, transparent to end users," and C—NAPT transparent routing “is a method by which many
network addresses and their TCP/UDP (Transmission Control Protocol/User Datagram Protocol) ports are
translated into a single network address and its TCP/UDP ports.” Also, per [RFC 3022], the purpose of C-
NAT and C—NAPT functionality is to “provide a mechanism to connect a realm with private addresses to
an external realm with globally unique registered addresses."

The CableHome Passthrough function is a CableHome specified bridging process that interconnects the
WAN-Data Address Realm and the LAN-Pass Address Realm without address translation.

The Upslruunt Selective l":)I'\van'ling 5witt.'|l EIISFSJ cielincs ll I'u11uliim within the CAI’ Will‘: the capability
of unnlining hnni-'." t1t:t\vIJrki11g lI'ai'flc lo the ironic network. cvcn when horm: m:l\vurking-devices
g,i:r1¢:.r:tI'nlg lilifi lr:1l'Ft.' l'i.'\'.i{il: on dil-‘l‘crt:1:l logical ll‘ slthncls-. S|JL'L'lrlCiIii]i". this I'L:n1:t'1t1n Ihrwards tn:l'l'IL'
.‘.'n1.111:t:d l'I'mn an IF‘ :Il.i1‘..iI'{.‘.‘i5 irl nits: til" lill.‘ LAN Adtlrc:-5' 1'-1:u|IIll».tlu.-;l't11::t| In II" altldresses in nine of the LAN
Address realms, directly to its destination. This direct forwarding functionality prevents the traffic from
traversing the HFC network, and interconnects the LAN-Trans and LAN—Pass Address Realms.
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WAN Address Realms LAN Address Realms

_ . I LAN _.

i‘ IP-Dsvice '-
.'lLAN Pass-through

WAN Data if, Address Realm _Address Realm
(WAN-Data)

LAN Translated‘:
_ | LAN ."i?€£?i'§::1”- 

Figure 8-1 — CableHome Address Portal (CAP) Functions

Throughout this document. the terms Address Binding, Address Unbinding, Address Translation, and
Session are used as defined in [RFC 2663]. In addition, CableHome defines the term Mapping as the
information required to perform C-NAT Transparent Routing and C-NAPT Transparent Routing.

In particular, a C-NAT Mapping is defined as a tuple of the form (WAN-Data IP address, LAN-Trans IP
address) providing a one-to-one mapping between WAN-Data addresses and LAN-Trans addresses.
Similarly, a C-NAPI‘ Mapping is defined as a tuple of the form (WAN-Data IP address and TCP/UDP
port, LAN-Trans IP address and TCP/UDP port) providing a one—to—many mapping between a single
WAN-Data address and multiple LAN-Trans addresses. For ICMP traffic (such as ping), ICMP Identifier
is used in place of the TCP/UDP port number.”

LAN-to-WAN traffic is defined as packets sourced by LAN IP Devices destined to devices on the WAN
side of the PS. WAN-to-LAN traffic is defined packets sourced by WAN hosts destined to LAN IP
devices. LAN-to-LAN traffic is defined as packets sourced by LAN IP Devices destined to LAN lP
Devices on the same or different subnet.

8.3.3.1 Packet Handling Modes

The Portal Services element is configurable. via the cabhCapPrimaryMode MIB object, to operate in one of
three Primary Packet—handling Modes when handling LAN-to-WAN and WAN-to-LAN traffic:
Passthrough Mode, C-NAT Transparent Routing Mode, and C-NAPT Transparent Routing Mode. Further,
the C-NAT or C—NAPT primary modes may also operate in a Mixed Mode described below.

77 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .l—N—0306l by G0 on 10/23/03.
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[n Passthrough mode, the CAP acts as a transparent bridge [ISO/[ECl0038] between the WAN-Data realm
and LAN —Pass realm. [n Passthrough mode, forwarding decisions are made primarily at OSI Layer 2 (data
link layer). In this mode, the CAP does not perform any C-NAT or C-NAPI‘ Transparent Routing
functions. The PS bridging traffic for LAN—Pass [P devices is required to pass all OSI Layer 2 frames that
a DOCS [S compliant cable modem is required to pass, including SNAP [ISO/[EC8802—2] and DIX
Ethernet Version 2.0 [DIX] frames.”

The CAP supports OS[ Layer 3 (network layer) forwarding in both the C-NAT Transparent Routing Mode
and the C-NAPT‘ Transparent Routing Mode. described below.

In C-N AT Mode, the PS element (CDC) acquires one or more [P addresses used for WAN—Data traffic
during the PS boot process. After acquisition, via DHCP, these [P addresses are used as the WAN—Data [P
address portion of Dynamically created C-NAT Mapping tuples. These WAN [P addresses make up a pool
of addresses available for Dynamically created C- NAT Mappings. If an available [P address exists in the
WAN—Data [P address pool, the CAP creates a Dynamic C-NAT Mapping when it first sees LAN-to-WAN
[P traffic that does not have an existing Mapping. If no available [P address exists in the WAN—Data [P
address pool, the Dynamic C-NAT Mapping can not be created, and this traffic is dropped, and an event is
generated (see Appendix II).

The LAN-Trans [P address portion of the Dynamically created C-NAT Mapping tuples is provided by the
pool of IP addresses defined by the cable operator in the CableHome CDP MIB. The CAP enters the tuple
of the unique WAN—Data [P address and :1 unique LAN-Trans [P address in the CAP Mapping Table, along
with other parameters including WAN and LAN Port numbers, the Mapping Method, and the transport
protocol used for the Mapping. The port number will not be translated by the CAP for C-NAT Mappings:
the source and destination port numbers in the UDP or TCP header will be unchanged. When the PS is
operating in NAT primary packet handing mode (cabhCapPn'maryMode = nat(2)), the CAP will enter the
value 0 into the WAN and LAN port number entries of the CAP Mapping Table. The CAP will also enter
the value 0 into the WAN and LAN port number entries of the CAP Mapping Table for provisioned static
port forwarding entries of the CAP Mapping Table when the PS is operating in NAPT primary packet
handling mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode = napt( 1)). For the case of a static port forwarding entry
provisioned in the CAP Mapping Table for a PS operating in NAPT primary packet handling mode, the 0-
value port number entry will serve two purposes: (1) indicate to the CAP that the port numbers are not to
be translated, i.e., that the ports are “wild carded”, and (2) indicate to anyone reading the CAP Mapping
Table that this static port mapping is effectively a C-NAT mapping, thereby providing a distinction
between static port forwarding entries (C-N AT mappings) (port number 0) and C-NAPT Mappings
(nonzero port number). Refer to Section 8.3.3.2 Static Port Forwarding Wild Cards for more information
about static port forwarding operation of the CAP.

Dynamic C-NAT Mappings for UDP traffic are destroyed when an inactivity timeout period,
cabhCapUdpTimeWait, expires. Dynamic C-N AT Mappings for TCP traffic are destroyed when an
inactivity timeout period, cabhCapTcpTimeWait, expires or a TCP session terminates. Dynamic C-NAT
Mappings for [CMP traffic are destroyed when an inactivity timeout period, cabhCaplcmpTimeWait,
expires. In addition, Static C-NAT Mappings may be created or destroyed when the NMS system writes to
or deletes from the cabhCapMappingTable MIB table.

In C—NAPT Mode (the factory default mode for the system) the PS element (CDC) acquires one [P address,
used for WAN—Data traffic. After acquisition, via DHCP, this [P address is used as the WAN-Data [P
address portion of Dynamically created C—NAP'I‘ Mapping tuples. [f the WAN-Data [P address has been
acquired, Dynamic C-NAPT Mappings are created when the CAP first sees LAN-to-WAN [P traffic that
does not have an existing Mapping. [f the WAN-Data [P address has not been acquired (i.e. does not have
an active DHCP lease), the Dynamic C-NAPT Mapping can not be created, and this traffic is dropped, and
a standard event is generated (see Appendix II).

7“ Added a sentence to the end of this paragraph per ECN CH1 .l—N-03070 by G0 on I l/13/03.
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Dynamic C-N APT Mappings for UDP traffic are destroyed when an inactivity timeout period,
cabhCapUdpTimeWait, expires. Dynamic C-NAPT Mappings for TCP traffic are destroyed when an
inactivity timeout period, cabhCapTcpTimeWait, expires or a TCP session terminates. Dynamic C-NAPT
Mappings for ICMP traffic are destroyed when an inactivity timeout period, cabhCaplcmpTimeWait,
expires. In addition, Static C—NAPT Mappings may be created or destroyed when the NMS system writes
to or deletes from the cabhCapMappingTable MIB table.

Figure 8-2 shows a typical Dynamic C-NAPT Mapping process with a TCP packet. in this example, the PS
is configured to operate in NAPT mode and already has obtained a WAN [P address, and the LAN [P
Device has already obtained an IP in the LAN-Trans realm.

| WAN/Headend WA:SSide | Dagsase PS—CAF' | (L/Wfisside) LAN IP Device |
O O
 

O O Q TCP Packet wl
: I M _ , TCP Packer w] I LAN-Trans |P:Port°'”‘‘’ ‘°‘’’."9 '" LAN-Trans lP:Port Source Address

TCP Packet CA? Mbappmg Source Address '' wltranslated 3 '9 _4
. WAN IP:Port ... NAPT E""V .. ' Source Address ,'4 APT-;-AI.

I
TCP Packet Received

' on PS5 WAN NAPT .

“ address venm gigpmg, MaPP"'9 Table rcrl Packet wl
I WAN-Data |P:Purt TCP Packet wlBeet Address LAN-Trans lF':Part TCP Packet w/
I '‘T Dest Address LAN-Trans |P:Pun

_ ._ Dest Address
I —I-3

1-‘T ' "'-T‘ :' ._FIN / '
Aeknmmedged ’

limer 'expires \
........................... .__ _______._. __.__..__............... .,.._._T__.__;____............

| NAPT mapping deleted lziy CAP II

O O O :5 0
Figure 8-2 — PS Configuration (CAP Mapping Table - NAPT) Sequence Diagram

It is also possible for the PS to operate in a Mixed Bridging/Routing Mode. In this case, the NMS sets the
primary mode to C—NAT or C—NAPT Transparent Routing, and the NMS writes one or more MAC
addresses belonging to LAN IP Devices, whose traffic is to be bridged. into the Passthrough Table
(cabhCapPassthroughTable). In this Mixed Mode, the PS examines MAC addresses of received frames to
determine whether to transparently bridge the frame or to perform any C—NAT or C—NAPT Transparent
Routing functions at the IP layer. In the case of LAN- to-WAN traffic, the PS examines the source MAC
address, and if that MAC address exists in the cabhCapPassthroughTable, the frame is transparently
bridged to the WAN-Data interface. In the case of WAN— to—LAN traffic, the PS examines the destination
MAC address, and if that MAC address exists in the cabhCapPassthroughTable, the frame is transparently
bridged to the appropriate LAN interface. If the MAC address does not exist in the
cabhCapPassthroughTable, the packet is processed by higher layer functions, including the C-NAT/C-
NAPT Transparent Routing function.

It is assumed that when the PS is in Routing mode (C-NAT/C—NAPT),that it will process broadcast traffic
in accordance with [RFC 919], [RFC 922], [RFC I812]. and [RFC 2644]. It is also assumed that when the
PS is in Passthrough Mode, that broadcast traffic will be bridged to all interfaces.
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When the PS is in Mixed Bridging/Routing Mode, and receives broadcast traffic sourced from a device in
Passthrough Table, the PS is expected to bridge the broadcast to all interfaces. When the PS is in Mixed
Bridging/Routing Mode, and receives broadcast traffic on any WAN interface, the PS is expected to bridge
the broadcast to all LAN interfaces.

It should be noted that the USFS functionality (Section 8.3.3.4) is applied in each of the three primary
packet— handling modes, and regardless of whether or not Mixed mode is in use. USFS forwarding
decisions will take precedence over other forwarding decisions that could potentially forward traffic from
the LAN to the WAN.

3.3.3.2 CAP DMZ Functionality (Static Port Forwarding with Port Wild cards)"

When the PS is provisioned to operate in C—NAPT primary packet handling mode and a C—NAPT mapping
is statically created with both WAN and LAN port numbers set to zero (i.e. when a DMZ entry has been
created), then the CAP will handle inbound traffic in a special way. The CAP will forward all WAN-to-
LAN traffic not associated with an existing C—NAPT session or an existing C—NAPT static mapping to the
LAN IP address (DMZ IP address) specified in this special type of C—NAPT mapping (DMZ entry).

The CAP will process packets as follows:

1. Check all incoming WAN—to—LAN packets to see if they are associated with an existing session
specified by a C—NAPT dynamic mapping. If this is the case, then the packet is translated as specified
and is forwarded.

2. If not, then the CAP checks to see if there is a static C—NAPT mapping associated with the packet. If
this is the case, then the packet is translated as specified and is forwarded.

3. If not, then the CAP checks to see if there is a static C—NAPT mapping for this WAN IP address with
the port number set to 0. If this is the case, then the CAP translates the IP address to the LAN IP
Address specified in this special C—NAPT static mapping. Note that C—NAPT does not translate the port
in this case. After the address translation, the packet is forwarded.

Note: If none of the above is true, the packet is dropped.

When a DMZ entry is created in the CAP for a LAN IP address that is dynamically assigned by the PS
(CDS), the PS is required to create an IP address lease reservation for that address. This ensures that the [P
address of the LAN device that is set—up for the DMZ functionality does not change upon lease renewal.
The PS can look up the DMZ IP address in the cabhCdpLanAddrTable. If a corresponding entry exists in
this table with the value of cabhCdpLanAddrMethod equal to either dynamicActive(4) or
dynamic[nactive(3), then the PS is required to replace that row entry with one that represents an IP address
lease reservation, that is, one with the value of cabhCdpLanAddrMethod equal to either
reservationActive(2) or reservationlnactive(l), respectively. If there is no entry corresponding to the DMZ
[P address in the cabhCdpLanAddrTable. then the PS is not required to create an [P address lease
reservation for that IP address. [n this case, it is possible that the DMZ [P address is statically assigned to
the LAN IP Device.

8.3.3.3 Virtual Private Network (VPN) Support in the CAP

CableHome l.l requires the PS to implement a VPN Paswlhrough feature that allows lPSec [RFC 240i]-
based VPN clients to exchange keys using Internet Key Exchange protocol [RFC 2409]. CableHome l.l
will support a single VPN client in the home at a time. and that client is assumed to satisfy the following
conditions:

79 Revised title and contents of this section per ECN CH1 1-N-03.0092-4 by CO on 12/5/03.
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0 the LAN lP Device is in the LAN-Trans realm, i.e., it has a LAN-Trans IP address

0 the LAN lP Device uses IPSec as the VPN protocol

- the LAN IP Device uses Internet Key Exchange to dynamically exchange encryption keys with the
VPN server

CableHome l.l does not limit the number of VPN clients in the LAN-Pass realm (i.e., LAN [P Devices
whose MAC address is in the PS Passthrough Table) that can simultaneously access VPN servers outside
the home.

For the VPN client to operate properly a firewall policy file must be active in the PS that opens the proper
ports for incoming (WAN—to—LAN) traffic, most notably port 500, for [KE traffic.

When keys are dynamically exchanged using [KE [RFC 2406] prior to initiation of an IPSec session the
CAP will translate network addresses as usual and will additionally associate port 500 as an inbound port
for the private (LAN-Trans) [P address of the device that initiated the VPN connection. This will ensure
that incoming IKE messages will be properly forwarded to the VPN client. lPsec sessions are defined in
the CAP by the port used for inbound and outbound traffic, the port used for key exchange, the VPN server
address and the VPN client address.

Even though the firewall has opened port 500, incoming traffic on port 500 will only be forwarded by the
CAP after an IPSec session has been initiated by a client in the LAN-Trans address realm.

If a second VPN client in the home attempts to initiate an IPsec session with a different VPN server the
CAP will shift the ports used on the WAN—Data IP address for traffic and key exchange and translate these
ports to the standard ports on the VPN Client IP address in the LAN-Trans realm. Additional VPN clients
can be supported as well. However, the CAP does not support more than one VPN client in the home
connecting to the same VPN server.

[Psec has three modes that can be used for VPNs. The PS is required to support Encapsulating Security
Payload Tunneling mode [RFC 2406]. Support for Encapsulating Security Payload Transport mode [RFC
2406] and IP Authentication Header mode [RFC 2402] are not required.

8.3.3.4 Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch Overview

In some cases, a LAN IP Device in the LAN-Pass address realm will reside on a different logical IP subnet
than other LAN 1P Devices connected to the same PS element. [t is important to prevent the traffic between
these LAN IP Devices from traversing the HFC network. Preventing this unwanted HFC traffic is the
function that is provided by the Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch (USFS).

Specifically, the USFS routes traffic — that is sourced from within the home network and is destined to the
home network - directly to its destination. LAN IP Device sourced traffic whose destination IP address is
outside the LAN address realm is passed unaltered to the CAP bridging/routing functionality.

The USFS functionality makes use of the IP Address Translation Table (as defined in [RFC 201 l]) within
the PS element. This table, the [RFC 20l lj ipNetToMediaTable, contains a list of MAC Addresses, their
corresponding IP Addresses, and PS Interface Index numbers of the physical interfaces that these addresses
are associated with. The USFS will refer to this table in order to make decisions about directing the flow of
LAN-to—WAN traffic. In order to populate the ipNetToMediaTable the PS learns [P and MAC addresses
and their associations. For every associated physical interface, the PS learns all of the LAN-Trans and
LAN-Pass [P addresses along with their associated MAC bindings, and this learning can occur via a variety
of methods. Vendor specific IP/MAC address learning methods may include: ARP snooping, traffic
monitoring, and consulting CDP entries. Entries are purged from the ipNetToMediaTable after a
reasonable inactivity timeout period has expired.
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The USFS inspects all lP traffic received on PS LAN interfaces. If the destination IP address is found (via
the ipNetToMediaTable) to reside on a PS LAN interface, the original frame's data-link destination address
is changed from that of the default gateway address to that of the destination LAN [P Device, and the
traffic is forwarded to the QoS Forwarding and Media Access (QFM) functionality (ref.: Section l0.2 PS
Logical Element CQP) in the PS to be forwarded out on the proper PS LAN interface according to the
packet priority. If a match to the destination IP address is not found in the ipNetToMediaTable. the packet
is passed, in its original form, to the C-NAT/C—NAPT transparent routing function or the Passthrough
bridging function (depending on the active packet handling mode).

8.3.3.5 Multicast

The CAP supports WAN-to-LAN Multicast traffic by transparently bridging downstream IGMP messaging
[RFC 2236] and downstream lP Multicast packets. In addition, when in C—NAT/C—NAPT Transparent
Routing Mode, the CAP performs address translation on upstream IGMP messages sourced by LAN [P
Devices residing in the LAN-Trans domain. The CAP forwards WAN—oi-iginated IGMP traffic to the LAN
to allow the advertisements to reach LAN [P Devices. A LAN [P Device will determine which multicast it
wishes to join and will send a multicast “join” message. The multicast source will then be able to pass data
to the LAN IP Device. When the multicast service is no longer desired, the LAN IP Device can either
ignore the service and the stream will time out, or the LAN IP Device can send an IGMP “leave” message
to the chain to tear down the streaming traffic. Figure 8-3 provides a detailed example of IGMP and
Multicast processes passing through a PS.
 

 

lntemet ‘ ‘ WAN I Head-and II Cable Modem PS I WAN-Side PS I LAN-side ! LAN IP Device

. I . . . . SelectsM maul (SDP, Session Una:-pllml Protocol) .-it}.-inIIu=rnuII1: CAP|:Hu=sJ|\1i|II:a3l ml:lrn=_=.|m_] Mt'm'°a‘5'
. _. _. .. _ lI .wan5

to join
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IGMP Join
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connection
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lilIII'lLt-Hal servicenv

HMTS cheeks status o!L/'l-N Host (IGMP Stelus Pay- _

CMTS receives I o ranunlnaa. {IGMP roman. or IGMP leava),_ .
CMTS deletes SAIDL

stop multicast  Traffic tear-down. as

I I I I O 0
Figure 8-3 — Multicast via IGMP Sequence

8.3.3.6 CableHome Packet Handling Examples

This section provides an informative look at processing involved for CableHome packet handling. Figure
8-4 shows an example of possible packet processing steps for LAN-to-WAN uni—cast traffic, and Figure 8-
5 shows an example of possible packet processing steps for WAN-to-LAN uni—cast traffic.

Note: These examples are informative only and do not imply any requirements on implementation.
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Figure 8-5 — WAN-to-LAN Packet Processing Example
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8.3.4 CAP Requirements“

8.3.4.1 General Requirements

All logical [P interfaces on the Portal Services element MUST be compliant with [RFC [ I22] and [RFC
1 I23], Sections 3 and 4, to enable standard communication with Internet Hosts.

The PS MUST support WAN-to-LAN Multicast traffic by transparently bridging WAN-to-LAN lGMP
messaging and WAN-to-LAN [P Multicast packets as defined in [RFC 2236].

If the Primary Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to Passthrough, all LAN-to-WAN
IGMP messaging MUST be transparently bridged.

[f the Primary Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to C—NAPT , the source [P address for
all LAN—to-WAN IGMP messages, sourced from LAN [P Devices residing in the LAN-Trans Domain,
MUST be translated to the WAN-Data [P address being used for C-NAPT mappings, and then forwarded
out to the WAN.

[f the Primary Packet—handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to C—NAT, the source IP address for all
LAN—to-WAN IGMP messages - sourced from LAN [P Devices residing in the LAN-Trans Domain that
have an [P address that is part of an existing C-NAT mapping - MUST be translated to the WAN-Data [P
address being used in that C-NAT mapping, and then forwarded out to the WAN.

8 3.4.2 Packet Handling Requirements

The PS MUST support Passthrough Mode, C-NAT Transparent Routing Mode, and C-NAPT Transparent
Routing Mode, and the PS MUST support the selection of this Primary Packet—handling Mode, via the
cabhCapPrimaryMode M[B object.

If the Primary Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimary Mode, is set to C-NAT, the PS MUST make certain
there exists an available Headend supplied [P address in the WAN—Data [P Address Pool (with a current
DHCP lease) before attempting to use this [P address as part of a C-NAT Mapping. If the CAP is unable to
create a C-NAT Mapping, due to WAN—Data [P Address Pool depletion, it MUST generate a standard
event (as defined in Appendix ll).

The PS MUST set the WAN and LAN port numbers (cabhCapMappingWanPort and
cabhCapMappingLanPort, respectively) of the CAP Mapping Table equal to zero for each Dynamic C-
NAT Mapping it creates.

[f the cable operator creates or changes a row in the CAP Mapping Table, i.e., if a row is created via the
static mapping method (cabhCapMappingMethod = static( 1)), and the port number objects of the row
(cabhCapMappingLanPort and cabhCapMappingWanPort) are not specified, the PS MUST enter zero for
cabhCapMappingLanPort and cabhCapMappingWanPort for that row.

The PS MUST NOT translate the port number for any packet whose [P address appears in the CAP
Mapping Table with a port number of zero.

If the Primary Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to C-NAPT, the PS MUST make
certain there exists a current WAN [P address (with a current DHCP lease from Headend provisioning)
before attempting to use this [P address as part of a C-NAPT Mapping. If the CAP is unable to create a C-
NAPT Mapping, due to not having a current WAN [P Address or due to port number depletion, it MUST
generate a standard event (as defined in Appendix II).

R0 Removed subsection referring to USFS Requirements per ECN CH 1 .l—N-03.0077-4 by CO on 12/2/03
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LAN—to—LAN uni-cast traffic MUST never be routed or bridged out a WAN interface.

When the DHCP lease of a WAN—Data IP address — that is part of C-NAT or C-NAPT mapping — expires,
all mappings associated with that [P address MUST be deleted from cabhCapMappingTable.

8.3.4.3 Passthrough Requirements“

When the CAP's Primary Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to Passthrough mode, the
PS MUST act as a transparent bridge, as defined in [ISO DIS l0038 MAC Bridges], between the WAN-
Data realm and LAN-Pass realm, and MUST NOT perform any C—NAT or C-NAPT Transparent Routing
functions. A PS acting as a transparent bridge for LAN—Pass devices (cabhCapPrimaryMode =
passthrough(3) or cabhCapPrimaryMode = napt(l) with entries in the cabhCapPassthroughTable) MUST
transparently bridge all frame types that the DOCSIS specifications HDOCSIS ljj, [DOCSIS9] require a
cable modem to pass. Even when the Primary Packet-handling Mode is set to Passthrough, USFS
processing MUST take precedence over LAN—to—WAN bridging decisions.

8.3.4.4 C-NAT and C-NAPT Transparent Routing Requirements

When the Primary Packet-handling Mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) is set to C—NAT the PS MUST support
C—NAT address translation processes in accordance with the basic NAT requirements defined in [RFC
3022J.

When the Primary Packet-handling Mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) is set to C-NAPT the PS MUST support
C—NAPT address translation processes in accordance with the basic NAPT requirements defined in [RFC
3022].

Regardless of the Primary Packet-handling Mode, the PS MUST support the creation and deletion of Static
C-NAT and C-NAPT Mappings, by enabling the NMS system to read, create, and delete (via the CMP)
Static CAP Mapping (cabhCapMappingTab|e) entries.

NMS created Static C-NAT and C-NAPT Mappings MUST persist across PS reboots.

The PS MUST support the creation of Dynamic C-NAT and C-NAPT Mappings, initiated by LAN—to—
WAN TCP. UDP, or ICMP traffic. The PS MUST enable the NMS system to read (via the CMP) Dynamic
CAP Mapping (cabhCapMappingTable) entries.

The PS MUST support the deletion of Dynamic C—NAT and C-NAPT Mappings if a given Mapping is
associated with a TCP session and that TCP session terminates or the TCP inactivity timeout,
cabhCapTcpTimeWait, for that Mapping elapses.

The PS MUST support the deletion of Dynamic C—NAT and C-NAPT Mappings if a given Mapping is
associated with a UDP session and the UDP inactivity timeout, cabhCapUdpTimeWait, for that Mapping
elapses.

The PS MUST support the deletion of Dynamic C—NAT and C-NAPT Mappings ifa given Mapping is
associated with an lCMP session and the [CMP inactivity timeout, cabhCap[cmpTimeWait, for that
Mapping elapses.

Dynamic C-NAT and C-NAPT Mappings MUST NOT persist across PS reboots.

“' Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l«N-03070 by G0 on ll/13/03
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8.3.4.5 Virtual Private Network Support Requirements

When the CAP is operating in C—NAT or C-NAPT Primary Packet-handling mode (as indicated by the
value of cabhCapPrimaryMode), the PS MUST recognize [PSec sessions initiated by VPN clients in the
LAN—Trans realm, create appropriate mappings in the CAP Mapping Table. and map port 500 for inbound
(WAN—to-LAN) traffic to the LAN-Trans [P address bound to the LAN [P Device that initiated the session.

When the CAP is operating in C-NAT or C-NAPT Primary Packet-handling mode (as indicated by the
value of cabhCapPrimaryMode) and it recognizes an lPSec session when another one has already been
mapped in the CAP Mapping Table to a different VPN server, the PS MAY create mappings for the new
session, e.g., by port shifting.

[f inbound traffic on port 500 is received by the CAP and there is no active lPSec VPN session then the
packets received through port 500 MUST be discarded.

The PS MUST support IPsec sessions using Encapsulating Security Payload Tunneling mode, [RFC 2406].

8.3.4.6 CAP DMZ Functionality Requirements”

When the Primary Packet-handling Mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) is set to C—NAPT and there is a C-
NAPT static mapping with the WAN port number and the LAN port number set to 0 (i.e. when a DMZ
entry has been created in the CAP), then the PS MUST translate the [P addresses specified in the mapping
(DMZ entry) for packets that are not associated with an existing dynamic or static C—NA[-"T mapping.

When a DMZ entry is created in the CAP Mapping Table for a LAN [P address that is dynamically
assigned by the PS (CDS), the PS MUST create an [P address lease reservation for that address. The PS
MUST determine if the DMZ [P address is dynamically assigned by the CDS, e.g., by looking it up in the
cabhCdpLanAddrTable. [f a corresponding entry exists in this table with the value of
cabhCdpLanAddrMethod equal to either dynamicActive(4) or dynamic[nactive(3), then the PS MUST
replace that entry with one that represents a lease reservation for that [P address in the table, that is, one
whose value of cabhCdpLanAddrMethod is set to either reservationActive(2) or reservation[nactive(l),
respectively. If there is no entry in the CAP Mapping Table corresponding to the DMZ [P address in the
cabhCdpLanAddrTable, then the PS MUST NOT create a lease reservation for that [P address.

8.3.4.7 Mixed Bridging/Routing Mode Requirements

The PS MUST support Mixed Bridging/Routing Mode as described in Section 8.3, where the CAP Primary
Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to C—NAT or C—NAPT Transparent Routing and
where the CAP will also transparently bridge traffic for particular MAC addresses. [f the CAP Primary
Packet-handling Mode, cabhCapPrimaryMode, is set to C-NAT or C-NAPT Transparent Routing and the
NMS has written a MAC address, belonging to a LAN [P Device, into the cabhCapPassthroughTable, the
PS MUST transparently bridge LAN-to-WAN traffic sourced by this MAC address and WAN—to-LAN
traffic destined for this MAC address.

When in Mixed Bridging/Routing Mode, as described in Section 8.3, the USFS function MUST be applied
to all LAN originated traffic received.

8.3.4.8 USFS Requirements”

Upstream Selective Forwarding Switch (USFS) functionality MUST be applied to packet processing,
regardless of the CAP’s packet—handling mode (Passthrough, C—NAT, C—NAP'I‘, or mixed
Bridging/Routing).

‘1 Revised the title and contents of this section per ECN CHI .1-N-03 0092-4 by G0 on 12/5/03.
*3 Section revised per CH 1 .l—N-03.007‘/<4, 27-Jan-2004, ab
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The USFS function MUST inspect all IP traffic originating on PS LAN interfaces, to determine if the
destination IP address of a packet is that of a device residing on a PS LAN interface. If the destination IP
address in a packet inspected by the USFS is that of a LAN IP Device residing off of a PS LAN interface,
the USFS function MUST replace the MAC Layer Destination address, within the packet’s Layer 2 header,
with the MAC address of that destination LAN IP Device and forward the frame to the QoS Forwarding
and Media Access (QMA) entity (see Section 10.3.1) in the PS to be forwarded out on the proper physical
LAN interface according to the packet priority. '

The USFS MUST NOT forward any packet destined for a LAN IP Device out any WAN interface.
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9 NAME RESOLUTION

9.1 lntroductionloverview

9.1.1 Goals

The goals of the CableHome name resolution include:

0 Provide Domain Name Service (DNS) from a server in the PS to DNS clients within LAN [P Devices,
even during cable connection outages.

I Enable subscribers to refer to local devices via intuitive device names rather than by IP address.

0 Via recursive queries to remote DNS servers, provide answers to LAN DNS clients when queried for
resolution of non-local hostnames.

0 Provide easy DNS service recovery upon re-establishment of cable connectivity after an outage.

9.1.2 Assumptions

The operating assumptions for CableHome naming services include:

0 The DNS server in the PS element is the only DNS sewer authoritative for LAN 1P Devices in the
LAN-Trans realm.

0 The PS element will not provide DNS service to LAN [P Devices in the LAN-Pass realm.

I lf the PS element makes use of multiple WAN-Data addresses, the WAN DNS Server information
obtained during the most recent WAN-Data address acquisition process (DHCP) will be used.

9.2 Architecture

9.2.1 System Design Guidelines

Table 9-1 — Name Resolutionfislem Design Guidelines  

  
 

System Design Guideline  
Reference

Provide Domain Name Service (DNS) from a server in the PS to DNS clients within LAN IP
Devices, for name resolution of LAN IP Devices (independent of the state of the WAN
connection).

Name Rsln 1

  
  
 

Provide DNS answers, via recursive queries beginning with a cable network DNS server, for DNS
clients within LAN IP Devices, for resolution of non-local hostnames

Name Rsln 2
  

9.2.2 System Description

This section provides an overview of the CableHome name resolution services within the PS element.

9 2.2.1 Name Resolution Functional Overview

The CableHome Naming Portal (CNP) is a service running in the PS that provides a simple DNS server for
LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Trans address realm. However, CNP functionality for LAN-Trans address
realm is bypassed if the cabhCdpServerDnsAddress MIB is set to the value other than
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cabhCdpServerRouter. The CNP is not used by LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Pass address realm, because
they will be directly served by DNS servers external to the home.“

Typically, LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Trans realm are configured by the CDP to use the CNP as their
Domain Name Server. The CNP service in the LAN-Trans realm does not depend on the state of the WAN
connection. The CNP performs the following tasks:

0 Resolves hostnames for LAN IP Devices, returning their corresponding [P addresses.

0 Provide DNS answers, via recursive queries beginning with a DNS server in the cable network, for
queries that cannot be resolved via local PS information. This action occurs only when WAN DNS
server information is available in the PS. Otherwise, the CNP returns an error indicating that the name
cannot be resolved.

Making the CNP the primary DNS server on the LAN avoids the need to reconfigure LAN [P Devices
when the state of the WAN connection changes. It also permits changing external DNS server assignment
without LAN lP Device reconfiguration.

9 2.2.2 Name Flesolution Operation

When queried to resolve a hosmame, the CNP function of the PS performs the lookup process shown in
Figure 9-1.The CNP responds to initial standard DNS queries [RFC 1035], directed to
cabhCdpServerDnsAddress, for all name lookups. It is the responsibility of the CNP to make recursive
queries to external DNS servers — beginning with the first cabhCdpWanDnsServerlp entry in the CDP’s
cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable — when queried by a LAN [P Device and to respond to that LAN lP Device
with either an answer or an error message.

The CNP relies on the CDP’s cabhCdpLanAddrTable, to learn the hostnames associated with the current IP
addresses of active LAN lP Devices. As long as a LAN IP Device maintains an active DHCP lease with the
CDP and has provided a hostname to the CDP (as part of its [P address acquisition process) its name can be
resolved by the CNP. If the hostname requested for resolution cannot be found in the
cabhCdpLanAddrTable, the CNP performs recursive queries to external DNS sewers (of which the initial
one is learned by the CDC via DHCP options).

M Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 l—N—03 .0104—2 by G0 on 12/5/03
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Receive
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Look
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with DNS referral

A standard DNS query specifies a target domain name (QNAME), query type (QTYPE), and query class
(QCLASS), and asks for Resource Records that match. The CNP will respond to the DNS queries with
QCLASS = IN, and QTYPE = A, NS, SOA or PTR as defined in [RFC 1035]. Support for zone transfers
and DNS over TCP is not required.

 
DNS Answer DNS Answer

with Error Code with IP address

Figure 9-1 — CNP Packet Processing

Since the CNP is an authoritative DNS server inside the LAN—Trans realm, it will provide Start of
Authority (SOA) and Authoritative Nameserver (NS) records on request. An example of the SOA record
fields (see Section 3.3.13 of [RFC 1035]) follows:

Table 9-2 — SOA Record FI8ld5

 [RFC 1035] RDATA fleld cabIeHome CDP MIB Object

MNAME cabhCdpServerDomainName
RNAME Not specified

SERIAL Not specified

REFRESH Not specified

RETRY Not specified
EXPlRE Not specified

MINIMUM lfispecified
The MNAME field is the domain name of the LAN—trans address realm. The CNP uses the value stored in
cabhCdpServerDomainName as the LAN-trans address realm domain name.

The RNAME field is the mailbox of the responsible person for the domain. If the PS maintains an E—mail
address for an administrator, this information could be specified in this field.

The SERIAL field is an unsigned 32-bit number, used to identify the version of the zone information. But
since CableHome does not specify zone transfers, value of this field is not specified.
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9.3 Name Resolution Requirements

The CNP MUST comply with the standard DNS message format and support standard DNS queries, as
described in [RFC 1034], [RFC i035].

The CNP is a stateless sewer that MUST be able to receive queries and send replies in UDP packets [RFC
768].

The CNP MUST support recursive mode, as defined in [RFC 1034].

The CNP answers name queries, beginning with local information within the PS, and its response messages
MUST contain an answer or an error.

The CNP MUST only respond to DNS queries addressed to the IP address represented by the value of the
cabCdpServerRouter MIB object (i.e. the PS's LAN side IP address) .85

The CNP MUST NOT respond to any DNS queries addressed to the PS WAN—Man or WAN-Data IP
addresses.

Upon receiving an initial hostname resolution query from a LAN [P Device, the CNP MUST access the
CDP's cabhCdpLanAddrTable to look up hostnames associated with IP addresses that are leased to LAN [PDevices.

Regardless of the existence of any cabhCdpWanDnsServerIp entries in the CDP MIB
cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable, if the hostname can be resolved by the CNP from local data, the CNP
MUST respond to the hostname resolution query with the IP address of the named LAN IP Device,

If the queried host name can not be resolved by the CNP from local data, and the CDP’s
cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable is populated with at least one cabhCdpWanDnsServerIp entry, the CNP
function of the PS MUST attempt to resolve the hostname query via recursive queries to external DNS
servers, starting with queries to the DNS server, represented by the first cabhCdpWanDnsServerlp entry in
the cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable.

If the host name can not be resolved by the CNP from local data and no cabhCdpWanDnsServer[p entries
exist in the cabhCdpWanDnsServerTable, the CNP function of the PS MUST respond to the host name
resolution query with the appropriate error specified by [RFC 1035].

The CNP MUST respond to DNS queries of type QCLASS = IN, and QTYPE = A, NS, SOA or PTR.

The CNP responses to DNS queries MUST comply with Section 3.3 of [RFC I035], with Authoritative
Answer bit set to 'l' in the Header Section (see Section 4.1 .l of [RFC 1035]).

Since the CNP is an authoritative DNS server inside the LAN—Trans realm, it MUST provide Start of
Authority (SOA) and Authoritative Nameserver (NS) records on request. The SOA record fields (see
Section 3.3.13 of [RFC l035j) MUST contain an entry for the MNAME field that is equal to the value of
the CDP's cabhCdpServerDomainName MIB object.

If cabhCdpServerDomainName is not set, the CNP MUST still provide DNS service to LAN IP Devices.“

35 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l-N-03.0104-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
56 Revised this sentence per ECN CHl.l—N-03.0104-2 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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10 QUALITY OF SERVICE

10.1 Introduction

This section describes the CableHome environment for enabling home networking applications to utilize
QoS resources. These resources provide a management mechanism that prioritizes data flows to support
teal-time application traffic, such as VolP, A/V streaming, and video gaming, by using prioritized media
access and queuing. CableHome 1.1 QoS is complementary to the PacketCable & DOCSIS QoS
mechanisms, which allow QoS traffic management over the HFC network.

CableHome l.l QoS defines the necessary PS and BP element and sub-element QoS requirements that
enable applications to establish different levels of Q05 within the home network and for operators to
communicate the desired priority treatment to the CableHome-enabled applications on the home network.

10.1.1 Goals

The goals for CableHome QoS include:

0 Enable home networking applications to establish prioritized data transmission among CableHome
Hosts as well as between the CableHome Hosts and the CableHome Residential Gateway using
CableHome compliant messaging.

I Enable home networking applications to establish prioritized data sessions between the CMTS and
CableHome Residential Gateway device using PacketCable compliant messaging. (From CH 1.0.)

10.1.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for Cablel-lome l.l QoS:

0 To avoid problems with NAT functions in the CAP element, PacketCable 1.0 compliant applications
will use CableHome LAN—Pass addressing as defined in Section 7 & Section 9.

0 Applications that could benefit from QoS could be embedded in CableHome Host devices connected
via a home networking technology.

- CableHome Host applications could include PacketCable services.

Note: Any device that would like to receive QoS for MSO services will have to comply with the
CableHome l.l specification and the device's operating system and network stack will need to have
appropriate QoS capabilities.

10.2 QoS Architecture

The CableHome 1.1 quality-of-service (CQoS) architecture is composed of CableHome functional
elements (PS and BP) and sub-elements in the PS and BPs. Developers of CableHome networking
equipment (e.g., hardware and software) implement one or more of these elements depending on the
desired feature set of these products. Specified minimum sets of capabilities are required to participate in
the Q—Domain. The basic CQoS elements are presented in Section 10.2.2.

10.2.1 System Design Guidelines

The overall CableHome |.l QoS system design guidelines are listed in Table 10-1 below.
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Table 10-1 - CableHome 005 System De-5ig_r1_Guidelines
008 System Design Guidelines

  

 
 

(208 Media Access: CableHome 1.1 will define a mechanism that controls
transmission access using priorities on shared media for the PS and BP
logical elements. it will provide prioritized media access to various devices
and applications on the home network.

  
  

  
QoS Forwarding: The PS will support a queuing mechanism that prioritizes
packets that are received from multiple interfaces and are to be retransmitted
/forwarded through LAN interfaces.

Q08 3 Qos Characteristics Management: CableHome 1.1 will specify a signalling
and management mechanism for communication of Qos characteristics
between the PS and BPs desiring 008 within a home network. This
mechanism will be aggregated and managed in the PS

10.2.2 CableHome QoS System Description

The CQoS Architecture is composed of the following entities:

I Q-Domain
0 Portal Services element (PS)

0 Boundary Point element (BP)

0 CableHome Quality—of—Service Portal sub—element (CQP)

0 CableHome Quality—of—Service Boundary Point sub—element (QBP)

The cable data network equipment manages the CableHome l .1 QoS functions but is not within the Q-
Domain.

10.2.2.1 CQP Sub-Element

The PS element includes a CableHome Quality of Service Portal (CQP) sub-element. The CQP acts as a
CQoS portal for CableHome compliant applications. Its primary function is to enable priorities based QoS
for the devices within the home network. It perfomis priorities based queuing/forwarding and media access
for the traffic originating from the PS as well as for the traffic transiting through the PS. It is also
responsible for communication of QoS characteristics to various devices within the home.

The CQP also supports the delivery i1iQtnS messaging across the HFC network fur |’Lu;ketCuL1lc
applications. Packclfiiirlc 111 compliant messaging includes QoS messaging anti other rm-ea-;ngc.~a rulatctl to
the aspects of a specific .‘E'd!'ViCU 5UL'il its policy decisions and application of two plizuc re.-.-ervation uimlcls.
(From CH 1.0.)

10.2 2.2 QBP Sub-Element

The BP element includes a CableHome Quality of Service Boundary Point (QBP) sub-element. It performs
priorities based media access for the traffic originating from the BP. It is also responsible for the reception
of QoS characteristics from the PS.

10.2.2.3 Q08 Functionality in CQP and QBP

CQP and QBP sub—elements consists of one or more of the following functionalities:

0 QoS prioritized Forwarding and Media Access (QFM): Specifies prioritized queuing and packet
forwarding and prioritized shared media access in the PS. This functionality is part of the PS only.
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0 QoS Characteristics Server (QCS): This functionality is responsible for maintaining a repository of
QoS characteristics for various devices and applications within the home network and also for
communication of these characteristics to these devices and applications. This functionality is a part of
the PS only.

I QoS Characteristics Client (QCC): This functionality, with the aid of QCS, determines QoS
characteristics that a particular application/device needs to use. It resides within the BP only.

10.2.2.4 O-Domain

The Q-Domain defines the sphere of direct influence of CQoS functionality. The Q-Domain exists on a
per-home basis. Individual homes are separate and have independent Q-Domains. The CQP and QBP
elements bound the Q-Domain within a given home.

10.2.2.5 Physical Device Classes & COOS Functional Elements

An example of the relationship between the CableHome Devices and the CQoS functional elements is
presented in Figure 10-1.

0-Domain

Cable Home
Network Network

Figure 10-1 — Example of COOS Functional Elements

 
10.2.2.6 CableHome Priorities and their Mappings

10.2.2.6.1 CableHome Priorities

CableHome 1.1 defines three different CableHome QoS priorities. They are:

0 CableHome Generic Priorities

0 CableHome Queuing Priorities
0 CableHome Media Access Priorities

10.2 .2 .6.1.1 CableHome Generic Priorities

CableHome l.l defines eight CableHome Generic Priority levels, 0 through 7. 7 being the highest and 0
being the lowest. Cable operators can assign one of these eight priorities to an application. Out of the three
types of priorities defined by CableHome, only the CableHome Generic Priority value for an application
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can be set by a cable operator. The other two priorities, CableHome Queuing Priorities and CableHome
Media Access Priorities, are derived from this CableHome Generic Priority, depending on the capabilities
of the hardware and software in the device. The higher the CableHome Generic Priority assigned to an
application, the higher preference is given to that application’s packets for packet forwarding and mediaaccess functionalities.

l0.2 .2 .6. l .2 CableHome Queuing Priorities

in the PS, packets may arrive from multiple interfaces and be destined for a single interface. Hence. each
interface needs to implement a queueing function. In order to provide prioritized QoS for traffic within the
home passing through the PS, CableHome specifies prioritized queueing functionality per interface in the
PS. For this purpose, an individual queue within an interface is designated with a certain queuing priority.
This is defined as CableHome Queuing Priority. This CableHome queuing priority needs to be identified
for each packet to be transmitted on each PS interface so that the packet can be placed in an appropriate
queue. This CableHome Queuing priority is derived from the CableHome Generic Priority assigned to the
application that sent the packet, using the number of queues supported by an interface on the PS. This
mapping is specified in Section l0.2.2.6.2.

10.2 .2 .6. l .3 CableHome Media Access Priorities

CableHome l.l defines a prioritized QoS media access system in which traffic over a shared media is
prioritized based on the assigned packet priority. Thus, a shared media technology needs to support
prioritized QoS such that a packet with higher priority is given preferential access to the shared media,
versus a packet with lower priority. Various shared media technologies support varying number of media
access priorities. (e.g. HomePNA support eight media access priorities, HomePlug support four).
CableHome Media Access Priority for the packet is derived from its CableHome Generic Priority based on
the number of media access priorities supported by the interface's layer-2 shared media technology. This
muppiiii: is dcfineil in BL-i:Iiun |I'i.2..'£.h..'-. (Tabla!-iuine Media Acct-.145 Priority values are logical levels that
repr I level i1I'pr«.*i't:ri:rii.:I: lllal nil tIp1)|icatint1—pui:kul sllunld get for media access. CableHome Media
Auecrca Priurityr inapping ii. iacpilrutc and distinct from lI1Ili\|'I_' media access priority mappings defined by
la_',rL'-r—3 Fihilfctl rm-iii.-1 In:c|Inuingie_-i. tn ks.-ep L".nbleH:>Ini.- Media i'\i.'L'|:-ti-s P‘riurity mapping independent of
layer-2 technologies.

 

10.2.2.6.2 Mapping of CableHome Generic Priorities to CableHome Queuing Priorities

As explained in Section l0.2 .2 .6.l .2, the PS performs prioritized queuing for each of its interfaces. There
are 8 CableHome Generic Priorities defined, hence an ideal scenario would be that an interface has 8
queues and each is assigned with a queuing priority from 0 to 7. However, the number of queues
implemented for an interface in the PS varies on the implementation. The number of queues supported by
an interface will be stored in the PS database and readable via a MIB object

cabhPriorityQosPs[fAttriblfNumQueues. If an interface implements N (l<=N<=8) queues, the various
queues in an interface will be designated with CableHome Queuing Priorities from 0 (lowest) to N-1
(highest). When a packet enters the PS, the packet’s CableHome Queuing Priority needs to be determined
based on its CableHome Generic Priority so a packet can be placed in an appropriate queue. This mapping
between the two priorities is specified in Table 10-2.

In Table 10-2, eight CableHome Generic Priorities are expressed in the fist column. In the adjacent
columns of the table. the number of queues supported for the interface is presented as a range from 8 to 1.
Table entries represent CableHome Queuing Priorities for packets ranging from 0 to N-l .

Once a packet’s CableHome Queuing Priority is determined from CableHome Generic Priority using Table
I0-2, a packet is placed in a queue that is designated for that specific CableHome Queuing Priority.
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Table 10-2 — CableHome Queuing Prioritlmappings
Generic

CableHome Number of Queues Supported by the Interface (N)
Priority

 D—\l\J(0b(J'IU)\l
6
5

4

3
2

P:
1

O

0 0000000
Note: The following paragraph illustrates how CableHome Queuing Priorities Mapping should be used:

if an incoming data packet has a CableHome Generic Priority of 7, and is destined for an outgoing
interface that supports only three queues (N=3); then the CableHome Queuing Priority for that packet
would be 2. Three queues for that particular interface would be designated with priorities of ‘0’ (lowest),
‘l’ and ‘2’ (highest). This particular packet would be placed in the queue with the priority designation of
two for that interface.

10.2.2.6.3 Mapping of CableHome Generic Priorities to CableHome Media Access Priorities

As discussed in Section l0.2.2.6.l .3, various layer-2 technologies support varying number of media access
priorities. Hence, eight CableHome Generic Priorities defined for applications need to be mapped to the
appropriate number of CableHome Media Access priorities. based on number of media access priorities
(l<=M<=8) supported by a layer-2 technology interface. The number of native media access priorities (M)
supported by the particular layer-2 shared media technology of each interface on the PS and BP is stored in
the PS and BP respectively. The number of media access priorities supported by PS interfaces is available
through the MIB object cabhPriorityQosPs[fAttrib[fNumPriorities in the PS. The number of media access
priorities supported by the BF interface is available in the PS though the MIB object
cabhPsDevBpNumberInterfacesPriorties. The mapping between these two priorities is defined in Table I0-3.

Table 10-3 is very similar to Table I0-2, except the mapping of CableHome Generic Priority values is
performed using the number of media access priorities (M) supported by a particular layer-2 shared media
technology. The entries in the table represent CableHome Media Access Priorities. Thus, if a layer-2
technology supports M media access priorities, then the CableHome Media Access Priorities for that
technology would range from 0 (lowest) to M—l (highest). These CableHome Media Access Priority values
represent relative logical levels. The higher the CableHome Media Access priority value for the packet, the
higher preference it should be granted for accessing the shared media. lmplementers of Cablel-Iome 1.l
specifications should make sure that packets are given required relative preferential access to the shared
media, as described by the CableHome Media Access Priority mapping.

Note: The following paragraph illustrates how CableHome Media Access Priorities Mapping should beused:

If a CableHome Generic Priority value for an application packet is 7 (highest), and the layer-2 technology
on which the packet is being transmitted supports 4 media access priorities, then referring to Table 10-3,
the packet’s CableHome Media Access Priority value would be 3 (highest). However, ifa CableHome

 .e
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Generic Priority value for a packet is 2, the CableHome Media Access Priority value for the
aforementioned technology would be 1 (second lowest). Previously, the required CableHome mapping may
be different from native mappings used by the shared media technologies.

See Appendix V for examples of differences between the CableHome Media Access Priority mapping and
native layer-2 technology mappings.

Table 10-3 — CabIeHome Media Access Priority Mappings
Cableflome

Generic Pflomy # Media Access Priorities Supported (N) in the LAN

 OOOOOOOO
10.3 PS Logical Sub-Element CQP

The CQP contains the QFM and QCS functionalities as shown in Figure l0—l . The QFM functionality is
described in Section l0.3.l.The QCS functionality is described in Section l0.3.2.

10.3.1 Q03 Forwarding and Media Access (QFM)

The Quality of Service Forwarding and Media access functionality (QFM) in the PS is responsible for
prioritized forwarding and media access for the packets going through the PS onto the home LAN. This
section provides description of the QFM functionality in the PS and specifies associated PS requirements

10.3.1.1 Qos Forwarding and Media Access Goals

The goals for the QoS Forwarding and Media Access functionality include:

I To order the packets arriving from multiple LAN interfaces to the PS and forward them to a
destination LAN interface according to their priorities and LAN interfaces’ queuing capabilities.

- Provide prioritized access to the shared media during the packet transmission based on the packet
priority and capabilities of shared media for prioritized access.

10.3.1.2 QoS Forwarding and Media Access Design Guidelines

Table 10-4 — QFM §y_§itein Design Guidelines
QFM System Design Guidelines

   The QFM should operate on packets to and from the LAN-Trans and LAN-
Pass address realms

QFM 2 The QFM will determine the packet priority using the information available in
the PS MIB maintained by QCS

 _.a
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QFM System Design Guidelines

The QFM will order incoming packets to exit through LAN interfaces
according to their priorities.  
  

  
The QFM should be able to work with different number of queues per
interface
 

The QFM will provide prioritized access to the shared media on each
interface according to the packet priority

The QFM should map CabieHome Generic Priority of the padtet to
CabieHome Media Access priority according to the defined mapping.

The QFM should be able to operate with interfaces that support different
numbers of priorities for media access. J

10.3.1.3 QoS Forwarding and Media Access Design Assumptions

I Each PS LAN interface may support less than eight queues.

0 Maximum number of queues supported a PS LAN interface is eight.

0 Each PS LAN networking technology may support less than eight media access priorities.

0 Maximum number of media access priorities supported by a PS LAN networking technology is eight.

10.3.1.4 QoS Forwarding and Media Access System Description

The QFM provides the PS a mechanism to order and transmit packets out of the PS to a LAN host
according to assigned priorities. It is through the assignment of priorities to packets and the action of the
QFM that packets passing through the PS over the home LAN are provided prioritized access to the host
transmission interfaces and to the shared LAN media. Any packet going out of the PS on a LAN interface
should be processed by the QFM regardless of its source.

Once the QFM receives a packet destined for a particular LAN interface, it perfonns the following three
actions before the packet is transmitted onto the destination LAN interface:

I. Classification process to identify the CabieHome Generic Priority of the packet

2. Prioritized queuing

3. Prioritized media access

10.3.1 .4.1 Classification of the Packet to identify CabieHome Generic Priority

When the PS needs to transmit a packet over the LAN interface, it examines the packet to identify a
CabieHome Generic Priority for the packet. The PS reads the destination IP and destination port of the
packet. The PS database stores a classifier table (cabhPriorityQosDestPriorityListTable) that uses
destination IP and destination port values to determine the CabieHome Generic Priority of the packet. Wild
carding (O) is allowed for destination port field but not for destination IP. Hence the PS first tries to find a
specific entry that matches packet’s destination IP and destination port to determine the priority. If a
specific entry is not found. the PS tries to determine priority using destination IP only. If no entry is found
in the classifier table for packet’s destination [P and destination port, then the PS assigns a CabieHome
Generic Priority value of 0 to the packet. The PS uses the assigned CabieHome Generic Priority value to
determine the packet’s CabieHome Queuing Priority and CabieHome Media Access Priority.

10.3.1.4.2 Prioritized Queuing

The number of queues supported by an interface on the PS, to which the packet is destined, may not be the
same as the eight CabieHome Generic Priority values defined by this specification. Hence the PS maps

je 
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CableHome Generic Priority value of the packet to a CableHome Queuing Priority value as defined in
Section lO.2.2.6.l .2. Then the PS places the packet in an appropriate queue of the destination interface that
corresponds to this mapped CableHome Queuing Priority value.

For each outgoing interface, the QFM polls all of the queues on that interface according to their priorities
to extract packets out to be transmitted on the shared media. Every time the QFM is to extract a packet
from the queues for a particular PS interface, it always starts its polling with the highest priority queue
first. If the highest priority queue has no packets to be sent, the QFM polls the next highest priority queue
of the remaining queues in the hierarchy until it finds a packet to be sent in one of the queues. Packets are
extracted from each queue in the order they arrive. Thus, the queuing scheme used by the QFM may be
described as First in, First Out with Priorities, and Highest Priority Queue First.

10.3.1.4.3 Prioritized Media Access

Once the QFM extracts a packet from the set of queues of an interface, the packet needs to be transmitted
on the shared LAN media with an appropriate priority. Hence, the QFM maps the CableHome Generic
Priority value of the packet to the CableHome Media Access Priority value as explained in Section
lO.2.2.6.3, using Table l0—3. This value determines the level of preference the packet should use for
accessing the shared media. Therefore, vendors need to insure that relative media access preferences, as
required by CableHome Media Access Priority values, are maintained when transmitting packets over the
shared LAN media.

10.3.1 .4.4 PacketCable Applications Support

Since the goal of CableHome l.l QoS is to provide QoS over home network only, CableHome l.l QoS
does not give special consideration for access network QoS. However, CableHome l.l retains the support
for home networking applications to establish prioritized data sessions between the CMTS and CableHome
Residential Gateway device, using PacketCable compliant messaging, as specified by the CableHome l .0
specifications [CH1]. Hence, the necessary requirements to support this functionality in the PS are included
in CableHome l.l QoS specifications, as it is from CableHome 1.0 specification.

The PS acts as a transparent bridge and forwards PacketCable 1.0 [Pl(T—CODECJ, [PKT-DQOSJ QoS
messaging between the CMTS and PacketCable applications. Application data is associated to a DOCSIS
service flow according to a classifier that is created in the CM interface. based on the infonnation included
in the PacketCable [.0 messages (such as RSVP PATH).

Since the PS requirement for CableHome 1.1 is to forward PacketCable QoS messaging, there is no
dependency on the NMS to support this function. Therefore, this CQP function remains the same for both
DHCP Provisioning Mode and SNMP Provisioning Mode (see Section 5.5).

CableHome l.l QoS messaging over the HFC or access network is defined by PacketCable l .0
specifications [PKT—CODEC], [PKT—DQOSJ. As such, the CableHome l.l QoS policy management and
admission control functions for access network QoS are also defined by PacketCable1.0 specifications
[PKT-CODECJ, [PKT—DQOSJ.

10.3.1.5 QoS Forwarding and Media Access Requirements

10.3.1.5.1 Packet Classification Requirements

When PS needs to transmit a packet over a LAN interface, the PS MUST determine CableHome Generic
Priority for the packet from its destination IP and destination port values using PS classifier table,
(cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable) stored in the PS database [CH7]. The PS MUST always try to find a
specific entry in the PS database that matches both the destination [P and destination port of the packet to
determine the priority. [fa specific entry is not found then the PS MUST try to find an entry that matches
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only the destination IP of the packet. If there is no entry in the PS database that matches the destination IP
of the packet, then the PS MUST assign CableHome Generic Priority value 0 to the packet.

10.3.1.5.2 Prioritized Queuing Requirements

The PS MUST store the number of queues implemented by each of its interface in the PS database that can
be accessed via a cabhPriorityQosPslfAttrib[fNumQueues MIB [CH7].

The PS MUST map the CableHome Generic Priority value of the packet identified during the classification
process to CableHome Queuing Priority value as defined in Section 10.2 .2 .6.l .2 using the number of
queues (cabhPriorityQosPsIfAttrib[fNumQueues) implemented by an interface on which the packet is to be
transmitted. The PS MUST queue the packet appropriately on the destination interface according to this
mapped CableHome Queuing Priority value.

For each LAN interface, the PS MUST poll various queues on that interface according to their priorities to
extract packets out to be transmitted on the shared media. Every time the PS is to extract a packet from the
various queues for a particular interface, the PS MUST always start its polling with the highest priority
queue first. If the highest priority queue has no packets to be sent, the PS MUST poll the next highest
priority queue of the remaining queues in the hierarchy, until it finds the next available highest priority
packet to be sent. PS MUST always extract packets from each queue in the order they arrive.

10.3.1 .5.3 Prioritized Media Access Requirements

The PS MUST store the number of native layer-2 media access priorities supported by each of its interface
in the PS database that can be accessible via a MlB cabhPriorityQosPsIfAttribIfNumPriorities [CH7].

After the packet is extracted from the queues of a particular interface the PS MUST map CableHome
Generic Priority of the packet to CableHome Media Access Priority, as defined in Section l0.2.2.6.l .3,
using the number of media access priorities supported (cabhPriorityQosPslfAttribIfNumPriorities) by that
interface. The PS MUST transmit the packet through the shared media technology such that its relative
preferential access to the media, as required by CableHome Media Access Priority value, is maintained.

10.3.1.5.4 PacketCable Applications Support Requirements

The PS MUST act as a transparent bridge and forward PacketCable 1.0 [PKT-CODEC], [PKT-DQOSJ
QoS messaging between the CMTS and PacketCable applications. Application data is associated to a
DOCSIS service How according to a classifier that is created in the CM interface, based on the information
included in the PacketCable 1.0 messages (such as RSVP PATH).

Since the PS requirement for CableHome l.0 is to just forward PacketCable QoS messaging, there is no
dependency on the NMS to support this function. Therefore. this CQP function remains the same for both
DHCP Provisioning Mode and SNMP Provisioning Mode (see Section 5.5).

10.3.2 PS QoS Characteristics Sewer (QCS)

The QoS Characteristics Server (QCS) functionality in the PS is responsible for management of application
priorities in the home network on behalf of a cable operator. This section provides the description of the
QCS functionality and associated PS requirements.

10.3.2.1 QoS Characteristics Server Goals

0 To establish a set of criteria by which applications and network stacks can assign and use QoS
characteristics for traffic within the home network.

0 To provide a mechanism for the head-end to communicate the desired QoS Characteristics to the PS
and then to CableHome Hosts (BPs). Specifically, the assignment of QoS characteristics is related to the
priority information per application type.
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10.3.2.2 Q08 Characteristics Server Design Guidelines

Table 10-5 — QCS Design Guidelines

 

System Design Guidelines

QCS will be provided priorities infonnation for each application from Network
Management Sewer (NMS) in the Headend  

  
  

Priorities information supplied to the QCS will be controlled by cable
operators (individual PS or mass PS update control)

Priorities information supplied to the QCS may be updated by the headend
and BPs (QCCs) will acquire this updated information from the QCS

QCS 4 QCS will use a defined message content protocol (XML) and message
transport protocol (SOAP) for distribution of priority information to BPs

QCS.5 QCS will use a defined messaging content interface (MIB) for providing
priorities infonnation of various applications in the home LAN to Network
Management Sewer (NMS) in the headend

QCS 6 QCS aids QoS Forwarding and Media Access (QFM) functionality to
determine a priority of the application packet

10.3.2.3 QoS Characteristics Server Assumptions

0 CableHome l.l defines a format for exchanging messages between PS and BP.

0 CableHome l.l defines a protocol for exchanging information between PS and BP.
0 Cab1eHome Hosts can have more than one service/application.

10.3.2.4 Q05 Characteristics Server System Description

The QCS maintains a “database" of information in the PS Database as described in Section 5.4. The QCS
receives application priority information from the headend, via initial configuration of the PS, or through a
MIB interface in the CMP. The QCS also gathers application information from various BPs in the home
LAN and assigns priorities to them. The QCS communicates this application priority information to the
BPs (QCCS) to be used for prioritized media access by BPs. The information maintained by the QCS is
used by the QFM functionality in the PS for prioritized forwarding and prioritized media access of packets
going through it.

The rest of Section l0.3 .2 .4 is devoted to describing the exchange of information that occurs between the
headend and the PS over the WAN and between the PS and BPs over the LAN.

10.3.2.4.1 WAN information exchange

From the WAN side, the cable operator headend provides to the PS mapping of different applications and
the priorities that they should use in a configuration file, or using SNMP SETs. NMS, at the headend. can
read and update (change/modify/delete) these application priorities in the PS database using SNMP via a
MIB interface.

10.3 .2.4.l.l Application [D to CableHome Generic Priority Mappings from headend to the PS

The headend provides the PS with a list of Application IDs and their Cab1eHome Generic Priorities that a
cable operator wishes these applications to use. This information is supplied to the PS through a
configuration file at the time of PS initialization, or via SNMP SET commands from the headend. The PS
stores this information in the PS database that is accessible via a MIB table, cabhPriorityQosMasterTable
[CH7]. The PS makes use of this table as a priority master table to identify the priorities for various
applications on the BPs over the home LAN.
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PS can also receive requests from the NMS to update (add/modify/delete) these CableHome Generic
Priorities for applications in its master table using SNMP. In response to these requests. the PS updates
(add/modify/delete) priority master table (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable). Such updates to the application
priorities gets communicated to the BPs during subsequent LAN information exchanges, which is
described in Section lO.3.2.4.2.

 

NMS PS

I Initialization I‘ PopulatesI . Application Priority
,' ,uV . Master Table from

1 SNMP SET T I Config FileL _____________________ _ _ _,;

Application Priority Master
Table Update

Figure 10-2 — WAN Information Exchange and Processing at the PS

10.3.2.4.2 LAN Information Exchange

On the LAN side. a BP communicates its applications and sessions (destination IP and port) information to
the PS in order to obtain their priorities. Once the PS receives this information, it determines appropriate
priorities by looking them up in the priority master table and conveys them back to the BP. This
information is exchanged between the PS and BP using QoSProfile XML schema (described below in
Section l0.3.2.4.2.l) and BP Initiated SOAP Messaging (BP_[nit Operation) as described in Section
6.3.3.4.4.2.

l0.3.2.4.2.l QoSProfile XML Schema

The QoSProfile XML schema contains two XML complex sequences: QoSApplicationList and the
DesPriorityList. The QoSApplicationList contains four elements: BplpAddress, Applicationld,
DefaultCHpriority, and a sequence of DestPriorityList. The DestPriorityList complex type, which is
considered a secondary sequence in QoSApplicationList, contains three elements: Destlp, DestPort, and
[pPortPriority. Each element has a defined type as mentioned in Table 10-6. The defined types are
references from the W3C XML schema definitions [XMLl].

The Applicationld element is the application server port number for each BP application. This port number
can be a well-known port assigned by IANA [IANAl]. Although applications are identified by the server
port number (Applicationld), communication may also occur on other port numbers. BF communicates a
list of Applicationlds for all the applications installed on it to the PS in the BP_[nit Message (described in
Section 10.4.1.4.1.i)."’

The DefaultCHpriority element is the default CableHome Priority for an application. The BP may provide
a value for this element in the QoSProfile. That value will be overwritten by the value supplied by the PS,
via the BP_Init_Response Message (described later in Section l0.3.2.4.2.3), after consulting the
application priority master table in the PS database (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable).

*7 Revised per ECN CH1.l—N~03.0l09—l by KB on 4/4/04.
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The BP includes DestPriorityListEntry sequence(s) in the QoSProfile for an application—session with
another device. The DestPriorityListEntry sequence(s) are associated to the Applicationld element in the
QoSProfile XML schema. Dest[P and DestPon elements respectively, correspond to the destination IP and
destination port number of the application—session (socket connection) that is established by the BP. These
entries are used to determine the priority (IpPortPriority) of the txaffic. passing through the PS, based on
specific destination IP address and port number as specified in the entry. Wild carding (0) is allowed only
for DestPort, but not for DestIP. The BP may provide a value for IpPortPriority element in the QoSProfile.
The PS overwrites that value with the DefaultCl-lpriority, supplied in the BP_[nit_Response Message, after
consulting the application priority master table in the PS database (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable).

A BP is always required to transmit the entire QoSProfile XML schema to the PS whenever it sends the
BP_Init message."

Table 10-6 - QoS Prollle XML Schema

<xs:e|ement name="ch:QoSProfile" type="ch:QoSProfi|eEntry"/>

<xs:complexType name= "ch:QoSProfi|eEntry">
<xs:e|ement name ="ch:QoSApplicationLislEntry" type="ch:QoSApp|icationListEntryDescription"

minOccurs="1" max0ccurs="4"/>

 

</xs:comp|exType>

<xs:compIexType name= "ch:QoSApplicationListEntryDescr1ption">
<XSI sequence>

type="xs:stn'ng"/>
<><s:e|ament name="ch:App|ication|d" type="xs:int"/>
<xs:e|emenl name="ch:Defau|tCHPriority" type="xs:int"/>
<xs:e|ement name="ch:DestPriorityLislEntry" type="ch:DestPriorityListEntryDescription" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="4"I>

<xs:e|emenl name="cl1:Bp|pAddress"

<lxs:sequence>
</xs:comp|exType>

<xs:complexType name= "ch:DestPriorityListEntryDescription">
<xs:sequence>

<xs:eIement name="ch:Dest|p"
<xs:e|ement narne="ch:DestPor1" type="xs:int"l>
<xs:eIementname="ch:|pPortPriority" lype="xs:int"/>

type="xs:stn’ng"/>

<lxs:sequence>
-=n(a:corn1:I:ntType>

I03 .2 .4.2.2 BP information to the PS using BP_Init Message

A BP is required to send its applications and sessions information to the PS in the QoS Profile XML
schema format using BP_Init Message, as described in Section 6.3.3.4.4.2. l. on the following three
different occasions:

- DHCP lease acquisition or renewal

I Application update (addition or deletion) in at BP

88 Revised Table 10-6 per ECN CHI .1-N-03068 by G0 on 10/31/03
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0 Establishment and termination of application-session with another device by a BP

Refer to Section l0.4. l .4. l . l .l for detailed description of BP information exchange under each of the
above three occasions.

l0.3.2.4.2.3 Priority information from the PS to BP using BP_[nit_Response

The processing of the QoSProfile XML schema by the PS is exactly the same in all the three different
occasions (mentioned above in Section l0.3.2 .4.2 .2), when it receives the BP_lnit Message. The
processing of QoSProfile XML schema is described below:

Upon the receipt of the QoSProfile XML schema from the BP in the BP_lnit message, the PS
determines values for DefaultCHPriority (part of QoSApplicationListEntry) and lpPortPriority
(part of DestPriorityListEntry) elements for all the applications in the QoSProfile by looking up
the priority master table in the PS database (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable). If there is no entry in
the priority master table that corresponds to an application in the QoS Profile, the PS assigns
priority 0 (lowest) to the values for DefaultCHPriority and IpPortPriority elements for the
application. The PS updates the BP QoSProfile with these priorities by overwriting the values that
BP may have provided in its original QoSProfile.”

The PS then stores this BP application priority information, represented by the updated
QoSProfile, in the PS database that is accessible via the MlB tables, cabhPriorityQosBpTable and
cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable [CH7]. The PS completely replaces the old BP application priority
information that may have been stored in its database with the new information represented by the
updated QoSProfile. Such a complete replacement of the old BP application priority information
addresses the processing of both the addition as well as the deletion of a new application or a
session in the BP and keeps the processing complexity in the PS to a minimum level.

The cabhPriorityQosBpTable represents information about various applications and their priorities
on a particular BP in the home LAN. The cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable represents destination IP
and port specific priorities for different BP application-sessions. The QFM functionality in the PS
utilizes the information represented by the cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable for its prioritized
queuing and prioritized media access in the PS.

After updating the database with BP application priority information. the PS sends BP QoSProfile,
updated with priority information, to the BP using BP_[nit_Response Message as described in
Section 6.3 .3 .4.4 .2 .2. This updated QoSProfile conveys to the BP appropriate priority information
that it is required to use for its applications.

10.3.2.5 QoS Characteristics Server Requirements

10.3.2.5.1 WAN Information Exchange Requirements

The PS MUST store a list of Application [Ds and their CableHome Generic Priorities, provided by a cable
operator, in the PS database that is accessible via a Application Priority Master MlB table,
cabhPriorityQosMasterTable [CH7]. The PS MUST support updates (add/modify/delete) to this priority
master table (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable) through a configuration file at the time of PS initialization, or
via SNMP SET commands from the headend.

10.3.2.5.2 LAN Information Exchange Requirements:

The processing of the QoSProfile XML schema by the PS is identical in all three different occasions
(mentioned above in Section l0.3.2.4.2.2), when it receives the BP_lnit Message.

‘*9 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 .1—N»03_0 100-1 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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The PS MUST be able to process BP QoSProfile XML schema (as described in Section l0.3.2.4.2.l)
containing its applications and sessions (destination [P and port) information received in the BP__[nit
Message (as described in Section 6.3.3.4.4.2.). When PS receives QoSProfile XML schema from the BP
(on any ofthe three occasions as explained in Section l0.3.2.4.2.2) in the BP_Init message, the PS MUST
determine values for DefaultCHPriority (part of QoSApplicationListEntry) and [pPortPriority (part of
DestPriorityListEntry) elements for all the applications in the QoSProfile by looking up the priority master
table in the PS database (cabhPriorityQosMasterTable). lfthere is no entry in the priority master table that
corresponds to an application in the QoS Profile, the PS MUST assign priority 0 (lowest) to the values for
DefaultCHPriority and IpPortPriority elements for the application. The PS MUST update the BP
QoSProfile with these priority values by overwriting the values that BP may have provided in its original
QoSProfile.”

The PS then MUST store this BP application priority information, represented by the updated QoSProfile,
in the PS database that is accessible via MIB tables, cabhPriorityQosBpTable and
cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable [CH7]. The PS MUST completely replace the old BP application priority
information that may have been stored in its database with the new information represented by the updated
QoSProfile.

After updating the PS database with BP application priority information, the PS MUST send the entire BP
QoSProfile, updated with priority information, to the BP using BP_[nit_Response Message, as described inSection 6.3.3.4.4.2.2.

10.4 BP Logical Sub-Element QBP

10.4.1 (208 Characteristics Client (QCC)

10.4.1.1 QoS Characteristics Client Goals

0 To provide a mechanism for a CableHome Host to receive desired QoS Characteristics from the PS.
These QoS characteristics are communicated to the PS from the headend.

0 To establish a set of criteria in a CableHome Host by which its applications and network stacks can
assign and use QoS characteristics for its application traffic.

10.4.1.2 OoS Characteristics Client System Assumption

CableHome Compliant Host (BP) can have more than one service/application on it.

10.4.1.3 QoS Characteristics Client System Guidelines

Table 10-7 - QCC Desin Guidelines

 System Design Guidelines
QCC 1 QCC will be provided application priorities information from QCS

QCC 2 Priorities controlled by QCS will be updated dynamically and QCC will request
updated priority infonnation from QCS
QCC will use a defined message content protocol (XML) and message
transport protocol (SOAP) for communicating priority infomiation to the PS

 

 
  
  

  

  
  

 

 
The QCC will provide prioritized access to the shared media of its LAN
interface according to the packet priority

90 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH] .l-N-03.0l00»l by G0 on 12/5/03
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10.4.1.4 QoS Characteristics Client System Description

This section provides an overview of the key concepts of the QoS Characteristics Client (QCC) in the BP.

The messaging of the QCC is closely related to the messaging of the QCS described in Section 10.3 .2 .42.
The QCC in the BP is a counterpart to the QCS in the PS. The QCC performs all of the QoSProfile
message exchanges with the PS (as described in Section l0.3.2.4.2) on behalf of the BP, using BP Initiated
SOAP Messaging (Section 6.3.3.4.4.2). Thus the QCC obtains priority information for various applications
and application-sessions on the BP. The QCC maintains an internal database to store the application
priority information that it receives from the QCS, and uses this information to prioritize its applicationstreams.

The QCC is also responsible for mapping the CableHome Generic Priority of the application packet to the
CableHome Media Access Priority, using the number of media access priorities supported by the BP
interface, as specified in Section l0.2.2.6.3.

The QCC is responsible for the following two main functions in the BP:

0 LAN information Exchange

0 Prioritized Media Access for BP applications

Note: The rest of Section l0.4.l .4 is devoted to describing these two key functions of the QCC.

10.4.1.4.1 LAN information Exchange

As described in Section 10.32.42, at BP is required to communicate its applications and sessions
(destination IP and port) information to the PS in order to obtain their priorities. After the PS sends priority
information to the BP. it stores this infonnation in its database and uses it for prioritized media access. This
BP is required to send its infonnation to the PS, using QoSProfile XML schema (described below in
Section l0.3.2.4.2.l) and BP initiated SOAP Messaging (BP_Init Operation), as described in Section
6.3.3.4.4.2.

10.4.! .4.1.l BP information to the PS using BP_[nit Message

A BP is always required to convey its information to the PS in the QoSProfile XML schema format (Table
10-6), using BP_lnit Message. as described in Section 6.3 .3 .4.4.2.l. A BP always sends its entire
QoSProf1le schema to the PS. As described in Section l0.3.2.4.2.2, a BP is required to send BP_Init
Message with its entire QoSProfi1e schema to the PS on the following three different occasions:

- DHCP lease acquisition or renewal

0 Application update (addition or deletion) in a BP
0 Establishment or termination of application—session with another device by a BP

10.4.1 41.1.1 BP device and application information to the PS upon BP DHCP lease acquisition
or renewal

After at BP receives DHCPACK message [RFC 2131] addressed to itself, either at the time of DHCP lease
acquisition or DHCP lease renewal, it is required to send its device and application priority information to
the PS, using BP_lnit Message. The BP device information is sent using Device Profile XML schema
(defined in Section 6.5 .3.l .4), and application priority information is sent using QoSProfile XML schema.

The BP Device Profile sent to the PS contains a number of media access priorities (XML element:
numberMedia AccessPriorities) supported by an interface on a BP. This information exchange and
processing is described in Section 6.5.3.3, “MBP Discovery Function,” on page 94. Using this information,
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the PS populates cabhPsDevBpNumberInterfacePriorities [CH5] MIB, which is a part of the
cabhPsDevBpProfileTable [CH5] MIB.

The BF QoSProfile sent to the PS after BP DHCP lease acquisition or lease renewal, contains a list of
applications on the BP (QoSApplicationListEntry). It may also optionally contain destination IP address
and port specific entries (DestPriorityListEntry) associated to an application. This information is fonnatted
according to the QoSProfile XML schema, as described in Table 10-6. The BP may optionally provide
values for Defau1tCHPriority and lpPortPriority XML elements.

PS i BP
DCHP REQUEST

he —'r DHCP lease
DCHP ACK acquisition or  renewal J

BP_|nit ‘:4:

I QoSProfile + Device Profile |

BP_|nil_ResponseT _ .,.

| QoSProfi|ew/Priorities |

Figure 10-3 — Information Exchange upon BP Lease Acquisition or Flenewal

10.4.1.4.1.1.2 BP application information to the PS upon application update in the BP

When a new application is added on the BP, the BP adds an entry for this application
(QoSApp1icationListEntry) in its existing QoSProfile XML schema. The BP may also optionally populate
the Defau1tCHPriority element associated with this Applicationld in the QoSProfile. It may also include
DestPriorityListEntry sequence for this Applicationld. The BP is then required to send this new QoSProfile
XML schema to the PS using BP_Init Message.

When an application is removed from the BP. the BP is required to delete all the entries
(QoSApp1icationListEntry as well as DestPriorityListEntry) related to that particular application from its
QoSProfile. The BP is then required to send this modified QoSProfile to the PS using BP_Init Message.

 .aa
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I
I

P8 i | BPI

l'—'' Application Update |
(Addition/Deletion) J

In Application ii )| Update Ii’
- BP__lnit "-
E4 -

1 QoSProflle (with or without__ Appld)
BP_|nit_Response .Tb:

| QoSProfi|e with Prion'ties

Figure 10-4 — information Exchange upon BP Application Update

10.4.1.4.1.1.3 BP application information to the PS upon application-session establishment or
termination

After an application on a BP establishes a session with another device, the BP adds session’s destination IP
and destination port information, (DestPriorityListEntry) associated to that application (Application ID) in
its QoSProfile XML schema (Table I0-6). The BF may optionally populate the lpPortPriority element in
the DestPriorityListEntry. The BP then sends this QoSProfile XML schema to the PS using BP_Init
Message so that the PS can create entries in its classifier table (cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable), after
identifying a priority (lpPortPriority) for the entry by using the priority master table. These classifier
entries are utilized by the QFM functionality in the PS to determine the priorities of the packets by
examining their destination IP and port; (if they happen to pass through the PS). Using these entries in the
classifier table, the QFM performs prioritized queuing and prioritized media access as described in Section
10.3.1.4.

Once the BP terminates a session, the BP deletes the corresponding destination IP and port specific entry,
DestPriorityListEntry, from its QoSProfile XML schema and sends this updated QoSProfile to the PS
using BP_lnit Message so that the PS can delete the entries in its classifier table.

These destination IP and port specific entries in the PS classifier table (cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable) can
be used for providing prioritized packet forwarding and prioritized media access for the traffic going from
the PS to a non-compliant sink-only device.
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ps BP IPDevice
J

E 4 — Session
- * Application ‘- EstablishmentSession 4:‘ *3‘

Establishment I_ BP_lnit:4 —

I QoSP_rotW (with Session _
I Info: Des! IP and Dest Port)

BP_lnit_Response

QoSProfile (wl Priorities for |

l a session) J

I Application \| Tesr’:isirs1l:aoti1onSession ,-«la
_ Termination "BP_lnit _ '

4 I 
QoSProfile (without Session '
Info: Dest IP and Dest Port) |

BP_|nit_Response — I»:

l QoSProfile (viithout
| Priorities for a session)

Figure 10-5 — Information Exchange upon BP Session Establishment 8. Termination

l0.4.l.4.l .2 Reception of priorities information from the PS in the BP_[nit_Response

A BP receives priorities information for its applications (DefaultCHPriority) and application—sessions
(IpPortPriority) in the BP_Init_ Response Message from the PS in the QoSProfile XML schema format.
From the perspective of a BP, the process of receiving and processing of the QoSProfile XML schema,
after it receives BP_lnit_Response Message from the PS, is exactly the same for all the three occasions (as
mentioned above in Section 10.4.1 .4.l.1), when it sends BP_Init Message.

Upon receipt of this information, the BP completely replaces its previously stored QoSProfile XML
schema with the newly received QoSProfile in its database. The BF uses the priority information supplied
in this QoSProfile XML schema to detennine priorities for its applications (Application Id) and
application-sessions (identified by destination IP and destination Port).

10.4.1 .4.2 Prioritized Media Access

The BP uses application priority information that it receives from the PS in QoSProfile XML schema
(Table lO—6) to identify a CableHome Generic Priority for all packets to be transmitted on its LAN
interface. If destination IP address and port number for an application-packet matches with the DestlP and
DestPort of any of the DestPriorityListEntry sequences in the QoSProfile XML schema, the BP uses a
priority value specified by IpPortPriority of that DestPriorityListEntry sequence as CableHome Generic
Priority for that packet. Otherwise, the BP uses DefaultCHpriority corresponding to CHApplicationld as a
CableHome Generic Priority for the packet. The BP maps this CableHome Generic Priority of the packet to
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a CableHome Media Access Priority as specified in Section l0.2.2.6.3, using the
numberMediaAccessPriorities element of the BP Device Profile XML schema (Section 6.5.3.1). The BF
then transmits the packet through its shared media technology in such way that packet’s relative
preferential access to the shared media as required by CableHome Media Access Priority value, ismaintained.

10.4.1.5 QoS Characteristics Client Requirements

10.4.1.5.1 LAN Information Exchange Requirements

This section specifies BP requirements for the information exchange that it needs to perform in order to
obtain priorities information from the PS for its applications and sessions.

l0.4.| .5.l.l BP Information to the PS using BP_[nit Message

In order to receive their priorities information, a BP MUST communicate its applications and sessions
(destination IP and port) information to the PS in the QoSProfile XML schema format (Table l0—6) using
BP_Init Message, as described in Section 6.3 .3 .4.4.2. 1. A BP MUST send BP_Init Message with its entire
QoSProfile schema to the PS on the following three different occasions:

0 DHCP lease acquisition or renewal

0 Application update (addition or deletion) in a BP
- Establishment or termination of application—session with another device by a BP

10.4.1.5.1.1.1 BP device & application information to the PS upon BP DHCP lease
acquisition/renewal

After a BP receives DHCPACK message [RFC 2131] addressed to itself, either at the time of DHCP lease
acquisition or DHCP lease renewal, the BP is required to send its device and application priority
information to the PS using BP_[nit Message as specified in Section 6.5.3 .3 .4

The BF MUST include its list of applications (QoSApplicationListEntry) in the QoSProfile sent to the PS
after its DHCP lease acquisition or renewal. The BP MAY include destination [P address and port specific
entries (DestPriorityListEntry) associated to an application in this QoSProfile. The BP MAY also provide
values for DefaultCHPriority and IpPonPriority XML elements in this QoSProfile.

10.4.1.5.1.1.2 BP application information to the PS upon application update in the BP

When a new application is added on the BP, the BP MUST add an entry for this application
(QoSApplicationListEntry) in its existing QoSProfile XML schema. The BF MAY optionally populate the
DefaultCHPriority element associated with this Applicationld in the QoSProfile. The BP MAY also
include DestPriorityListEntry sequence for this Applicationld.

When an application is removed from the BP, the BP MUST delete all the entries
(QoSApplicationListEntry as well as DestPriorityListEntry) related to that particular application from its
QoSProfile.

After such update to the QoSProfile XML schema, the BP is then required to send this new QoSProfile
XML schema to the PS using BP_lnit Message.
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10.4.1.5.1.1.3 BP application information to the PS upon application-session establishment or
termination

When an application on a BP establishes a session with another device, the BP MUST add the session’s
destination IP and destination port infonnation (DestPriorityListEntry) associated to that application
(Application ID) in its QoSProfile XML schema (Table 10-6). The BF MAY “wild card" (0) the DestPort
element. The BP MUST NOT “wild card" the DestlP element. The BP MAY optionally populate the
lpPortPriority element in the DestPriorityListEnIIy.

When an application on 2: BP terminates a session. the BP MUST delete the corresponding destination [P
and port specific entry, DestPriorityListEntry, from its QoSProfile XML schema.

After such update to the QoSProfile XML schema, the BP is then required to send this new QoSProfi|e
XML schema to the PS using BP_[nit Message so that the PS can update (add/delete) the entries in its
classifier table (cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable).

These destination [P and port specific entries in the PS classifier table (cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable)
MAY be used for providing prioritized packet forwarding and prioritized media access for the traffic going
from the PS to a non-compliant sink-only device.

10.4.1 .5.1.2 Priorities information from the PS to a BP in the BP_Init_Response

A BP MUST be able to process priorities information for its applications (DefaultCHPriority) and
application-sessions (IpPortPriority) that it receives from the PS in the QoSProfile XML schema format
(Table 10-6) using BP_lnit_ Response Message. Upon receipt of this information, the BP MUST
completely replace its previously stored QoSProfile XML schema with the newly received QoSProfileXML schema.

10.4.1.5.2 Prioritized Media Access Requirements

The BP MUST use application priority (DefaultCHPriority or IpPortPriority) information that it receives
from the PS in QoSProfile XML schema (Table l0-6) to identify a CableHome Generic Priority for all
packets to be transmitted on its LAN interface. If destination IP address and port number for an
application-packet matches with the DestlP and DestPort of any of the DestPriorityListEntry sequences in
the QoSProfile XML schema, then the BP MUST use a priority value specified by [pPortPriority of that
DestPriorityListEntry sequence as CableHome Generic Priority for that packet. Otherwise, the BP MUST
use Defau1tCHpriority corresponding to CHApplicationId as a CableHome Generic Priority for the packet.
The BP MUST map this CableHome Generic Priority of the packet to a CableHome Media Access Priority
as specified in Section lO.2.2 .6 .3, using the numberMediaAccessPriorities element of the BP Device
Profile XML schema (Section 6.5 3.1). The BP then MUST transmit the packet through its shared media
technology in such way that the packet’s relative preferential access to the shared media, as required by
CableHome Media Access Priority value, is maintained.
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11 SECURITY

11.1 lntroductionloverview

This section defines the security interfaces, protocols and functional requirements needed to secure the PS
and its operations.

The delivery of reliable multi-media [P services to client devices on a home network requires a secure
residential gateway along with the security mechanisms to protect these services from illegal access,
monitoring, and disruption. The purpose of any security technology is to protect value, including revenue
based services. Threats to a revenue stream exist when a user of the network perceives the value, expends
effort and money, and invents a technique to get around making the necessary payments (See Appendix
III). Some network users will go to extreme lengths to steal when value is perceived. The addition of
security technology to protect value has an associated cost; the more money expended, the greater the
security (security effectiveness is thus basic economics).

The CableHome security architecture focuses on securing the LAN from network attacks as well as
securing communications between the PS and the Headend servers. The PS functionality can provide the
foundation for other applications and services served by the cable operator to the home LAN. Security can
exist for these applications independent of the CableHome security architecture. PacketCable specifies
interfaces for a multi-media applications and has its own security architecture. For all references to
PacketCable security, please refer to [PKT—SECJ.

11.1.1 Goals

The goals for the CableHome security model include:

0 Employ a cost effective security technology to force any user with the intent to steal or disrupt
network services to spend an unreasonable amount of money or time.

0 Secure the CableHome network used to offer high value cable-based services so that it is at least as
secure as the DOCSIS and PacketCable technologies on the hybrid fiber—coax (HFC) network.

0 Where possible, align CableHome security mechanisms with DOCSIS 1.0 [SCTElJ, DOCSIS l.l
[DOCSlS9], DOCSIS 2.0 [DOCSISSJ & [DOCSIS8j and PacketCable l.x [PKT—SECJ.

0 From the LAN, it is the intent of CableHome security architecture to assist the operator with a secure
identity to make it hard for the average subscriber to gain unauthorized access to the HFC network andcable-based services.

11.1.2 Assumptions

The assumptions for the CableHome security environment include:

0 It is assumed the Embedded PS, has a DOCSIS 1.0, l.l or 2.0 cable modem.

0 The home network includes less security for low value services.

- Back office configurations are not specified and CableHome assumes minimal configurations by the
cable operator to operate in the CableHome specified modes.

11.2 Security Architecture

The CableHome security architecture is based on the CableHome architecture as defined in the CableHome
Reference Architecture Section 5 of this specification. The CableHome architecture defines a Portal
Services (PS) element, which includes Management, Provisioning, Security, and QoS functions.
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The CableHome architecture also includes the following set of Headend elements: Cable Modem
Termination System (CMTS), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [RFC 213 l] server, Network
Management System, Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server in the cable network, TF'1"P client in the
PS, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server in the cable network, HTTP client in the PS, Transport
Layer Security (TLS) [RFC 2246] server in the cable network,TLS client in the PS, and a Key Distribution
Center (KDC) server in the cable network.

The CableHome security architecture focuses on securing the LAN from network attack, as well as
securing communications between the PS and the Headend servers.

11.2.1 System Design Guidelines

The CableHome security design requirements are listed below in Table l l— l . This list provided guidance
for the development of the CableHome security architecture.

Table 11-1 — CableHome Security System Design Guidelines

  
  

Reference Security System Design Guidelines

CableHome will include the design necessary to communicate the
authentication credentials for CableHome elements.

SEC2 Authentication credentials for PS and critical back office servers will be
provided The credentials will define specific usage and ensure a source oftrust

SEC3 Network management messages between the cable Headend and PS can
be authenticated and optionally encrypted to protect against unauthorized
monitoring and control

SEC4 The CableHome firewall will accept configuration files in a standard
language and format.‘

SEC5 The cable operatorwill have the ability to remotely manage CableHome
compliantfirewall products through configuration file or SNMP commands

J

SEC6 The CableHome compliant firewall will include a default set of rules for an
expected minimum set of functionality.

SEC7 CableHome will provide the necessary support for Packetcable 1 x
through the firewall.

SECS A minimum set of requirements will be placed on the firewall filtering
capabilities for packet, port, IP addresses, and time of day

SECS A detailed firewall event logging interface will allow the cable operator to
monitor and review firewall activity as configured.

SEC1O The CableHome firewall will support commonly used applications in
specific scenarios.

SEC11 The CableHome firewall will protect the LAN and WAN from common
netwom attacks

SEC12 The management of the events and rulesets for the firewall will be defined
in detail via the CableHome Security MIB.

SEC13 The cable operator will have the ability to securely download software
images to the PS element

Sec14 The cable operator will have the ability to authenticate and optionally
encrypt the transport of configuration files for the PS or firewall.

I The Firewall Ctrnfigurmrtiti File Requirements are defined in Section 7 4 PS Ftlncliurl — Hulk. Portal
Services Corrfigurnlion (BPSC)

This section limits the scope of the specified CableHome security architecture to meet these primary
system security requirements. However, it is acknowledged that in some cases additional security is desired
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and can be added by the cable operator as needed. The concerns of individual cable operators or
manufacturers can result in additional security protections. This specification does not restrict the use of
further protections, as long as they do not conflict with the intent and guidelines of this specification.

11.2.2 System Description

The Cablel-lome security architecture includes the following security elements:

0 Security-Domain
I Portal Services function (PS)

0 CableHome Security Portal function (CSP)
I CableHome Firewall (FW)

0 Key Distribution Center (KDC)
0 HTTPS Server with TLS

The CableHome architecture defines the PS Element within the residential gateway. Security exists only in
a few of the specified interfaces,as the System Design Guidelines require. Figure l l—l illustrates the
relationship between the various CableHome elements which contain security.

 

  

 

CableHome Security
Domain CH Host 

Apptl-1 :JiIr.in:

 Cable Network l Home Network
(WAN) _ (LAN)

Figure 11-1 — CableHome Security Elements

11.2.2.1 Security Domain

The Security Domain is defined in Figure 11-1 . and encompasses the PS element in the residential gateway
and the illustrated Headend servers, with specified security. The Security Domain defines the boundary of
the sphere of direct influence where security functionality is extended to the residential gateway from the
cable network's Headend. The PS element is wholly within the Security Domain, with the exception of the
LAN side USFS functionality. The CSP and Firewall act as the boundary elements between the Security-
Domain and the non-secure domain.

11.2.2.2 PS Related Security Sub-Elements

The PS includes the following security elements:

0 CableHome Security Portal (CSP)
0 Firewall (FW)
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The CSP acts as a security portal for other PS sub—elements such as negotiating the SNMPV3 keys either
through Diffie—Helman or Kerbero, as required. The CSP ensures there is security for SNMPv3 between
the NMS and the PS, when turned on by the cable operator. The CSP provides the ability to validate and
verify digital certificates for the purposes of authentication and encryption. The CSP initiates, manages,
and closes a TLS session for secure downloading of the PS configuration file and firewall configuration
file, if instructed by the cable operator during the DHCP exchange.

The PS firewall functionality provides protection to the user, as well as the HFC network, from unwanted
traffic coming from the WAN, LAN, or PS address realms. Such traffic can include deliberate attacks on
the in-home network, as well as traffic limiting for parental control applications. The CableHome security
requirements include specific rules for remote management by the cable operator.

11.2.2.3 Key Distribution Center (KDC) Server

The Key Distribution Center (KDC) server is required if the cable operator deploys CableHome with
SNMP provisioning mode. lfa KDC server is available in the Headend, it will be used to provide mutual
authentication and key distribution services with the use of the Kerberos protocol. If available, the KDC
will communicate with the CSP function to establish these services.

11.3 PS Device Authentication Infrastructure

This section describes authentication for the PS device and its communication to the KDC and the HTTPS
server.

11.3.1 Device Authentication Infrastructure Goals

It is important to establish the secure identity of the PS element to assist with the following goals:

0 Reduce the possibility of device and software cloning, as well as theft of service. The gateways are in
a widely distributed environment where the consumer has in-home physical access to the gateway.
Providing a secure identity reduces risk of tampering with the gateway hardware device.

0 Establish the source of trust. The PKI provides an established source of trust which is rooted within
the CableLabs Manufacturer base.

11.3.2 Authentication Infrastructure System Design Guidelines

Table 11-2 — Authentication infrastructure System Design Guidelines  

 
  

Reference Security System Design Guidelines  
CableHome will include the design necessary to communicate the
authentication credentials for Cab|eHome elements 

 
Authentication credentials for CPE and critical back office servers
will be provided The credentials will define specific usage and
ensure a source of trust   

11.3.3 Authentication Infrastructure System Description

For security purposes, it is important to know with whom you are communicating prior to exchanging any
meaningful information. Authentication provides a secure identity. There are three parts to authentication:
the identity credential, the checking of the identity credential for validity, and the common means to
securely communicate the identity information. CableHome specifies an industry standard identification
credential, X509 certificates, in conjunction with [RFC 3280] for certificate use, and Kerberos, which is a
common communications protocol for mutual authentication. X.509 certificates are exchanged between the
PS Element and the KDC during the Kerberos PKINIT exchange, which is wrapped in the AS Request and
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AS Reply messages. The PS Element Certificate provides the identity of the associated PS Element by
cryptographically binding the PS Element WAN—Man MAC address to a public key certificate. Each side
validates the information in the certificate and verifies the certificate chain back to the CableLabs root for
each chain. Once the trust has been established, the information for the SNMPV3 keys is sent from the
KDC to the PS Element. This authentication section describes the use of Kerberos and X.509 certificates
for CableHome.

11.3.4 Authentication Infrastructure Requirements

11.3.4.1 Element Authentication via Kerberos

CableHome specifies authentication when a KDC that supports CableHome. is available in the Headend. If
a KDC is available, it is recommended that the cable operator provision the PS Element in SNMP
Provisioning Mode (as described in Section 5.2), to take advantage of the CableHome specified mutual
authentication protocol with the use of Kerberos, using the PKINIT extension. Kerberos provides a
protocol to secure mutual authentication in order to provide keying material and communication
establishment only between authenticated parties on the CableHome network. Because this authentication
model has been specified by another CableLabs project, i.e., PacketCable, CableHome references the
PacketCable model when appropriate.

Various Kerberos MIB objects are required by PacketCable. Cablel-Iome has defined some MIB objects to
cover the Kerberos functionality needed by CableHome. These MIB objects are defined in the CableHome
Security MIB and described in the MIB Object sections of this chapter.

Communication between the KDC and PS is initiated by the PS immediately after the DHCP options are
processed during provisioning, if the DHCP options require the PS to initiate communication to the KDC.
The DHCP options specified in Section 73.3.2.4 require option 177, sub-option 51 , which contains the
value for the KDC‘s IP Address to be included with the other DHCP options, and MUST be used by the PS
to establish communication between the PS and KDC. Even though PacketCable requires a DNS name as
part of the DHCP options, DNS is not required for CableHome and, therefore. the IP address of the KDC is
required for the PS to be able to find the appropriate KDC.

11.3.4.1.1 Kerberos/PKINIT

When the PS Element is provisioned in SNMP Provisioning Mode, CableHome specifies the use of
Kerberos with the PKINIT public key extension for authenticating CableHome elements and supporting
key management requirements. CableHome elements (clients) authenticate themselves to the KDC with the
PKINIT protocol. Once authenticated to the KDC, clients will receive a Kerberos ticket for authenticating
themselves to a particular CableHome server.

In SNMP provisioning mode, the PS Element, the NMS (i.e. SNMP Manager) and KDC MUST follow the
specification for Kerberos/PKINIT, as defined in [PKT—SECJ sections 6.4 and 6.5, unless otherwise noted
in this specification. The CableHome KDC is equivalent to or the same as the PacketCable MSO KDC
(PacketCable specifies the use of several KDCs). The CableHome specification uses the term Network
Management Systems (NMS) to provide SNMP functionality. In referencing the PacketCable suite of
specifications, it is noted that PacketCable uses the term provisioning server to denote SNMP functionality.
This SNMP functionality in general is be compatible within both specifications. However, they are not
identical as PacketCable and CableHome specific information is specified. The PS element MUST act as
the client to the KDC. In the PacketCable Security Specification, the MTA is the client and is expected that
CableHome implementations will use the client functionality specified for the MTA, for the PS element.
The PS element makes use of Kerberos for SNMP key management. as well as for device authentication.
The certificates used in PKINIT for CableHome are specified in the PKI Section of this document. Where
PacketCable specifies an MTA device certificate, CableHome provides a certificate for the PS Element (PS
Element Certificate), and implementations of PS Elements MUST include the PS Element Certificate.
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The following sections for Kerberos functionality from [PKT-SEC] do not apply to CableHome:

0 section 6.4.2.l.3 Pre-Authenticator for Provisioning Sever Location

- section 6.4.6 MTA Principal Names

0 section 6.4.7 Mapping of MTA MAC Address to MTA FQDN
0 section 6.4.9 Service Key Versioning
0 section 6.4. l0 Kerberos Cross-Realm Operation

I section 6.5.2.l Rekey Messages
- section 6.5.3 Kerberized lPSec

0 section 6.4.5 Kerberos Server Locations and Naming Conventions

11.3.4.1.2 CableHome Specific Authentication Variables

The model PacketCable specifies includes some specific variable names for Kerberos in the PacketCable
Network Architecture. In order for CableHome to use the PacketCable model, the following variable
names MUST to be changed:

0 Replace pktcKdcToMtaMaxClockSkew as defined in the PacketCable Security Spec, with
KdcToClientMaxClockSkew.

I Replace pktcSrvrToMtaMaxClockSkew as defined in the PacketCable Security Spec, with
SrvrToClicntMaxClockSkew.

0 Replace mtaprovsrvr as defined in the PacketCable Security Specification, with provsrvr.

CableHome Kerberos implementations MUST ignore the Object Identifier (OID) field portion, which reads
clabProjPacketCable (2), within the AppSpecificTypedData, within the KRB-ERROR messages.

11.3.4.1.3 CabieHome profile for Kerberos Server Locations and Naming Conventions

Kerberos Realm names MAY use the same syntax as a domain name. However, Kerberos Realms MUST
be in all capitals. Kerberos Realm details MUST be followed according to [PKT—SEC], Appendix B.

The KDC conventions listed in [PKT-SEC], Section 6.4.5.2 are considered informative for CableHome
with the expectation that the KDC will perform the necessary functions in the back office to exchange the
appropriate information with the NMS (provisioning server or SNMP manager). The PS element has
provided the KDC with the provisioning server IP address in the AS Request, as the necessary information
to make appropriate contact between the KDC and provisioning server.

A PS Element principal name MUST be of type NT—SRV-INST with exactly two components, where the
first component MUST be the string “PS” (not including the quotes), and the second component MUST be
the WAN-Man-MAC addresszm

PSElement/<WAN-Man—MAC>

where <WAN—Man—MAC> is the WAN Management MAC address of the PS Element. The format the
<WAN—Man—MAC> MUST be “XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX" (not including the quotes), where X is a
hexadecimal character of the MAC address. Hexadecimal characters a—f MUST be in lower case.

A NMS Element principal name MUST be of type NT—SRV-HST with exactly two components, where the
first component MUST be the string “provsrvr” (not including the quotes), and the second component
MUST be the service provider's SNMP entity address:

provsrvr/<SNMP entity address>

9' Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l-N~03056 by G0 on 10/28/03.
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The <SNMP entity address> MUST be the service provider‘s SNMP entity IP address (CDC DHCP Option
177, sub—option 3) in dotted notation enclosed in square brackets (e.g. [l2.34.56.78]).

11.3.4.2 Cab|eHome Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

CableHome uses public key certificates, which comply with the [ITU—T X.509] specification and the IETF
[RFC 3280].

11.3.4.2.1 Generic Certificate Requirements

This section describes what is commonly referred to as the genetic structure, since all certificates share
these requirements. All certificates specified in this section MUST include the following information:

0 Certificate Version— The Version of the certificates MUST be [ITU-T X509], v3, and noted as v2 in
the actual certificate. All certificates MUST comply with [RFC 3280], except where the non-compliance
with the RFC is explicitly stated in this chapter of this document. Any non-compliance request by this
document for content does not imply non-compliance for format. Any specific non-compliance request
for format will be explicitly described.

0 Public Key Type — RSA Public Keys are used throughout the CableHome certificate hierarchies
described in Section I l.3.4.2.2. The subjectPub|icKeyInfo.algorithm OID used MUST be
l.2.840.l l3549.l .l .l (rsaEncryption). The public exponent for all RSA CableHome keys MUST be F4 —
65537.

0 Exten sions- The extensions (subjectKeyldentifier, authorityKeyldentifier, KeyUsage, and
BasicContraints) MUST follow [RFC 3280]. All other certificate extensions, if included, MUST be
marked as non—critical. The encoding tags are [c:critical, nznon-critical; mzmandatory, ozoptional] and
are identified in the table for each certificate.

0 subjectKeyIdentifier - The subjectKeyldentifier extension included in all CableHome certificates as
required by [RFC 3280] (e.g., all certificates except the device and ancillary certificates) MUST include
the keyldentifier value composed of the 160-bit SHAI hash of the value of the BIT STRING
subjectPublicKey (excluding the tag, length and number of unused bits from the ASN l encoding) (See
[RFC 3280]).

I authorityKeyldentifier — The authorityKeyldentifier extension included in all CableHome certificates
as required by [RFC 3280], MUST include the subjectKeyldentifier from the issuer's certificate (see
[RFC 3280]), with the exception of root certificates.

0 Key Usage — The keyUsage extension MUST be used for all CableHome Certification Authority (CA)
certificates and Code Verification Certificates (CVCs). For CableHome CA certificates, the keyUsage
extension MUST be marked as critical with a value of keyCertSign and cRLSign. For CVC certificates,
the key Usage extension MUST be marked as critical with a value of digitalsignature and
keyEncipherrnent. The end-entity certificates MAY use the key Usage extension as listed in [RFC 3280].

0 BasicCon straints — The basicConstraints extension MUST be used for all CableHome CA and CVC
certificates and MUST be marked as critical. The values for each certificate for basicConstraints MUST

be marked as specified in the certificate description Table l l-2 through Table l 1- l4.

0 Signature Algorithm - The signature mechanism used MUST be SHA-l [FIPS l86J with RSA
Encryption. The specific OID is l.2.840.l l3549.l .1 .5.

0 Su bjectName and Issuer Name - If a string cannot be encoded as a PrintableString, it MUST be
encoded as a UTF8String (tag [UNIVERSAL [2]).
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When encoding an X.500 Name:

0 Each RelativeDistinguishedName (RDN) MUST contain only a single element in the set of
X.500 attributes.

I The order of the RDNs in an X.500 name MUST be the same as the order in which they are
presented in this specification.

0 serialNumber - The serial number MUST be a unique, positive integer assigned by the CA to each
certificate (i.e., the issuer name and serial number identify a unique certificate). CA5 MUST force the
serialNumber to be a non—negative integer. The Manufacturer SHOULD NOT impose or assume a
relationship between the serial number of the certificate and the serial number of the modem to which
the certificate is issued.

Given the uniqueness requirements above, serial numbers can be expected to contain long
integers. Certificate users MUST be able to handle serialNumber values up to 20 octets.
Conformant CAs MUST NOT use serialNumber values longer than 20 octets.

11.3.4.2.2 Cab|eHome Certificate Hierarchies

There are three distinct certificate hierarchies used in CableHome:

l. CableLabs Manufacturer Chain is used to identify CableLabs authorized manufacturers;

2. CableLabs Code Verification Chain is used to identify CableLabs compliant software images;

3. Cab|eLabs Service Provider Chain is used to identify devices on the Service Provider's network for
mutual authentication to the subscriber's devices.

The certificate hierarchies described in this document can apply to all CableLabs projects needing
certificates. Each project can adopt this hierarchy as there is an opportunity to move to a more generic,
shared certificate structure. Also, each project can make specific adjustments in the requirements for that
particular project. It is a goal of the CableLabs security team to create a PKI which can be re-used for
every CableLabs project. There can be differences in the end-entity certificates required for each project.
However, in the cases where end-entity certificates overlap, one end-entity certificate could be used for
several services within the cable infrastructure. For example, PacketCab1e requires a KDC for the service
provider and CableHome also requires a KDC for the service provider. if the service provider is running
both network architectures on their systems, they can use the same KDC and the same KDC certificate for
communication on both systems, i.e., PacketCable and CableHome. [n this case, the CableHome KDC is
equivalent to the PacketCable MSO KDC (PacketCable specifies the use of several KDCs).

In Figure l 1-2, the term Certificate Authority is abbreviated as CA and Code Verification Certificate is
abbreviated as CVC.
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Figure 11-2 — CableHome Certificate Hierarchy
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11.3 .4.2.2.l CableLabs Manufacturer Certificate Hierarchy

The CableLabs Manufacturer certificate hierarchy, or Manufacturer chain, is rooted at a CableLabs
Manufacturer Root CA, which is used to issue Manufacturer Certification Authority (CA) certificates for a
set of authorized CableLabs manufacturers. Manufacturers request PS Element Certificates from a first-tier
CA (e.g., a Manufacturer CA or the CableLabs Hosted Manufacturer CA). This chain is used for
authentication of devices in the home .92

The information contained in the following tables are the CableHome specific values for the required fields
according to [RFC 3280]. These CableHome specific values for the CableLabs Manufacturer Certificate
hierarchy MUST be followed according to Table ll—3,Table I 1-4,Table H-5 and Table I I-6. Ifa
required field is not specifically listed in the tables, then the guidelines in [RFC 3280] MUST be followed.
The generic extensions for Cab1eHome MUST also be included as specified in Cab|eHome PKI Section
1 l.3.4.2.

CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate

The CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate (see Table I I-3) MUST be verified as part of the
certificate chain containing the Cab1eLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate, Manufacturer CA Certificate
and the PS Element Certificate.

Table 11-3 — CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate

CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA certificate
 

Subject Name Form C=US
0=Cab|eLabs
CN=Cab|eLabs Manufacturer Root CA

Intended Usage This certificate is used to issue Manufacturer CA Certificates.
Signed By Self-Signed
Validity Period 20+ years

91 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .l-N-04.0120-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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Modulus Length

Cab|eLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate
 2043

Extensions Keyusage [c,m] (keyCer1Sign, cRL Sign),
subjectKeyldentifier [n,m],
basicconstraints [c,m](cA=true)

Manufacturer CA Certificate

[f the manufacturer is issued a CA Certificate and it is used to issue the PS Element Certificate, it MUST
be verified as part of a certificate chain containing the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate, the
Manufacturer CA Certificate, and the PS Element Certificate."3

The state/province, city, and manufacturer's facility are optional attributes. A manufacturer MAY have
more than one manufacturer's CA certificate. If a manufacturer is using more than one manufacturer CA
certificate. the PS element MUST have access to the appropriate certificate as verified by matching the
issuer name in the PS Element Certificate with the subject name in the Manufacturer CA Certificate. The
authorityKeyldentifier of the PS Element Certificate MUST be matched to the subjectKeyldentifier of the
manufacturer certificate as described in [RFC 3280].

Subject Name Form

Table 11-4 — Manufacturer CA Certificate
Manufacturer CA Certificate
 

C=<country>
O=<CompanyName>
[ST=<stateIprovince>]
ll-=<CltY>l
OU=Cab|eLabs

[OU=<Manufacturer‘s Facility>]
CN=<CompanyName> Mfg CA

Intended Usage

Signed by

This certificate is issued to each Manufacturer by the Cab|eLabs
Manufacturer Root CA and can be provided to each PS Element either at
manufacture time. or during a field code update This certificate appears as a
read-only parameter in the PS element
This certificate issues PS Element Certificates.

This certificate, along with the Cab|eLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate
and the PS Element Certificate, is used to authenticate the PS element
identity.
The optional listing for manufacturers facility can be the facility name and/or
facility location.

Cab|eLabs Manufacturer Root CA |
Validity Period 20 Years |
Modulus Length
Extensions L2048keyUsage[c,m](keyCertSign, cRLSign),

subjectKey|dentifIer [n,m],
authorityKeyldentifier [n,m],
basicconstraintslc,m](cA=true, pathLenConstraint=0)

93 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH] .l-N-04 0120-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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The Company Name in the Organization (0) field MAY be different than the Company Name in the
Common Name (CN) field.

CableLabs Hosted Manufacturer CA Certificate“

When the CableLabs Hosted Manufacturer CA Certificate is used to issue the PS Element Certificate it

MUST be verified as pan of a certificate chain containing the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA
Certificate, the CableLabs Hosted Manufacturer CA Certificate, and the PS Element Certificate.

The state/province, city, and manufacturer's facility are optional attributes. The authorityl(eyldentifier of
the PS Element Certificate MUST be matched to the subjectKeyldentifier of the CableLabs Hosted
Manufacturer CA Certificate as described in [RFC 3280].

Table 11-5 — CableLabs Hosted Marrulaeigrar CA Certificate
Manufacturer CA Certificate
 

Subject Name Fonn C=<country>
O=<CompanyName>
[ST=<statelprovince>]
lL=<citv>]
0U=CableLabs

[OU=<CA |dentifier>]
CN=<CompanyName> Mfg CA

intended Usage This certificate is issued by the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA and can be
provided to each PS Element either at manufacture time, or during a field
code update. This certificate appears as a read-only parameter in the PSelement.
This certificate issues PS Element Certificates

This certificate, along with the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate
and the PS Element Certificate, is used to authenticate the PS element
identity.

Signed by CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA

Validity Period [ 20 Years
Modulus Length 2048

Extensions keyUsage[c,m](keyCertSign, cRLSign),
subjectKeyldentifier [n,m],
auth0rityKey|denlifier [n,m],
basicConstraints[c,m](cA=true, pathLenConstraint=0)

The Company Name in the Organization (0) field MAY be different than the Company Name in the
Common Name (CN) field.

PS Element Certificate”

The PS Element Certificate MUST be verified as part of a certificate chain containing the CableLabs
Manufacturer Root CA Certificate, Manufacturer CA Certificate or CableLabs Hosted Manufacturer CA
Certificate and the PS Element Certificate .96

94 Added this item including table per ECN CH I .|-N-04.0120-2 by KB on 4/5/04
95 Revised Table 11-6 per ECN CHI l—N—03.0074—3 by G0 on 12/5/03
96 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl .1-N-04.0l20-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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The state/province, city. product name and manufacturer's facility are optional attributes.

The PS Element WAN-Man MAC address MUST be expressed as six pairs of hexadecimal digits separated
by colons, e.g., “00:60:2 t :A5:0A:23“. The Alpha HEX characters (A—F) MUST be expressed as uppercase
letters.

A PS Element Certificate is permanently installed and not renewable or replaceable. Therefore, the PS
Element Certificate has a validity period greater than the expected operational lifetime of the specific
device.

Table 11-6 — PS Element Certificate

PS Element Certificate
 

Subject Name Form C=<country>
O=<Company Name>
[ST=<stateIprovince>]
[L=<ciW>l
OU=CableHome

[OU=<Product Name>]
[OU=<Manufacturer‘s Facility>]
CN=<WAN-Man MAC Address>

This certificate is issued by the Manufacturer CA and installed in the factory.
The NMS server cannot update this certificate. This certificate appears as a
read-only parameter in the PS Element.
This certificate is used to authenticate the PS element identity

intended Usage

Signed By Manufacturer CA
Validity Period 20+ years

Modulus Length 1024. 1536, 2048

Extensions keyUsage [c,m] (digitaisignature, keyEnciphem1ent),
authorityKeyidentit'Ier [n, m]

ll.3.4.2.2.2 CableLabs Code Verification Certificate Hierarchy

The Code Verification Certificate (CVC) hierarchy, or code verification chain, is rooted at a CableLabs
Code Verification Root CA, which issues the CableLabs Code Verification CA certificate. The CableLabs
Code Verification CA is used to issue CVCS to a set of authorized manufacturers and service providers.
The CableLabs Code Verification CA also issues the CableLabs CVC. This chain is specifically used to
authenticate software downloads. The CableHome PKI allows for Manufacturer CVCs, a CableLabs CVC
and Service Provider CVCs.

The information contained in the following tables are the CableHome specific values for the required fields
according to [RFC 3280]. These CableHome specific values for the CableLabs Code Verification
Certificate hierarchy MUST be followed according to Table ll-7, Table ll-8,Table l l—9,Table I 1-10,
and Table l [-1 l below. lfa required field is not specifically listed in the tables, the guidelines in [RFC
3280] MUST be followed. The generic extensions for CableHome MUST also be included as specified in
CableHome PKI Section 11.3.4.2.

CableLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate

This certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain containing the CableLabs Code
Verification Root CA Certificate, the CableLabs Code Verification CA, and the Code Verification
Certificates.
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Table 11-7 — Cab|eLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate

I CableLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate
Subject Name Fonn C=US

O=Cab|eLabs
CN=Cab|eLabs CVC Root CA

This certificate is used to sign Code Verification CA Certificates_ Intended Usage
Signed By Self-signed

Validity Period 20+ years -
Modulus Length 2048

Extensions Keyusage [c,m] (keycertsign. cRL Sign),
subjectKeyIdentifier [n,m],
basicconstraints [c,m](cA=true)

CableLabs Code Verification CA Certificate

The CableLabs Code Verification CA Certificate MUST be verified as part of a certificate chain containing
the Cab1eLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate, CableLabs Code Verification CA Certificate, and
the Code Verification Certificate. A Stand-Alone PS MUST only support one CableLabs CVC CA at atime.

Table 11-8 — Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA Certificate

Cab|eLabs Code Verlflcatlon CA Certificate 

Subject Name Form C=US
O=CabIeLabs
CN=CableLabs CVC CA

This certificate is issued to Cab|eLabs by the CableLabs Code Verification
Root CA.
This certificate issues Code Verification Certificates.

Intended Usage

Signed By CableLabs Code Verification Root CA
Validity Period 20 years
Modulus Length 2048

Extensions Keyusage [c.m] (keycertsign, cRL Sign),
subjectKeyldentifier [n,m],
authorityKey|dentifier [n,m],
basicconstraints [c,m](cA=true. pathLenConstraint=0)

Manufacturer Code Verification Certificate

This certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain containing the CableLabs Code
Verification Root CA Certificate, CableLabs Code Verification CA Certificate, and Code Verification
Certificates.
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Manufacturer Code Verification Certificate

Subject Name Form C=<country>
 O=<CompanyName>

[ST=<statelprovinee>]
[L=<city>]
CN=<CompanyName> Mfg CVC
The Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA issues this certificate to each authorized
Manufacturer It is used in the policy set by the cable operator for secure
software download.

The CompanyName in the O and CN fields may be different.

 
 
 
 
 

intended Usage

  

 
  

  
 

 

 
 Signed By Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA

Validity Period
Modulus Length

 

 
up to 10 years

1024, 1536, 2048

 
 
  
 Extensions keyUsageic,m](digita|Signature, keyEncipherment),

extendedKeyUsage [c.m] (id-kp-codesigning),
authontyKey|dentifier [n,m] 
 

 

CableLabs Code Verification Certificate

The CableLabs Code Verification Certificate MUST be verified as part of a certificate chain containing the
CableLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate, CableLabs Code Verification CA Certificate. and
Cab]eLabs Code Verification Certificate.

Table 11-10 — Cab|eLabs Code Verification Certificate

CabIeLabs Code Verification Certificate

Subject Name Form C=US
O=Cab|eLabs
CN=Cab|eLabs CVC

Intended Usage The CableLabs Code Verification CA issues this certificate. it is used to
authenticate CableLabs certified code It is used in the policy set by the cable
operator for secure software download

Signed By Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA
Validity Period up to 10 years

Modulus Length 1024. 1536. 2048

Extensions keyUsage[c,m](digita|Signature, keyEncipherment),
extendedKeyUsage [c,m] (id-kp-codesigning),
authorityKey|dentifier [n,m]

Service Provider Code Verification Certificate

The Service Provider Code Verification Certificate MUST be verified as part of a certificate chain
containing the CableLabs Code Verification Root CA Certificate. CableLabs Code Verification CA
Certificate, and Service Provider Code Verification Certificate.
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Table 11-11 — Service Provider Code Verification Certificate

Service Provider Code Verification Certificate 

Subject Name Fon'ri C=<country>
0=<CompanyName>
[ST=<stateIprovince>]
ll-=<CitY>l
CN=<CompenyName> Service Provider CVC
The Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA issues this certificate to each authorized
Service Provider. It is used in the policy set by the cable operator for secure
software download

Intended Usage

The CompanyName in the O and CN fields may be different.
Signed By Cab|eLabs Code Verification CA

Validity Period up to 10 years

_ Modulus Length 1024, 1536, 2048
Extensions keyUsage[c,m](digita|Signeture, keyEncipherment),

extendedKeyUsage [e,m] (id—kp—codeSigning),
authorityKeyldentil'ier [n,m]

I I 3.4.2 .2 .3 CableLabs Service Provider Certificate Hierarchy

The CableLabs Service Provider certificate hierarchy, or Service Provider chain, is rooted at a CableLabs
Service Provider Root CA, which is used to issue certificates for a set of authorized CableLabs Service
Providers. The Service Provider CA can be used to issue optional Local System CA Certificates or
ancillary certificates. If the Service Provider CA does not issue the ancillary certificates, the Local System
CA will. The ancillary certificates are the end entity certificates on the cable operator's network. CableLabs

will “host a Service Provider CA for those MSOs who do not want to manage their own Service ProviderCA.

The information contained in the following tables are the CableHome specific values for the required fields
according to [RFC 3280]. These CableHome specific values for the CableLabs Service Provider Certificate
hierarchy MUST be followed according to Table 1 l-I2 through Table ll-15 below. [fa required field is
not specifically listed in the tables. the guidelines in [RFC 3280] MUST be followed. The generic
extensions for CableHome MUST also be included as specified in CableHome PKI Section 1 1.3.4.2.

CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

This certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain contain ing the CableLabs Service
Provider Root CA Certificate, Service Provider CA Certificate, optional Local System CA Certificate, and
Ancillary Certificates.

97 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 _l-N-04.0120-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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Table 11-12 — CablcrLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

 
 

CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

  

  

Subject Name Form C=US
O=Cab|eLabs

I CN=CableLabs Service Provider Root CA

intended Usage This certificate is used to issue Service Provider CA Certificates
Signed By Self-signed
Validity Period 20+ years
Modulus Length 2043

Extensions Keyusage [c,m] (keyCertSign. cRL Sign),
subjectKeyldentlfier [n.m].
basicconstraints [c,m](cA=true)

Service Provider CA Certificate

The Service Provider CA certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain containing the
C21bleLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, Service Provider CA Certificate, optional Local System
CA Certificate, and Ancillary Certificates.

Table 11-13 — Service Provider CA Certificate

Service Provider CA Certificate

Subject Name Form C=<country>  O=<CompanyName>
CN=<CompanyName> CableLabs Service Provider CA

Intended Usage The CableLabs Service Provider Root CA issues this certificate to each
Service Provider. In order to make it easy to update this certificate, each
network element is configured with the OrganizationName attribute of the
Service Provider CA Certificate SubjectName. This is the only attribute in the
certificate that must remain constant.

This certificate appears as a read-write parameter in the MIB object that
identifies the OrganizationName attribute for the CableHome Kerberos realm.
The Cab|eHome element does not accept Service Provider certificates that do
not match this value of the OrganizationName attribute in the SubjectName.
if the Headend contains a KDC that supports CableHome, then the PS
element needs to perform the first PKINIT exchange with the KDC right after
a reboot, at which time its MIB tables are not yet configured. At that time, the
CableHome Kerberos client MUST accept any Service Provider
OrganizalionalName attribute, but it MUST later check that the value added
into the MIB object for this realm is the same as the one in the initial PKINIT
reply.
This CA issues Local System CA certificates or ancillary certificates.

Signed By CableLabs Service Provider Root CA
Validity Period 20 years

Modulus Length 2048

Extensions keyUsage[c,m](keyCertSign, cRLSign),
subjectKeyldentifier [n,m],
authon’tyKeyldentifier [n,m],
basicconstraintslc,m](cA=tn.ie, palhLenConstraint=1)
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The Company Name in the Organization (0) field MAY be different than the Company Name in the
Common Name (CN) field.

Local System CA Certificate

This certificate is optional for the service provider. if this certificate exists, it MUST be verified as part of
the certificate chain containing the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, Service Provider CA
Certificate, optional Local System CA Certificate. and Ancillary Certificates.

Table 11-14 —- Local System CA Certificate
Local System CA Certificate

Subject Name Fonn C=<country>
O=<CompanyName>
OU=<Loca| System Name>
CN=<CompanyName> Cab|eLabs Local System CA

Intended Usage This certificate is optional, and if it exists, is issued by the Service Provider
CA.

This CA issues ancillary certificates.
Network servers are allowed to move freely between regional CAs of the
same service provider.

 
Signed lay _ Service Provider CA
Validity Period 20 years

Modulus Length 1024, 1536, 2048

Extensions keyUsage[c,m](keyCertSign. cRLSign),
subjectKeyldentifier [n,m],
authorityKey|dentifier [n,m],
basicConstraints[c,m](cA=true, pathLenConstraint=D)

The Company Name in the Organization (0) field MAY be different than the Company Name in the
Common Name (CN) field.

KDC Certificate

This certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain containing the CableLabs Service
Provider Root CA Certificate, Service Provider CA Certificate, optional Local System CA Certificate, and
Ancillary Certificates (e.g.. the KDC Certificates).

The KDC Certificate MUST include the Kerberos PKINIT subjectAltName as specified in [PKT—SEC]
subsection “Key Distribution Center Certificate

Table 11-15 — KDC Certificate
 

 
 

KDC Certificate

  

  
  

Subject Name Form C=<country>
O=<Company Name>
[OU=<Loca| System Name>]
OU= Cab|eLabs Key Distribution Center
CN=<DNS Name>
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KDC Certificate
 

Intended Usage This certificate is issued either by the Service Provider CA or the Local
System CA. It is used to authenticate the identity of the KDC to the Kerberos
clients during PKINIT exchanges This certificate is passed to the PS element
inside the PKINIT reply

Signed By Service Provider CA or the Local System CA
Validity Period 20 years

Modulus Length 1024. 1536, 2048
Extensions keyUsage[c,o](digitalSignature)

authorityKeyIdentifier[n,m](keyldentiiiei=<subjectKey|dentifier value
from CA certificate>)

_ subie_ctA_ltName[n,m] (see [PKT-SEC], Appendix C)

HTTPS server Server Certificate”

This certificate MUST be verified as part of the certificate chain containing the CableLabs Service
Provider Root CA Certificate, Service Provider CA Certificate, optional Local System CA Certificate, and
Ancillary Certificates (e.g., the KDC Certificates).

Table 11-16 — HTTPS Server Certificate

HTTPS Sewer Certificate

Subject Name Fonn C=<country>
0=<Company Name>
[0U=<Loca| System Name>]
0U= CableLabs HTTPS Server
CN=<DNS Name>

Intended Usage This certificate is issued either by the Service Provider CA or the Local
System CA It is used to authenticate the identity of the HTTPS sewer to the
HTTP clients for the TLS session during provisioning This certificate is
passed to the PS element inside the TLS Server Certificate message. Signed By Service Provider CA or the Local System CA

Validity Period 20 years 1
Modulus Length 1024, 1536, 2048

Extensions keyUsage[c,m](digitalSignature, keyEhcipherment, dataEncipherment),
extendedKeyUsage[n,m] (id-kp-serverAuth),
aulhorityKey|dentifier [n,m]

11.3.4.2.3 Certificate Validation

CableHome certificate validation involves validation of a linked chain of certificates from the end entity

certificates up to the valid Root. For example, the signature on the PS Element Certificate is verified with
the CableLabs Manufacturer CA Certificate, and then the signature on the CableLabs Manufacturer CA
Certificate is verified with the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate. The CableLabs Manufacturer
Root CA Certificate is self— signed, and is received from a trusted source in a secure way. The public key
present in the CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate is used to validate the signature on the samecertificate.

9“ Revised Table l I- I6 per ECN CHI .1-N-03.0074~3 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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The exact rules for certificate chain validation MUST fully comply with [RFC 3280], where they are
referred to as “Certificate Path Validation.” In general, [ITU-T X.509J certificates support a liberal set of
rules for determining if the issuer name of a certificate matches the subject name of another. The rules are
such that two name fields MAY be declared to match, even though a binary comparison of the two name
fields does not indicate a match. [RFC 3280] recommends that certificate authorities restrict the encoding
of name fields, so that an implementation can declare a match or mismatch, using simple binary
comparison. CableHome security follows this recommendation. Accordingly, the DER-encoded
tbsCertificate.issuer field of a CableHome certificate MUST be an exact match to the DER-encoded
tbsCertificate.subject field of its issuer certificate. An implementation MAY compare an issuer name to a
subject name by performing a binary comparison of the DER-encoded tbsCertificate.issuer and
tbsCertificate.subject fields.

The CableHome validation of validity periods for nesting is not checked and intentionally not enforced,
which is compliant with current standards. At the time of issuance, the validity start date for any end-entity
certificate MUST be the same as or later than the start date of the issuing CA certificate validity period.
After a CA certificate is renewed, the start dates of end-entity certificates MAY be earlier than the start
date of the issuing CA certificate. The validity end date for end entity certificates MAY be before, the same
as, or after the validity end date for the issuing CA, as specified in the CableHome Certificate tables.

I I .3.4.2.3.l Validation for the Manufacturer Chain and Root Verification

The KDC will validate the linked chain of manufacturer certificates. Usually the first certificate in the
chain is not explicitly included in the certificate chain that is sent over the wire. In the cases where the
CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA Certificate is explicitly included over the wire, it MUST already be
known to the verifying party ahead of time to verify this certificate. The CableLabs Manufacturer Root CA
Certificate sent over the wire MUST NOT contain any changes to the certificate, with the possible
exception of the certificate serial number, validity period, and the value of the signature. If changes other
than the certificate serial number, validity period, and the value of the signature, exist in the CableLabs
Manufacturer Root CA certificate that was passed over the wire in comparison to the known CableLabs
Manufacturer Root CA Certificate, the KDC making the comparison MUST fail the certificate
verification.”

l l .3.4.2.3.2 Validation for the Code Verification Chain and Root Verification

A back office server can check the validity of the Code Verification Chain prior to beginning the software
download process. For details, see the secure software download Section I 1.8 of this document.

I I .3 .4.2 .3 .3 Validation for the Service Provider Chain and Root Verification

The CableHome PS Element MUST validate the linked chain of Service Provider certificates. Usually the
first certificate in the chain is not explicitly included in the certificate chain that is sent over the wire. In the
cases where the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate is explicitly included over the wire, it
MUST already be known to the verifying party ahead of time to verify this certificate. The CableLabs
Service Provider Root CA Certificate MUST NOT contain any changes to the certificate, with the possible
exception of the certificate serial number, validity period, and the value of the signature. lf changes other
than the certificate serial number. validity period, and the value of the signature, exist in the CableLabs
Service Provider Root CA Certificate that was passed over the wire in comparison to the known CableLabs
Service Provider Root CA Certificate, the PS element making the comparison MUST fail the certificate
verification.

11.3.4.2.4 Certificate Revocation

Certificate revocation is out of scope for CableHome.

99 Revised the first sentence of this paragraph per ECN CH l .l-N-03056 by G0 on 10/28/03.
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11.4 Secure Management Messaging to the PS

The security algorithm used to initialize SNMP management messaging depends upon the provisioning
mode of the PS element (see Section 5.5). In Cab1eHome l.l , there are three provisioning modes: DHCP
Provisioning Mode. SNMP Provisioning mode. and Dormant mode. DHCP Provisioning Mode has
additional sub-modes that identify whether it is configured for NmAccess Mode or Coexistence Mode.
SNMP Provisioning Mode requires SNMPV3 for management messaging.

The following sections describe the security algorithms and requirements needed to initialize SNMP
management messaging, based on the provisioning mode of the PS element. The PS element MUST
support the SNMPv3 security algorithms specified in Section I l .4.4.l .2 and Section ll.4.4.2.

11.4.1 Goals of Secure Management Messaging

Securing management messages include the following goals:

0 Provide options to encrypt network management messages to the PS

0 Provide options to authenticate network management messages to the PS

0 If possible, provide security on management messaging that will not require additional protocols to be
implemented

0 Provide guidelines and minimum requirements for the encryption and authentication algorithms

11.4.2 Secure Management Messaging System Design Guidelines

Reference Security System Design Guidelines

Network management messages between the cable Headend and PS can be
authenticated and optionally encrypted to protect against unauthorized monitoring and
control. 

11.4.3 Secure Management Messaging System Description

CableHome specifies the use of SNMP of management to the PS from the cable operators network. SNMP
has been adopted into cable industry products for several years. The cable operator back office can support
SNMPVJ , v2 or v3. The PS is required to support management messaging for all three versions of SNMP.
There is no security, per se, built into SNMPvl or v2. SNMPV3 provides basic authentication and
encryption algorithms defined in [RFC 3410] — [RFC 2576] and CableHome specifies the use of the RFC
defined security. SNMPv3 does not specify how the keys are set up to start the encryption and
authentication process, and therefore, CableHome specifies some details to generate and establish key
exchange. The details are listed within the next section.

11.4.4 Secure Management Messaging Requirements

11.4.4.1 Security Algorithms for SNMP in DHCP Provisioning Mode

[n DHCP Provisioning Mode, the PS element can be configured for NmAccess Mode or Coexistence
Mode. in Coexistence Mode the PS element can be configured for SNMPV l, SNMPVZ, and/or SNMPV3
management messaging.

11.4.4.1.1 NmAccess Mode

If the PS Element is provisioned in DHCP Provisioning Mode with NmAccess Mode, the SNMP—based
network management within the PS Element does not use SNMPV3 and therefore does not need to
initialize SNMPV3 security functions. Initialization ofthe SNMPvl/v2 management link is defined in
Section 6.3.3.1.
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11.4.4.1.2 CoexistenceMode

If the PS Element is provisioned in DHCP Provisioning Mode with Coexistence Mode and the
management messaging protocol is determined to be SNMPV3 (see Section 6.3.3.1), then the PS Element
MUST use SNMPV3 security specified by [RFC 3414]. The PS MUST support SNMPV3 authentication
and SNMPV3 privacy. The cable operator is strongly encouraged to turn on SNMPV3 authentication at all
times. The use of SNMPV3 privacy is recommended if the cable operator can handle the additional load for
encryption.

In order to establish SNMPV3 keys in DHCP provisioning mode, all CableHome SNMP interfaces MUST
utilize the SNMPV3 initialization and key changes procedure as defined in section 2.2 of the DOCSIS l.l
Operations Support Systems Interface specification, [DOCSISI I] (replace “CM” wording with “PS
element” and replace “DOCSIS 1.1 compliant" wording with “CableHome compliant”).

To support SNMPv3 initialization and key changes in DHCP provisioning mode, the PS element MUST
also be capable of receiving TLVs of type 34, 34.1 . and 34.2, as defined in section C.l .2.8 of the DOCSIS
l.l Radio Frequency Interface specification, [DOCSIS9] and implement the key—change mechanism
specified in [RFC 2786] which includes the usmDHKickstartTable MlB object.

11.4.4.1.3 SNMPv3 Key Initialization

For each of up to 5 different security names, the Ultimate Authorization (CHAdministrator) generates a
pair of numbers. First, the CHAdministrator generates a random number Rm.

Then, the CH Administrator uses the DH equation to translate Rm to a public number z. The equation is as
follows:

z = g ’‘ Rm MOD p

where g is from the set of Diffie-Hellman parameters. and p is the prime from those parameters.

The PS configuration file is created to include the (security name, public number) pair. The PS MUST
support a minimum of 5 pairs. For example:

TLV type 34.l (SNMPV3 Kickstart Security Name) = CHAdministrator

TLV type 34.2 (SNMPv3 Kickstan Public Number) = z

The PS MUST support the VACM entries defined in Section 6.3.3.l.4.5. Only VACM entries specified by
the corresponding security name in the PS configuration file MUST be active.

During the PS boot process, the above values (security name, public number) MUST be populated in theusmDHKickstartTable.

At this point:

usmDHKickstartMgrpublic.l = “z” (octet string)

usmDHKickstartSecurityName.l = “CHAdministrator"

When usmDHKickstartMgrpublic.n is set with a valid value during the registration, a corresponding row is
created in the usmUserTable with the following values:

usmUserEngine[D: localEnginelD
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usmUserName: usmDHKickstartSecurityName.n value

usmuserSecurityName: usmDHKickstartSecurityName.n value

usmUserCloneFrom: ZeroDotZero

usmUserAuthProtocol: usmHMACMD5AuthProtoco1 [RFC 2104]

usmuserAuthKeyChange: (derived from set value)

usmUserOwnAuthKeyChange: (derived from set value)

usmUserPrivProtoco1: usmDESPrivProtocol

usmUserPrivKeyChange: (derived from set value)

usmUserOwnPrivKeyChange: (derived from set value

usmUserPublic

usmUserStorageType: permanent

usmUserStatus: active

Note: For (PS) dhKickstart entries in usmUserTable. Permanent means it MUST be written to but not
deleted and is not saved across reboots.

After the PS has completed initialization (indicated by a value of ' I’ (pass) for cabhPsDevProvState):

l. The PS generates a random number xa for each row populated in the usmDHKickstartTable which has
a non-zero length usmDHKickstartSecurityName and usmDHKickstartMgrPublic.

2. The PS uses DH equation to translate xa to a public number c (for each row identified above).

c = g " xa MOD p

where g is from the set of Diffie—Hellman parameters, and p is the prime from those parameters.

At this point:

usmDHKickstartMyPublic.l = “c" (octet string)

usmDHKickstartMgrPub1ic.1 = “z“ (octet string)

usmDHKickstartSecurityName.l = “CHAdministrator”

3. The PS calculates shared secret sk where sk = z "xa mod p.

4. The PS uses sk to derive the privacy key and authentication key for each row in usmDHl(ickstartTable
and sets the values into the usmUserTable.
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As specified in [RFC 2786], the privacy key and the authentication key for the associated usemame,
“CHAdministrator” in this case, is derived from sk by applying the key derivation function PBKDF2
defined in PKCS#5 V2.0.

privacy key <—-- PBl(DF2(salt = 0xdl3 l0ba6,

iterationCount = 500,

keyLength = 16,

prf = id-hmacWithSHAl) [RFC 2104]

authentication key <--—— PB KDF2(salt = Ox98dfb5ac,

iterationCount = 500,

keyLength = 16 (usmHMACMD5AuthProtocol) [RFC 2104].

prf = id-hmacWithSHA l) [RFC 2104]

At this point, the PS (CMP) has completed its SNMPV3 initialization process and MUST allow appropriate
access level to a valid securityName with the correct authentication key and/or privacy key.

The PS MUST properly populate keys to appropriate tables as specified by the SNMPV3-related RFCs and
[RFC 2786].

5. The following describes the process that the manager uses to derive the PS's unique authentication key
and privacy key.

The SNMP manager accesses the contents of the usmDHKickstartTable using the security name
of 'dhKickstart' with no authentication.

The PS MUST provide pre-installed entries in the USM table and VACM tables to correctly
create user 'dhI(ickstart' of security level noAuthNoPriv that has read-only access to system group
and usmDHkickstartTable.

If the PS is in Coexistence Mode and is configured to use SNMPV3 the Group specification for
the dhKickstart View MUST be implemented as follows:

dhKickstart Group

vacmGroupName 'dhKickstart'

vacmAccessContextPrefix " "

vacmAccessSecurityModel 3 (USM)

vacmAccessSecurityLevel NoAuthNoPriv

vacmAccessContextMatch exact

vacmAccessReadViewName 'dhKickstartView'

vacmAccessWriteViewName

vacmAccessNotifyViewName '
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vacmAccessStorageType permanent

vacmAccessStatus active

The VACM View for the dhKickstart view MUST be implemented as follows:

dhKickstanView subtree 1.3.6.1.2.l.l (System Group) and 1.3.6.l.3.101.l.2.l
(usmDHkickstartTable)

The SNMP manager gets the value of the PS5 usmDHl(ickstartMypublic number associated with the
securityName for which the manager wants to derive authentication and privacy keys. Using the private
random number, the manager can calculate the DH shared secret. From that shared secret, the manager can
derive operational authentication and confidentiality keys for the securityName that the manager is goingto use to communicate with the PS.

11.4.4.1.4 Diffie-Hellman Key Changes

The PS MUST support the key—change mechanism specified in the above section as well as [RFC 2786].

11.4.4.2 Security Algorithms for SNMPV3 in SNMP Provisioning Mode

If the PS Element is provisioned in SNMP Provisioning Mode, the SNMP-based network management
within the PS Element MUST run over SNMPV3 with security specified by [RFC 3414]. The PS MUST
support SNMPv3 authentication and SNMPv3 privacy. The cable operator is strongly encouraged to turn
on SNMPv3 authentication at all times.The use of SNMPv3 privacy is recommended if the cable operator
can handle the additional load for encryption. In order to establish SNMPV3 keys in SNMP provisioning
mode, the PS MUST utilize Kerberized SNMPv3 key management as specified in Section ll.4.4.2.1.

11.4.4.2.1 Kerberized SNMPv3

The Kerberized key management profile specific for SNMPV3 MUST be followed as defined in section
6.5.4 in [PKT-SEC].

11.4.4.2.2 SNMPVS Encryption Algorithms

The encryption Transform Identifiers for Kerberized SNMPV3 key management MUST be followed as
defined in section 6.3.1 in [PKT—SEC].

11.4.4.2.3 SNMPv3 Authentication Algorithms

The authentication algorithms for Kerberized SNMPV3 key management MUST be followed as defined in
section 6.3.2 in [PKT-SECJ.

11.4.4.2_4 SNMPv3 Engine iDs‘°°

Because the SNMP Manager and Client MUST verify that the SNMPv3 Engine [D in the AP Request and
AP Reply messages are based on the appropriate NMS principal name in the ticket [PKT-SEC], the
following Rules are used in generating SNMPV3 Engine IDs for use in CableHome:

Rule 1: The SNMPV3 Engine 1D MUST follow the format defined in [RFC 3411], i.e., the first bit is set to
1 (one) and the appropriate value is used for the first four bytes [RFC 341 1];

Rule 2: The fifth byte MUST be the value 4 (four) to indicate that the following bytes, up to 27, are to be
considered as text and are defined as follows:

'°" Revised this section per ECN CH1.1—N—03056 by CO on 10/28/03.
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I The characters of the NMS principal name MUST be used for the engine [D bytes starting on the 6th
byte.

0 The sequence of bytes, indicating the NMS principal name, MUST be followed by one byte and is
considered as an 8bit Hex value. Each unique value identifies a particular SNMP engine in the device
(element or NMS server). The value 0 (zero) MUST not be used.

0 The text string that starts on the 6th byte MUST be terminated with a Null character.

Note: Other formats are possible by following the approach in [RFC 34l l]. The above selection, though, is
intended to reduce implementation complexity that would be required if all of the approaches in [RFC
341 1] were allowed.

11.4.4.2.5 Populating the usmUserTab|e

SNMPV3 security settings for the cable operator “CHAdministrator" user are defined in Section 6.3.6.3
View-based Access Control Model (VACM) Requirements. The CHAdministrator is the ultimate authority
for management of the Portal Services element. Other users can also be defined. In this section, a USM
user is defined specifically for the provisioning process. In particular, it is defined to enable a notification
receiver to be specified for the cabhPsDevProvEnrollTrap and cabhPsDevlnitTrap, which the PS is
required to send during the provisioning process (ref.: Table 13-1 Flow Descriptions for PS WAN—Man
Provisioning Process for DHCP Provisioning Mode, step CHPSWMD—1 1; Table 13-2 Flow Descriptions
for PS WAN—Man Provisioning Process for SNMP Provisioning Mode, step CHPSWMS— ll and step
CHPSWMS— l3; and Section l3.3.3 Provisioning Enrollment/Provisioning Complete lnforrns).

The msgSecurityParameters in SNMPV3 messages carry a msgUserName field that specifies the user on
whose behalf the message is being exchanged and with whose security information the Fields
msgAuthenricationParameters and msgPrivacyParamcters are produced. For the SNMP engine of a
Cab|eHome element to process these messages, the necessary information is required to be entered in the
usmUserTable [RFC 3414] for the element engine.

The usmUserTable MUST be populated with the following information in the PS Element right after the
AP Reply message is received:

0 usmUserEngine[D: the local SNMP engine ID as defined in Section I l.4.4.2.4, SNMPV3 Engine
[D5101

- usmUserName: CHAdministratorxx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx, where xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx is the device's WAN-
Man hardware address

0 usmUserSecurityName: CHAdministratorxx:xx:xx:xx:xxzxx, where xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx is the device's
WAN—Man hardware address

0 usmUserCloneFrom: 0.0

0 usm UserAuthProtocol:

from the AP Reply message
0 usmUserAuthKeyChange:

indicates the authentication protocol selected for the user.

default value ""

default value ""

indicates the encryption protocol selected for the user, from

- usmUserOwnAuth KeyChange:
o usmUserPrivProtocol:

the AP Reply message

0 usmUserPrivKeyChange: default value ""
I usmUserOwnPrivKeyChange: default value ""

default value ""

0 usmUserStorageType: permanent

I usmUserPublic:

'“‘ Revised this bullet statement per ECN CH1 .1«N»03056 by CO on 10/28/03.
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usmUserStatus: active

New SNMPV3 users MAY be created with standard SNMPv3 cloning, as defined in [RFC 3414].

The VACM Security To Group Table [RFC 34l5] MUST be populated with the following information in
the PS right after the AP Reply message is received:

The

vacmSecurityModel: 3(usm)

vacmSecurityName: CHAdministratorxx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx

vacmGroupName: CHAdministratorSNMP

vacmSecurityToGroupStatus: active

VACM Access Table [RFC 34l5] MUST be populated with the following information, linked to the
vacmSecurityToGroupTable defined above, in the PS right after the AP Reply message is received:1579

vacmAccessContentPrefix:

vacmAccessSecurityModel: 3(usm)
vacmAccessSecurityLevel: AuthNoPriv
vacmAccessContextMatch: exact( l)
vacmAccessReadViewName: CHAdministratorView
vacmAccessWriteViewName: CHAdministratorView

vacmAccessNotifyViewName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
vacmAccessStorageType: permanent
vacmAccessStatus: active

Seven rows of the VACM View Tree [RFC 34l5] MUST be populated with the following information in
the PS right after the AP Reply message is received:

200

vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree: cabhPsDevProvEnrollTrap
vacmViewTreeFamilyType: included

vacmViewTreeFamilyMask: “”

vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdmin istratorNotifyView
vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree: cabhPsDevBase

vacmViewTreeFamilyType: included

vacmViewTreeFamilyMask: “”

vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree: docsDevSoftware
vacmViewTreeFamilyType: included

vacmViewTreeFami1yMask: “"

vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree: cabhPsDevlnitTrap

vacmViewTreeFamilyType: included
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I vacmViewTreeFami1y Mask: “"

I vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
I vacmViewTreeFami1ySubtree: cabhPsDevBase

I vacmViewTreeFami1yType: included
I vacmViewTreeFami1y Mask: “”

I vacmViewTreeFami1yName: CHAdministratorNotifyView

I vacmViewTreeFami1ySubtree: docsDevEventTable
I vacmViewTreeFami1yType: included

I vacmViewTreeFamily Mask: ‘"‘

I vacmViewTreeFamilyName: CHAdministratorNotifyView
I vacmViewTreeFami1ySubtree: cabhPsDevProv
I vacmViewTreeFamilyType: included

I vacmViewTreeFamily Mask: “”

11.5 COOS in the PS

CQoS is a transparent bridge for PacketCable and LAN—to—LAN QoS. The PacketCable DQoS messages
between the MTA and the CMTS, CMS, or CM are secured by the PacketCable Security Specification. It is
not within the scope of CableHome to add security for PacketCable messages. CableHome 1.1 in-home,
LAN—to-LAN QoS messaging is not secured since the threat for attacks within the home are seen as
extremely low. It is not within the scope of CableHome to add security for PacketCab1e messages. Since
there is no security requirement for the PS element to secure CQoS messages originated on the WAN, there
is no dependency on the back office servers to support this function.

11.6 Firewall in the Ps‘°2

Security issues have been a major concern for companies relying on networks for decades, and now there
is increasing awareness of security and privacy issues for home users with the always on CM. Because the
average Cablel-lome subscriber might lack some technical knowledge or even if not, lacks the time to keep
their home computers in top—notch secure operation, a firewall has become a necessary first line of defense
in protecting the unsecured computers and other LAN IP devices in the home.

11.6.1 Goals and Assumptions of CableHome Firewall

Goals:

I Provide the cable operator with a standard and interoperable configuration for the firewall

I Provide the cable operator with a minimum set of required functionality for the firewall

I Enable monitoring of the firewall events using the event messaging mechanism
I Protect the home network and LAN IP devices on that network from unwanted WAN-to—LAN traffic
I Protect the HFC from unwanted LAN-to—WAN traffic.

‘"1 Revised this section per ECN CH1.l-N-03_0097—5 by G0 on 12/9/03.
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- Protect the PS from attacks and traffic deemed as unwanted by the cable operator.

0 Ensure the firewall will process packets at sufficient rates so packet filtering does not introduce a
performance bottleneck, regardless of the complexity or size of the ruleset.

- Ensure support of identified applications through the firewall for specified scenarios.

0 Provide the cable operator the ability to monitor and change rules used by the firewall

0 Ensure that the proper security configurations (e.g. filtering rules and policies) exist on the firewall
system.

0 ldentify the types of attacks the firewall will log and specify the log so the operator can view the log asneeded.

0 Support PacketCable through the firewall

- Notify the administrator of defined important events in real time
0 Provide a factory default rulesct to ensure consistent baseline resets of the firewall

Assumptions:

0 The firewall treats all packets destined to or coming from the LAN according to the cunent policy
regardless of address mode, CAT or Pass—through. (e.g. address mode has no affect on the firewall
operations).

0 The firewall begins operation immediately after the provisioning complete message, regardless of
provisioning mode.

- SNMP, in particular SNMP messaging directed at the CableHome Management Portal (CMP), can be
used to configure CableHome firewall rulesets. Thus, the ruleset is represented, externally as a
collection of MIB objects.

0 MIB objects control the logging actions taken by the firewall
0 The firewall will apply filtering rules and policies in conjunction with checking the translated

addresses known to the CAT in the PS.

11.6.2 Firewall System Design Guidelines

Firewall system design guidelines listed in Table ll-17 guided CableHome firewall specifications

Table 11-17 — CableHome Security System Design Guidelines
Reference
 
  

 
Security System Design Guidelines

The CableHome firewall will accept configuration files in a standard
language and format.‘

 
SEC5 The cable operator will have the ability to remotely manage

CableHome compliant firewall products through configuration file or
SNMP commands

SEC6 The CableHome compliant firewall will include a default set of rules
for an expected minimum set of functionality.

SEC7 CableHome will provide the necessary support for Packelcable

I through the firewall
SECB A minimum set of requirements will be placed on the firewall

filtering capabilities for packet, port, IP addresses, TOD, etc

SEC9 A detailed firewall event logging interface will allow the cable
operator to monitor and review firewall activity as configured.

SEC10 The CableHome firewall will support commonly used applications in
specific scenarios.

SEC11 The CableHome firewall will protect the LAN and WAN from
common network attacks
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Reference Security System Design Guidelines

The management of the events and rulesets for the firewall will be
defined in detail via the Cab|eHome Security MIB

1 The Firewall Configuration File Requirements are dclinud in Sccliuli 7.4 PS Function - Bulk Portal
Services Configuration (BPSC).

11.6.3 Firewall System Description

Today, firewalls are built using a combination of the following components: Packet Filtering (PF). Stateful
Packet Filtering (SPF), Application Level Gateway (ALG), and Application Server Proxy (ASP). A
packet—filtering module is probably the most common firewall component because it determines which
packet streams are blocked and which are allowed to cross the firewall. Each individual packet decision is
based on static configuration information (the ruleset) configured into the firewall‘s filtering mechanisms
(policy) so that the packet will be allowed or denied, based on the inspection of packet header fields:
source and destination [P addresses, source and destination protocol port numbers, protocol type. etc.
Depending on the desired level of security, a great number of filters might need to be configured on a
firewall. The cable operator will need to balance the ruleset complexity with customer needs. CableHome
attempts to specify a rich set of configuration filters, managed via MIB objects, so the various types of
services (protocols and applications) can be individually configured, if needed.

A stateful packet filtering (SPF) module uses accumulated state information from packets that belong to the
same connection when making packet—dropping decisions. The SPF differentiates between different
protocols and handles each protocol’s connection correctly. The SPF module stores and utilizes
information found in the packet's network layer and transport layer headers.

An application level gateway (ALG) is a component that knows how to extract information required for
connection tracking from the packet’s application layer. As some protocols incorporate connection control
information at the application layer, the SPF will incorporate ALGs to perform the connection tracking.
The specific ALG (e.g. FTP-ALG, IPSEC-ALG) is required for handling each such protocol needed to
support CableHome. For example, the FTP protocol in active mode incorporates the TCP port number that
will be used later on for the data transfer. Therefore, it is required to use an FTP ALG to track the state of
all FTP connections. See Appendix IV for more information on ALG requirements.

An application specific proxy (ASP) firewall filters, based on the application layer protocol unique
features, or messages specifically for the client-server protocols. There are security benefits in the use of
ASPs. For one. it is possible to add access control lists to protocols, requiring users or systems to provide
some level of authentication before access is granted. In addition to being protocol specific, an ASP
understands the protocol and can be configured to block only subsections of the protocol. The ASP allows
the operation of NAT—unfriendly applications when the Portal Service is operating in either of its two
transparent routing modes: C-NAT or C-NAP'T. For example, an FTP ASP can be configured to block the
traffic from unauthenticated users, while granting authenticated users selective access to the “put" and
“get" commands, depending on which directions these commands are issued.

The particular combination of packet filer, SPF AGLs and ASPs on a given firewall product, constitutes a
trade off between performance and the security level. Typically, being a network layer mechanism, packet
filters tend to yield better performance than ALGs/ASPs that are application layer mechanisms. A
compromise solution becoming increasingly popular consists of the use of stateful packet filtering (SPF),
where state information accumulated from packets that belong to the same connection is kept and used in
making packet—dropping decision.

SPFs and ASPs both include filtering against the security policy to achieve the desired level of security for
a site. However, while the security policy determines the allowed services and the way in which they are
used across the firewall, the security policy does not spell out the specific configuration for the firewall.
The ruleset is expressed in human readable form, then interpreted by the firewall, and implemented into the
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filtering policy in the internal language of the firewall The filters inspect each packet and determines
which packets the firewall forwards and which it rejects.

The following is a high—level diagram of the CableHome firewall and the roles of the various firewall
components referenced by this specification.

Note: This diagram does not indicate any specific technical architecture or implementation. It is only for
logical reference.

Firewall Construction

 

  

  
  
  

Operator sends
Rule Set 8.
Mgmt lnfo

- Config File in the standardized language
- SNMP Set

Firewall Engine

 

  

 
  

 

Dglaults
Mfg into box

Resets
consistent

   Ealifl
turns filters

on or off
  
 

Traffic Traffic

Firewall Filtering Function

Infonnational
Lngalntl

OperatorFGCSIVES ' '

configured Event ReportIngILoggIngevents

Figure 11-3 — Firewall Logical Fleference

11.6.4 Firewall Requirements

11.6.4.1 Configuration File Language for the Firewall

A cable operator chosen ruleset can be configured into the CableHome firewall via 21 PS configuration file
or firewall configuration file download. Within this section the term configuration file is used to mean
either the PS configuration file or firewall configuration file. The language and format for the
configuration file containing the ruleset applicable to a particular CableHome firewall product is defined.

The PS MUST be able to receive and interpret a firewall configuration file constructed, using TLVs
formatted as described in Section 7.4.4.1 Configuration File Format Requirements. Inside the firewall, the
compiler translates the policy language into a vender specific internal format. TLV type 28 MUST be used
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for all the CableHome firewall MIB objects. The language of the PS configuration file and the firewall
configuration file is the same. The requirements for firewall configuration file processing are defined in
Section 7.'"]

11.6.4.2 Firewall Configuration

The PS supports, but the operator is not required to utilize, remote management of firewall functions. The
firewall in the PS MUST accept rulesets configured in bulk via the specified PS, Firewall Configuration
Files, or configured individually via SNMP SET commands. The PS MUST NOT activate the firewall
while the value of cabhPsDevProvState = inProgress(2). When a configuration file is used to configure
rulesets. upon completion of configuration file download and processing, i.e.. cabhPsDevProvState =
pass( I), the firewall rules from the configuration file MUST immediately be applied and available for use
in the PS without reboot of the PS. If the PS cannot process the configuration file for any reason, i.e., if
cabhPsDevProvState = fail(3), the PS MUST use the existing firewall filter table rules indicated by the
cabhSec2FwPolicySelection object.

11.6.4.3 Firewall Policy and Rulesets

The firewall policy instructs the firewall to filter traffic based on particular rules. The policy accepts the
rulesets to be applied by the filtering function since the filtering function alone has no meaning, as it is
only a set of capabilities. The firewall filtering capabilities, combined with the firewall policy, provide
firewall protection for the CableHome LAN. The firewall filters actively inspect each packet or connection
with the policy to apply the two allowed actions: allow or deny.

CableHome defines three components as inputs into the firewall policy depending upon the configuration:

0 General Behavior Rules — the expected behavior for either allowing or denying traffic flows. These
rules always apply unless there is an exception written into either the CableHome Factory Default
Ruleset or Configured Ruleset

0 CableHome Factory Default Ruleset - the firewall filtering factory default rules used as exceptions to
the General Behavior Rules. These rules may also be used in conjunction with the Configured Ruleset.

- Configured Ruleset — the configured rules used as exceptions to the General Behavior Rules. These
rules may also be used in conjunction with the CableHome Factory Default Ruleset.

The General Behavior Ru les, CableHome Factory Default Ruleset, and the Configured Ruleset apply to
session initiation traffic and not to response traffic

The PS may receive traffic for the PacketCable MTA. Therefore, the CableHome specification takes a brief
look at the support needed for the MTA. Support for PacketCable, described in Section I l.6.4.4, consists
of the CableHome Factory Default Ruleset, plus the needed protocols to enable PacketCable messaging to
traverse the firewall. Appendix IV also notes which ports must be opened for the MTA. Support for
PacketCable enables provisioning, management, and services through the firewall.

11.6.4.3.1 Firewall Policy and Address Realms

The concept of IP addressing realms are defined in this specification for WAN and LAN IP addresses.
Although the PS is considered part of the LAN. packets originating from or destined to the PS are not
referred to as LAN traffic for the purpose of firewall filtering. Instead, the specific PS IP address is called
out. Packets originating from or destined to the PS are indicated by the use of the WAN-Man IP address,
PS server router IP address, or to the fixed l92.l68.0.l [P address (which can be, but not necessarily, the
same as the PS server router IP address). Accordingly, the firewall will distinguish traffic to and from the
PS in the CableHome Factory Default Ruleset and Configured Ruleset. Firewall behavior is independent of

‘"3 Revised the first sentence in this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N-03069 by G0 on l0/28/03.
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Addressing Realms defined in Section 4. Firewall rules are not effected by Primary Packet Handling Mode
or WAN Address Modes.

11.6.4.3.2 General Firewall Behavior for CableHome

The firewall in the PS is required to filter traffic based on the specified General Behavior Rules. These
rules are specified to provide a baseline level of filtering behavior by the firewall in the PS. The General
Behavior applies unless an exception is defined in the Default or Configured Ruleset. The states defined
for the General Behavior Rules are either to allow or deny traffic. With the General Behavior Rules in
place, the cable operator can expect the PS to always behave in a standardized way with regard to filtering
traffic. The PS MUST apply the General Behavior Rules for firewall filtering as specified in <<cross
reference to CableHome Firewall General Behavior Rules Table>> to a packet unless the firewall is
configured to use another rule written into the Factory Default Ruleset
(cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFilterTable [Cl-llj) or the Configured Ruleset (docsDevFilterIpTable).

Table 11-18 — CableHome Firewall General Behavior Rules  
  

 
General Behavior

Rule  
  

 

  

 
 

Source IP Address Destlnatlon IP Address

PS WAN-Man IP Address
  

Any WAN IP Address

 

PS WAN-Data IP Address Deny All

PS Sewer Router IP Address OR Deny All
192.168.0.1

Any LAN IP Address (passthrough mode) Deny All

PS WAN-Man OR WAN-Data IP Any WAN IP Address Allow AllAddress

Any LAN IP Address Deny All

PS Server Router IP Address OR Any WAN IP Address Deny All
192.168.0.1

Any LAN IP Address Allow All

Any LAN IP Address PS Server Router IP Address OR Allow All192.168.D.1

PS WAN-Man OR WAN-Data IP Address Deny All

Any WAN IP Address Allow All

11.6.4.3.3 CableHome Factory Default Fluleset

The CableHome Factory Default Ruleset defines a set of filtering rules to be applied when the Default
Ruleset option of the cabhSec2FwPolicySelection object is selected. The CableHome Factory Default
Ruleset MUST be hard-coded into the PS at the time of manufacture. The PS MUST use the CableHome

Factory Default Ruleset when the cabhSec2FwPolicySelection object is set to factoryDefault(l), or
factoryDefaultAndConfiguredRuleset (3).

Table l [-19 specifies the CableHome Factory Default Ruleset. Both LAN address realms, LAN-Trans and
the LAN—Pass, are treated the same for the CableHome Factory Default Ruleset and are labeled LAN IP
Address. The firewall MUST be able to look up addresses in the CAT mapping table to apply policy based
on the real Host device IP Address. The table bases information on session initiation, not on allowed
traffic. The CableHome Firewall Factory Default Ruleset MUST be implemented for session initiation and
not for traffic returning in response to an allowed session. Traffic returning at the request of the initiator is
understood as state information for a session and the firewall will check the session state after checking the
policies to ensure a packet is not denied that is part ofa current session.
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Table 11-19 - CableHome Firewall Factory Delault Policy
Excepllon Fllterlng
Protocol Llst (Rule

Number)

General
BehaviorSource IP Address Destlnatlon IP Address

Any WAN IP Address PS WAN—Man IP Address Allow ICMP (1)  

 
  
 
  
 

Allow SNMP (2,3)

PS WAN-Dale IP Address Deny All Allow ICMP (15)

PS Sewer Router IP Address OR Deny All None
192.168.0 1

Any LAN IP Address (passlhrough Deny All Allow ICMP (4)
mode)

PS WAN-Man OR WAN-Data IP Any WAN IP Address Allow All None
Address

Any LAN IP Address Deny All Allow ICMP (5,16)

PS Server Router IP Address OR Any WAN IP Address Deny All None
192.158 0.1

Any LAN IP Address Allow All None

Any LAN IP Address PS Sewer Router IP Address OR Allow All None192.16B.0.1

PS WAN-Man OR WAN-Data IF‘ Deny All Allow ICMP (6.17)
Address

Any WAN IP Address Allow All Deny Kerberos (7 - 12)
Deny Syslog (13,111)

The CableHome Firewall Factory Default Ruleset listed in Table 1 1-20 MUST be implemented in the
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFiltei’I‘able MIB object. The column headers correspond to the defined MIB
objects in the CableHome Security MIB but since the object names are rather long, only the varying part of
the object name is used in the table below. The rules that include the PS WAN-Data IP address are listed
starting with Table Index 15, since the cable operator can optionally provision one or more WAN-Data ll’
addresses in the PS. This table will be correctly populated at the time the PS completes provisioning
dependent upon how the cable operator has configured the IP addresses.
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Table 11-20 — Cab|eHome Firewall Factory Default Ruleset

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

X 5 5 3 =on _ ¢: _ .1 :|: o F." a;‘U o x o .. A: .. A: O t 1-_- .1 3: 3
C ‘I: (II 3: ‘U V! ‘U '0 9 O o t \-_' :
3 = ‘g u 1: N ‘u N 3 A. Q_ o 9 '5_ o 2 " E "' E o 0 in II. n. C
3 0 E 5 "’ '0 ° 0 it ‘-2 e 17. 7. 31- 8 3 3 310 tn

1 Allow 1 WAN IP (0.0 0 0) PS WAN- (255.255 255 255) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
(0 0.0.0) Man

2 Allow 1 WAN IP (0.0.0 0) PS WAN- (255255 255 255) 6 0 65535 161 161 true
(0 0.0.0) Man

3 Allow 1 WAN IP (0.0.0.0) PS WAN- (255 255 255.255) 17 0 65535 161 161 true
(0 0.0.0) Man

4 Allow 1 1 WAN IP (0.0 0.0) LAN IP (0.0.0.0) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
(0.0.0 0) (00.0.0)104

5 Allow 255 2 PS WAN- (255 255 255.255) LAN IP (0.0.0.0) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
Man (0.00 0)

255 1 LAN IP (0.0.0.0) PS WAN- (255.255 255 255) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
(0.0.0 0) Man

255 1 LAN IP (0.0.0.0) WAN IP (0.0 0 0) 6 0 65535 68 BB true
(0.0 0 0) (0.0 0.0)

255 1 LAN IP (0.0 0 0) WAN IP (00.0.0) 17 0 65535 88 BB true
_ (0000) (0.0.0 0)

255 1 LAN lP (0.0.0 0) WAN lP (00.0.0) 6 0 65535 749 749 true
(0 0.0.0) (0.0 0 0)

255 1 LAN IP (0.0 0.0) WAN IP (0_0.0.0) 17 0 65535 749 749 true
(0 0.0.0) (0.0.0.0)

11 Deny 255 1 LAN IP (0.0.0.0) WAN lP (0.0 0.0) 6 0 65535 1293 1293 true
(00.0.0) (0 0 0.0)

12 Deny 255 1 LAN lP (0.0.0.0) WAN IP (0.0.0 0) 17 0 65535 1293 1293 true
(0.0_0 0) (0.0.0_0)

13 Deny 255 1 LAN IP (0 0 0.0) WAN IP (0.0.0.0) 6 0 65535 514 514 true
(0.0.0 0) (0.0.0 0)

14 Deny 255 1 LAN IP (0000) WAN lP (0.0 0.0) 17 0 65535 514 514 true
(000 0) (0.0.0 0)

15 Allow 2"” 1 WAN IP (0 0 0 0) PS WAN- (255.255 255 255) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
_ (0 0.0 0) Data _

16 Allow 255 2 PS WAN- (255.255.255.255) LAN IP (0 0 0.0) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
(0.0.0.0)

17 Allow 255 1 LAN IP (0.0.0.0) PS WAN- (255 255.255 255) 1 0 65535 0 65535 true
(0000) Data

The cable operator can configure the PS with any firewall ruleset via configuration file or SNMP Set.
When a cable operator sends rules to the PS, these rules are known as the Configured Ruleset. The PS
MUST store the Configured Rules in the docsDevFilterIpTable [RFC 2669] and any scheduling
information for particular rules in the MIB objects defined by CableHome in the
cabhScc2FwFilterScheduleTable [CH1]. The Configured Ruleset is only active for firewall filtering if the

"“‘ Revised this cell per ECN CH1.l-N-04.0l23—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
‘"5 Revised this cell per ECN CH1.l—N—04 0l23-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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firewall is enabled, and the policy selection is set to configuredRuleset(2) or
factoryDefaultAndConfiguredRuleset(3). The Configured Ruleset can be cleared from the
docsDevFilterIpTable by setting the value of cabhSec2FwClearPreviousRuleset to true( i).

11.6.4.4 Packetcable Support

If the cable operator deploys PacketCable, the CableHome firewall may need to pass traffic to and from the
MTA, depending upon network and device configuration. The CableHome firewall will not break
protocols defined in the PacketCable specifications if the cable operator correctly configures the
CableHome firewall. The cable operator may need to configure the firewall for any additional rules to
ensure that PacketCable will be enabled through the firewall. The following Table i [-21, is a list of
specifications which have unique port requirements for communication with the MTA. However, it is not a
comprehensive list of all the PacketCable specifications.

Table 11-21 — Relevant PacketCabie1.x Spaciircailans for Cab|eHome Firewall
Description Specification
 

AudioNideo Codecs Specification [PKT-CODEC]

Dynamic Quality of Service Specification [PKT-DQOS]

Network-Based Cali Signaling Protocol Specification [PKT-MGCP]
MTA Device Provisioning Specification [PKT-PROV]

Security Specification [PKT-SEC]

Management Event Mechanism Specification [PKT—MEM]

Audio Sewer Protocol Specification | [PKT-ASP]
Call Management Server Signaling Specification | [PKT—CMSS]

The list of the required PacketCable protocols to the MTA have been taken from the indicated
specifications. The [ANA assigned port numbers to open the ports needed by the PacketCable specified
protocols through the firewall are listed in Appendix IV, Applications Through CAT and the Firewall. The
PacketCable i.x defined protocols include the following:

o Provisioning SNMPV3, DHCP, DNS, TFTP, SYSLOG
0 Media Stream RTP, RTCP

0 QoS RSVP

0 Security Kerberos. IPSec

- Network Call Signaling MGCP, SDP (Note: SDP does not require any specific port.)

11.6.4.5 Firewall Filtering

This section specifies requirements for the CableHome firewall’s packet filtering component. The specified
packet filter examines individual packets and determines whether to allow or deny their passage across the
firewall. More specifically. the packet filter inspects packet header fields and makes per—packet decisions
based upon the contents of those fields and configured ruleset.

11.6.4.5.1 Minimum Set of Filtering Capability

For the purpose of CabieHome, a simple NAT or packet filter is not sufficient. in order to provide a
flexible and secure solution the firewall MUST implement an Application Specific Proxy (ASP) or a
Stateful Packet Filtering (SPF) firewall. Additionally, specific requirements for these filtering techniques
are needed in order to provide a sufficient level of testable, reliable, and interoperable products for the
cable industry. The CableHome firewall's ASP/SPF component controls traffic flows associated with
application—layer protocols that cannot be effectively and transparently controlled through static filtering.
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The filtering mechanisms will examine applications that are dynamically established over IP, TCP, UDP,
or [CMP sessions. Port, IP address, and scheduling activity is managed as related to a “session” within the
firewall. Also, the application specific proxy allows the operation of NAT—unfriendly applications when
the Portal Service is operating in either of its two transparent routing modes: C-NAT or C—NAF’I‘.

Regardless of the type of firewall that is implemented, the PS firewall MUST be session aware and able to
track information on an IP address pair (source and destination) in conjunction with the current policy for
the specified IP address. A session consists of a pairing of [P addresses on a per request basis. This request
includes matching the request with the allowed policy for that session which consists of [P address,
application port and curfew.

The firewall's packet filter architecture specifies separate inbound (WAN—to—LAN) and outbound (LAN—to-
WAN) packet filters and PS. The inbound packet filter examines packets coming into the PS WAN
interface. The outbound packet filter examines packets coming into the PS LAN interface. Separate rules
can be applied to inbound and outbound packet filters. Packets destined to the PS from the WAN or LAN
are filtered at the firewall prior to forwarding to any of the PS non-firewall components (CAP, CDP, CNP,
CSP, CQP, and CPM).

 

 

 I Cuhltrl lame

._.r I lost

.-fl I last
I

I MTA #1

MTA #2

Figure 11-4 — Firewall Functionality insldethe PS

CableHome uses the following filtering definitions:

I ALLOW means “let the packet through".

0 DENY means to “drop the packet”.

0 NAT/NAPT (CH CAT) packets will be translated from the LAN, while packets returning from the
WAN to the LAN will be recognized as such and will undergo reverse NAT/NAPT. The firewall filters
will be applied in conjunction with the correct source or destination address on the LAN.
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The CableHome firewall's inbound and outbound packet filters MUST exhibit the following behavior:

I The firewall MUST filter traffic based on the CableHome defined policy as listed in Section 1 1.6.4.3
Firewall Policy, in cases where there is not an explicit rule to follow when checking a packet.

0 The firewall MUST deny replayed packets from either the LAN or the WAN.

0 The firewall MUST create a “state" for all allowed packets initiating a session. A packet will either be
accepted because there is a static rule to allow packets of that criteria. or there is a state that implies that
the packet will be allowed through as a result of an ongoing allowed session.

0 The firewall SHOULD NOT allow TCP outbound traffic prior to establishing a TCP session (i.e., prior
to completing a 3-way TCP handshake).'°“

0 Packets with one of the following [P Options: LSRR (Loose-Source—Route), SSRR (Strict-Source-
Route), RR (Record—Route) MUST be denied.

There are many types of network attacks that the firewall can filter. Many methods and tools are used to
attack various devices on a network. The list is very long and changes faster then any current published
document can claim. The CableHome specification calls out some the well known attacks for general
security consideration. The firewall SHOULD protect against port or network scanning launched from
LAN or WAN . The firewall SHOULD protect against floods of packets and malformed packets. The
firewall SHOULD protect against the following list of denial of service attacks: “Ping of Death",
“Teardrop”, “Bonk”, "Nestea”, “SYN Flood", “LAND Attack”, “lP Spoofing”, “Smurf Attack",
“WinNuke”. and any high-frequency messaging originated by LAN [P Devices, such as BP_[nit or DHCP
DISCOVER messages.

11.6.4.5.2 Filter Criteria

The default is to deny traffic initiated from WAN [P addresses, the PS WAN-Man [P address, or the PS
Server Router [P address. Therefore, the rulesets are built to allow particular traffic for these addresses.
The default is to allow traffic from LAN [P addresses unless explicitly set to deny, therefore, the rulesets
are built to deny particular traffic to these addresses. This section does not specify all the expected filtering
capabilities, but lists a minimum set of criteria which is expanded by specified MlB objects. Inbound and
outbound packet filters MUST examine traffic to see if a rule will allow the traffic based on the following
filtering criteria:
I [P source address
- IP destination address

0 [P (“next level") protocol: e.g., TCP, UDP, ICMP, [Psec AH, [Psec ESP
I TCP or UDP source and destination ports

I Start—of-connection information for TCP packets (i.e., absence of ACK bit) for session tracking

0 Sequence number tracking for sessions

The above packet data is used as criteria for matching incoming packets to a specific rule, and hence.
arriving at a specific filtering decision (allow/deny). The firewall MUST check the [P source and
destination address to see if any rule applies to that address. If the ruleset currently prohibits forwarding
traffic to or from an [P address. the firewall MUST deny the packet, unless it needs to be passed due to
state.

Note: Filtering against the current policy include more requirements for filtering that must be applied.
however, are not considered a part of the built—in filtering criteria.

'0“ Revised this bullet per ECN CH1 .l—N—04.0l23—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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11.6.4.5.3 Filtering Architecture

The CableHome firewall packet filter MUST be able to filter traffic as it enters the PS, with the exception
of using the USFS function from the LAN, and provide distinct inbound (WAN-to-LAN), outbound (LAN-
to-WAN), and PS packet filters. This firewall MUST have the following attributes:

0 filter packets received from the PS WAN interface, e.g. lflndex = 1, (this is referred to as inbound
filtering)

0 packets received from the PS LAN interface, e.g. lflndex = 255, (this is referred to as outbound
filtering)

I filter packets originating from within the PS going either to the LAN or WAN
I apply filters only as currently enabled

0 inbound and outbound packet filtering precedes the delivery of packets to any of the PS's non-firewall
components, except the USFS for packets coming from the LAN

0 outbound packet filtering precedes any ASP/SPF processing

The WAN inbound packet filter MUST exhibit the following behavior:

0 Default deny; meaning the default behavior of the firewall on inbound packets, that do not have
explicit filter rules to allow the packet, is to drop the packet.

0 Deny all packets whose source address is in the LAN-Pass or LAN—Trans address realms received
from the PS WAN interface, e.g. lflndex = l.

0 Deny all packets with broadcast or multicast source addresses.

The LAN outbound packet filter MUST exhibit the following behavior:

- Default allow; meaning the default behavior of the firewall on outbound packets, that do not have
explicit filter rules to deny the packet, is to allow the packet.

0 Reject all packets with broadcast or multicast source addresses.

11.6.4.6 Firewall Event Reporting

The information coming out of the firewall is critical for routine management and monitoring, as well as
providing the appropriate events for specified attacks. The events generated by the firewall can be used for
intrusion detection, DOS attacks, and any failures or logs related to the firewall system. The analysis of the
logs can be quite cumbersome if there are large amounts of data to sort through. Also, if there are too many
events sent to the cable operator, it could tie up bandwidth, since there can be many firewalls sending
events to the N MS located in the cable operator back office. The cable operator will need to decide which
items they wish to turn on to monitor the firewall and how often they would like to receive events.
Tuming—on event reporting is separate from tuming-on the ruleset for the firewall filtering criteria. When
the firewall event enable MIB objects have been set to enable the firewall to track defined event types, the
firewall will log and send specified event messages as defined in this section and Appendix 11.

Each of the specified events can be turned on or off by the cable operator through setting :1 SNMP MIB
object through a configuration file, or a SNMP set. It is recommended that SNMPV3 be used to secure
SNMP messages containing firewall information.

11.6.4.6.1 Firewall Events

Firewall events allow a cable operator to remotely assess the level of hacker activity and modifications to
the firewall on specific PS elements. Event generation is based on management changes to the ruleset,
events detected by the firewall as enabled by the ruleset, or TFTP/HTTP events based on downloading.
The TFTP/HTTP events for firewall download MUST be sent, as defined by Appendix ll.

The firewall MUST be capable of logging the following types of events:
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TYPE I: Type I MUST log all attempts from both LAN and WAN clients to traverse the firewall
that violate the Security Policy when this type is turned on via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB
object. This logs all connection attempts that are dropped due to policy violation. An attack is
defined as packets (meaning each packet is counted as an attack), that attempt to traverse the
firewall and violate the current policy. lf enabled, and the threshold is reached, the PS MUST
immediately send event 80010201

TYPE 2: Type 2 MUST log identified Denial of Service attack attempts when this type is turned
on, via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB object. A type 2 attack is defined as any attempt that is
considered to be disrupting any service. like the flood of duplicate packets (meaning l0 packets
are counted as one attempt). or malformed packets or unpermitted connection attempts from the
same host, for a multiple number of times. If enabled, and the threshold is reached. the PS MUST
immediately send event 800 l0202.'°7

TYPE 3: Type 3 MUST log all changes made to the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL or
cabhSec2FwPolicyFileCurrentVersion or cabhSec2FwEnable MIB objects when this type is
turned on, via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB object. Tracking the changes to the firewall
configuration provides valuable feedback to the cable operator for debugging purposes. If enabled
and the threshold is reached, the PS MUST immediately send event 800l0203.'°s

TYPE 4: Type 4 MUST log all failed attempts to modify cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL and
cabhSec2FwEnable MIB objects when this type is turned on, via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable
MIB. If enabled and the threshold is reached, the PS MUST immediately send event so0l0204.”"’

TYPE 5: Type 5 MUST log allowed inbound packets from the WAN when this type is turned on,
via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB object. This enables the cable operator to monitor traffic in
a scenario where there are signs of detection intrusion or DOS attacks from the WAN side. If
enabled and the threshold is reached, the PS MUST immediately send event 80010205.”)

TYPE 6: Type 6 MUST log allowed outbound packets from the LAN when this type is turned on,
via the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB object. This enables the cable operator to monitor traffic in
a scenario where there are signs of attacks coming from a home LAN across the WAN. If enabled
and the threshold is reached, the PS MUST immediately send event 800l0206.' "

The event types for CableHome are defined for monitoring purposes only. It is up to the individual cable
operator to evaluate and execute any necessary response to issues detected and reported by the firewall.

11.6.4.6.2 Firewall Logs

The firewall log information MUST be recorded in the PS for each enabled log type, as specified in
Section ll.6.4.6.1. The PS MUST log the specified information unless the cabhSec2FwEventThreshold is
set to zero, or the cabhSec2FwEventEnable is set to disable, or the cabhSec2FwEventlnterval is set to zero.
If the log table is full, the PS MUST remove the oldest entry and add the new one. If the
cabhSec2FwEventThreshold is not set to zero, the cabhSec2FwEventEnable is enabled, the
cabhSec2FwEventlnterval is not set to zero and the log is not full, the PS MUST continue to log events of
the enabled type. Once the cabhSec2FwEventLogReset is set to l to clear the log, and the
cabhSec2FwEventEnable is enabled, the cabhSec2FwEventCount MUST start counting from zero.‘ '2

"" Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N—04.0 l23—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
"78 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.|-N-04.0 I23-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
"*9 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI .|—N-04.0l23—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
"" Revised this paragraph per ECN CHI . l—N—04 0123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
"' Revised this paragraph per ECN cl-ll.l—N—04.ol23—2 by KB on 4/5/04.
"3 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 I-N—04.0 123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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The PS, at a minimum, MUST support the logging of 40 entries in the Firewall Log Table
(cabhSec2FwLogTable). If an event type is enabled, the PS MUST log information required by the event
type at a minimum rate of l event per every 5 seconds, even while under attack. [t is expected that the PS
will not consume the majority of its computing resources on logging and when attacks occur, the PS
SHOULD be able to pass traffic at a normal rate and otherwise function normally.' '3

Logging can pose different problems if not properly done. Logging all events and packets can make the log
complex, lengthy, and difficult to understand. It is difficult to sort through a lot of information to look for
one item in particular. If logging is limited to only a few types of events, it will not provide enough
information to the cable operator to debug intrusions or detect attacks. Note that logs can be sniffed if they
are not encrypted. A hacker can use log information to gain insight into the various services running on the
PS or LAN Host devices.

CableHome requires a particular set of information to be logged for each type of event that is enabled. The
log function MUST log packets of each type according to the rules for that type of event. The requirement
for Date and Time assumes that the Date and Time will be as accurate as the last update of the PS clock
during the provisioning sequence.

The cabhSec2FwLogTable for the event types 1, 2, 5, & 6 MUST record the following information for
each occurrence unless otherwise specified:

I Event Number — MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix II, one time, at the start of the log

- Event Priority — MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix ll, one time, at the start of the log
0 Date and Time — when the event occurred:

0 MUST consist of the four—digit year, month, and day
0 MUST consist of the hour, minute, and second

0 Protocol — the protocol indicated in the IP header field (1 = ICMP; 2: IGMP; 6 =TCP', l7= UDP)
0 Source IP Address

- Destination IP Address

0 Source Port (TCP and UDP)
0 Destination Port (TCP and UDP)

0 Message Type (ICMP) - [RFC 2474] defines ICMP and when the firewall blocks an ICMP packet the
log MUST display a number indicating what type of ICMP message it was. 0 - Echo Reply, 3 -
Destination Unreachable, 4 — Source Quench, 5 - Redirect, 8 - Echo Request, 9 - Router Advertisement,
10 - Router Solicitation, ll - Time Exceeded, l2 - Parameter Problem, 13 — Timestamp Request, 14 -
Timestamp Reply, 15 — lnformation Request, 16 - Information Reply, l7 - Address Mask Request, 18 —
Address Mask Reply

0 Replay Count - [f the data being recorded is a replay attack, the firewall SHOULD NOT record each
occurrence of the attack. However, the firewall SHOULD record the number of occurrences up to the
threshold value set for the specific type

The cabhSec2FwLogTable for the event type 3 MUST record the following information for each
occurrence unless otherwise specified:

0 Event Number - MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix II, one time, at the start of the log

0 Event Priority - MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix [1, one time, at the start of the log
0 Date and Time — when the event occurred:

0 MUST consist of the fou r-digit year, month, and day
0 MUST consist of the hour, minute, and second

"3 Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl_l—N-04.0123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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0 Source IP Address

0 MIB object changed

The cabhSec2FwLogTable for the event type 4 MUST record the following information for each
occurrence unless otherwise specified:' '4

0 Event Number - MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix II, one time, at the start of the log.

0 Event Priority - MUST be recorded as defined in Appendix II, one time, at the start of the log
- Date and Time — when the event occurred:

0 MUST consist of the four—digit year, month, and day
0 MUST consist of the hour, minute. and second

I Source IP Address

0 MIB object attempted to be changed

11.6.4.7 Applications Through the Firewall

As part of the minimum set of capabilities, the CableHome firewall MUST be capable of allowing
specified applications. as defined by Appendix IV, to traverse the PS to reach its intended destination. The
firewall applies the current ruleset to the policy to ensure the correct openings are created to support
specific traffic between the LAN and WAN, as well as to and from the PS itself. The PS MUST NOT limit
the number of sessions or connections to be supported simultaneously, unless otherwise specified in
Appendix IV, Applications through the CAT and Firewall.

The firewall policy is applied to the traffic as it attempts to traverse the firewall. The packets are first
processed in the firewall prior to being sent to the PS for further processing, or to the destination on the
WAN or LAN. The policy is applied to source and destination IP addresses, ports. and time of day.
Appendix [V lists the requirements and provides more detail.

11.6.4.8 Firewall MIB Objects

The firewall MIB objects consist of a three general groupings: l) a set to manage the firewall
configuration. 2) a set to monitor and log events, and 3) a set to manage the rulesets themselves. The
requirements for the firewall MIB objects MUST be used in conjunction with the CableHome Security
MIB document [CHI].

11.6.4.8.1 Firewall Fluleset Management MIB Objects

The following firewall management objects MUST be implemented in the PS:

cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL - contains the name of the policy rule set file and the IP address of
the TFI‘P or HTTPS server containing the policy rule set file. in a TFTP or HTTPS URL format.
A policy rule set file download is triggered when the value used to SET this MIB is different than
the value in the cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL MIB. Refer to Section 7.4.42.3 Firewall
Configuration File Trigger.

If the download of the Firewall Configuration File is not successful, the PS MUST NOT update
the cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL MIB with the same value as the
cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB. In any case, the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object MUST
contain the value SET by either the PS Configuration File or by a SNMP SET command. When
the PS is reset, the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL MIB object MUST be populated with its default

"4 Revised following bulleted list per ECN CH1_l—N—04.0l 15-1 by KB on 4/5/04.
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value.' '5

CabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfulFileURL — contains the name of the policy rule set file and the IP
address of the TFTP server that contained the policy rule set file, in a TFI‘P or H’ITPS URL
format, which was used to trigger the last successful download. Ifa successful download has not
yet occurred, this MIB should have a Null value."°

cabhSec2FwPolicyFileHash — Defines the SHA—l digest for the corresponding ruleset file.

cabhSec2FwPolicyFileOperStatus - Contains the operational status of the firewall configuration
file download and it MUST contain the following three states:

0 inProgress(l) — indicates that a firewall configuration file download is underway.

0 complete(2) — indicates that the firewall configuration file has downloaded successfully.
0 failed(3) - indicates that the last attempted download of the firewall configuration file

failed.

cabhSec2FwPolicyFileCurrentVersion — A label set by the cable operator that can be used to
track various versions of configured rulesets. Once the label is set, and it, along with the
configured rules are changed, may not accurately reflect the version of configured rules running
on the box. This object MUST contain the string “null", if it has never been configured.

cabhSec2FwEnable — Allows for activation and deactivation of firewall. If this object is set to
disabled, the firewall MUST be completely turned off. If this object is set to enable, the firewall
MUST be activated immediately without re—booting the PS.

cabhSec2FwClearPreviousRuleset - Allows the Operator to clear the filter rule entries in the
docsDevFilterIpTable.

cabhSec2FwPolicySelection — Allows for selection of the filtering policy as defined by the
following options:

I factoryDefault (1) indicates the firewall is using the factory default settings defined in
Section 1 l.6.4.3.2. If the cabhSec2FwPolicySe1ection MIB object is set to factoryDefault
(1), then the firewall filters against the Factory Default Ruleset in the
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFilterTable.

0 configuredRuleset (2) indicates the firewall is using the Configured Ruleset. If the
cabhSec2FwPolicySelection MIB object is set to configuredRuleset (2), then the firewall
filters against the Configured Ruleset in the docsDevFilter[pTable.

0 factoryDefaultAndConfiguredRuleset (3) indicates the firewall is using the Factory
Default Ruleset and the Configured Ruleset. If the cabhSec2FwPolicyselection MIB
object is set to factoryDefaultAndConfiguredRuleset(3) the PS MUST filter against the
CableHome specified Factory Default Ruleset in the
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFilterTable and the Configured Ruleset in the
docsDevFilterIpTable. [n the case of conflicting rules between the two tables, the rule in
the Configured Ruleset (docsDevFilterIpTable) is the rule that the PS MUST apply to the
packet.

cabhSec2FwEventSetToFactory — Allows the operator to clear all the events currently set in the
event table. The PS MUST immediately clear the cabhSec2FwEventControlTable if this object is
set to true.

"5 Revised the two preceding paragraphs per ECN CHl.l—N—03035 by G0 on 07/03/03.
"° Added this statement per ECN CH1 .1-N«03035 by G0 on 07/03/03.
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cabhSec2FwEventLastSetToFactory - This object reports the last time the event table was
cleared.”7

11.6.4.8.2 MIB Objects for Firewall Events

The following firewall event objects MUST be implemented in the PS, as defined in the CableHome
Security MIB and are included in the cabhSec2FwEventControlTable:

cabhSec2FwEventType - Assigns the event type for the table to track. Event types are defined in
Section ll.6.4.6.l.

cabhSec2FwEventEnable — Enables or disables counting and logging of firewall events by type
as assigned in cabhSec2FwEventType. Logging requirements are defined in the log data section
of this document. This is an on/off switch only. If the enable value changes, the PS MUST
immediately send the appropriate event (800l0l0x). If this value is enabled, the firewall MUST
log occurrences in the c:1bhSec2FwLog. The firewall MUST NOT count, send events, or collect
log data for attacks when cabhSec2FwEventEnable is disabled. Default: false

cabhSec2FwEventThreshold - Number of attacks to count before sending the appropriate event
by type as assigned in cabhSec2FwEventType. If the value is set to zero, the firewall MUST NOT
count, send events, or collect log data for this type. Default: 0

cabhSec2FwEventInterval — Indicates the time interval in hours to count and log occurrences of
a firewall event type as assigned in cabhSec2FwEventType. This time interval applies as long as
the cabhSec2FwEventThreshold object is not exceeded. If the cabhSec2FwEventlnterval MIB
object has a value of zero, there is no interval assigned and the PS MUST NOT count, send, or log
events. Default = O

cabhSec2FwEventCount - Indicates the current count of attacks, up to the
cabhSec2FwEventThreshold value by type as assigned by cabhSec2FwEventType. The firewall
MUST start counting attacks from zero each time the cabhSec2FwEventEnable MIB object is
enabled, or the cabhSec2FwEventlnterval is over, or the cabhSec2FwEventCount equals the
cabhSec2FwEventThreshold value. If the number of attacks counted in the

cabhSec2FwEventCount equals the threshold set in the cabhSec2FwEventThreshold, prior to the
end of the time interval defined by the cabhSec2FwEvent[nterval object, the PS MUST
immediately send the appropriate event (800 l020x). Default = 0

cabhSec2FwEventLogReset - Setting this object to true clears the log table for the specified
event type. Reading this object always returns false. Default: false

cabhSec2FwEventLogLastReset — This object reports the last time the log was cleared.

11.6.4.8.3 Firewall Policy MIB Objects

The CableHome firewall policy MIB objects provide a way for the cable operator to configure rules that
will be used by the firewall to filter traffic. The cable operator can create any configured ruleset needed to
filter traffic passing through the firewall on the PS. The firewall filtering policy MIB objects are based on
the minimum set of filtering requirements. The firewall’s filtering capability is similar to the filters defined
in the cable industry CM MIB objects, specified in [RFC 2669]. Therefore, CableHome had adopted some
of the filtering objects already defined in [RFC 2669], and add some CableHome firewall specific MIB
objects within the CableHome Security MIB.

"7 Revised this statement per ECN CH1 l—N—O3035 by G0 on 07/03/03.
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Within [RFC 2669]. the docsDevFilterlpTable provides the basic filtering properties. The
docsDevFilterIpTable contains a sequence, docsDevFilterIpEntry, of MIB object. Each row in the table
describes rules associated with IP addresses which is then compared to [P packets traversing the firewall.
The template includes source and destination [P addresses (and their associated masks), upper level
protocol (e.g. TCP, UDP), as well as the source and destination port ranges. This is the heart of the policy
implementation. It is in this MIB table that the policy is defined and constructed. Each packet, inbound or
outbound, shall be compared to the enabled policy

CableHome defines a docsDevFilterlP'Table extension, cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleTable that provides
filter attributes for start time, end time and day of week to the filter settings in the docsDevFilterIPTable
entries . This table allows a rule or filter to be enforced via the day of week, (Sunday, Monday,Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, or Saturday), during a start and end time. For example, a parent may request
that communications be denied between the WAN and the child's computer for Monday through Friday,
9pm to 7am and on Saturday and Sunday, l0pm to 8am. Filter rule entries in the docsDevFi1terIpTable
MIB object MUST always be applied if their associated cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleTable MIB objects
have the following values: cabhSec2FwFilterSchedu1eStartTime = 0, cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleEndTime
= 2359, and cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleDOW = 0xFE.

The combination of filters defined in [RFC 2669], and in the CableHome Security MIB, allow for any rules
to be created based on any combination of source IP address, destination IP address, source port,
destination port, time of day, and day of week.

If there is not a match when the PS is comparing each inbound or outbound packet to the rules in the
docsDevFilterIpTable, then the PS MUST apply the minimum set of firewall capabilities and architecture,
as defined in sections ll.6.4.4.l and ll.6.4.4.3. The docsDevFilterlpDefault flag defined in [RFC 2669]
MUST be ignored for CableHome.' '3

The following MIB objects MUST be implemented from [RFC 2669] to create the FilterlpTable for the
filtering rules of the firewall. Unless otherwise noted in this section, the functionality is as specified in
[RFC 2669]:

0 docsDevFilterIpTable >>DocsDevFilterlpEntry
0 docsDevFilterlpIndex

0 consistent with [RFC 2669], the filter with the lowest index is always applied, meaning the filter is
checked, then the PS MUST continue checking filters and apply the filter with the highest index in
the case of conflicts

0 docsDevFilter[pStatus

0 docsDevFilter[pControl

0 the PS MUST ignore the setting (3) for policy; CableHome does not use the policy table
I docsDevFilterIpIflndex

- This object MUST use a default value of 255 (Aggregated LAN Interfaces)‘ '9
0 The index number assigned to this object MUST match to the iflndex numbering assigned in the

ifTable from the Interfaces Group MIB [RFC 2863], as specified in Table 6-16 Numbering
Interfaces in the if!‘able

0 docsDevFilter[pDirection

0 For CableHome, this value represents direction in relationship to the assigned
docsDevFilterlpIflndex in this particular rule, meaning that the PS MUST represent traffic
direction (inbound, outbound, or both), relative to the indicated iflndex. Vendor assigned iflndex
values MUST follow the same rule for application of direction. For example, CableHome assigns

'” Replaced this paragraph per ECN CH1.l—N-03035 by G0 on 07/03/03
"" Revised this bullet per ECN CHl.l—N-04.0123-2 by KB on 4/5/04.
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the number 255 to the aggregated LAN interface. In this case, the PS will see inbound traffic on
iflndex 255, as all traffic coming from the LAN going to or traversing through the PS and
outbound traffic on iflndex 255, as all traffic going to the LAN coming from or traversing through
the PS.

I docsDevFilterIpBroadcast

I it is expected that this will always be the default value of false. Therefore, the rule will apply to all
traffic

I docsDevFilterIpSaddr

I docsDevFi|terlpSmask
I docsDevFi1terIpDaddr

I docsDevFilterlpDmask
I docsDevFilterIpProtocol

I docsDevFilterIpSou rcePortLow

I docsDevFilterIpSourcePortHigh
I docsDevFilterIpDestPortLow

I docsDevFilterIpDestPortHigh
I docsDevFilterlpMatches

- docsDevFi1terlpTosm
I this object can be ignored; its function is not required for CableHome

I docsDevF ilter [pTosMask

I this object can be ignored; its function is not required for CableHome.
I docsDevFilterIpContinue

I this object MUST always be set to true so the PS will continue checking filters until all the filters
have been checked. Unlike RFC2669, this object MUST NOT trigger a discard until all the filters
have been checked and there are no later filters which requires the packet to be accepted.

I docsDevFi1terlpPolicyld

I this object can be ignored; its function is not required for CableHome.

Additionally, the firewall MUST support the following MIB objects as specified in the CableHome
Security MIB document:
I cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleStartTime

I cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleEndTime
I cabhSec2FwFilterScheduleDOW

11.6.4.8.4 Firewall Factory Default Ruleset MIB Objects

The CableHome Firewall Factory Default Ruleset MIB objects provide a way for the cable operator to
view the CableHome Factory Default Rules, which are exceptions to the general rules, or General Firewall
Behavior defined in Table ll-18 and Table l l—l9. For more information on the Default Ruleset MIB

objects used for filtering, please refer to the CableHome Security MIB [CH 1] for description of the
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaultFilterTable and its entries.

11.7 Additional Security MIB Objects in the PS

The CableHome firewall MIB objects are described in the firewall section of this document. This section
describes the remaining security MIB objects required for CableHome. The security MIB objects are

'20 Revised the following four bullet statements per ECN CHl.l-N-03035 by G0 on 07/03/03.
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defined in more detail and MUST be supported as defined in Appendix I of this specification, [draft—ietf-
ipcdn-bpiplus-mib—05J, CH-SP-MIB-SEC-103-03041 l [CHI] and CL-SP-MIB—CLABDEF-I03-0304l l
[CableLabs2J.

11.7.1 Secure Software Download MIB Objects

Secure software download follows the design as created by DOCSIS, and as such, the MIB objects can be
re-used in the PS just as the CM uses them. The PKI structure for CableHome is defined separately and
therefore some of the certificate MlBs MUST be used as defined by CableHome, not by the DOCSIS
MIBs, as cun'ently written in [draft-ietf—ipcdn—bpiplus-mib—05J.

The Standalone PS MUST support the following MIB objects as defined in the CL—SP—MlB-CLABDEF—
103-0304! I [Cab|eLabs2J:

0 clabCVCRootCACert - CableLabs Code Verification Root CA used for CVC validation
0 clabCVCCACert — CableLabs Code Verification CA used for CVC validation

0 clabMfgCVCCert - Manufacturer Code Verification Certificate used to store the Mfg CVC Cert

The Standalone PS MUST support the following software download MIB objects defined in [draft—ietf—
ipcdn-bpiplus—mib—05j:

- docsBpi2CodeDownloadGroup - Collection of objects that provide authenticated software download
support. The docsBpi2CodeDownloadGroup includes:

0 docsBpi2CodeDownloadStatusCode — Indicates the result of the latest configuration file CVC
verification. SNMP CVC verification, or code file verification.

0 docsBpi2CodeDownloadStatusString - Additional information to the status code.
I docsBpi2CodeMfgOrgName - The device manufacturers organizationName.

I docsBpi2CodeMfgCodeAccessStart — The device manufacturer's current codeAccessStart value
referenced to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

0 docsBpi2CpdeMfgCvcAccessStart — The device manufacturer's current cvcAccessStart value
referenced to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

I docsBpi2CodeCoSignerOrgName - The Co—Signer's organizationName.

0 docsBpi2CodeCoSignerCodeAccessStart — The co-signer’s current codeAccessStart value referenced
to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

I docsBpi2CodeCoSignerCvcAccessStart - The co—signer‘s current cvcAccessStart value referenced to
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

0 docsBpi2CodeCvcUpdate - Triggers the device to verify the CVC and update the cvcAccessStartvalue.

11.7.2 Security Configuration File MIB Objects

The PS MUST support the following configuration file download MIB object as defined in the CableHome
Security MIB:

cabhPsDevProvConfigHash - SHA-l [FIPS I86] hash of the entire content of the configuration
file, taken as a byte string.

11.7.3 Security Service Provider MIB Objects

The PS MUST support the following service provider authentication MIB object as defined in the
CableHome Security MIB:
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clabSrvcPrvdrRootCACert — The CableLabs Service Provider Root CA used to validate
certificates of devices on the service provider‘s network.

11.7.4 PS Certificate MIB Objects

The PS MUST support the following PS Certificate MIB object as defined in the CableHome Security
MIB:

cabhSecCertPsCert - The X509 DER-encoded PS certificate used to provide secure identity of
the PS.

11.7.5 Kerberos MIB Objects

The needs of Kerberos within CableHome is a subset of the functionality required by PacketCable. The
‘following MIB objects are required for CableHome and the PS MUST support these MIB objects, as
defined in the CableHome Security MIB:

0 cabhSecKerbPKINlTGracePeriod — The number of minutes prior to current ticket expiration for the PS
to initiate a request with the KDC for a new ticket.

0 cabhSecKerbTGSGracePeriod - The number of minutes prior to current ticket expiration for the PS to
initiate a request with the KDC for a new ticket.

0 cabhSecl(erbUnsolicitedKeyMaxTimeout —The maximum timeout value for the AP Req/Rep
exchange.

0 cabhSecKerbUnso1icitedKeyMaxRetries — The maximum number of retries the PS is allowed to
attempt AP Req/Rep negotiation

11.8 Secure Software Download for the PS

11.8.1 Goals of Secure Software Download

Secure Software Download goals include the following:

0 The cable operator can securely load code into the PS as needed.

0 The cable operator can manage secure downloads with various configuration policies.

0 The security of the download will provide integrity. authentication, and if possible, encryption.
I The PS will only download images appropriate for the device.

11.8.2 Secure Software Download Design Guidelines

Table 11-22 — Cab|eHome Security System Design Guidelines
Reference Security System Design Guldellnes

The cable operator will have the ability to securely download
software images to the PS element. 

11.8.3 Secure Software Download System Description

Secure software download ensures that only a software image can be downloaded to the PS if the image is
created by the same manufacturer. it also ensures that the image has not been modified since the
manufacturer signed the code image. The image can also be signed by CableLabs, as a co-signer, to
guarantee that the image has been certified. For additional security on the download process, the cable
operator can optionally sign any image as a co—signer to ensure that only images will be loaded into the PS
that the cable operator has approved. The control mechanism for secure software download is to insert the
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code verification certificates (CVCs) into the configuration file which match the CVCs on the code image
to be downloaded. After the PS has received CVC(s) in the configuration file, the PS is enabled to
download the new code image when triggered via configuration file. or SNMP Set.

11.8.4 Secure Software Download Requirements

A Standalone PS Element MUST be capable of remotely downloading a software image over the network.
As described in Section 6.3 3.2.4.9, secure software download to an Embedded PS is controlled by the
cable modem. The new software image would allow the cable operator to improve performance.
accommodate new functions and features, correct design deficiencies, and to allow a migration path for
CableHome devices as the CableHome evolves. The CableHome software download capability MUST
allow the functionality of the PS element to be changed without requiring that cable system personnel
physically visit and reconfigure each unit. The Standalone PS secure software download process addresses
the following primary system requirements:

0 The CableHome mechanism used for software download MUST be TFTP file transfer.

0 The CableHome software download MUST be initiated in one of two ways: I) An SNMP set request
issued by the NMS to the docsDevSwAdminStatus; 2) via the PS element's configuration file. If the
Software Upgrade File Name in the configuration file does not match the current software image of the
device, the PS element MUST request the specified file via TFFP from the Software Server.

0 The PS element MUST verify that the downloaded software image is appropriate for itself. Ifthe
downloaded software image is appropriate, the PS element MUST write the new software image to non-
volatile storage. Once the file transfer is completed successfully, the device MUST restart itself with the
new code image.

0 if the PS element is unable to complete the file transfer for any reason, the PS element MUST remain
capable of accepting new software downloads (without operator or user interaction), even if power or
connectivity is interrupted between attempts.

I The PS element MUST log software download failures and can report failures asynchronously to the
network manager.

0 Where software has been upgraded to meet a new version of the CableHome specification, then it is
critical that the software MUST work with the previous version in order to allow a gradual transition of
units on the network.

0 The PS element MUST authenticate the downloaded software image.

0 The PS element MUST verify that the downloaded code has not been altered from the original form in
which it was provided by the trusted source.

0 The software download process MUST provide a cable operator with mechanisms to upgrade or
downgrade the code version of the CableHome elements.

0 The software download process MUST provide options for a cable operator to dictate their own
download policies.

0 The code file manufacturer MUST apply a Code Verification Signature (CVS) over the code image
and any other authenticated attributes as defined in this specification for the PKCS#7 structure digital
signature to the code file; the private key used to apply the signature MUST be bound to a public key
certificate that chains up to the CableLabs CVC root. The manufacturer's signature authenticates the
source and integrity of the code file.

0 A Co-Signer (cable operator or CableLabs) MAY counter sign the code file in addition to the
manufacturer's signature.

0 The PS element MUST be able to process a Pl(CS#7 digital signature and a CableHome
[lTU—T X509] certificate as defined in Section l 1.8.4.1 .l and Section 1 l.3.4.l.l, respectively.

0 (Optional): The PS element SHOULD be able to update the CableLabs CVC Root CA Certificate
stored in the device.
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- (Optional): The PS element SHOULD be able to replace the Manufacturer CA Certificate(s) stored inthe device.

0 (Optional): The PS element SHOULD be able to update the CableLabs CVC CA Certificate stored inthe device.

0 (Optional): The PS element SHOULD be able to update the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA
Certificate stored in the device.

The optional downloading of the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, CableLabs CVC Root
CA Certificate, CableLabs CVC CA Certificate, and/or the Manufacturer CA Certificate, as a part of the
Code File, are clearly separated from the code image and the other parameters in the code download file. [t
is possible to change the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, CableLabs CVC Root CA
Certificate, CableLabs CVC CA Certificate, and/or the Manufacturer CA Certificate, understood by the PS
element, by including the new certificates in the code image. Inclusion of the Manufacturer CVC
Certificate and/or a co—signer CVC and corresponding CVS, permits the PS element to verify that the code
image has not been altered since the CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, CableLabs CVC
Root CA Certificate, Cab1eLabs CVC CA Certificate, and/or the Manufacturer CA Certificate, or
SignedData parameters, are appended to the code image.

A CableHome Complaint Residential Gateway device MAY include a DOCSIS cable modem and the
CableHome PS Element, as separate entities or embedded as defined in the architecture section of this
document.

0 lf the PS Element is embedded with a DOCSIS cable modem, the PS/CM image MUST be a single
image, and the software download MUST be performed only by the DOCSIS cable modem as described
in [SCTEI] for a DOCSIS 1.0 CM, and in [DOCSIS9J for a DOCSIS l.l CM, and in [DOCSISSJ for a
DOCSIS 2.0 CM.

0 If the PS Element is composed of separate standalone entities, the software download for the
CableHome elements MUST be performed by the PS Element, as described below in this specification.

11.8.4.1 Code Download File Structure for Secure Software Download

For secure software download, the code download file is a file built using a [PKCS #7] compliant structure
that has been defined in a specific format for use with PS Elements. The code file MUST comply with
[PKCS #7] and MUST be DER encoded. The code file MUST match the structure shown in Table l l-23.

When certificates are downloaded as a part of the Code File, the certificates MAY be contained in the
fields as specified in Table 1 1-23, and separated from the actual code image contained in the Codelmage
field.

Table 11-23 — Code File Structure

  
Description

PKCS#7 Dlgltal Slgnature(
Contentlnfo

ContentType SignedData

SignedData () EXPLICT signed-data content value: includes CVS and [ITU-T X 509]
compliant CVSs

}end [PKCS #7] Digital Signature

 

SlgnedContent(

Download Parameters ( Mandatory TLV format (Type 28). (Length is zero if there is no sub-TLVs).

MfgCACerts () Optional TLV for one or more DER—encoded certificate(s) eaoh formatted
according to the Manufacturer CA—Certificate TLV format (Type 17).
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Description

 
Optional TLV for one DER-encoded certificate formatted according to the
CableLabs Service Provider Root CA-Certificate TLV Format (Type 50). 

c|abServProvRootCACert ()

c|abCVCRootCACert () Optional TLV for one DER-encoded certificate formatted according to the
CabieLabs CVC Root CA Certificate TLV Format (Type 51)  

clabCVCCACertificate () Optional TLV for one DER-encoded certificate formatted according to the
CableLabs CVC CA-Certificate TLV Format (Type 52).

)

Codelmage 0 Upgrade code image.
) end Signedcontent

11.8.4.1.1 Signed Data

The code download File will contain the information in a [PKCS #7] Signed Data content type as shown in
Table I l.8.4.l.2. Though maintaining compliance to [PKCS #7], the structure used has been restricted in
format to ease the processing performed by the PS to validate the signature. The [PKCS #7] Signed Data
MUST be DER encoded and exactly match the structure shown below, except for any change in order
required to DER encode (e.g.. the ordering of SET OF attributes). The PS element SHOULD reject the
[PKCS #7] signature if the [PKCS #7] Signed Data does not match the DER encoded structure.

Table 11-24 _ PKCS#7 Signed Data‘2‘

 
 
 
   
   

PKIZSVI7 Field Description
SIgnedData {

version 1

digest/Xlgorithms SHA—l
cor_t_tentInfo _ _

contentType data (SignedContent is concatenated at the end of the PKCS#7 structure)
certificates I

mf_gCVC (REQUIRED for all code files) Note 1]
co—signerCVC (OPTIONAL: required for co-signatures) lNote 2]

) end certificates
Jefltfos t

Mfgslgnerlnfof (REQUIRED for all code files)
version 1
issuerAndSerialNumber

issuer

countr;/Name US
or anizationName Cab|eLabs
commonName CableLabs CVC CA

serialNumber <Mfg CVC serial number>
digestA|gnrithm SHA-lauthenticatedAttributcs

t:nI1lt:ItITfl)c data (I1{il!l|'.lllTfl'K! ul‘ -.igni:i.lCunIcntJ
slgnirtg'i"n'I'I: UTCTime (GMT). YYMMDDhhmmssZ

(digest on the content together with the signer’s authenticated attributes as
defined in [PKCS#7|)

Liigestlint-rfltttnn.-’\lgorithrI1 rsaEncry_pti0n
enc[yEtedDigest

message Digest

E end mfg signer info
C°5l9"'9|'l"'°l (OPTIONAL: required for co-signatures)

version I

'3‘ Revised Table I 1-24 and notes per ECN CH1 t—N—03078 by CO on ll/7/03
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PKCS#7 Fleld I Descrlptlon
issuerAndSerialNumber

issuer
countrvName US
organization Name Cab|eLubs
commonName CableLabs CVC CA

serialNumber <Co-signer CVC serial numbet>di e5tAl nrithm SH A~ I
authenticatedAttributes

contentTv _ data (contentType of signedContent)
si_i_znin_t_zTime UTCTime (GMT). YYMMDDhhmmssZ

(digest on the content together with the signer's authenticated attributes as
defined in [PKCS#7])
rsaEncryption

message Digest

digestEncryption Algorithm
encqptedDigest

} end co-signer info
} end signer infos

end signed data

 
1. Manufacturer CVC MUST comply the format specified in Table 11-9;
2 Co-signer CVC MUST comply the format specified in Table 11-10 or Table 11-11 depending on the type of co-signer,

which can be Cab|eLabs or Service Provider correspondingly

11.8.4.1.2 Signed Content

The signed content field of the code file contains the code image and the download parameters field, which
possibly contains the following additional optional items:
0 CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

0 CableLabs (CL) CVC Root CA Certificate
0 CL CVC CA Certificate
0 Manufacturer CA Certificate

The final code image is in a format compatible with the destination PS element. In support of the [PKCS
#7] signature requirements, the code content is typed as data; i.e., a simple octet string. The format of the
final code image is not specified here and will be defined by each manufacturer according to their
requirements.

Each manufacturer SHOULD build their code with additional mechanisms that verify an upgrade code
image is compatible with the destination PS element.

If included in the signed content field, a certificate is intended to replace the certificate currently stored in
the PS element. If the code download and installation is successful, the PS element MUST replace its
cun'ently stored certificate with the new certificate received in the signed content field. This new certificate
will be used for subsequent verification.

11.8.4.1.3 Code Signing Keys

The [PKCS #7] digital signature uses the RSA Encryption Algorithm [PKCS #1] with SHA—l [FIPS l86J
The PS element MUST be able to verify code file signatures. The public exponent is F4 (65537 decimal).

11.8.4.1.4 Manufacturer CA Certificate

This Attribute is a string attribute containing an X509 CA Certificate, as defined in [ITU-T X509].

Type Length Value
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17 Variable X509 CA Certificate (DER-encoded ASN.1)

11.8.4.1.5 CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

This Attribute is a string attribute containing an X.509 CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate, as
defined in [ITU-T X.509J. This certificate must be used by the PS Element in SNMP provisioning mode
for mutual authentication.

Type Length Value
50 Variable X.509 CA Certificate (DER-encoded ASN.1)

11.8.4.1.6 CableLabs CVC Root CA Certificate

This Attribute is a string attribute containing an X.509 CableLabs CVC Root CA Certificate, as defined in
[ITU-T X509]. This certificate must be used by the standalone PS Element in the secure software
downloading process.

Type Length Value
51 Variable X.509 CA Certificate (DER-encoded ASN.1)

11.8.4.1.7 CableLabs CVC CA Certificate

This Attribute is a string attribute containing an X.509 CableLabs CVC CA Certificate, as defined in [ITU-
T X.509]. This certificate must be used by the standalone PS Element in the secure software downloading
process.

Type Length Value
52 Variable X.509 CA Certificate (DER-encoded ASN.1)

11.8.4.2 CVC Format for Secure Software Down|oad‘22

For secure software download, the format used for the CVC is [ITU-T X.509J compliant. However, the
X.509 structure has been restricted to ease the processing a PS element does to validate the certificate and
extract the public key used to verify the CVS. The CVC MUST be DER encoded comply with Table I 1-9.
Table 1 1-10 and Table I 1-1 1 depending on type of CVC. The PS element SHOULD reject the CVC if it
does not match with the corresponding Table.

11.8.4.2.1 Certificate Revocation

This specification does not require or define the use of certificate revocation lists (CRLs). The PS element
is not required to support CRLs. MSOs can define and use CRLs to help manage code files provided to
them by manufacturers. However. there is a method for revoking certificates based on the validity start date
of the certificate. This method requires that an updated CVC be delivered to the PS element with an
updated validity start time. Once the CVC is successfully validated. the X.509 validity start time will
update the PS element's current value of cvcAccessStart.

11.8.4.3 Code File Access Controls

For secure software download, special control values are included in the code file for the PS element to
check before it will validate a code image. The conditions placed on the values of these control parameters
MUST be satisfied before the PS element will validate the CVC or the CVS, and accepts the code image.

'31 Revised this section per ECN CH1 .1—N-03078 by Go on I 1/7/03
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11.8.4.3.1 Subject Organization Names

The PS element will recognize up to two names, at any one time, that it considers a trusted code—signing
agent in the subject field of a code file CVC:

0 The CableHome device manufacturer: The manufacturer name in the manufacturer's CVC subject field
MUST exactly match the manufacturer name stored in the PS element's non-volatile memory by the
manufacturer. A manufacturer CVC MUST always be included in the code file.

I A co-signing agent: It is permitted that another trusted organization co-sign code files destined to the
CableHome device. In most cases, this is the cable operator controlling the current operating domain of
the device. The organization name of the co-signer is communicated to the PS element via a co-signer's
CVC in the configuration file when initializing the PS element's code verification process. The co-
signer‘s organization name in the co-signer‘s CVC subject field MUST exactly match the co-signer’s
organization name previously received in the co-signer's initialization CVC and stored by the PS
element.

The PS element MAY compare organization names using a binary comparison.

11.8.4.3.2 Time Varying Controls

To mitigate the possibility of a PS element receiving a previous code file via a replay attack, the code files
include a signing—time value in the PKCS#7 structure that can be used to indicate the time the code image
was signed. The PS element MUST keep two UTC time values associated with each code-signing agent.
One set MUST always be stored and maintained for the CableHome device's manufacturer. Additionally, if
the code file is co—signed, the PS element MUST also store and maintain a separate set of time values for
the co-signer.

These values are used to control code file access to the PS element by individually controlling the validity
of the CVS and the CVC:

0 codeAccessStart: a 12-byte UTC time value referenced to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
0 cvcAccessStart: a 12-byte UTC time value referenced to GMT.

UTCTime values in the CVC MUST be expressed as GMT and MUST include seconds. That is, they
MUST be expressed in the following form: YYMMDDhhmmssZ. The year field (YY) MUST be
interpreted as follows:

0 Where YY is greater than or equal to 50. the year shall be interpreted as l9YY.
0 Where YY is less than 50, the year shall be interpreted as 20YY.

These values will always be referenced to Greenwich Mean Time, so the final ASCII character (Z) can be
removed when stored by the PS element as codeAccessStart and cvcAccessStart.

The PS element MUST maintain each of these time values in a format that contains equivalent time
information and accuracy to the 12 character UTC format (i.e., YYMMDDhhmmss). The PS element
MUST accurately compare these stored values with UTC time values delivered to the PS element in a
CVC. These requirements are discussed later in this specification.

The values of codeAccessStart and cvcAccessStart corresponding to the PS Element's manufacturer MUST
NOT decrease. The value of codeAccessStart and cvcAccessStart, corresponding to the co-signer, MUST
NOT decrease as long as the co-signer does not change and the PS element maintains that co-signer's time-
varying control values.
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11.8.4.4 Code Upgrade Initialization

11.8.4.4.1 Manufacturer initialization

[t is the responsibility of the manufacturer to correctly install the initial code version in the PS Element.

In support of secure software download, values for the Manufacturer's time-varying controls MUST be
loaded into the PS Element's non-volatile memory:

0 PS Element manufacturer's organizationName

0 Manufacturer's time-varying control values:
- codeAccessSta1t initialization value

- cvcAccessStart initialization value

The organization name of the PS Element manufacturer MUST always be present in the device. The PS
Element manufacturer's organizationName MAY be stored in the device's code image. The manufacturer
name used for code upgrade is not necessarily the same name used in the Manufacturer CA certificatem

The time-varying control values, codeAccessStart, and cvcAccessStart, MUST be initialized to a UTCTime
compatible with the validity start time of the manufacturer's latest CVC. These time-varying values will be
updated periodically under normal operation via manufacturer's CVCs that are received and verified by the
PS element.”‘‘

The Manufacturer MUST initialize the following certificates into the Standalone PS Element’s non-volatile
memory:

- Cab1eLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate

I Cab1eLabs CVC Root CA Certificate

0 CableLabs CVC CA Certificate
0 Manufacturer CA Certificate
0 PS Element Certificate

The Manufacturer MUST initialize the following certificates into the Embedded PS Element’s non—volatile
memory:

0 CableLabs Service Provider Root CA Certificate
0 Manufacturer CA Certificate

0 PS Element Certificate

11.8.4.4.2 Network Initialization

In support of code verification, the PS configuration file is used as an authenticated means in which to
initialize the code verification process. In the PS element configuration file, the PS element receives
configuration settings relevant to code upgrade verification.

The configuration file SHOULD always include the most up»to—date CVC applicable for the destination PS
element. When the configuration file is used to initiate a code upgrade, it MUST include a Code
Verification Certificate (CVC) to initialize the PS element for accepting code files according to this
specification. Regardless of whether a code upgrade is required, a CVC in the configuration file MUST be
processed by the PS element. A configuration file MAY contain:

- No CVC - The PS element MUST NOT accept a code file.

'1‘ Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 .1-N-03078 by G0 on 11/7/03.
'1‘ Revised this paragraph per ECN CH] .l-N—03078 by CO on 1 1/7/03.
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0 A Manufacturer's CVC only — The PS element MUST verify that the manufacturer's CVC chains up to
the CableLabs CVC Root before accepting a code file. When the PS element's configuration file only
contains a valid Manufacturer's CVC, the device will only require a manufacturer signature on the code
files. In this case, the PS element MUST NOT accept code files that have been co-signed.

0 A Co-Signer's (cable operator or CableLabs) CVC only - The PS element MUST verify the Co-Signer
CV chains up to the CableLabs CVC Root before accepting a code file. When the PS element's
configuration file contains a valid co—signer's CVC, it is used to initialize the device with a co— signer.
Once validated, the name of the CVC‘s subject organizationName will become the code co-signer
assigned to the PS element. In order for at PS element to subsequently accept a code image, the co-
signer, in addition to the CableHome device manufacturer, MUST have signed the code file.

0 Both a Manufacturer's CVC and a Co-Signer's CVC — The PS element MUST verify that both CVCS
chain up to the CableLabs CVC Root before accepting a code file.

Before the PS element will enable its ability to upgrade code files on the network, it MUST receive a valid
CVC in a configuration file. in addition, when the PS element's configuration file does not contain a valid
CVC, which means that its ability to upgrade code files has been disabled, the PS element MUST reject
any information in a CVC subsequently delivered via docsBpi2CodeCvcUpdate SNMP MIB object.”

The organization name of the PS Element manufacturer and the manufacturer's time—varying control values
MUST always be present in the PS element. If the PS element is initialized to accept code co-signed by an
additional code-signer, the name of the organization and their corresponding time-varying control values
MUST be stored and maintained while operational. Space MUST be allocated in the PS element's memory
for the following co—signer's control values:

I co-signing agent's organizationName

0 co—signer's time—varying control values:
- cvcAccessStart

- codeAccessStart

The manufacturer's set of these values MUST be stored in the PS element's non—volatile memory and not
lost when the CableHome device's main power source is removed or during a reboot.

When a co—signer is assigned to the PS element, the co—signer's set of CVC values MUST be stored in the
PS element's memory. The PS element MAY retain these values in non—volatile memory that will not be
lost when the CableHome device's main power source is removed or during a reboot. However, when
assigning at PS element a co-signer, the CVC is always in the configuration file. Therefore, the PS element
will always receive the co—signer's control values during the initialization phase and is not required to store
the co—signer's time- varying control values when main power is lost or during a reboot process.

11.8.4.4.3 CVC Processing

To expedite the delivery of an updated CVC without requiring the PS to process a code upgrade, the CVC
MAY be delivered in the configuration file or an SNMP Set message. The format of the CVC is the same
whether it is in a code file,configuration file,or SNMP message.

I l.8.4.4.3.l Processing the Configuration File CVC“

When a CVC is included in the configuration file, the PS element MUST verify the CVC before accepting
any of the code upgrade settings it contains. At receipt of the CVC in the configuration file, the PS element
MUST perform the following validation and procedural steps. If any of the following verification checks
fail, the PS element MUST immediately halt the CVC verification process and log the error if applicable. If
the PS Configuration File does not include a CVC that validates properly, the PS element MUST NOT

'35 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH1 . l—N—03078 by CO on ll/7/O3.
'3“ Revised this paragraph and the first numbered bullet per ECN CHI .1—N—03078 by Go on 11/7/03.
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download upgrade code files whether triggered by the PS Configuration File or via
docsDevSwAdminStatus SNMP MIB object. In addition, if the PS Configuration File does not include a
CVC that validates properly (manufacturer or co-signer CVC), the PS element is not required to process
CVCS subsequently delivered via docsBpi2CodeCvcUpdate SNMP MIB object, and MUST NOT accept
information from these CVCs (Le. the PS element MUST ignore any SNMP Set requests made to
docsBpi2CodeCvcUpdate SNMP MIB object).

At receipt of the CVC in a configuration file, the PS element MUST:

l. Verify that the CVC complies with the structure and values as required in Section I l .3.4.2.

2. Check the CVC subject organization name:

a) If the CVC is a Manufacturer's CVC (Type 32) then:

1 . [f, the organizationName is identical to the CableHome device's manufacturer name, then
this is the manufacturer's CVC. In this case, the PS element MUST verify that the
manufacturer's CVC validity start time is greater-than or equal-to the manufacturer's
cvcAccessStart value currently held in the PS element.

2. If, the organizationName is not identical to the CableHome device's manufacturer name,
then this CVC MUST be rejected and the error logged.

b) [fthe CVC is a Co-signer's CVC (Type 33) then:

I. If, the organizationName is identical to the PS element's current code co-signer, then this is
the current co—signer's CVC, and the PS element MUST verify that the validity start time is
greater-than or equal-to the co—signer's cvcAccessStart value currently held in the PS element.

2. If, the organizationName is not identical to the current code co-signer name, then after the
CVC has been validated (and registration is complete), this subject organization name will
become the PS element's new code co-signer. The PS element MUST NOT accept a code file
unless it has been signed by the manufacturer, and co-signed by this code co-signer.

3. Validate the CVC issuer signature using the CL CVC CA Public Key held by the PS element.

4. Validate the CL CVC CA signature using the CL CVC Root CA Public Key held by the PS element.
Verification of the signature will authenticate the source and validate trust in the CVC parameters.

5. Update the PS element's current value of cvcAccessStart corresponding to the CVC's subject
organ izationName (i.e., manufacturer or co-signer) with the validity start time value from the validated
CVC. If the validity start time value is greater than the PS element's current value of codeAccessStart,
update the PS element's codeAccessStart value with the validity start time value. The PS element
SHOULD discard any remnants of the co-signer CVC.

l l.8.4.4.3 .2 Processing the SNMP CVC

The PS element MUST process SNMP delivered CVC's when enabled to upgrade code files. Otherwise, all
CVC's delivered via SNMP MUST be rejected. When validating the CVC delivered via SNMP, the PS
element MUST perform the following validation and procedural steps:

Note: If any of the following verification checks fail, the PS element MUST immediately halt the CVC
verification process, log the error if applicable, and remove all remnants of the process to that step.
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The PS element MUST:

1. Verify that the CVC complies with the structure and values as required in Section I l.3.4.2.m

2. Check the CVC subject organization name:

a) if, the organizationName is identical to the CableHome device's manufacturer name, then this is
the manufacturer's CVC. In this case. the PS element MUST verify that the manufacturer's CVC
validity start time is greater—than the manufacturer's cvcAccessStart value currently held in the PSelement.

b) if, the organizationName is identical to the PS element's current code co—signer, then this is a
current co—signer's CVC and the validity start time MUST be greater-than the co—signer's
cvcAccessStait value currently held in the PS element.

c) If, the organizationName is not identical to CableHome device's manufacturer or current co-
signer's name, then the PS element MUST immediately reject this CVC.

3. Validate the CVC issuer signature using the CL CVC CA Public Key held by the PS element.

4. Validate the CVC issuer signature using the CL CVC Root CA Public Key held by the PS element.
Verification of the signature will authenticate the certificate and confirm trust in the CVC's validity start
time.

5. Update the current value of the subject's cvcAccessStart values with the validated CVC's validity start
time value. if the validity start time value is greater than the PS element's current value of
codeAccessStart, update the PS element's codeAccessStart value with the validity start value.

11.8.4.5 Code Signing Requirements

11.8.4.5.1 Certificate Authority (CA) Requirements

Code Verification Certificates (CVCs) are signed and issued by the CableLabs (CL) CVC CA. The CVC
MUST be exactly as specified in Table ll-9, Table ll-l0 and Table I l—1 l depending on type of CVC. The
CL CVC CA MUST NOT sign any CVC unless it is identical to the format specified in Table ll-9, Table

l l— l0 or Tasble I 1-1 I. Before signing a CVC, the CL CVC CA MUST verify that the certificate request isauthentic. 2

The CL CVC CA will be responsible for registering names of authorized CVC subscribers. CVC
Subscribers include PS Element manufacturers and cable operator's that will co-sign code images. It is the
responsibility of the CL CVC CA to guarantee that the organization name of every CVC Subscriber is
different. The following guidelines MUST be enforced when assigning organization names for code file
co—s1gners:

0 The organization name used to identify itself as a code co-signer agent in 21 CVC MUST be assigned
by CableLabs.

0 The name MUST be a printable string of eight hexadecimal digits that uniquely distinguishes a code-
signing agent from all others.

0 Each hexadecimal digit in the name MUST be chosen from the character set 0-9 (0x30-0x39) or A- F
(0x4l-0x46).

- The string consisting ofeight 0-digits is not allowed and MUST NOT be used in a CVC.

'17 Revised this sentence per ECN CH l .l—N—03078 by G0 on 11/7/03.
'3" Revised this paragraph per ECN CHl.l—N—03078 by G0 on ll/7/03
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In any alternate format, all the information MUST be maintained and the original format MUST be
reproduced; e.g., as a 32-bit nonzero integer, with an integer value of0 representing the absence of a code-
signer.

11.8.4.5.2 Manufacturer CVC Requirements

To sign their code files, the manufacturer MUST obtain a valid CVC from the CL CVC CA. All
manufacturer code images provided to a cable operator for remote upgrade of a CableHome device MUST
be signed according to the requirements defined in this specification. When signing a code file, a
manufacturer MAY choose not to update the [PKCS #7] signingTime value in the manufacturer's signing
information. This specification requires that the [PKCS #7] signingTime value be equal-to or greater—than
the CVC's validity start time. If the manufacturer uses a signingTime equal to the CVC's validity start time
when signing a series of code files, those code files can be used and re-used. This allows a cable operator
to use the code file to upgrade or downgrade the code version for that manufacturer's CableHome devices.
These code files will be valid until a new CVC is generated and received by the PS element.

11.8.4.5.3 Cable Operator Requirements

When a cable operator receives software upgrade code files from a manufacturer, the cable operator will
validate the code image using the CL CVC CA Public Key. This will allow the cable operator to verify that
the code image is as built by the trusted manufacturer. The cable operator can re—verit'y the code file at any
time by repeating the process.

If a cable operator wants to exercise the option of co-signing the code image destined for a CableHome
device on their network. the cable operator MUST obtain a valid CVC from the CL CVC CA.

When signing a code file, the cable operator MUST co-sign the file content according to the PKCS#7
signature standard, and include their cable operator CVC, as defined in Section 1 l.8.4. l .l. CableHome
does not require a cable operator to co-sign code files. However, when the cable operator follows all the
rules defined in this specification for preparing a code file, the PS element MUST accept it.

11.8.4.6 Triggering Process

Code downloads, regardless of the provisioning mode, can be initiated during the provisioning and
registration process via a configuration-file—initiated download, or, during normal operation, using an
SNMP-initiated download command. The PS element MUST support both methods.

Note: Prior to triggering a secure software download, appropriate CVC information MUST be included in
the configuration file. If the operator decides to use the SNMP-initiated download as a method to trigger a
secure software download. It is recommended that CVC information always be present in the configuration
file so that a PS element will always have the CVC information initialized when needed. If the operator
decides to use the configuration-file-initiated download as a method to trigger secure software download,
CVC information is needed to be present in the configuration file at the time the CableHome device is
rebooted to get the configuration file that will trigger the upgrade.

11.8.4.6.1 SNMP-initiated Software Download

From a network management station:

0 Set docsDevSwServer to the address of the TFTP server for software upgrades

I Set docsDevSwFilename to the file pathname of the software upgrade image
0 Set docsDevSwAdminStatus to Upgrade-from—mgt. docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST persist across

reset/reboots until over—written from an SNMP manager, or via the PS element configuration file.
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The default state of docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2} until it is over-
written by ignoreProvisioningUpgrade{3}, following a successful SNMP—initiated software upgrade, or
otherwise altered by the management station. docsDevSwOperStatus MUST persist across resets to report
the outcome of the last software upgrade attempt.

[f a PS element suffers a loss of power or resets during SNMP—initiated upgrade, the PS element MUST
resume the upgrade without requiring manual intervention, and when the PS element resumes the upgrade
process:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be Upgrade-from—mgt{l}
- docsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software image to be upgraded

0 docsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software upgrade image to
be upgraded

- docsDevSw0perStatus MUST be inProgress{ l}
0 docsDevSwCurrentVers MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

In case the PS element reaches the maximum number of retries (max retries = 3) resulting from multiple
losses of power or resets during an SNMP—initiated upgrade, the PS element's status MUST adhere to the
following requirements after it is registered:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 docsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade process.

0 docsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be other{5}
0 docsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

If a PS element exhausts the required number of TFTP retries by issuing a total of 16 consecutive retries,
the PS element MUST fall back to the last known working image, proceed to an operational state, and
adhere to the following requirements:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 docsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade process

0 docsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be failed{4}
I docsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

After the PS element has completed the SNMP—initiated secure software upgrade, the PS element MUST
reboot and become operational with the correct software image. When the device is operational, it MUST
adhere to the following requirements:

0 set its docsDevSwAdminStatus to ignoreProvisioningUpgrade{3}

0 set its docsDevOperStatus to completeFromMgt{3}
0 reboot

The PS element MUST properly use ignoreProvisioningUpgrade status to ignore the software upgrade
value that can be included in the PS element configuration file. The PS MUST become operational with the
correct software image and it MUST adhere to the following requirements:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be ignoreProvisioningUpgrade{3}
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0 docsDevSwFilename MAY be the filename of the software currently operating on the PS element

0 docsDevSwServer MAY be the address of the TFFP sewer containing the software that is currently
operating on the PS element

0 docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be completeFromMgt{3}
0 docsDevSwCurtentVer MUST be the current version of the software that is operating on the PS

element

In the case where PS element successfully downloads (or detects during download), an image that is not
intended for the CableHome device the:

- DocsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 DocsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade

0 DocsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 DocsDevSwOperStatus MUST be other{5}
0 DocsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

In the case where PS element determines that the download image is damaged or corrupted, the PS element
MUST reject the newly downloaded image. The PS element MAY re—attempt to download if the MAX
number of TFTP sequence retries has not been reached. If the PS element chooses not to retry and the
MAX number ofTFTP sequence retries has not been reached, the PS element MUST fall back to the last
known working image and proceed to an operational state, generate an appropriate event notification, as
specified in Section I l.8.4.8, and adhere to the following requirements:

- DocsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 DocsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade

0 DocsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 DocsDevSwOperStatus MUST be other{5}
0 DocsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

In the case where PS element determines that the image is damaged or corrupted, the PS element MUST
reject the newly downloaded image. The PS element MAY re—attempt to download the new image if the
MAX number ofTFl‘P sequence retries has not been reached. On the l6th consecutive failed software
download attempt, the PS element MUST fall back to the last known working image and proceed to an
operational state. In this case, the PS element is required to send two notifications; one to notify that the
MAX TFTP retry limit has been reached, and another to notify that the image is damaged. Immediately
after the PS element reaches the operational state. the PS element MUST adhere to the following
requirements:

0 DocsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 DocsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade

0 DocsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFI‘P server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 DocsDevSwOperStatus MUST be other{5}
0 DocsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device
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11.8.4.6.2 Configuration-file-initiated Software Download

The configuration—file-initiated software download is initiated in a standalone PS by including the Software
Upgrade File Name parameter (TLV—9) AND the Software Upgrade TF1"P Server parameter (TLV—2 I) in
its PS Configuration File. An embedded PS MUST ignore TLV—9 and TLV—2l if they are present in its PS
Configuration File, since the software upgrade of an embedded PS is controlled by the cable modem. If the
Software Upgrade File Name parameter (TLV-9) with a valid value AND the Software Upgrade TFTP
Server parameter (TLV—2l) with a valid value are present in the standalone PS element's PS Configuration
File, AND if the value of the Software Upgrade File Name parameter does not match the current software
image file name, i.e., the value of docsDevSwFilename, the PS element MUST request the specified file.
via TFTP, from the server whose address was provided in the Software Upgrade TFTP Server
parameter.”°

If a standalone PS receives a PS Configuration File in which both the Software Upgrade File Name
parameter (TLV—9) and a TLV-28 setting the docsDevSwFilename object are present, AND the values of
TLV—9 and docsDevSwFilename are different, the PS MUST reject the PS Configuration File, report Event
ID 73040 [02 (Invalid TLV Fonnat/contents), preserve all object values that existed before the attempt to
process this bad configuration file, and reset.

Note: The Software Server IP Address is a separate parameter. If present, the PS element MUST attempt to
download the specified file from this server. If not present, the PS element MUST attempt to download the
specified file from the configuration file server.

In a case where the PS element reaches the maximum number of retries (max retries = 3) resulting from
multiple loss of powers, or resets during a configuration-file-initiated upgrade, the PS element's status
MUST adhere to the following requirements, after it is registered:

- docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
- docsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade process

0 docsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be other{5}
0 docsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

If a PS element exhausts the required number of TFTP retries by issuing a total of 16 consecutive retries,
the PS element MUST fall back to the last known working image, proceed to an operational state, and
adhere to the following requirements:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}
0 docsDevSwFilename MUST be the filename of the software that failed the upgrade process

- docsDevSwServer MUST be the address of the TFTP server containing the software that failed the
upgrade process

0 docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be failed{4}
0 docsDevSwCun'entVer MUST be the current version of software that is operating on the CableHome

device

After the PS element has completed the configuration—fi1e-initiated secure software upgrade, the PS
element MUST reboot and become operational with the correct software image. After the PS element is
registered the:

0 docsDevSwAdminStatus MUST be allowProvisioningUpgrade{2}

'19 Revised this paragraph and added the following paragraph per ECN CHI .1-N-03 0099-3 by CO on 12/10/03
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docsDevSwFilename MAY be the filename of the software currently operating on the CableHome
device

docsDevSwServer MAY be the address of the TF1‘P server containing the software that is currently
operating on the CableHome device

docsDevSwOperStatus MUST be completeFromProvisioning{2}
docsDevSwCurrentVer MUST be the current version of the software that is operating on the

CableHome device

11.8.4.7 Code Verification

For secure software download, the PS element MUST perform the verification checks presented in this
section. If any of the verification checks fail, or if any portion of the code file is rejected due to invalid
formatting, the PS element MUST immediately halt the download process, log the error if applicable,
remove all remnants of the process to that step, and continue to operate with its existing code.

The following verification checks can be made in any order. as long as all of the applicable checks
presented in this section are made:

I . The PS element MUST validate the manufacturer's signature information by verifying that the [PKCS
#7] signingTime value is:

a) equal—to or greater-than the manufacturer's codeAccessStart value currently held in the PS
element.

b) equal-to or greater-than the manufacturer's CVC validity start time.

c) less-than or equal—to the manufacturer's CVC validity end time.

2. The PS element MUST validate the manufacturer's CVC by verifying that the:'3°

a) CVC is exactly the same as it is specified in Table I I-9.

b) CVC subject organizationName is identical to the manufacturer name currently stored in the PS
element's memory.

b) CVC validity start time is equal-to or greater-than the manufacturer's cvcAccessStart value
currently held in the PS element.

3. The PS element MUST validate the certificate signature using the CL CVC CA Public Key held by the
PS element. In turn. the CL CVC CA Certificate signature is validated by the CL CVC Root CA Public
Key held by the PS element. Verification of the signature will authenticate the source of the public code
verification key (CVK) and confirm trust in the key.

4. The PS element MUST verify the manufacturer's code file signature:

a) The PS element MUST perform a new SHA-l hash over the SignedContent. If the value of the
messageDigest doesn't match the new hash, the PS element MUST consider the signature on the
code file as invalid.

b) If the signature does not verify, all components of the code file (including the code image), and
any values derived from the verification process, MUST be rejected and SHOULD be

'30 Revised the following alpha-bullets per ECN CHl.l—N—03078 by G0 on ll/7/03.
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immediately discarded.

5. If the manufacturer signature verifies. and a co—signing agent signature is required:

a) The PS element MUST validate the co-signer‘s signature information by verifying that the:

(1) co-signer‘s signature information is included in the code file.

(2) [PKCS #7] signingTime value is equal—to or greater—than the corresponding
codeAccessStart value currently held in the PS element.

(3) [PKCS #7] signingTime value is equal-to or greater—than the corresponding CVC validity
start time.

(4) [PKCS #7] signingTime value is less—than or equal—to the corresponding CVC validity endtime.

b) The PS element MUST validate the co-signer‘s CVC, by verifying that the:'3'

(l) CVC subject organizationName is identical to the co-signer‘s organization name currently
stored in the PS element's memory.

(2) CVC is exactly the same as it is specified in Table l I-10 or Table ll-l l depending on the
type of co—signer (CableLabs or Service Provider).

(3) CVC validity start time is equal-to or greater-than the cvcAccessStart value currently held
in the PS element for the corresponding subject organizationName.

c) The PS element MUST validate the certificate signature using the CL CVC CA Public Key held
by the PS element. In turn, the CL CVC CA certificate signature is validated by the CL CVC Root
CA Public Key held by the PS element. Verification of the signature will authenticate the source
of the co-signer‘s public code verification key (CVK) and confirm trust in the key.

(1) The PS element MUST verify the co-signer‘s code file signature.

e) The PS element MUST perform a new SHA—l hash, over the SignedContent. If the value of the
messageDigest doesn't match the new hash, the PS element MUST consider the signature on the
code file as invalid.

D If the signature does not verify, all components of the code file (including the code image). and
any values derived from the verification process. MUST be rejected and SHOULD be
immediately discarded.

6. If the manufacturer's, and optionally, the co-signer‘s signature has verified, the code image can be
trusted and installation can proceed. Before installing the code image, all other components of the code
file and any values derived from the verification process, except the [PKCS #7] signingTime values and
the CVC validity start values, SHOULD be immediately discarded.

7. If the code installation is unsuccessful. the PS element MUST reject the [PKCS #7] signingTime values
and CVC validity start values itjust received in the code file.

8. When the code installation is successful, the PS element MUST update the manufacturer's time—varying

'3' Revised the following number-bullets per ECN CH l . l-N—03078 by G0 on 11/7/03.
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controls with the values from the manufacturer's signature information and CVC:

a) Update the current value of codeAccessStart with the [PKCS #7] signingTime value

b) Update the current value cvcAccessSta.rt with the CVC validity start value

9. When the code installation is successful, and if the code file was co-signed, the PS element MUST
update the co- signer‘s time—varying controls with the values from the co-signer's signature information
and CVC:

a) Update the current value of codeAccessStart with the [PKCS #7] signingTime value

b) Update the current value of cvcAccessStart with the CVC validity start value

11.8.4.8 Error Codes

Error codes are defined to reflect the failure states possible during the secure software download code
Verification process.

1. Improper code file controls:

a) CVC subject organizationName for manufacturer does not match the PS element's manufacturername.

b) CVC subject organizationName for code co-signing agent does not match the PS element's
current code co—signing agent.

c) The manufacturer's [PKCS #7] signingTime value is less-than the codeAccessStart value
currently held in the PS element.

d) The manufacturer's [PKCS #7] validity start time value is less-than the cvcAccessStart value
currently held in the PS element.

e) The manufacturer's CVC validity start time is less-than the cvcAccessStart value currently held
in the PS element.

0 The manufacturer's [PKCS #7] signingTime value is less-than the CVC validity start time.

g) Missing or improper extended key-usage extension in the manufacturer CVC

h) The co-signer's [PKCS #7] signingTime value is less-than the codeAccessStart value currently
held in the PS element.

i) The co-signer's [PKCS #7] validity start time value is less-than the cvcAccessStart value
currently held in the PS element.

j) The co-signer's CVC validity start time is less-than the cvcAccessStart value currently held in
the PS element.

k) The co-signer's [PKCS #7] signingTime value is less-than the CVC validity start time.

I) Missing or improper extended key—usage extension in the co-signer's CVC.
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2. Code file manufacturer CVC validation failure.

3. Code file manufacturer CVS validation failure.

4. Code file co—signer CVC validation failure.

5. Code file co-signer CVS validation failure.

6. Improper Configuration File CVC format (e.g., Missing or improper key usage attribute)

7. Configuration File CVC validation failure.

8. Improper SNMP CVC format:

a) CVC subject organizationName for manufacturer does not match the CableHome device's
manufacturer name.

b) CVC subject organizationName for code co-signing agent does not match the PS element's
current code co-signing agent.

c) The CVC validity start time is less-than or equal-to the corresponding subject's cvcAccessStart
value currently held in the PS element.

d) Missing or improper key usage attribute.

9. SNMP CVC validation failure.

11.8.4.9 Software Downgrade

The Software Downgrade defines the process of removing the upgraded version of the software image
download, thus reverting the Cable Home Device to the exact previous state.

When the PS element receives a code file with a signing-time that is later than the signing-time it has in its
memory, the device MUST update its internal memory with the received value.

Because the PS element will not accept code files with an earlier signing-time than this internally stored
value, to upgrade a CableHome device with a new code file without denying access to past code files, the
signer (e.g., the Manufacturer, the cable operator, CableLabs) can choose not to update the signing-time. In
this manner, multiple code files with the same code signing-time allows an operator to freely downgrade a
CableHome device's code image to a past version (that is, until the CVC is updated). This has a number of
advantages for the cable operator, but these advantages will be weighed against the possibilities of a code
file replay attack.

Another approach would be to sign the previous code file with a signing-time that is equal to or greater
than the signing—ti me of the last upgrade.

11.9 PS Configuration File Security in DHCP Provisioning Mode

11.9.1 Configuration File Security Infrastructure Goals

The goals for securing the configuration file include:
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0 Provide an authenticated tunnel between the PS client device and HTTPS server to ensure that

configuration files are secured from the cable operator to the PS. An integrity check is automatically
included when a message is authenticated.

0 Encryption of configuration files while in transport to reduce the possibility of eavesdropping on
firewall and PS configuration.

0 Reduce the risk of an unauthorized configuration file download to the PS by an unauthorized source.

11.9.2 Configuration File Security System Design Guidelines

Table 11-25 — Security. System Design Guidelines

Sec14
  Security System Design Guidelines

   The cable operator will have the ability to authenticate and
optionally encrypt the transport of configuration files for the P8 orfirewall  
 

11.9.3 Configuration File Security System Description

In DHCP provisioning mode. the cable operator can choose to turn on security for the configuration file
download. Within this section, the term configuration file refers to the PS configuration file, or the firewall
configuration file. Security is provided by establishing a TLS session between the PS and the HTTPS
server. CableHome requires the PS to understand this security option and to use TLS within the
provisioning sequence to provide a secure session between the HTTPS Server and the PS, for the purposes
of downloading the PS configuration tile, and the firewall configuration file, in a secure manner. TLS
provides authentication and encryption for the session, as configured by the cable operator. The session is
torn down prior to sending the CableHome Syslog and/or NMS notification provisioning completed
message. The configuration file download trigger, management, and contents remain as industry standards
when TLS is layered under the HTTPS protocol. CableHome specifies the requirements for an [RFC 2246]
complaint TLS session. The TLS options are tightened to create a minimum set of interoperable behavior
for the PS. The provisioning flow with HTTP/TLS is described in detail in Section 13.

TLS provides an encrypted and authenticated transport tunnel for any application above TLS in the ISO
stack. The HTTP protocol itself is not affected by the TLS layering. The italicized and underlined layers in
the stack are encrypted for a standard TLS data packet. The HTTP protocol, which normally sits on TCP,
sits directly on TLS.

Table 11-26 — TLS Encryption
Coniiguration File Data (Payload)

E
TLS

TCP

MAC
PHY 

11.9.4 Configuration File Security Requirements

The PS MUST implement the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol as defined by [RFC 2246], TLS
Protocol Version 1.0, with the exceptions as listed in this specification. The exceptions within this
specification are intended to simplify the requirements necessary for implementation and testing purposes.
Some of the exceptions place a minimum set requirements that already align with other technology used
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within the cable industry. The requirements placed will ensure the PS shall provide a consistent level of
perfonnance for the cable operators. This section also helps remove any ambiguity and define processes
which are not defined in the RFCs, but is needed for CableHome purposes. This is especially true in the
case of failure handling.

Note: The compression algorithm feature of TLS will not be used.

TLS version [.0 (SSL3, TLSV I) MUST be supported. Earlier versions of TLS MUST NOT be supported
by the PS. The PS MUST reject messages from the server if it attempts to use previous TLS versions.

11.9.4.1 Triggering TLS

To trigger a secure configuration file download in DHCP provisioning mode, the DHCP Ack will contain
the [P address of the HTTPS server in the siaddr field. The DHCP Ack will also contain option 72 with the
IP address of the HTTPS server. lf the IP address in the siaddr field and the first IP address in option 72
match. the PS MUST establish a TLS session with the l-l'I'l‘PS sewer at the [P address listed in the ack,
prior to requesting the configuration file. The PS MUST download the configuration file using HTTP/TLS,
if the first IP address in TLV option 72 matches that IP address in siaddr, of the DHCP Ack message. If the
PS does not receive a match in the DHCP ack, the PS MUST NOT initiate a TLS session, the requirements
in this section are not applicable, and the PS client MUST use DHCP provisioning mode with the specified
TFTP download process. The provisioning flow diagram and description table are specified in Section [3,
[f option 66 is included as well as option 72, and the IP address in option 72 matches the IP address in the
siaddr field, the PS MUST initiate a TLS session to the HTTPS server and MUST NOT initiate download
from the TFTP server listed in option 66.

lf the PS receives the necessary information to initiate firewall configuration file download via HTTPS, as
specified in Section 7. then the PS will need to determine if it needs to continue or set—up a TLS session
with an HTFPS server.m

11.9.4.2 TLS Session Prerequisites

Prior to establishing a TLS session, the PS client MUST synchronize its clock with the TOD server. Details
are specified in Section 13.

Additionally, the PS client MUST establish the TCP/IP connection to the HTTPS sewer prior to sending
the TLS ClientHel1o. Once the configuration file download is complete, the PS MUST close the TCP/IP
connection. The PS client MUST use TCP port #443, specified by IANA standards, to connect to the
HTTP/TLS server. If the TCP/IP connection cannot be made after 5 attempts, with 30 seconds allowed for
each attempt, the PS MUST send event 68002000.

11.9.4.3 TLS Messagesm

Unless otherwise noted, all the messages are [RFC 2246] compliant.

11.9.4.3.1 ClientHe||o

The PS client MUST send a ClientHello to the H'ITPfI‘LS server to initiate the TLS Handshake sequence.
After the initial ClientHe|lo message has been sent to the HTTP/TLS server, if the TLS session is not
established after 5 attempts. with 30 seconds allowed for each attempt, the PS MUST fail the session and
send event 68002100.

'31 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH] .l—N—03.0074—3 by G0 on 12/5/03.
W Deleted section referring to ClientCer1ificate per ECN CH l.l-N-03.0074-3 by G0 on l2/5/03.
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11.9.4.3.2 PS Processing of the Server Messages

The PS MUST be able to process the server messages, as defined in [RFC 2246], with the following
exceptions:

0 HelloRequest: The PS MUST ignore HelloRequest messages from a server. This protects the PS from
answering rogue requests from HTTPS servers. The HTTP/TLS process can only be initiated if the
appropriate DHCP options are configured by the cable operator. This assumes DHCP is trusted, even
though it is not secured by CableHome.

0 ServerCertificate: The HTTPS server is expected to send its device certificate to the PS within the
ServerCertificate message. In addition to the [RFC 2246] requirements for this message, the PS client
MUST validate and verify the HTTPS server certificate. If the HTTPS server certificate authentication
fails, the TLS session is considered a failure and the PS MUST send event 68002200 with the [RFC
2246] defined error code.

11.9.4.4 TLS Ciphersuites and Compression

Within the ClientHello message, the requested ciphersuite MUST be listed. The required ciphersuite
support for CableHome is a subset of [RFC 2246] to align with the technology already used within the
cable industry. The cable operator will need to select the appropriate encryption and authentication
algorithm on the HTTPS server to communicate to the PS that meets the security model for that operator.
The ciphersuites required in this specification are a subset of those available and the PS can support
additional ciphersuites.

The following cryptographic algorithms MUST be support by the PS.

0 TLS_NULL_WITH _NULL_NULL
0 TLS _RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5

I TLS_RS A_WlTH_NU LL_SHA

0 TLS_RSA_WlTH_DES_CBC_SHA

I TLS_RS A_WlTH_3 DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

The compression feature of the TLS protocol is not required for CableHome. Therefore, the PS client
MUST use compressionMethod.null, as the compression type.

11.9.4.5 TLS Session Tear Down

If the PS is required to download a separate firewall configuration file immediately after the PS
configuration file is downloaded, and the firewall configuration file will be downloaded from the same
HTTPS server as the PS configuration file was downloaded from, the TLS session is expected to remain
active. The PS MUST ensure the TLS and corresponding TCP/IP session is closed with each HTTPS
server after:

The PS configuration file is downloaded, if, and only if there is no firewall configuration file to be
downloaded from the same H’I'l"PS server, immediately after the PS configuration file is
processed

The firewall configuration file is downloaded and processed

11.9.4.6 TLS Eventsm

[RFC 2246] defines an alert protocol to handle closure and errors for TLS. The TLS alerts and errors
MUST be supported and used as defined in [RFC 2246], except the decompression_fai1ure (30) alert will

'34 Revised the first paragraph per ECN CHl.l-N-03 00743 by G0 on l2/5/03
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not be used for CableHome, since compression is not supported. All TLS alerts MUST be recorded by the
PS using event 68002200 with the appropriate error code defined in [RFC 2246] inserted in the Event Text
<Pl> field. The certificate related errors MUST be treated as critical, since the PS relies on sewer
authentication.

if the PS client has not received a message from the HTTP/TLS server in response to any TLS message
sent after 5 attempts, with 30 seconds allowed for each attempt, the TLS connection is considered a failure,
and the PS MUST send event 68002100.

11.9.4.7 HTTP Download and Events

The HTTP transfer MUST only be initiated after the TLS handshake has been completed. The PS MUST
communicate to the HTTP/TLS server using standard HTTP, as defined by [RFC 2616]. The PS client
MUST initiate an HTTP version 1.1 request to the server for the PS configuration file, or the firewall
configuration file. The PS configuration filename used in the HTTP “GET Request” MUST be the same
filename the PS received in the DHCP ack. The firewall configuration filename used in the HTTP “GET
Request” MUST be the same filename the PS received in the PS configuration filename, or via SNMP set

The PS client MUST handle all status messages according to [RFC 2616]. If the PS client receives an
HTTP status message indicating that the HTTP download cannot be completed, the PS MUST fail the
session and send event 68003000, with the appropriate error code from [RFC 2616]. If the download
cannot be completed after 5 attempts, with 240 seconds allowed for each attempt, the PS MUST fail the
session and send event 68003100.

Note: A long timeout is given to include the configuration file download, which at times, can unfortunately
be slow. Once the configuration file is downloaded successfully, the PS MUST send event 68003200.

11.10 Physical Security

The PS is required to maintain, in its non—volatile memory, keys and other crypto-variables related to
CableHome network security. The PS MUST deter unauthorized physical access to this cryptographic
material.

The level of physical protection of keying material required for the PS is specified in terms of the security
levels defined in the FIPS PUBS 140-2, Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules, standard [FIPS
140-2]. In particular, the PS MUST meet FIPS PUBS 140-2 Security Level 1 requirements.

FIPS PUBS 140-2 Security Level 1 requires minimal physical protection through the use of production-
grade enclosures and recommended software practices.

11.11 Cryptographic Algorithms

11.11.1SHA-1

The PS implementation of SHA-1 MUST use the SHA-1 hash algorithm as defined in [FIPS 180-1].
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12 MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

12.1 lntroductionloverview

This section provides examples of processes associated with the use of the tools described in Section 6
(Management Tools), and additional processes that facilitate other required management functions defined
in this specification. PS Database access and other PS operations of the CableHome Management Portal
(CMP) are described in Section 6. Typical CableHome MIB access rules are provided in Section
6.3.3.l.4.2.

Management-related and other descriptive processes are provided for the following scenarios:

0 Management Tool Processes
0 CTP Operation

- Connection Speed Tool
- Ping Tool

0 PS Operation
0 PS Database Access

0 Reconfiguration
— PS Software Download

— PS Configuration File Download
~ CableHome MIB Access

0 VACM Configuration

0 Management Event Messaging Configuration
— CMP Event Notification Operation

— CMP Event Throttling and Limiting Operation

12.1.1 Goals

This section is primarily composed of informative text, intended to aid in understanding, and does not
contain requirements. The examples describe how the Management Tools are used to accomplish typical
management functions. Sequence charts of additional management-related processes (i.e., those not defined
in Section 6) are also provided, including management processes or process steps associated with the use
of required Management Tools. All processes shown involve interaction ofthe PS element with Headend
systems.

12.2 Management Tool Processes

Management Tool Processes are those associated with the required Management Tools defined in Section6.

12.2.1 CTP Operation

The CableHome Test Portal (CTP) provides Connection Speed Tool and Ping Tool capabilities, described
in Section 6.4.3.l and Section 6.4.3 .2, respectively.
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12.2.1.1 Remote Connection Speed Test

The Remote Connection Speed Test can be useful in validating performance levels, identifying possible
configuration errors, and determining other performance-oriented characteristics:

I.

04/09/04

The Network Management System (NMS) starts the test by initializing the test parameters and setting
the Begin Test flag, via SNMP SET Request.

. The CMP SNMP Agent updates the PS Database with the test parameters and notifies the CTP to begin
the test.

. The CTP queries the PS database for the test parameters.

The CTP issues a burst of UDP packets to port 7 of the specified LAN IP Device. Port 7 is reserved for
the echo service.

. The target LAN IP Device simply echoes the UDP packet payload back to the CTP

Once all of the packets have been received, or the test timeout period has expired, the CTP updates the
PS Database with the results of the test and sets the Test Complete flag.

. The NMS verifies that the command is complete by checking Status = complete.

. The NMS requests the test results via SNMP GET Request.

The CMP SNMP agent queries the PS database for the test results and reports them in the SNMP GET
Response. If the test has not completed, the test data will indicate the test is still running. The NMS
must repeat the SNMP GET Request until the test results indicate the test has completed.
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UDP Echo __

UDP Echo 4 _UDP Echo

UDP Echo _ _ 4UDP Echo
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4 §!‘_’T_°_T_i'F_‘_‘7‘_°‘1""‘_SNlll|P_Get R_equest Tggl Dona
Request Test Result:

.. .9m_Pat.=1!=e§e._ ..

_‘$NllilF‘ Get Response
Report Test Results I

D O O O D
Figure 12-1 — Connection Speed Tool Process Sequence Diagram

12.2.1.2 Ping Tool Process

The Ping Tool can be useful in validating connectivity state, performance levels, and identifying possible
configuration errors.

l. The NMS starts the test by initializing the test parameters and setting the Begin Test flag, via SNMP
SET Request.

2. The CMP SNMP Agent updates the PS Database with the test parameters and notifies the CTP to begin
the test.

3. The CTP queries the PS database for the test parameters.

4. The CTP issues an ICMP Echo Request packet to the specified LAN [P Device.

5. The target LAN IP Device responds with an ICMP Echo Response.

6. The CTP updates the PS Database with the results of the test and sets the Test Complete flag.

7. The NMS verifies that the command is complete by checking Status = complete.

8. The NMS requests the test results via SNMP GET Request.

9. The CMP SNMP agent queries the PS database for the test results and reports them in the SNMP GET
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Response. If the test has not completed, the test data will indicate the test is still running. The NMS
must repeat the SNMP GET Request until the test results indicate the test has completed.

CMP .

 I SNMP Agent PS Database LAN IP Device
C) C) T

SNMP Set Request‘!_...!
Load / trigger Ping.‘ L.’.°d.a'e Data..b.a5.5..

I-NMP Set Response; ‘Query Database
| FIICMP Echo Rerruasl.‘-1 . . ...-

  

. .TFI'9H=.".7_r.=_s.!_..,.

-we - .

Store Test Results ICMP Echo Response

S_NMF' Get Reques.L *'""T'é5"t'D°ne'
Request Test Results Query Database" .. . ......

war s"=.u=_F.==s.:=on.sReport Test Results

(3 C)
Figure 12-2 — Ping Tool Process Sequence Diagram

12.3 PS Operation

The CableHome Management Portal (CMP) provides access to the PS Database via the PS WAN—Man
interface, as described in Section 6. The message sequence for a typical PS Database access operation from
the PS WAN—Man interface is described below.

12.3.1 PS Database Access

Configuration and management parameters stored in the PS Database are accessed by the NMS via SNMP
MIBs. Parameters are retrieved using SNMP Get—Request, Get-Next—Request, and Get—Bulk messages
issued by the NMS with the PS WAN-Man address as the destination address. Parameters can be modified
and actions (such as the Connection Speed and Ping tools), executed by the NMS issuing SNMP Set-
Request messages with the appropriate parameters, to the PS WAN—Man address.

Figure l2—3 describes the management message sequences for a typical PS Database access from the PS
WAN-Man interface. The following message sequences assumes that a secure SNMPV3 link has been
established:

l. The NMS reads data from the PS database using the SNMP “GET Request” The request lists the
specific objects the NMS wants from the database.

2. The CMP SNMP Agent queries the PS Database for the specified parameters.

3. The CMP SNMP reports the data to the NMS with the SNMP “GET Response”.
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HeadEnd SNMP Age” (Internal DB)

_ SNMP Gal Request

CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409

 

.. . _9‘.'.‘*.'.‘t ':."".‘.3.°55° .,_
NMP Git Reaponsa

Figure 12-3 — PS Database Access from the PS WAN-Man Interface Sequence Diagram

12.3.2 Reconfiguration

12.3.2.1 PS Software Download

Figure [2-4 illustrates a software/firmware download process for a PS in SNMP Provisioning Mode, which
is triggered by the NMS. The PS is instructed where to obtain the new software code file. Once download
of the code file is complete, the PS will test the image for any corruption that may have occurred during the
download. Authentication is performed to verify that the code file can be trusted. Following this step, a
system reboot is performed.

Following the reboot, the PS resumes operation on the new software image. The PS may need to be
reconfigured after the software upgrade, and the WAN interfaces may need to be provisioned again (not
shown). If the PS does not accept the new software image, it will revert back to the prior (backup) software
version and report the results to the NMS.
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I __ _ __

NMS l l CMP ; l PS Database K LAN IP Device |
. NMS (operator) query . . .on PS SW revision

Iv current SW revision

H‘ I

NMS (operator) requires
SW upgrade-— — 5-

source of SW configured
Iv source of SW set

-3-

Load SW from server new SW image stored
«T in PS non volatile memory—— - —n-

Venfy SW image— —I-

Verify SW is
authentic (certificates)‘II-

system' r—=*l:nuI_|

successful SW upgrade ,
message SW upgrade ,--IT — '

complete |4 _

Reconfigure (if required)
. _.._ I

Figure 12-4 — PS Soltware Download Sequence Diagram

12.3.2.2 PS Configuration File Download

Figure 12-5 illustrates a reconfiguration of 21 PS in SNMP Provisioning Mode, via config file download,
and is triggered by the NMS. The configuration file is given to the PS by writing the fileserver and
filename into the PS, and triggering the PS to download the file. Once the configuration file is loaded, the
commands within it are interpreted. If any of the commands are not understood, or are not applicable, they
are skipped and an event is generated. When the PS has completed processing the config file, it will record
the number of TLV tuples processed and skipped in the appropriate MIB objects.
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! NMS 1 CMP L PS Database LAN IP Device |'! T TT

O O I 0
read last Configuration

NMS (operator) query File or read current
on current configuration configuration settingsH. .

Source of Configuration File
and filename sent (SNMP) Store Source and name

T - in of configuration file

Load Configuration File '-from server Save Configuration file
-«T in temporary storage.

Verify integrity- I-

lnterpret Configuration
file

.‘ _ _ .

manipulate P5 In‘
Optionally Read '

Configuration File
errors, messages, Saving Errors

and Event log and Messages
-1 — - an

O I O 0
Figure 12-5 — PS Reconfiguration (Configuration File Download) Sequence Diagram

12.4 CableHome MIB Access

12.4.1 VACM Configuration

Cab1eHome specifies MSO control of the Cab1eHome management domain. An example of the
configuration of VACM parameters is shown below.
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j _. l

WANI , SNMP PS C“, I LAN IP
HeadEnd | Agent (lntemal DB) I Device

0 I O F I

SNMP Set Request

Configure VACM Parameters
for MSO Control

D-

vaemConlexlName _ _ _Up_da[e _Da‘_abasevaomSecuri1yToGroup
vacmseculilylillodel
vaemSer:urilyName
vaemsecurilyTaGroupSlorageType
vaemAccessEnlry

D-

SNMP Set Response

I.
0 5 -II 0

Figure 12-6 — PS Configuration (VACM Parameters) Sequence

12.4.2 Management Event Messaging Configuration

12.4.2.1 CMP Event Notification Operation

CableHome events are reported through local event logging. SNMP TRAP, SNMP INFORM messages,
and SYSLOG. The event notification mechanism can be set or modified by the NMS, by issuing an SNMP
Set—Request message to the PS WAN-Man address.

Figure 12-7 illustrates configuring the PS database to store events in local log files. Local log events are of
two types: local non-volatile and local volatile. The NMS will read the content of the local log and write
that content to the Headend event logging system. A PS reboot causes only the volatile events to be cleared
from the PS database. Nonvolatile events persist across reboots.
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' WAN I _ ' I R ' T." ' ' .
Headend ‘ PS-CMP l l database PS LAN-side | LAN IP Device

O I I I I
SNMP Set Request I

Sal Efiqllygoggialinn Update Database
-we

SNMP Set Response

SNMP Get Request

Request local log Query Dambaseevent table ..q......_ . _ 5..

SNMP Get Response
Report local log _ I

event table | Clear local volatile I PS Reboot

I log nle, keep 1"nonvnlnllln Ins] Mn I-d—-j-—-—~e—
Synchronize and ruappry

l'|.Dl1Vlll3lll-fl lug file
PS Reboot finished

Resume riprrratlrm

O O I I
Figure 12-7 - PS Configuration (Event Control) Sequence

Figure 12-8 illustrates the download of a configuration file for a PS in SNMP Provisioning Mode. This
process is triggered via an SNMP Set Request. The PS must verify this file before accepting it. In the
example, a TLV error exists and is reported. Since the event notification is set to the SNMP TRAP mode,
the address of the TRAP server is retrieved from the PS database and the event is sent to that TRAP server.
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T T . ,

WAN‘! I ' . ' PS intemall I . .
Headend | PSI WAN-side In database I PS / LAN-side Lan IP Device I

. .. . .
SNMP Setlieguesl . . .Set Event Notification

TRAP _ Update Database

-Gee;
SNMP Set Response

SNMP Set RequestT>-
Set configuration file

Update Databaseea-an
SNMP Set Response

Verifying Configuration file
TLVs generated errorsas

Relrieve trap Server
Address .

SNMP Trap

" Report to trap Sewer

6 I I 6 I

Figure 12-8 — PS Configuration File Download (with Invalid TLVs) Sequence

Figure 12-9 illustrates the process of a LAN lP Device trying to obtain an IP address from the local DHCP
server (CDS). The CDS function checks the PS database for an available lP address. In this case, the CDS
detects that no IP address is available from the address pool, and generates an event to SYSLOG.

: 
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l NMS l CMP l Baggage l l cop l lLANlP Device
SNMP Set Request

Set Event Notification
SYSLOG Update Database

SNMP Set Response Client acquiring anIP Address

Accessing Address Count
generates parametersexceeded

Retrieve SYSLOG Server
Address

Report to SYSLOG Santa 
Figure 12-9 — Address Acquisition (Request Exceeds Provisioned Count) Sequence

12.4.2.2 Example CMP Event Throttling and Limiting Operation

CableHome provides an event tltruttliitg mt:chnni:;n1 vizi the C MP ’r't|nL'tinI1tt1it_v of the PS. Event throttling
and limiting is very flexible and can include cases in which nil events are rt.-pnrted, and cases in which no
events are reported to the NMS. Rot‘;-r to Sectitm {I 1.1.1.4 .8 for u Liar-criplitm of the CMP Event Throttling
and Limiting mechanism.

Figure |2—|lT iilustmtcs uottfigitririg the PS daituhaetc tu relum events via the SNMP INFORM method.
Initial1y_ sew.-r.'tl INFORM ittuwtgux nre written in the lncatl log file and delivered to the NMS. The event
throttling rttaulttittieatti !iI.‘.[.'$ the limit ni'tl1t: n1||1'iI1t.'i‘ of L-vents that can be sent to the NMS within a given time
frame. When that limit is reached, the PS will stop sending INFORM messages to the NMS. In order to
restart the event notification, the NMS SHOULD re—enablc the event reporting.

 _e_
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Figure 12-10 — CMP Event Throttling and Limiting Operation
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13 PROVISIONING PROCESSES

This chapter describes the processes involved when using the Provisioning Tools. described in Section 7.
for initial provisioning of LAN IP Device and the PS element. CableHome specifications refer to
provisioning as the following three tasks:

1. Acquiring network addresses

2. Acquiring server information

3. Secure download and processing of the PS Configuration File

Provisioning processes are described in this section for each of the following relevant CableHome cases:

0 PS WAN-Man - Provisioning of the PS WAN based management functionality

0 PS WAN Data — Provisioning of PS WAN-Data IP addresses to be used for creating CAT Mappings to
LAN IP Devices in the LAN-Trans address realm

0 LAN IP Device in the LAN-Trans Realm - Provisioning ofa LAN [P Device with a translated IP
address

- LAN [P Device in the LAN-Pass Realm — Provisioning of a LAN lP Device with an IP address that is
passed through to the WAN

Provisioning of the DOCSIS cable modem element of an embedded PS is separate and distinct from
CableHome provisioning, and is out of scope for CableHome. The reader is referred to DOCSIS
specifications for descriptions of cable modem provisioning.

The functional elements with which the CableHome Portal Services element interacts during the
provisioning processes listed above are identified in Figure l3—l.The Key Distribution Center (KDC)
functional element is shown with a broken outline, since it is used in SNMP Provisioning Mode, but not in
DHCP Provisioning Mode. The other functional elements are used in both provisioning modes.

 

 
SNMP

Manager
I NMS

 LAN IP Device LAN IP Device
LAN-Trans LAN-Pass

Figure 13-1 — Cab|eHome Provisioning Functional Elements

The Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server or the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server
provides access to the PS Configuration File for the PS and follows rules described in [RFC 1350]. The
Time of Day (ToD) server provides the means for the PS to acquire the cun'ent time in UTC fonnat as
described in[RFC 868]. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server provides the PS with
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private and/or global IP addresses following [RFC 2 [3 l], as well as providing other information via DHCP
options in accordance with [RFC 2l32J. The Network Management System (NMS) complies with the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) versions SNMPV l . SNMPV2, and SNMPv3 as described
in [RFC 2576]. The System Log (SYSLOG) server handles event messages generated by the PS and by
LAN [P Devices in the home. The PS implements clients for these cable data network-based servers, and
uses these client functions during the provisioning processes described in this section to accomplish the
tasks listed at the beginning of this section.”

13.1 Provisioning Modesm

Section 5.5 and Section 7.2.l introduce two valid provisioning modes supported by the Portal Services
element: DHCP Provisioning Mode and SNMP Provisioning Mode. The PS operates in a third mode,
Dormant CableHome Mode, if it is not configured to operate in either of the two valid provisioning modes.
In this section the two valid provisioning modes are presented in more detail. Figure I3-2 illustrates a
possible event flow for the two provisioning modes and the Dormant CableHome Mode. The key point of
Figure 13-2 is the switch used by the PS to determine the mode in which it is to operate.

The PS operates in DHCP Provisioning Mode (DHCP Mode) if the DHCP server in the cable network
provides a valid IP address for the TFTP or HTTP server in the DHCP message 'siaddr' field, provides a
valid file name for the PS Configuration File in the DHCP message ‘file' field, and does NOT provide
DHCP option 177 sub—options 3, 6, and 51 to the PS CDC, during the DHCPACK phase of the
initialization process. DHCP Provisioning Mode is intended to enable the PS to operate on a DOCSIS 1.0
or a DOCSIS l.l infrastructure, with little or no changes to the DOCSIS network.

SNMP Provisioning Mode in the PS is triggered when the DHCP server in the cable network does NOT
provide values for ’siaddr’ and ‘file’. and when the cable network DHCP server DOES send DHCP option
177 sub—options 3,6. and 5 l. SNMP Provisioning Mode is intended to enable the PS to take advantage of
advanced features of a PacketCable infrastructure.

The PS defaults to Dormant CableHome Mode if it receives none of the fields or sub—options defined as
triggers for DHCP Provisioning Mode and for SNMP Provisioning Mode, or if it receives an invalid
combination of the fields and sub—options.

The PS defaults to Dormant Cab1eHome Mode if it receives none of the fields or sub—options defined as

triggers for DHCP Provisioning Mode and for SNMP Provisioning Mode, or if it receives an invalid
combination of the fields and sub—options.

Not all error conditions are shown in Figure 13-2 and Figure 13-3. Refer to Section 7.2.2 for a description
of PS behavior in the event of incorrect Provisioning Mode decision criteria.

‘-‘5 Revised this paragraph per ECN CH 1 . l»N-03056 by G0 on 10/23/03.
W’ Revised Figure 13-2 and added Figure 13-3 (:15 Part2) per ECN CHl.l—N-03.0099—3 by G0 on I2/9/03.
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13.2 Process for Provisioning the PS for Management: DHCP Provisioning
Mode

The PS requests, from the Headend provisioning system. an IP address to be used for the exchange of
management messages between the NMS and the PS. The PS parses the DHCP message returned in the
DHCP OFFER and makes a determination about the provisioning mode in which it is to operate (ref.
Section 7.3 .3 .2.4). Section 7.3 .3 .2.3 .2 describes three WAN Address Modes supported by CableHome for
the acquisition of IP addresses by the PS from the DHCP server in the cable network.

If the PS makes the determination that it is to operate in DHCP Provisioning Mode, it will use the PS
Configuration File information passed in the DHCP message as a trigger to download the PS Configuration
File, as described in Section 7.3. PS Configuration File download is a requirement for the PS operating in
DHCP Provisioning Mode, but is optional for the PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode.

In DHCP Provisioning Mode. the PS (CMP) defaults to using NmAccess mode for management message
exchange with the NMS, but the NMS can optionally configure the CMP for Coexistence Mode. These
management messaging modes are described in Section 6.3.3.

Figure |3—4 and Figure 13-1 describe the sequence of messages needed to initialize a PS operating in
DHCP Provisioning Mode. The process for provisioning for management of a PS operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode is the same for the PS embedded with a DOCSIS cable modem, as it is for the stand-
alone PS. The provisioning for the Embedded PS MUST NOT occur before the cable modem provisioning
process. The stand—alone PS management provisioning SHOULD occur immediately after power-up/reset.

The optional process of downloading a Firewall Configuration File is shown with shading in Figure 13-4.
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Provisioning Process for PS Mglagement - DHCP_Provisioning Mode
CableHome '

Portal DHCP TOD "°“”°'k SYSLOG TFTP
Flow Services Server Sewer Management Server ServerSewer (NMS)Element

Begin Cab|eHome Initialization and _Configuration

 
CHPSWMD-1 DHCP Br . dcast Disc er (includes Cab|eHome

CHPSWM D-2 '

_ ' ICHPSWMD-3 .

CHPSWMD-4 I

CHPSWMD-5

CHPSWMD-G

CHPSWMD-7

CHPSWM D-3
CHPSWM D-9

CHPSWM D-10

Table 13-1 describes the individual messages CHPSWMD-l - CHPSWMD-l2 shown in Figure l3-4.”7

‘*7 Revised Table l3—l and deleted text at me end ofTable l3—I per ECN CH1 1—N—03046 and CH1.1—N—03.0099-3 by
CO on 07/03/03 and 12/9/03.
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Cab|eHomeTM Specifications

  
 

PS WAN-Man Provisioning: DHCP Provisioning
Mode  
 CHPSWMD-1 DHCP Broadcast Discover

The CDP (CDC) sends a broadcast DHCP
DISCOVER message to acquire the WAN-Man IP
address as described in Section 7 3.3.2.4 The
DHCP DISCOVER broadcast by the CDP (CDC)
includes mandatory options listed in Table 7-10,
CDC DHCP Options in DISCOVER and REQUEST
Messages The PS sets cabhPsDevProvState to
status ‘inProgress' (2) when the CDC sends a
broadcast DHCP DISCOVER.

 

Normal
Sequence

Begin
pl'OVlS|0i'1|f'lQ
sequence.

 
CHPSWMD-2 DHCP OFFER

 
CHPSWM D-2

 

 
    
  

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

Failure Sequence

If unsuccessful per DHCP
protocol report an error and
continue to retry DHCP
Broadcast Discover until
successful (return to step
CHPSWMD-1). If
unsuccessful on the first
attempt to acquire a WAN-
Man IP address, the PS
initiates operation or the CDS
as specified in Section
7 3.3.2.4

ll’ failure per DHCP protocol

CHPSWMD-3
 

 

 
 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 

CHPSWMD—4

CHPSWMD-5

 
  CHPSWMD-6

MUST occur return to CHPSWMD-1 and
after report an error
CHPSWMD-1
completion

DHCP REQUEST CHPSWMD-3 If failure per DHCP protocol

The CDP MUST send the appropriate DHCP server MUST °°°“’ ’°'“"" ‘° CHPSWMD" 3"“
a DHCP REQUEST message to accept the DHCP arl‘_‘e';sWMD rep“ an error‘OFFER C . '2completion

DHCP ACK CHPSWMD-4 If failure per DHCP protocol

The DHCP server sends the CDP a DHCP ACK MUST °°°“’ "e‘“"” ‘° CHPSWMD” 3”“

message which contains the IPv4 address of the after D repm an em”
PS. The PS modifies cabhPsDevProvMode based CHPSIVYM '3on information received in the DHCP ACK (ref.: °°mp anon‘
Section 7.3.3 2.4). The PS stores the Time of Day
server address in cabhPsDevTimeServerAddr.
The PS modifies cabhPsDevProvMode based on
infonnation received in the DHCP ACK (ref; Section
7.3 3.2 4).

Time of Day (TOD) Request per [RFC 568] CHPSWMD-5 Continue with CHPSWMD—6.

The PS issues a ToD Request to the Time Server MUST occur
identified in Option 4 of the DHCP ACK message, (a:f|‘_fi;SWMD_4

completion

TOD Response CHPSWMD-6 Attempt synchronization with

The ToD server is expected to reply with the cunent MUST ocwr ‘he he," “me of Day Server
“me in UTC formal‘ after listed in DHCP Option 4 ofCHPSWMD-5 the DHCP ACK. If an

completion. unsuccessful synchronization
attempt has been made with
each ToD server as part of
an initial attempt to
synchronize Time of Day, set
cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus =
false(2), attempt to acquire
system time lrom the cable
modem (embedded PS only),
update
cabhPsDevDateTime,
update CDS lease times, and
continue with CHPSWMD-7
Refer to Section 7.5 4 for
additional details
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How sap PS WAN-Man Provlslglrglggz DHCP Provisioning si:(¢:lf]'l:nale Failure sequence
CHPSWMD-7 TFTP Request CHPSWMD-7 Continue to CHPSWMD-B.

The PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode MRUST °°°ur
sends the TFFP Server a TFTP Get Request to EHSFESWMD 5
request the specified configuration data file as I t, ‘
described in Section 7.4 4 ‘é‘:_I"};Ffs:"A',:\”|"E-)_7MAY occur

before
CHPSWMD-6
completion.

CHPSWMD-B TFTP sewer sends PS Configuration File CHPSWM—B If the TFTP download fails,

After the PS Configuration File is received, the hash MUST °C°ur ‘aka action‘ depending upon
is checked. Refer to Section 7 4.4.1. The PS 5"” ‘he ”*_““'°.°' ‘he ‘?’'°’- 55

Configuration File is then processed. Refer to cHPs|V¥M'7 descnbed '" Seem" 7 4 4'4Section 7.4.4 for PS Configuration File contents. °°”“’ '5 '°”
Optionally, the IP Address of the firewall
Configuration File TFTP sewer, the firewall
Configuration File filename and the hash of the
firewall Configuration File are included in the PS
Configuration File if there is a firewall Configuration
File to be loaded, and this is the method selected to
specify it.

CHPSWMD—9 TFTP Request - Firewall Configuration File If CHPSWMD- if TFTP fails, continue with
(optional) 9 occurs, it PS operation but report an

If the PS receives Firewall Configuration File MUST “Cur error and continue to retry
information (Firewall TFTP server and Firewall (a:f|t_‘.5Fr,sWMD 8 CHPSWMD4’
Configuration File name) in the PS Configuration . _ 'File, the PS sends the Firewall Configuration TFTP comp e"°"'
Sewer a TFTP Get Request to request a Firewall
Configuration File (see Section 11 6 4.2). If the PS
does not receive Firewall Configuration File
information in the PS Configuration file, the PS
provisioning process (DHCP Provisioning Mode)
MUST skip steps CHPSWMD-9 and CHPSMWD-10
and continue with step CHPSWMD-11.

CHPSWMD-10 TFTP server sends firewall configuration file CHPSWMD-10 If the TFTP fails, continue
(optional) MUST occur with PS operation but report

tr ste CHPSWMD—9 occurs, the TFTP server 3”” 3“ °”°' 3”“ °°”""”° ‘° '.e"V
send: the PS a TFTP Response containing the CHPSWMD4’ CHPSWMD9 If pr°ce5.smg
requested file. After the firewall configuration file is °°mp'e"°" Elf the fgewan Configuramn
received the hash of the configuration file is '9 ‘Bro “Ce: an 52°54
calculated and compared to the value received in Con "me ml rept’ 5 errorthe PS Configuration File. The file is then as 5” e"°"
processed Refer to Section 11.6.4. _
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PS WAN-Man Provisioning: DHCP Provisioning Normal
Mode Sequence

CHPSWMD-11 If the SNMP trap fails, the
MUST occur provisioning sewer may not
afler know the provisioning
CHPSWMD-10 process has completed
completion. unless it polls the

cabhPsProvState object.

Failure Sequence

CHPSWMD-11 Provisioning Complete
if requested by the provisioning system the PS is
required to inform the provisioning system of the
status of PS provisioning. The provisioning system
could request the PS to send a SYSLOG message
or an SNMP trap, or both.
If the PS successfully completes all required steps
from CHPSWMD-1 through CHPSWMD-10 and the
PS received a SYSLOG server address in the
DHCP OFFER, the PS MUST send a provisioning
complete message to the SYSLOG server with
provisioning state set to PASS.
If the PS successfully completes all required
provisioning steps from CHPSWMD-1 through
CHPSWMD-10 and the PS received valid
parameters the Notification Receiver, the PS MUST
send a provisioning complete notification
(cabhPsDev|nitTrap) with appropriate parameters to
the Notification Receiver

The PS MUST update the value of
cabhPsDevProvState with status ‘pass’ (1) when
provisioning flow steps CHPSWMD-1 through
CHPSWMD-11 complete successfully

 
13.3 Process for Provisioning the PS for Management: DHCP Provisioning

Mode with HTTPITLS

The PS requests from the Headend provisioning system, an IP address to be used for the exchange of
management messages between the NMS and the PS. The PS parses the DHCP message returned in the
DHCP OFFER and makes a determination about the provisioning mode in which it is to operate (ref.
Section 7.3 .3 .2 .4). Section 7.3 .3.2.3.2 describes three WAN Address Modes supported by CableHome for
the acquisition of IP addresses by the PS from the DHCP server in the cable network.

If the PS makes the determination that it is to operate in DHCP Provisioning Mode, it will use the PS
Configuration File information passed in the DHCP message, as a trigger to download the PS
Configuration File. If DHCP option code 72 is present in the DHCP ACK message, and if its contents
match the [P address in the siaddr field, the download will occur, using H'I'l"P over TLS, as specified in
Section ll.9.

In DHCP Provisioning Mode, the PS (CMP) defaults to using NmAccessTable mode for management
message exchange with the NMS, but the NMS can optionally configure the CMP for Coexistence Mode.
These management messaging modes are described in Section 6.3.3.

Figure l3—5 and Table 13-2 describe the sequence of messages needed to initialize a PS operating in DHCP
Provisioning Mode with H'ITP/TLS. The process for provisioning and management of the PS operating in
DHCP Provisioning Mode is the same for the PS embedded with a DOCS [S cable modem as it is for the
stand-alone PS. The provisioning for the Embedded PS MUST NOT occur before the cable modem
provisioning process. The stand-alone PS management provisioning SHOULD occur immediately after
power-up/reset.

The optional process of downloading a Firewall Configuration File is shown with shading in Figure 13-5.
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Provisioning Process for Di-icP Provisioning Mode using HTTPITLS 
   CableHome

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Network

Flow Spar!“ DHCPServ er TODServ er SYSLOG Management°""'°°‘ Server(NMS)Element
 

 
 

Begin CableHome Initialization and Configuration

I Dl-ICP Broad eludes Cable me deviceidan

I DHCPOfler[ ciuizies suI>otions.siaddra dfiiefields)F

I DHCP Reqet_

-I

TLS Handshake includes Certificate Exchange

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

 
CHPSWMT-1

CH PSWMT-2

 
 

C HPSWMT-3

C HPSWMT-4

 
  

CHPSWMT6

cHp5wM1'_5 TOD Response

cH,,swM,_, TCP/IP for HTi'P/TLS

  
CH PSWMT-6

   
  

H'|'|'P PS Configuration File Request
 

CHPSWMT-9

PS Configuration File Download

HTI'P Firewall Configuration File Request
Firew H (bnfiguration fie Dow nload (Optio‘

CHPSWMT-10

CH PSWMT-13 TLS Alert Ciosure Handshake
-1 

CHPSWMT-14 TCP/IP Connection Tear Dow n
«eh

N CableHome SYSLOG andlor NMS notification of provision g completed
4

Figure 13-5 — Provisioning Process DHCP Provisioning Mode using HTTP/TLS

Table 13-2 describes the individual messages CHPSWMT-1 - CHPSWMT-l2 shown in Figure l3—4. Refer
to Section 1 [.9 PS Configuration File Security in DHCP Provisioning Mode for more 'information.m U9

'3“ Revised this pamgi-.iph and the following Table 13-2 per ECN CHl.l-N-03046 by G0 on 07/07/03.
"9 Revised Table 13.2 per ECN CH1 .1—N—03.0099—3 by Go on 12/9/03
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Table 13-2 — Flow Descriptions for DHCP Provisioning Mode usiri HTTFITLS

  

 

 

Flow smp PS WAN-Man Pl'0ViSi;)nI"I)i:i'IE.' DHCP Provisioning st::|r:ina‘l:e Failure sequence
CHPSWMT-1 DHCP Broadcast Discover Begin If unsuccessful per DHCP

The GDP (CDC) Sends a broadcast DHCP provisioning protocol report an error and
DISCOVER message to acquire the WAN-Man IF 5°q“e”°e- ;°”“:”e ‘°[;?"V DHCP1address as described in Section 7 3 3.2.4 The DHCP '°a °""' '5°°"'“" “”"
DISCOVER broadcast by the cop (coo) includes S”°°°55'”' (’e‘“"‘ '° 5””
mandatory options listed in Table 7-10, coc DHCP CHPSWMT1) "h
Options in DISCOVER and REQUEST Messages. “”‘“°°e55"‘ °'_‘ ‘ 9 "’5‘attempt to acquire a WAN-

The PS sets cabhPsDevProvState to status Man "3 address‘ the ps'inProgress‘ (2) when the CDC sends a broadcast inmates operation of the
DHCP D|SC0VER- cos as specified in

Section 7 3.3.2.4

CHPSWMT-2 DHCP OFFER CHPSWMT—2 lf failure per DHCP
MUST occur protocol return to
after CHPSWMT—1 and report
CHPSWMT-1 an error
completion

CHPSWMT-3 DHCP REQUEST CHPSWMT-3 lffailure per DHCP

The CDP sends the appropriate DHCP server a MUST °°°ur pr°t°°°' return t°
DHCP REQUEST message to accept the DHCP after CHPSWM1-'1 and report
OFFER CHPSWMT-2 an errorcompletion

CHPSWMT-4 DHCP ACK CHPSWMT—4 ll’ failure per DHCP

The DHCP server sends the cop a DHCP ACK MUST °°°“’ p'°‘°°°' '°“”” '°
message which contains the IPv4 address of the PS afier CHPSWM-I-'1 and rep”!
The PS stores the Time of Day server address in CHPSIWMH 3” e"°"oabhPsDevTimeServerAddr. °°"‘P °"°"~
If the IP address in the siaddr field of the DHCP ACK
matches the first IP address in option 72, the PS
initiates a TLS session and downloads the
configuration file from the HTTP server. The PS
modifies cabhPsDevProvMode based on information
received in the DHCP ACK. Refer to Table 11-9 PS
Configuration File Security in DHCP Provisioning
Mode.

CHPSWMT-5 Time of Day (TOD) Request per [RFC 868] CHPSWMT-5 Continue with CHPSWMT-

The PS synchronizes its time with the time server MRUST 0°C” 6
selected from DHCP Option 4 (Time Server Option) SWMH
in the DHCP ACK. Refer to Section 7 5.4 Time of Day I t.Client Function Requirements. comp e '°n‘
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PS WAN-Man Provlslonlng: DHCP ProvisioningMode   
Normal

Sequence  

   
 

 

 
 
 

Failure Sequence

   

  

 
 
 
 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
  

 

CHPSWMT-6 TOD Response CHPSWMT-6 Attempt synchronization

The ToD server is expected to reply with the current MUST °°°”r Wm‘ the next Time °f Day
“me in U1-C forma‘ afier sewerlisted in DHCPCHPSWMT-5 Option 4 of the DHCP

completion ' ACK. If an unsuccessful
synchronization attempt
has been made with each
ToD sewer as part of an
initial attempt to
synchronize Time of Day,set
cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus
= fa|se(2), update
cabhPsDevDateTime,
update CDS lease times,
and continue with
CHPSWMT-7 Refer to
Section 7.5.4. for additional
details

CHPSWMT-7 TCPIIP Setup CHPSWMT-7 If failure per TCP/lP retry

The PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode MUST occur per_lhe spe‘,:'fiCal'°n W
establishes. a TCP/lP session to exchange HTTP after remes 3" fa" mum ‘O
messages with the HTTP server in the cable CHPSWMT'5 CHPSWM1-'1 and repm
operators provisioning system g:_'"E,"s‘:t'I:’q__7 an errorMAY occur

before
CHPSWMT-6
completion.

CHPSWMT-8 TLS Handshake CHPSWMT-8 If failure for TLS retry per

The PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode ':|flL:T “Cur ::|ef:iF|":;T|‘:att'°n' If remest bl’ h TLS ' ’th th HTTPS " °es a IS es a session Wl e sewer CHPSWMT_7 CHPSWMT4 and repm
completion an error

CHPSWMT—9 HTTP Configuration File Request CHPSWMT-9 Iffailure for HTTP retry per

The PS operating in DHCP Provisioning Mode MflUST “Cur 'hefS_‘I3e°'fi°al'°"' " remes
requests the configuration file from the HTTP sewer gHe;SWMT_B :|:_‘;g\r;7$¥'_1t°and reportcompletion. an error

CHPSWMT-10 HTTPS sewer sends PS Configuration File CHPSWMT-10 if the HTTP download fails,

The PS Configuration File is processed. Refer to MUST °°C”r rem" an e'T°r and few"
Section 7 4.4 for PS Configuration File contents after to CHPSWM1-' 9 (°9"t'"“e
Optionally, the IP Address of the firewall °"'P5V‘('V'T'9 ‘° '°"Y P5 c°""9 F"°
Configuration File HTTP sewer and the firewall complenon‘ d°Wn|°ad)'
Configuration File filename of the firewall If processing of the PS
Configuration File are included in the PS Config File produces an
Configuration File error, continue withCHPSWMT-13 and report

the error as an event.
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Flow swp PS WAN-Man Provlsllonrggg: DHCP Provlslonlng s;l:|I;:t;l:e Failure sequence
CHPSWMT—11 HTTP Request - Firewall Configuration File (Optional) if CHPSWMT-11 If HTTP rails, continue with

If the PS receives Firewall Configuration File °°°ur5' it MUST PS °perafi°n but repm an
information (Firewall TFTP sewer and Firewall occur after error and commue to rem’
Configuration File name) in the PS Configuration File, CHPSIVXM-M0 cHPsWMT'13the PS requests the Firewall Configuration File from °°mp e '°"‘the HTTP Server. If the PS does not receive Firewall
Configuration File information in the PS Configuration
file, the PS provisioning process (DHCP Provisioning
Mode) MUST skip steps CHPSWMT-11 and
CHPSMVV'T-12 and continue with step CHPSWMT-
13.

CHPSWMT-12 HTTP server sends firewall configuration file CHPSWMT—1 2 If the HTTP fails, continue
(Optional) MUST occur with PS operation but

If step CHPSWMD-11 occurs, the HTTP Sewer after “SP9” an err” and
sends the PS a HTTP Response containing the CHPSWM-M1 commue '° retry
requested firewall configuration file. °°mp|e"°n' CHPSwMD'11' Hprocessing of the firewall

configuration file produces
an error, continue and
report the error as an
event

CHPSWMT—13 TLS Alert Closure Handshake CHPSWMT—13 Continue to CHPSWMT-

The PS tears down the TLS session immediately glfluefr occur 14prior to sending the provisioning complete message. If failure for HTTP retry per

CHPSIWM1-'12 the specification. If retries°°mp em” all fail report an error.
CHPSWMT-14 TCP/IP Tear Down CHPSWMT-14 If the TCP/IP tear down

The TCP/IP session between the PS and the HTTP MRUST °°°ur fCa”st_rep°T a:‘5°"°r'
Server is torn down. (a::';SWM_|__13 on "me O 'completion.
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Flow Step

   
 

CHPSWMT-15

 

 

 

PS WAN-Man Provlslonlng: DHCP Provisioning
Mode

Provisioning Complete
lfrequested by the provisioning system the PS is
required to infonri the provisioning system of the
status of PS provisioning. The provisioning system
could request the PS to send a SYSLOG message or
an SNMP trap, or both.
if the PS successfully completes all required steps
from CHPSWMT-1 through CHPSWMT-14 and the
PS received a SYSLOG server address in the DHCP
OFFER, the PS MUST send a provisioning complete
message to the SYSLOG server with provisioning
state set to PASS.

if the PS successfully completes all required
provisioning steps from CHPSWMT-1 through
CHPSWMT—12 and the PS received valid parameters
for docsDevNmAccessGroup identifying the Trap
Receiver (docsDevNmAccesslP) and configuring the
provisioning complete trap (cabhPsDevlnitTrap) for
‘read only with Traps‘ (set docsDevNmAccess control
to '4' Refer to [RFC 2669]), the PS MUST send a
provisioning complete trap (eabhPsDevlnitTrap) with
appropriate parameters to the Trap Receiver.
If the PS provisioning timer expires before all
required steps from CHPSWMT-1 through
CHPSWMT-14 are completed and the PS received a
SYSLOG server address in the DHCP OFFER, the
PS MUST send a provisioning complete message to
the SYSLOG sewer with provisioning state set to
FAIL.

If the PS provisioning timer expires before all
required steps from CHPSWMD-1 through
CHPSWMD-14 are completed and the PS received
valid parameters for doesDevNmAccessGroup
identifying the Trap Receiver (docsDevNmAccess|P)
and configuring the provisioning complete trap
(cabhPsDev|nitTrap) for ‘read only with Traps‘ (set
docsDevNmAccess control to '4‘ Refer to [RFC
2669].), the PS MUST send a provisioning failed trap
(cabhPsDevlnitRetryTrap) to the Trap receiver.
The PS updates the value of cabhPsDevProvState
with status 'pass' (1) when provisioning flow steps
CHPSWMT-1 through CHPSWMT-14 complete
successfully Refer to Section 7 5.4.

 

   
Nonnal

Sequence
CHPSWMT-15
MUST occur
after
CHPSWMT-1 4
completion

  
 
 unless it polls the

cabhPsDevProvState
object. 

13.4 Provisioning the PS for Management: SNMP Provisioning Mode

The PS requests a WAN-Man network address from the Headend DHCP server to be used for the
exchange of management messages between the PS management functions and the cable network NMS. if
the PS determines based on the procedure described in Section 7.3 .3 .2 .4 that it is to operate in SNMP
Provisioning Mode, the PS will secure its management messages using SNMPV3, following the
authentication procedure described in Section I l.3.2.

Failure Sequence

If the SNMP trap fails, the
provisioning sewer may
not know the provisioning
process has completed

The cable network NMS may optionally instruct the PS (CMP) operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode to
download a PS Configuration File from the TFTP server. Notification of completion of the provisioning
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process is provided through the Event Reporting process described in Section 6.3.3.2. The PS will operate
without a PS Configuration File if it is not triggered to download the file.

Figure 13-6 illustrates message flows that are to be used to accomplish the provisioning of the PS when it
operates in SNMP Provisioning Mode. The provisioning process for the PS WAN-Man interface is the
same for the Embedded PS as it is for the Stand-alone PS. The Standalone PS provisioning SHOULD
occur immediately after power-up/reset.

The provisioning process for the WAN-Man interface of at PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode
MUST occur via the sequence depicted in Figure 13-6 and described in detail in Table 13-3. Optional steps
are shown with a shaded background in Figure 13-6. These optional steps may be done immediately
following step CHPSWMS-13 , at a later time, or not at all.
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_ Pio—\Iisioning Process for PS Management: SNMP Provisioning Mode
CabIeHome

I Network
Flow Span“ DHCP TOD Management SVSLOG TFTP Sewer KDCervlces Sewer Sewer S NMS SewerElement ewe” )as__ . I

Begin CableHome Initialization and Configuration I
CHPSWMS-1 DHCP = dcast Discover (includes CableHome device identi er) I

cHPsWMs_z _ DHCP Cltfurfincludes ub-optior_1s_t_$ config_u@bleHome se vice; no'l5S—TlT__ - Igur_ on File infor nation in sia drang file fl d5 of DHCP__ essage_)_ ____
CHPSWMM DHCP Request

CHPSWMS-4 DHCP AC1‘

cHPswMsa — KS Requé‘ - _ _ H --

cHPswMs-6 As Rep” _ - _ —
CHPSWMSJ " ' _TGS Red lest _

Temp: _
CHPSWMS4, AP-gt-1uest(--ey Mgml PT)? ers., KRB_AP" E0, Ciphegus, SHA-1 HMAt 2104))

CHPSWMSM I Mgmt Prat-V; s., KRB_AP_R_P, Cipliersuite-s Ack Req. HMA" '[RFC 2104]) I I

-;;Hp5wM5.11 Enrollman SNMP lnln n --le _ ..T _ . . _

cHpswMs_12 Sends Cabl 0G a notiflc "on of provi- oning completed

CHPSWMS43 Notification cmpletion of ab|eHome pr Visioning - ca F'5EJevProv5late (pass/fail)

CHPSWMS-14 SNMP Ga Requestts) or logical fu ction capabil lies (optional eratlve) _

ICHPSWMS45 SNMP -- Response( )containin ogicalfundian capabilities toptlonalllierive)

CHPSWMS“ _ I" Cable ome P§ Configuration File (optional)

CHPSWMS4-, SNMP Set equest with address a d pathlfielna I e of PS Corifiguration Fil (opt.)“
CHPSWMSM TFTP con. iguration file request (opt onal)

:Hp5wM5_1g C It .' T 
:_ cHpswM5_2o Cab|eHom firewall co figuration fil reuest (opt
I cH,,swMs_21 ableHom firewall con luration file optional) _ _ _

Figure 13-6 — Provisioning Process for PS Management - SNMP Provisioning Mode

Table 13-3 describes the individual steps of the provisioning process depicted in Figure 13-6.”)

W Revised Table l3-3 per ECN CHI .l—N-03046 and CH1.1-N-03 0099-3 by G0 on 07/07/03 and l2/10/03
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Table 13-3 — Flow Descriptions for PS WAN—Man Provisinnln Process for SNMP Provisioning Mode
 

 
 

 

PS WAN-Man Provisioning: SNMP ProvisioningMode

  

Normal
Sequence Failure Sequence

  

  

 

CHPSWMS-1 DHCP Broadcast Discover Begin If failure per DHCP

The CDP (CDC) broadcasts a DHCP DISCOVER p’°"‘5'°"‘"9 p'°".'°°' '°'°°" a’|‘3:(':°' 5”“
message to acquire the WAN-Man IP address as Sequence‘ C°m':Ue '°E;_eW P_
described in Section 7.3 3.2 4 CD0 Requirements. 3'“ ca‘: '5°°"e’ “'“"
The DHCP DISCOVER broadcast by the we Sfifief/f,‘“‘;lé"15‘“|':.‘ :1° t
includes mandatory options listed in Table 7-10, CDC C‘ S ' )1 ‘ 9 firs
DHCP Options in DISCOVER and REQUEST 5 '°”‘‘“ ‘° a°““"e 3"
Messages, address lease from thecable operators DHCP
The PS starts monitoring time elapsed AND sets Set-Verfaflsl inmate
cabhPsDevProvState to status 'inProgress' (2) when operation of the CD3 as
the CDC broadcasts its initial DHCP DISCOVER Specified in section
WESSSQE 7 3.3 2 4 CDC

Requirements

CHPSWMS- 2 DHCP OFFER CHPSWMS-2 if failure per DHCP
MUST occur protocol return to
after CHPSWMS-1 and report
CHPSWMS-1 an error.
completion.

CHPSWMS- 3 DHCP REQUEST CHPSWMS-3 lifailure per DHCP

The CDP sends to the appropriate DHCP server a MRUST °°°ur %':::;3{"::;uT ‘°DHCP REQUEST message to accept the DHCP 3 9' '
OFFER‘ CHPSWMS-2completion.

CHPSWMS- 4 DHCP ACK CHPSWMS-4 If failure per DHCP

The DHCP server sends the coo a DHCP ACK MUST °°°“’ F"°‘°°°' '°‘””‘ ‘°
message which contains the IPv4 address of the PS afler CHPSWMS1 and rem"
WAN-Man Interface and is expected to include the CHPSWMSS an error‘
CableHome option code 177 with sub-options 3. 6, 8. °°mp|et'°"'51 AND no PS configuration file infomiation in the
siaddr and file fields of the DHCP message. The PS
modifies cabhPsDevProvMode based on information
received in the DHCP ACK (ref.: Section 7.3 3.2 4).
The PS stores the Time of Day server address in
cabhPsDevTimeServerAddr

CHPSWMS- 5 Time of Day (TOD) Request per [RFC 868] CHPSWMS-5 Continue with CHPSWMS-

The PS issues a ToD Request message to the Time 2/'flL‘J:T °°°ur 6'Server identified in the DHCP Option 4 of the DHCP
ACK message CHPSWMS4completion.

CHPSWMS- 6 TOD Response CHPSWMS-6 Retry Time Sewer

The ToD sewer is expected to reply with the current MUST °°°”r Sy”°hr°"iza“°" up to ,a
lime in UTC formal after total of four attempts; if notCHPSWMS-5 successful in four attempts,

completion. attempt synchronization
with the next Time Server
listed in Option 4 of DHCP
ACK; if not successful after
four attempts with each
Time Server report an
error, and return to
CHPSWMS-1
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Nomial
Sequence

PS WAN-Man Provisioning: SNMP ProvisioningMode   Flow Step Failure Sequence 

  
 

  

   
 
  

CHPSWMS-7
MUST occur
after

Return to CHPSWMS-1

PS initiates operation of
CHPSWMS- 7 AS Request‘

The PS sends the AS Request message to the M80     
 
  

  
  
  

  
 

CableHome KDC provided in DHCP Option 177 CDS
suboption 51, to request a Kerberos ticket. CHPsWMS'6completion

CHPSWMS- 8 AS Reply CHPSWMS-B Return to CHPSWMS-1

The AS Reply Message is received from the MSO Mflus-r Ocour PS initiates operation of
Cab|eHome KDC containing the Kerberos ticket (a:H‘*F'_SWMs_7 cos.completion.

CHPSWMS- 9 TGS Request CHPSWMS-9 Retum to CHPSWMS-1.

if the PS obtained a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) 'V‘flU5T °°°“' PS initiates operation of
during step CHPSWMS-El, the PS sends the res 3:; WMS 8 cos.Request message to the MSO KDC sewer whose S , 'completion.address was passed to the PS (CDC) in DHCP Option
177 sub-option 51.

CHPSWMS- TGS Reply CHPSWMS-10 Return to CHPSWMS-1.

10 The TGS Reply message containing the ticket is :::T °°°ur PS initiates operation of' t M D CD .
received from he SO Cab|eHome K C CHPSWMS_9 S

completion _

CHPSWMS- AP Request CHPSWMS-11 Return to CHPSWMS—1

11 The PS sends the AP Request message to the NMS MUST Ocwr PS initiates operation of
(SNMP manager) to request keying information for EEILSWMS 10 CDSSNMPv3, as described in Section 11 3 PS , 'completion.Authentication infrastructure.

CHPSWMS- AP reply CHPSWMS-12 Return to CHPSWMS—1

12 The AP Reply message is received from the NMS MUST “cur PS initiates operation of
containing the keying infonnation for SNMPv3.Note: after CDS
The PS MUST establish SNMPVS keys AND populate °”P5"\’MS‘”
the associated SNMPV3 tables before it sends an °°mp|e"°"‘
SNMPv3 lnfon'n message The keys and tables are
established using the infomiation in the AP Reply.
Refer to Section 11.3 PS Authentication Infrastructure.

CHPSWMS- SNMP Inform CHPSWMS-13 Reium to CHPSWMS-1.

 

 

13 Afterthe PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode MRUST °°°”'
establishes SNMPv3 keys, it MUST send an SNMPV3 SWMS 12INFORM (cabhPsDevProvEnro||Trap) requesting , 'completion.enrollment to the SNMP ENTITY whose IP address
was provided in Option 177 suboption 3, in the DHCP
ACK message.

CHPSWMS- SYSLOG message CHPSWMS—14
14 If the PS received a SYSLOG server address in the MUST °°°ur

DHCP Ack, the PS MUST send the SYSLOG a 5"”
"provisioning complete" message This notification will CHPSWMS43
include the pass-fail result of the provisioning °°mp|e"°"
operation. The general format of this message is
defined in Table ll-1 Defined Events for CableHome,
Event ID 73001100 (see Message Notes and Details).
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Nonnal
Sequence

PS WAN-Man Provisioning: SNMP ProvisioningMode  
 

Flow Step Failure Sequence

 
 

   

 
  

 
 

 

 
 
  
  

 

 
 

  
 
  

   
  
  
 
 

 
 
 

   

 

  
   

 
  
  

  
  

CHPSWMS- SNMP Inform CHPSWMS-15 if the PS does not receive

15 The PS MUST send the NMS an SNMP INFORM ';”fl‘:f’T °°°”’ :r':\:'::)'r'1‘i:£;‘:::',‘r‘:‘ple!e(cabhPsDevInitTrap) containing a "provisioning ‘

complete" notification. FAIL occurs when the CHPSIWMS4 4 '"f°”"a‘T PS MUST '-SW
Configuration File processing fails. Otherwise the wmp awn‘ 1° E) el .1, . f
provisioning state is PASS Ca 5 EV rm rap m mm’for a total of 5 attempts, at
The PS MUST update the value of an intewai af10 seconds

cabhPsDevProvState with status ‘pass’ (1) when |f an 5 attempts to sendprovisioning flow steps CHPSWMS-1 through the CabhpsDeV|njfi',—ap fajll
CHPSWMS-15 complete successfully mu pg Must I-5.5”,“ mg

The ps MUST update the Vaiue of initialization process: return
cabhPsDevProvState with status ‘fall (3) and report an [0 CHPSWMS4 and F990“
event indicating provisioning process failure if the PS 3” e”'°r
Provisioning Timer expires before the value of
cabhPsDevProvState is updated with status 'pass‘

Optional Steps
CHPSWMS- SNMP Get CHPSWM5-16 Return to CHPSWMS-1
16 is not expected

to occur before
CHPSWMS-15
completion

If any additional device capabilities are needed by the
provisioning system, the provisioning system requests
these from the PS via SNMPV3 Get Requests,

  
 
 

  
  
  

 Iterative:
The NMS sends the PS one or more SNMPv3 GET
requests to obtain any needed PS capability
information The Provisioning Application may use a
GETBu|k request to obtain several pieces of
information in a single message
SNMP Get Response

 

  

 
 

 
  
 

 CHPSWMS- If CHF'SWMS- N/A

 
  

 
 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
  

17 . _ 16 occurs,
iterative. CHPSWMS47
The PS replies to the NMS Gel-request or Get-bulk MUST occur
request messages with a Get Response for each Get afler
Request Alter all the Gets, or the GetBu|k, finish, the cHpSWMs.15
NMS sends the requested data to the provisioning completes
application

If CHPSWMS- N/ACHPSWM S- Configuration File Create
18 . 17 occursI: '

°°t'°"a CHPSWMS-18
The provisioning system uses information from PS MUST occur
provisioning steps CHPSWMS-16 and CHPSWMS-1? after

 

to create a P5 configuration file. The provisioning CHp5WMs-17
system runs a hash on the contents of the Comp|eges_
configuration file. The hash is sent to the PS in the
next step.

CHPSWMS- SNMP Set if CHPSWMS- Return to CHPSWMS-1 if
19 . . — t . 18 occurs, the set was received, but

I2§d°;fi"§lTr3'SgsZ¥iLZ"§J§;%“f$T.?L“p°£‘2§.K‘$n§’me CHPSWMS-19 merewasavrocessins
IP Address of the TFTP server, the PS Configuration MUST °°°”' 5””
File filename and the hash of the configuration tile as afler
described in Section 7 4.4.1 Configuration File Format CHPSWMS48completesRequirements (SNMP Provisioning Mode) Optionally,
the IP Address of the Firewall Configuration File TFTP
server, the Firewall Configuration File filename and the
hash of the firewall Configuration File are included in
the SNMP set if there is a firewall Configuration File to
be loaded, and this method is selected to specify it
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How step PS WAN-Man Provlsitlarglggz SNMP Provisioning St;l‘t'>$l"acle Failure sequence
CHPSWMS- TFTP Request lf CHPSWMS- Continue with CHPSWMS-

2° If the NMS triggers the PS to download a PS “f_“;°°\:‘V":S 19
Configuration File as described in Section 7 4 4 1, the C S: '20
PS sends the TFTP Server a TFTP Get Request to MR“ °°°“'
request the specified PS Configuration File ::;sWMS_19

completes.

CHPSWMS- TFTP server sends Configuration File lf CHPSWMS- It the TFTP download fails,
21 . . . 20 occurs, report an error proceed toAfter the PS receives the PS Configuration File, the '

PS calculates the hash of the PS Configuration Fileand compares it to the value received in step ,

cHi=swivls—1e The PS then processes the PS CHPS|WMS-20 Cl;|P'|S=W|\éS-20 (COkr.lllnllJ:e1 to
Configuration File. Optionally, the IP Address or the °°mp ales Le ry I Sd onflgura '°n '6
Firewall Configuration File TFTP sewer, the Firewall own °a )
Configuration File filename and the hash of the firewall lf processing of the
configuration file are included in the PS Configuration Configuration File
File if there is a firewall Configuration File to be produces an error,
loaded, and this is the method selected to specify it. continue and report theerror as an event

CHPSWMS- TFTP Request - Firewall Configuration File (optional) if CHPSWMS- Retum to CHPSWMS- 1

22 The PS sends the Firewall Configuration TFTP Sewer 22U‘:5°_:“’5l "
a TFTP Get Request to request the specified firewall Mn occur
configuration data file. :HegSWMS_21

completes

CHPSWMS- TFTP server sends Firewall Configuration File If CHPSWMS- If the TFTP download fails,
23 22 occurs continue with PS operationThe TFTP Server sends the PS a TFTP Response '

containing the requested file. After the PS receives the CHPSWMS'23 bu‘ lepon an e"°r and
Firewall Configuration File the PS calculates the hash MUST °°°ur °°m'"ue l° retry
of the Firewall Configuration File and compares it to gt_:;SWMS 22 CHPSWMS'fih "f Hthe value received in step CHPSWMS-21 The tile is ' °'°°.“3'".9 ° e "ewecompletes configuration file producesthen processed. Refer to Section for description of PS
configuration file contents

an error, continue and
report the error as an
event.

Notes to Table 13-3:

1 Steps CHPSWMS-5-CHPSWMS-B are optional in some cases Refer to Section 11 for details.
2 The SNMP Get and following SNMP Get Response operations are optional, depending on whether additional

information is required to fonn a PS Configuration File, and also depending on whether a PS Configuration File isneeded.

13.4.1 PS WAN-Man Configuration File Download

The PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode might contain sufficient factory default information to
provide for operation of either or both LAN and WAN sides without 21 PS Configuration File being
downloaded. If the PS is operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode the NMS might trigger the download of a
PS Configuration File for initial provisioning to replace the factory defaults or to provide additionalinformation.

The firewall Configuration File contains information to provision the firewall function. The indication to
download a firewall Configuration File will come in either the PS Configuration File or via an SNMP Set
during initialization.

"' Revised this paragraph per ECN cl-i l .|—N—03046 by G0 on 07/07/03.
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13.4.2 PS Provisioning Timer

A provisioning timer is provided to ensure that the PS will continue to cycle through the provisioning
process should any operation not complete. The timer object, cabhPsDevProvTimer, has a default
initialization of 5 minutes”:

13.4.3 Provisioning EnrollmentJProvisioning Complete Informs

For the PS operating in SNMP Provisioning Mode only, the provisioning enrollment inform
(cabhPsDevProvEnrollTrap) enables the Provisioning Server to determine that the PS is ready for the PS
Configuration File.

In either DHCP Provisioning Mode or SNMP Provisioning Mode, the provisioning complete trap
(cabhPsDevlnitTrap) indicates whether the provisioning sequence has completed successfully or not.

1 3.4.4 SYSLOG Provisioning

The syslog server IP address MUST be provisioned through the DHCP process. The syslog event will not
be sent if the syslog server [P address is not configured.

13.4.5 Provisioning State and Error Reporting

As indicated in Table 13-1 and Table 13-3, failure of the steps in the provisioning process generally results
in the process restarting at the first step, CHPSWMD—l or CHPSWMS-1.

13.5 PS WAN-Data Provisioning Process

The PS requests zero or more WAN-Data network address(es) from the DHCP server in the cable network
to be used for the exchange of data between elements connected to the [ntemet and LAN [P Devices.

There is no difference in PS WAN-Data operation between the DHCP and SNMP Provisioning Modes.

The following diagrams illustrate the message flows that are to be used to accomplish the provisioning of
PS WAN-Data addresses. The provisioning process for the PS WAN-Data addresses is the same for the PS
embedded with a DOCSIS cable modem as it is for the stand-alone PS.

If the provisioning process for the PS WAN-Data address(es) occurs, it MUST follow the sequence
depicted in Table 13-6 and described in detail in Table 13-43“

"2 Deleted two paragraphs below per ECN CHl.l-N-03046 by CO on 07/07/03
"3 Revised Table 13-4 per ECN CH 1 .1-N-03046 by CO on 07/07/03.
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I PS WAN-Data Interface Provisioning

Flow I cableH°me Portal Services Cable Network DHCP ServerElement (CDC)

' Begin WAN-l'3_ata DHCP Client (coc) Initialization  

  
 

DHCP Broadcast Discover

 

 

 

CHPSWD-1

:HPSv_vD'_2 D P OFFER with requested options _— —

cHpSwD_3 I Client ac epts Offer and sends DHCP RE EST I

cHpsWD_4 DH "P ACK sent to client with |Padcires— _

Cab|eHome lnitialization/Registration Completed

_ Figure 13-7 —_PS WAN-Data Provisioning Process

Tab|e13-1 — Flow Descriptions for PS WAN-Data Provisioning Process
PS WAN-Data Address Provisioning Failure Sequence 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Normal Sequence
   

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

  

Proceed to
CHPSWD-2.

If failure per DHCP
protocol repeat
CHPSWD-1.

 
DHCP Broadcast Discover

The PS broadcasts a DHCP DISCOVER message
including the mandatory options listed in Table 7-10, CDC
DHCP Options in DISCOVER and REQUEST Messages

CHPSWD-2 DHCP OFFER Proceed to

The DHCP Sewer at the Headend receives the DHCP °”P5WD'3'
DISCOVER packet, assigns an IP address from the WAN-
Data pool, builds a DHCP OFFER packet, and transmits
the DHCP OFFER to the DHCP Relay Agent [RFC 3046]
in the CMTS.

DHCP REQUEST CHPSWD-3 MUST If failure per DHCP

CHPSWD-1

  
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

  

Iffailure, the client
will time out per
DHCP protocol and
CHPSWD-1 will be
repeated

 

  

 
CHPSWD-3

The CDP sends a DHCP REQUEST message to the “C” 3”” P'°‘°°°' '°‘“"" ‘°
selected once server to accept the DHCP OFFER in E;':;’;’:i’E;2 °”'°5"VD"accordance with client requirements of [RFC 2131]
DHCP ACK CHPSWD-4 MUST If failure per DHCP

The DHCP server sends the CDP a DHCP ACK message °°°“’ 5“°' p’°‘°°°‘ 'e‘“"‘ ‘°
which contains the IPv4 address tor the PS WAN Data C”P5WD'3 CHPSWD"
inlenaca completion.Provisioning

complete with
completion of
CHPSWD—4.

 
CHPSWD-4

13.6 Provisioning Process: BP in the LAN-Trans Realm

CableHome Boundary Point (BP) logical elements are required to implement two protocols used during
their provisioning process: DHCP [RFC 2131] and BP_Init messaging, defined in Section 6.5.3.2 MBP
LAN Messaging Function.

The CDP (CDS) function of the PS element responds to DHCP messages issued by BPs in the LAN-Pass
realm according to the requirements defined in Section 7.3.3.1 .4 CDS Function Requirements. The PS
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CMP function responds to the BP_Init message received from BPS. This is described in Section 6.3.3.4
CMP LAN Messaging Function.

This section describes the provisioning process for the case where the NMS has provisioned the PS to
operate in C-NAT or C-NAPT Primary Packet Handling mode (see Section 8). There is no difference in
LAN-Trans realm BP provisioning process between the DHCP and SNMP Provisioning Modes.

The provisioning process for a BP in the LAN-Trans realm MUST occur via the sequence depicted in
Figure 13-8 and described in detail in Table I3-5."“ 145

LAN-Trans BP Provisioning

CableHome
Flow Portal Services

Element (PS)

CHBP LT-1

CHBPLT-2

CHBPLT6

CHBP LT-4

 
BP receives DHCP Option 43 sub-option 101 w ith string

"Cab|eHome1.1LAN-Trans"

CHBP LT-5

CHBP LT-6 
Figure 13-8 — Provisioning Process for a BP in the LAN-Trans Realm

'44 Revised Figure 13-8 and Table 13-5 per ECN CHl.l—N-03046 by G0 on 07/07/03.
'4‘ Revised Table 13-5 per ECN CH 1 .l—N—03.009I-l by Go on 12/5/03.
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Table 13-5 — Flow Descriptions for LAN-Trans BP Provisioning Process

  
    

  
 

 

 

Client LAN-Trans Address Provisioning Normal Sequence Fallure Sequence

CHBPLT-1 DHCP Broadcast Discover Proceed to Iffailure per DHCP

The DHCP Client‘ sends a broadcast DHCP DISCOVER °"'B"LT'2' P'°‘°°°‘ W993‘
message on its local LAN2 The BP is required to include CHBPLT '1‘DHCP Option 60 containing string "Cab|eHome1 1BP"

CHBPLT-2 DHCP Offer Proceed to If failure, the client

The PS receives the DHCPDISCOVER message on its LAN CHBPL” ‘””' "me °“‘ pa’
interface and examines the chaddr field. If: DHCP pr°!°c9' and
- there is a LAN-Trans address available, and CHBPLT -1 Wm be
- there is no administrative consideration which motivates repeated’
denying the LAN-Trans address to the client then the PS
sends a DHCP OFFER message to the client to offer it the
LAN-Trans address as either unicast or link-specific
broadcast (according to the BROADCAST bit of the flags
field of the DHCP DISCOVER). If the DHCP discover
included DHCP Option 60 containing the
string"CableHome‘| 1BP" the PS is required to include
DHCP Option 43 sub-option 101 containing the
string"CableHome1.1LANTrans" in the DHCP Offer
message

CHBPLT-3 DHCP Request Proceed to If failure, the client
The LAN IP Device's DHCP client receives the DHCP CHEF"-T“‘~ ‘”"' “'“e W’ Fe’
OFFER message. When a LAN IP Device‘s DHCP client DHCP P’°‘°°?' 3"“
wishes to accept a DHCP OFFER, it is expected that it will CHBPLT '1 ‘”"' be
format and send a DHCP REQUEST packet using |ink- '5P°5‘°“
specific broadcast according to [RFC 2131].

CHBPLT—4 DHCP ACK Proceed to If failure, the client

The PS receives the DHCP REQUEST on its LAN interface. °"”3P'-T'5 Wi" “me °”‘ Fe’
if the indicated LAN-Trans address is still assignable, the PS DHCP "’°'°°‘," 3"“
then sends DHCP ACK to the client as either unicast orlink- CHBPLT ‘1 W'" be
specific broadcast (according to the BROADCAST bit of the repeated’flags field of the DHCP REQUEST) The DHCP ACK
includes DHCP Option 43 sub-option 101 with the string
"CableHome1.1LAN-Trans". This is an indication to the BP
that it is in the LAN-Trans address realm and received the
PS Server Router IP address in DHCP Option 3. The BP is
therefore required to send its BP_|nit messages to the PS
Server Router IP address.

CHBPLT-5 BP_Init Proceed to If the BP does not

The EIP sends a BP_|nit SOAPIXML message with its CHBPLT6‘ '°°e"’?
Device and Q05 Profiles to the PS Server Router IP (BF-l',""—Re5p°_"se'
address it retnes BP_|nit fora total of three

attempts

CHBPLT-6 BP_lnit_Response Provisioning
Complete. 

The PS sends a BP_|nit_Response SOAPIXML message to Jthe BP

1 If the client is aware of its previous IP address (eg, following reboot), it may omit the DHCPDISCOVER and proceed
with step 3.

2. If the client is located on a non-broadcast network it is expected to unicast the message to the DHCP Server
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13.7 Provisioning Process: LAN IP Device in the LAN-Pass Realm

Some home LAN applications will not function properly with a translated network address. To
accommodate these applications CableHome enables the PS to operate in Passthrough (transparent
bridging) mode. As described in Section 8.3.3.l Packet Handling Modes, bridging occurs when the cable
network NMS sets the Primary Packet—handling mode (cabhCapPrimaryMode) to Passthrough, or by
writing individual LAN IP Device MAC addresses into the Passthrough Table
(cabhCapPassthroughTable). Figure 13-9 describes the process for the request and assignment of 51 network
address to LAN lP Devices for which the PS has been pre-provisioned to bridge traffic. When the PS has
been configured to bridge traffic for a LAN [P Device, DHCP DISCOVERS and DHCP REQUESTS issued
by that LAN IP Device will be served by the cable network DHCP sewer. not by the CDS.

A non—CableHome compliant LAN IP Device is assumed to implement a DHCP client and request an [P
address lease using DHCP [RFC 2131]. A CableHome compliant LAN IP Device, i.e., one that implements
BP functionality defined in this specification, is required to implement a DHCP client and request an IP
address lease via DHCP. The BP logical element of a CableHome compliant LAN lP Device is also
required to exchange BP_lnit messaging with the PS, as described in Section 6.5.3.2 MBP LAN Messaging
Function. This section describes the required BP messaging. The DHCP messaging assumed to occur
between a non—compliant LAN IP Device and a DHCP server will typically follow the first four steps of
the required BP DHCP messaging. However, a non—compliant LAN IP Device is not likely to include the
DHCP Option 61 string “CableHome l.l BP <hardware aa'dre.s'.s'>".

The provisioning process for a BP in the LAN-Pass realm is required to occur via the sequence depicted in
Figure 13-9 and described in detail in Table l3—6.""’

LAN-Pass BP Provisioning

Cable Network cab'eH°"_‘e
DHCP server Portal Services

Element (PS)

- r. "I;‘ap_|gH = .
DHCP Offer with rnvtaicuierl Options

CHBPLP-1

CHBPLP-2

Ellienr accepts Offer -. ni:I sends DHCP Re - uest

DHCPACK sent to ¥i'§!|'1l with IP address
DHCP ACK does not include Option 43 sub-option 101 w ith string

"Cab|eHome1.1LAN-Trans"

CHBPLP-3

CHBPLP-4

CHBPLP-5

CHBPLP-6

 
Figure 13-9 — Provisioning Process for BP in the LAN-Pass Realm

"° Revised Figure 13-9 and Table 13-6 per ECN CH1 .l-N-03046 by G0 on 07/07/03
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Table 13-6 — Flow Descriptions for LAN-Pass BP Provisioning Process

   

 

  
    

Client Pass Thru Address Provisioning Normal Sequence Failure Sequence

CHBPLP-1 DHCP Broadcast Discover Proceed to CHBPLP If failure per DHCP

The BP or non-Cab|eHome compliant LAN IP Device '2 g’:‘B"§E'P'ef°"‘broadcasts a DHCP DISCOVER message on its local ' '
LAN.‘
The PS receives the broadcast DHCP DISCOVER packet
on its LAN interface and is required to transparently bridge
the packet to the WAN interface without changing the
content of the packet Refer to Section 8 3.4 CAP
Requirements.

CHBPLP-2 The DHCP Server in the cable operator's network receives Proceed to CHBPLP if failure, the LAN
the DHCP DISCOVER packet and assigns an externally -3 IP Device will time
addressable IP address and other options, builds a DHCP out per DHCP
OFFER packet, and transmits the DHCP OFFER to the protocol and
LAN IP Device. CHBPLP-1 will be

The PS is required to transparently bridge the DHCP repeated’OFFER from its WAN interface to its LAN interface without
changing the content of the IP packet Refer to Section
8.3.4 CAP Requirements

CHBPLP-3 DHCP REQUEST Proceed to CHBPLP If failure per DHCP

The LAN IF’ Device receives the DHCP OFFER and issues ‘4' P'°‘°°°' ’°f°a'
a DHCP REQUEST message CHBPLP '
The P5 is required to transparently bridge the DHCP
REQUEST from its LAN interface to its WAN interface
without changing the content of the IP packet. Refer to
Section 8.3.4 CAP Requirements _

CHBPLP-4 The DHCP server in the cable operators network receives Proceed to CHBPLP— If failure, the LAN
the DHCP REQUEST and sends the DHCP ACK to the 5. IP Device will time
LAN IP Device with the LAN IP Device's IPv4 address out per DHCP

The PS is required to transparently bridge the DHCP ACK E'°‘°Ff‘|:'Pa"1°' ,“ b
from its WAN interface to its LAN interface without “'3 d ‘ W‘ 9
changing the content of the IP packet Refer to Section repeale '
8 3 4 CAP Requirements. The DHCP ACK is expected to
not include DHCP Option 43 sub-option 101 with the string
"CableHome 1.1 LAN—Trans".

This signals the BF that it is in the LAN-Pass address
realm and did not receive the PS Sewer Router address in
DHCP Option 3, so it is required to send its BP_lnit
messages to the "well known" PS IP address 192.168 0 1.
Referto Section 6.5.3.2 MBP LAN Messaging Function.I 

CHBPLP-5 BP_|nlt Proceed to CHBPLP— If the BP does not

The BP sends a BP_|nit SOAP/XML message with its 5' §F‘f°"’9 RDevice and cos Profiles to the PS. . —”_“‘- °‘p°,"5e'it retnes BP_lnlt for
a total of three
attempts

CHBPLP-6 BP_lnit_Response Provisioning
complete.The PS sends a BP_lnit_Response SOAPIXML message

to the BP.
1 If the client is located on a non-broadcast network it must unicast the message to the DHCP Server or DHCP
Relay Agent [RFC 3046] in the cable network
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Appendix 1 MIB Objectsm

This appendix lists all MIB objects required by CableHome 1.1, as indicated in Section 6.3.3.1 .4.l , SNMP
Protocol Requirements and Section 6.3.3.l.4.7, Cab/eHame MIB RequiremenI.s', and indicates requirement
for persistence of each listed object.

The term ‘persistent’ as it applies to this Appendix is defined below:

PeI'si.rtcnI: The requirement for the PS to retain the value of a configurable (by the manager or by
the PS itself) MIB object across 21 PS reboot or reset.

For MIB objects with entry ‘Yes’ in the Persistent column, the object’s value immediately following a PS
reboot or reset, MUST be the same as its value immediately preceding the reboot or reset.

For MIB objects with entry ‘No’ in the Persistent column, the object’s value MUST be set to its factory
default value (DEFVAL) or, if it has no default value, it MUST be set to zero or null as appropriate,
immediately following a PS reboot or reset.

For MIB objects with entry “-” in the Persistent column, one of the following apply:

0 the value of the object immediately following PS reboot, or reset is left to vendor implementation
because there is no specific requirement for its value following PS reboot or reset. or

- the value of the object is deterministic, based upon the MIB description. (the object’s value is fixed or
can be derived from known values after the PS reboot or reset)

. # of Persistent
MIB NAllalE.lFaraInutI:r Max-Access Persistent Enmes

mlb-2[RFC 1213]
system

5ysDescr read-only - N/A
sysObject|D read-only - N/A
sysUpTime read-only - N/A
syscontact read-write Yes 1
sysName read-write YES 1
sysLocation read-write Yes 1
sysservices read-only - N/A

Interfaces [RFC 2863]
ifNumber read-only - N/A

itTab|efifEntry
iflndex read-only - N/A
ifDescr read-only - NIA

ifl'ype read-only v N/A
ifMtu ' read-only - N/A

'47 Revised matrix per ECN CH1. 1—N-03035, CH1. l-N-03051, CHl.l«N~03059, and CH LI-N-03.0105-2 by G0 on
07/3/03, 07/7/03, 07/3 U03, and 12/5/03.
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MIB NAMEIParameler Max-Access Persistent # °fEPn°t:|s:t°nt

ifspeed read-only — N/A
ifPhysAddress read-only - N/A
ifAdminStatus read-write No N/A

ifoperstatus read-only - N/A
ifLastChange read-only - N/A
iflnoclels read-only - N/A
il'lnUcaslPkts read-only - N/A
iflnDiscards read-only - N/A
if|nErrors read-only - N/A
iflnUnknownProtos read-only - N/A
ifOu!0ctels read-only - N/A
ifOutUcastPkts read-only — N/A
if0utDiscards read-only — N/A
if0utErrors read-on|y - N/A

Ip [RFC 2011]

ipForwarding read-wn'te No N/A
ipDefau|!TTL read—wr1le No N/A
ip|nReceives read-only - N/A
ip|nHdrErrors read-only - N/A
ip|nAddrErrors read-only - N/A
ipForwDalagrams read-only - N/A
ip|nUnknownProlos read-only - N/A
iplnDiscards read-only - N/A
ip|nDe|ivers read-only - N/A
ipOutRequests read—on|y - N/A
ipOutDiscards read-only - N/A
ipOutNoRoutes read-only - N/A
ipReasmTimeout read-only - N/A
ipReasmReqds read-only - N/A
ipReasmOKs read—onIy - N/A
ipReasrnFai|s read-only - N/A
ipFragOKs read-only - N/A
ipFragFai|s read-only - N/A
ipFragCreales read-only - N/A

ipNelToMed|aTab|e/ipNelToMedlaEntry
ipNetToMedia|flndex read-only No N/A
ipNetToMediaPhyAddress read-only No N/A
ipNetToMediaNetAddress read-only No N/A
ipNetToMediaType read-only No N/A

lcmp

icmp|nMsgs read-only - N/A
icmp|nErrors read-only — N/A
icmp|nDeslUnreachs read-only - N/A
icmp|nTimeExcds read—on|y - N/A
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MIB NAl'¢lEJPnramater Max-Access Persistent # °fEF;:':;:t°"t

icmp|nF'armProbs read-only — N/A
iomplnsrcouenchs read-only - NIA
icmplnRedirects read-only - NIA
icmp|nEchos read-only - NIA
icrnp|nEchosReps read-only - N/A
icmp|nTimestamps read-only — N/A
icmplnTimes|ampsReps read-only - N/A
icmplnAddrMasks read—on|y - N/A
icmplnAddrMaskReps read-only — NIA
icmpOutMsgs read-only — N/A
icmpOutErrors read-only - N/A
icmpOutDestUnreachs read-only - NIA
icmpOutTimeExods read-only - NIA
icmpOu!PannF'robs read-only — N/A
icmpoutsrcouenchs read-only — N/A
icmpOutRedirec:ls read-only - N/A
icmpOutEchos read-only - NIA
icmpOutEchosReps read-only — N/A
iomp0utTimestamps read-only - N/A
icmpOulTimeslampReps read-only - N/A
icmpOutAddrMasks read-only - NIA
icmpOu!AddrMaskReps read-only - N/A

udp [RFC 2013]

udp|nDatagrams read—on'|y - NIA
udpNoPorts read-on|y ' N/A
udp|nEn'ors read-only — NIA
udpOutDatagrams read-only - NIA

udpTable/udpEnlry

udpLoca|Address read-only - N/A
udpLoca|Port read-only ~ N/A

transmlsslon [drafl-ietf-Ipcdn-bpiplus-mlb-05]docsIfMIb
docsBpl2MIB
docsBp|2MlB0b]ects
docsBp|2CmOb]ects
docsBpl2CmCert_0b]ec1s

doI:sBpl2CodeDownIoadGroup

docsBpi2CodeDown|oadStatusCode read-only - NIA
docsBpi2CodeDown|oadSlaIusSlring read-only — NIA
docsBpi2CodeMfgOrgName read-only - N/A
docsBpi2CodeMfgCodeAccessStart read-only - N/A
docsBpi2CodeMfgCvcAccessS!an read—only v N/A
docsBpi2CodeCoSigr1erOrgName read-only - NIA
docsBpi2CodecoSignercodelkccessstart read-only v N/A
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MIB NAM!-3ParamaIer Max-Access Perslstent # °fEPne‘:1sel:tem

docsBpi2CodeCoSignerCvcAccessSlart read-only — NIA
docsBpi2CodeCvcUpdate read-write Yes 1

snmp [RFC 3418]

snmplnPkts read-only - NIA
snmplnaadversions read-only - N/A
snmplnBadCommunityNames read-only - N/A
snmplnfladcommunilyuses read-only - NIA
snmp|nASNParseErrs read-only ~ N/A
snmpEnab|eAuthenTraps read-wn'te NO N/A
snmpSi|entDrops read-only - NIA

lfMIB [RFC 2863]
IfM|B0]ects

ilXTab|e/iI'XEntry
il'Name read-only - N/A
iflnMu|ticastPkts read-only - N/A
if|nE!ruadcas|Pkts read-only - NIA
ifOutMu|ticastPkts read-only - NIA
ifOutBroadcastPkts read-only - NIA

ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable read-write No N/A
ifHighSpeed read-only - N/A
ifPromiscuousMode read-write No N/A
ifConneclorPresent read-only - NIA
ifAlias read-write N0 N/A
ifCoun(erDiscontinuilyTime read-only - N/A

itStackTablelilStackEnlry

ifStackHigherLayer read-only — NIA
iI'StackLowerLayer read-only - NIA
ifslackslalus read-only - N/A

docsDev [RFC 2669]
docsDevMIBObjecls

docsDevNrnAccessTab|a/docsDevNmAccessEntry
docsDevNmAccess|ndex not-accessible - NIA
docsDevNmAccess|p read-create No N/A
docsDevNmAccess|pMask read-create No N/A
doc;sDevNmAccessCommunity read-create No N/A
doc5DevNmAccessConlro| read-create No N/A
docsDevNmAccess|nler1‘aces read-create No N/A
docsDevNmAccessSta!us read-create No N/A

docsDevNmAccessTrapVersion read-create No N/A

 ,
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MIE NAMEa'F'ararnutsr Max-Access Perslstem # °fl;1°t':;:‘°m
docsnevsoftware

docsDevSwServer read-write Yes 1
docsDevSwFilename read-write Yes 1
docsDevSwAdminSta!us read-write Yes 1

docsDevSwOperSta1us read-only Yes 1
docsDevSwCun'emVers read-only - NIA

docsDevEvent

docsDevEvContro| read-wrile No N/A

docsDevE\/Syslog read-write No N/A
docsDevEvThronleAdminS!alus read-write No N/A
docsDevEvThron|e|nhibited read-only - N/A
docsDevEvThroltleThresho|d read-write No N/A
docsDevEvThrcmle|nterva| read-write No N/A

docsDevE\/Contro|Tab|e/docsDevEvContro|Entry

docsDevEvPriority not-accessibie - N/A
docsDevEv'Reporling read-write No N/A

docsDevEven[Table/docsDevEventEntry
docsDevEv|ndex not-accessible — N/A
docsDevEvFirslTime read-only Yes 10
docsDevEvLastTime read—on|y Yes 10
docsDevEvCounts read-only Yes 10
docsDevEvLeve| read-only Yes 10
docsDevEv|d read-only Yes 10
docsDevEvText read-only Yes 10

docsDevF||ter

docsDevF(|ler|pTab|e/docsDevFi|ler|pEnlry
docsDevFi|ter|plndex not-accessible — N/A
ducsDevFi|ter|pS|atus read—creale Yes 20
docsDevFi|ter|pContro| read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|ter|p|flndex read-create Yes 20
docsDevFilterlpDirection read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|lerlpBroadcas! read-create No N/A
do<3DevFi|terlpSaddr read-create Yes 20
ducsDevFi|terlpSmask read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|ter|pDaddr read—create Yes 20
docsDevFi|ter|pDmask read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|!er|pProtoco| read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|lerlpSourcePortLow read-create Yes 20
docsDevFiller|pSourcePortHigh read-create Yes 20
dot;sDevFi|ter|pDestPortLow read-create Yes 20
docsDevFi|ter|pDeslPortHigh read-create Yes 20
docsDevFiller|pMatches read-only — N/A
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017752

Cab|eHome 1.1 Specification

MIB NAME/Parameter

docsDevFi|terlpTos
docsDevFi|terIpTosMask
docsDevFi|terlpConlinue
docsDevFi|ter|pPo|icy|d

private
enterprises
cab|eLabs
clabPro]ect
cIabPro]CablaHome
cabhPsDevM|b
cabhPsDevBase

cabhPsDevDateTime
cabhPsDevResetNow
cabhPsDevSeriaINumber
cabhPsDevHardwareVersion
cabhPsDevWanManMacAddress
cabhPsDevWanDalaMacAddress

cabhPsDevType|dentifier
cabhPsDevSetToFactory
cabhPsDevTodSyncStatus
cabhPsDevProvMode

cabhPsDevLastSetToFactory

cabhPsDevProv

cabhPsDevProvisioningTimer
cabhPsDevProvConflgFi|e
cabhPsDevProvConflgHash
cabhPsDevProvConflgFi|eSize
cabhPsDevProvConfigFileStalus
cabhPsDevProvConfigTLVProcessed
cabhPsDevProvConflgTLVRejected
oabhPsDevProvSo|iciledKeyTimeout
cabhPsDevProvState
cabhPsDevProvAulhState
cabhPsDevTimeServerAddrType
cabhF'sDevTimeServerAddr

cabhPsDevAttrlb
cabhPsDevPsAtlrIb

cabhPsDevPsDeviceType
cabhPsDevPsManufacturerURL
cabhPsDevPsModelURL
cabhPsDevP5Mode|UPC

cabhF"sDevAttrlb
cabl1PsDevBpAttrIb

CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409

Max-Access

read-create
read-create

read-only
read-create

read-write
read—wri!e

read-only
read-only
read-only
read-only
read-only
read—wn‘te

read-only
read-only
read-only

read-wn'te
read-write
read-write

read-only
read-only
read-only
read-only
read-write

read-only
read-only
read-only
read-only

read-only
read-only
read-only
read-only

Perslstent

No
No

No

No
No

No
No
No

# oi’ Persistent
Entries

N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N /A
N /A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

 —
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017753

CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 Cab|eHomeTM Sgecifications EXHIBIT A

MIB NAMEJParan1otnr Max-Access Persistent # oflgietrrlsfstent

cabhPsDevBpProN|eTab|e/
cabhPsDevBpProfi|eEntry
cabhPsDevBp|ndex not-accessible — N/A
cabhPsDevBpDeviceType read-only - NIA
cabhPsDevBpManufac1urer read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevBpManufacturerURL read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevBpSeria|Number read-only — N/A
cabhPsDevBpHardwareVersion read-only — NIA
cabhPsDevBpHardwareOp!ions read-only - NIA
cabhPsDevBpMode|Name read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevBpMode|Number read-only - NIA
cabhPsDevBpMode|URL read-only — NIA
cabhPsDevBpModelUPC read-only — N/A
cabhPsDevBpMode|Sof‘twareOs read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevE!pMode|Softwareversion read-only — N/A
cabhPsDevBpLan|nterfaoeType read-only — NIA
cabhPsDevBpNumber|nterfacePriorilies read-only — NIA
cabhPsDevBpPhysica|Loca|ion read-only - NIA
cabhPsDevBpPhysicalAddress read-only - N/A

cabhPsDevPsStats

cabhPsDevLan|pTrafficCounlersReset read-write No N/A
cabhPsDex/LanlpTrafficCountersLas!Resel read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevLan|pTrafficEnab|ed read-write No N/A

cabhPsDevLanIpTraflicTab|e/cabhPsDevLanIpTrafficEnlry

cabhPsDevLanlpTraffic|ndex not-accessible — N/A
cabhPsDevLanlpTraffic|netAddressType read-only — N/A
cabhPsDevLan|pTraffic|netAddress read—on|y - N/A
cabhPsDevLan|pTrafficlnOctets read-only - N/A
cabhPsDevLanIpTrafI'Tc0ulOclets read-only - N/A
cabhSecMlb

cabhseccerlobjects
cabnSecCertPsCert read-only — 1

cabhSec2FwObjects
cabhSec2FwBase

cabhSec2FwEnab|e read-write Yes NIA

cabhSec2FwPo|icyFi|eURL read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwPo|icyFi|eHash read-write No N/A
cabhsec2FwPo|icyFi|eOperStatus read—on|y - N/A
cabhSec2FwPolicyFi|eCurrentVersion read-write Yes N/A
cabhSec2FwC|earPreviousRuleset read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwPo|icySe|ection read-write Yes N/A
cabhSec2FwEventSelToFaclory read-write No N/A
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017754

Cab|eHome 1.1 Specification CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 

it of Perslstent

 

MIB NAM E.rPn rameter Max-Access Persistent Emfles

cabhSec2FwEventLastSetToFactory read-only — N/A
cabhSec2FwPolicySuccessfu|Fi|eURL read-only Yes 1

cabhSec2FwEvent

cabhSec2FwEventControITable/

cabhSec2FwEvenlConlrolEnlryl

cabhSec2FwEvenlType no!—accessib|e - N/A
cabhSec2FwEvenlEnab|e read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwEventThresho|d read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwEvenl|nlerva| read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwEvenlCoun! r'ead-only - N/A
cabhSec2FwEvenlLogRese1 read-write No N/A
cabhSec2FwEvenlLogLastReset read-only - N/A

cabhSec2FwLogTab|e/
cabhSec2FwLogEn|ry
cabhSec2FwLog|ndex not-accessible — N/A
cabhSec2FwLogEventType read-only — N/A
cabhSec2FwLogEventPriority read-only - N/A
cabhSec2FwLogEvenlld read-only - N/A
cabhSec2FwLogTime read-only — N/A
cabhSec2FwLog|pPro1ocol read-only — N/A
cabhSec2FwLog|pSourceAddr read-only - N/A
cabh Sec2FwLog|pDestAddr read-only - N/A
cabhSec2FwLoglpSourcePort read-only — N/A
cabhSec2FwLog|pDestPon read-only v N/A
cabhSec2FwLogMessageType read-only - N/A
cabhSec2FwLogRep|ayCount read-only - NIA
cabhSec2FwLogMlBPointer read-only — N/A

cabhSec2FwFlller

cabhSec2FwFi|1erScheduleTable/

cabhSec2FwFi||erSchedu|eEntry

cabhSec2FwFi|!erSchedu|eStar1Time read-create Yes I
cabhSec2FwFil!erSchedu|eEndTime read-create Yes 1
cabh Sec2FwFi|terSchedu|eDOW read-create Yes 1

cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|t

cabhsec2FwFactaryDefau|\Tab|eI
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|lEnlry

cabhsec2FwFactoryDefau|t|ndex not~accessib|e
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaul!Contro| - N/A
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017755

 

CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 Cab|eHomeTM Sgecifications

MIB NAMEa‘Parame1ar Max-Access Persistent # °fE:e"::lem

cabhSec2FwFacloryDefauItlflndex ‘ N/A
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|tDireclion - N/A
cabhSec2FwFacloryDefauilsaddr — N/A
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefauItSmask - NIA
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefaul!Daddr — N/A
cabhSec2FwFacloryDerauIlDmask - N/A
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|tPro!oco| - NIA
cabhsec2FwFa<:toryDefau|tSourcePortLow - NIA
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|tSourcePor!High ‘ N/A
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|tDeslPor1Low - NIA
cabhSec2FwFactoryDefau|lDeslPorlHigh - NIA
cabhsec2FwFactoryDefau|t|Filtercontinue - N/A

cabhSecKerbBase
cabhSecKerbPK|N|TGracePeriod read-write No N/A
cabhSecKerbTGSGracePeriod read-write No N/A
cabhSecKerbUnso|ici1edKeyMaxTimeoul read-write No N/A
cabhSecKerbUnso|ici!edKeyMaxRelries read-write No N/A
cabhCapMib
cabhcapoblecls
cabhcapaase

cabhCapTcpTimeWait read-write No N/A
cabhCapUdpTimeWait read-write No N/A
cabhCap|crnpTimeWait read-write No N/A
cabhCapPrimaryMode read-write No N/A
cabhCapSetToFactory read-write No N/A
cabhCapLaslSelToFactory read-only - N/A

cabhCapMap

cabhcapMappingTable/cabhCapMappingEntry
cabhCapMapping|ndex not—accessib|e — NIA
cabhCapMappingWanAddrType read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingWanAddr read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingWanPort read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingLanAddrType read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingLanAddr read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingLanPort read-create Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingMethod read-only - N/A
cabhCapMappingProtoco| read—creaIe Yes‘ 16
cabhCapMappingRowS!atus read-create Yes 16

cabhcapPasslhroughTab|e/cabhCapPassthroughEntry
cabhCapPassthrough|ndex not-accessible - NIA
cabhCapPass!hroughMacAddr read-create Yes 16
cabhcapPasslhroughRowStatus read-create Yes 16
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017756

Cab|eHome 1.1 Specification CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 

MIB NAME/Parameter

1 cabhCapMappingEn!ry ubjecls are persislenl ifprovisioned by the
NMS and non-persistenl ifcrealed dynamically based on outboundlmffic Refer lo Secliun 8 14.4.

cabhcdpMIb
cabhcdpobjects
cabhcdpfiase
cabhCdpSe!ToFac|ory
cabhCdpLanTransCurCounl
cabhCdpLanTransThresho|d
cabhCdpLanTransAction
cabhCdpWanData|pAddrCount
cabhCdpLas!SetToFactory

cabhCdpAddr

cabhCdpLanAddrTab|e/caDhCdpLanAddrEnlry
cabhCdpLanAddr|pType
cabhCdpLanAddrlp
cabhCdpLanAddrC|ientlD
cabhCdpLanAddrLeaseCreateTime
oabhCdpLanAddrLeaseExpireTime
cabhCdpLanAddrMelhod
cabhCdpLanAddrHostName
cabhCdpLanAddrRowStatus

cabhCdpWanDalaAddrTab|e/cabhcdpWanDalaAddrEnlry
CabhCdpWanDalaAddr|ndex
CabhcdpwanDa!aAddrClient|d
CabhCdpWanDataAddrIpType
CabhCdpWanDataAddr|p
CabhCdpWanDataAddrRowStatus
CabhCdpWanDataAddrLeaseCreateTime
CabhCdpWanDataAddr1_easeExpireTime

cabhCdpWanDnsServerTablelcabhCdpWanDnsServerEntry
cabhCdpWanDnsServerOrder
cabh CdpWanDnsServerlpType
cabhCdpWanDnsServer3p

cabhcdpserver

cabhCdpLanF’oo|Star‘tType
cabhCdpLanPoo|Slart
cabhCdpLanPoo|EndType
cabhCdpLanPooIEnd
cabhCdpServerNetworkNumberType
cabhCdpServerNetworkNumber
cabhCdpServerSubnetMaskType

Max-Access Persistent

read-write No

read-only -
read-write No
read-write No
read-write No
read-only —

not-accessible —
not-accessible —

read-create Yes

read-only -
read-only -
read-only Yes
read-only Yes

read-create Yes

not-accessible -
read-create No
read-only -
read-only -

read-create No

read-only -
read-only —

not-accessible -
read-only -
read-only -

read-write Yes
read-write Yes
read-wn'te Yes
read-write Yes
read-write Yes
read-write Yes
read-write Yes

# of Persistent
Entries

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
16

N/A
N/A
16
16
16

N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

_._._;_..n..._
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017757

CH-SP-CH1 . 1-104-040409 Cab|eHomeTM Sgecifications

MIB NAMEJPararuetet Max-Access Persistent # °fEPn°tfiei:t°m

cabhCdpServerSubnelMask read-wn'le Yes 1
cabhcdpsen/erTimeOffset read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServerRouterType read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServerRouler read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServerDnsAddressType read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServerDnsAddress read—wri!e Yes 1
cabhCdpServerSyslogAddressType read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServerSys|ogAddress read—wn'te Yes 1
cabhCdpServerDomainName read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServer1'|'L read-write Yes 1
cabhCdpServer|nlerfaceMTU read-write Yes 1
cabhcdpservervendorspecific read—wn'te Yes 1
cabhCdpServer1_easeTime read-write Yes 1
cabhcdpServerDhcpAddressType read-only - NIA
cabhCdpServerDhcpAddress read-only - NIA
cabhcdpservercontrol read-write No N/A
cabhcdpservercommitstatus read-only — NIA

cabhCtpMlb
cabhctpobjects
cabhCtpBase

cabhCtpSe|ToFactory read-write No N/A
cabhCtpLaslSetToFactory read-on|y — N/A

cabpctpconnspeed

cabhC!pConnSrc|pType read-write No N/A
cabhclpconnsrclp read-write No N/A
cabhC!pConnDesllpType read-write No N/A
cabhC|pConnDeslIp read-write No N/A
cabhClpConnProto read-write No N/A
cabhC!pConnNumPkts read—wn'te No N/A
cabhClpConnPktSize read-write No N/A
cabhCtpC0nnTimeOut read-write No N/A
cabhctpconncontrol read-write No N/A
cabhctpconnslatus read-only - NIA
cabhCtpConnPk!sSenl read-only - N/A
cabhCtpConnPkIsRecv read-only - NIA
cabhC|pConnR‘|'|' read-only — N/A
cabhCtpConnThroughput read-only - N/A

cabhCtpPing

cabhClpPingSrc|pType read-write No N/A
cabhCtpPingSrc|p read-write No N/A
cabhCtpPingDesllpType read-write No N/A
cabhClpPingDest|p read-write No N/A
cabhCtpPingNumPkls read-write No N/A
cabhCIpPingPk!Size read-write No N/A
cabhCtpF'ingTimeBetween read-write No N/A

 __
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017758

CabIeHome 1.1 Specification CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409

 

MIB NAMEParametar Max-Access Persistent # °fEP'::_ls;:tem

cabhClpPingTimeOut read-write No N/A
cabhCtpPingContro| read-write No N/A
cabhClpPingStatus read-only — NIA
cabhCtpPingNumSent read-only - N/A
cabhCtpPingNumRecv read-only — NIA
cabhCtpPingAvgR'I'I' read-only — N/A
cabhCtpPingMaxR‘|'|' read-only - NIA
cabhCtpPingMinRTT read-only - NIA
cabhCtpPingNum|cmpError read-only — N/A
cabhC!pPing|cmpError read-only — NIA

cabhQosM|b
cabhP|1or|tyQosMlbObjects
cabhPr1oI1tyQosBase

cabhPriorilyQosMasterTab|e/ cabhPriorilyQosMaslerEntry

cabhPriorityQosMasterApp|icalionld not-accessible - N/A
cabhPriorityQosMasterDefau|tCHPriority read-create Yes 16
cabhPriori!yQosMasterRowStalus read-create Yes 16

cabhPriorityQosSelToFaclory read-write No N/A
cabhPrion'lyQosLaslSetToFac1ory read-only — N/A

cabhPrlor|tyQosBp

cabhPriorilyQosBpTab|elcabhPriorityOosBpEnlry
cabhPriorilyQosBp|pAddrType read-only - N/A
cabhPr1orilyQosBp|pAddr read-only — NIA
cabhPr1orityQosBpApp|icationld read-only — NIA
cabhPrion'\yQosBpDefau|tCHPriority read-only « NIA

cabhPriorityQosBpDestTable/cabhPriorIlyOosBpDestEntry

cabhPn'orityQosBpDesllndex not-accessible - N/A
cabhPr1ority0osBpDeslIpAddrType read-only - N/A
cabhPriorityQosBpDasl|pAddr read-only - N/A
cabhPriorilyQosBpDestPort read-only — N/A
cabhPriorilyQosBpDes||pPortPr1ority read—on|y v N/A

cabhPrlorltyQosPs

cabhPriorl!yQosFs|fAttribTab|e/cabhPriorityOosPs|fAttr|bEnlry
cabhPriorityQosPs|IAttrib|fNumPrior1ties read-only — N/A
cabhPriorily0osPs|fAm'ib|fNurn Queues read-only v NIA
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017759

EXHIBIT ACH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 cabIeHome”‘ Specifications

MIB NAMEIParnmeler Max-Access Perslstent # °fEPn°t:Is:t°m

experimental
snmpUSMDHOb]ectsMIB [RFC 2786]
usmDHKey0b]ec1s
usmDHPub|lcOb]ects
usmDHParamaters read-write No N/A
usmDHUserKeyTab|e/usmDHUserKeyEntry
usmDHUssrAuthKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmDHUserOwnAuthKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmDHUserPrivKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmDHUserOwnPn‘vKeyChange read-create No N/A

usmDHKlckstartGroup

usmDHKickstartTab|e/usmD HKickslanEnlry
usmDHKickslartlndex not-accessible « N/A

usmDHKickstartMyPub|ic read-only - N/A
usmDHKickstartMgrPub|ic read-only - N/A
usmDHKickstartSecurilyName read-only — N/A

snmpV2
snmpM'oduIes
snmpMlB
snmpMlB0b]ects
snmpset

snmpSetSer1'alNo read-write No N/A

snmpFrameworkMlB [RFC 3411]
snmpEnglne

snmpEnginelD read—on|y Yes 1
snmpEngineBoots read-only Yes 1
snmpEngineTime read-only - N/A
snmpEngineMaxMessageSize read-only - N/A

snmpMPDMlB [RFC 3412]
snmpM PDOb]ects
snmpMPDStals

snmpUnknownSecurityMode|s read-only — N/A
snmp|nva|idMsgs read-only — N/A
snmpUnknownPDUHandlers read-only - N/A

snmpTargetMIB [RFC 3413]
snmpTargeIOb]ecls

snmpTargelSpinLock read-write No N/A

snmpTargelAddrTab|e/snmpTargetAddrEnlry
snmpTargelAddrName not-accessible — N/A
snmpTarge!AddrTDomain read-create No N/A
snmpTargetAddrTAddress read-create No N/A
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DIRECTV    Exhibit 1017760

Cab|eHome 1.1 Specification CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409 

It of Perslstent

 

MIB NAI'|oIEa'Para mater Max-Access Persistent Enmes

snmpTargetAddrTimeout read-create No N/A
snmpTarge!AddrRetryCount read-create No N/A
snmpTargetAddrTagList read-create No N/A
snmpTargetAddrParams read-create No N/A
snmpTargetAddrStorageType read-create No N/A
snmpTargetAddrRowS!alus read—create No N/A

snmpTargetParamsTab|e/snmpTargetParamsEntry
snmpTarge!ParamsName not-accessible - N/A
snmpTargetParamsMPModel read-create No N/A
snmpTargetParamsSecuri!yMode| read-create No N/A
snmpTargetParamsSecurityName read—crea!e No N/A
snmpTarge!ParamsSecurityLeveI read-create No N/A
snmpTargetParamsS!orageTypa read-create No N/A
snmpTargetParamsRowstatus read-create No N/A

snmpunavailableconlexts read-only - N/A
snmpunknowncontexts read-only - N/A

snmpNotlflcationMlB [RFC 3413]
snmpNotIfyOb]ects

snmpNotifyTable/snmpNotiIyEntry
snmpNolifyName not-accessible - N/A
snmpNotifyTag read-create No N/A
snmpNotifyType read-create No N/A
snmpNclifyStorageType read-creale No N/A
snmpNotifyRowSta!us read-create No N/A

snmpNolifyFiIlerProlileTab|e/snmpNolifyFi|tarProlileEnlry
snmpNo!ifyFi|!erProfi|eName read-create No N/A
snmpNolifyFi|terProfileS!orType read-create No N/A
snmpNo!iI'yFilterProfi|eRowStatus read-create No NIA

snmpNotilyFi|lerTable/snmpNotifyFi|terEntry
snmpNotifyFilterSubIree not-accessible - N/A
snmpNotifyFi|terMask read-create No N/A
snmpNolifyFi|1erType read-create No N/A
snmpNotifyFi|terSlorageType read-create No N/A
snmpNotifyFilterRowSta!us read-create No N/A

snmpUsmMlB [RFC 3414]
usmslats

usmStatsUnsupportedSecLeve|s read-only - N/A
usmStatsNotlnTime\/wndows read-only — N/A
usmStatsUnknownUserNames read-only - N/A
usmS!alsUnknownEngine|Ds read-only - N/A
usmSlatsWrongDiges!s read-only — N/A
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CH-SP-CH'1_1'-I04-0401109 CabIaHome"‘ Suedfications

 

MIB NAMEJ'Pnran1a:ut Max-Access Perslstent # °fEP'::::tent

usmStalsDecryp!ionErrors read-only - NIA

usmUser

usmUserSpinLock read-write No N/A

usmUserTabIeIusmUserEntry

usmUserEngine|D not-accessible v NIA
usmUserName not-accessible ~ N/A

usmUserSecurityName read-only - N/A
usmUserC|oneFrum read-create No N/A
usmUserAulhProtoco| read-create No N/A

usmUserAuthKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmUser0wnAuthKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmUserPrivProtocol read-create No N/A

usmUserPrivKeyChange read-create No N/A
usmUser0wnPri\/Keychange read-create No N/A
usmUserPub|ic read-create No N/A

usmUserStorageType read-create No N/A
usmUserStatus read-create No N/A

SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB [RFC 3415]
snmpVacmMlB
vacmMIBObjects
vacmContex1Tab|eIvacrnContextEntry
vacmContextName read-only - NIA

vacmSecurityToGroupTab|e/vacmSecuriIyToGroupEnlry
vacmSecurilyModeI not-accessible ~ NIA
vacmSecurityName not-accessible - N/A
vacmGroupName read-create No N/A
vacmSecurityToGroupSlorageType read-create No N/A
vacmSecurityTuGruupSlatus read-create No N/A

vacmAccessTable/vacmAccessEntry
vacmAccessContextPrefix not-accessible - N/A
vacmAccessSecuri!yMode| not-accessible - N/A
vacmAccessSecun‘tyLeveI not-accessible — N/A
vacmAccessContextMatch read—create No N/A
vacmAccessReadViewName read-create No N/A
vacmAccessWriteViewName read-create No N/A

vacmAccessNo!ifyViewName read-create No N/A
vacmAccessSlorageType read-create No N/A
vacmAccessSta!us read-create No N/A

vacmM|BV|ews

vacmViewSpinLock read-write No N/A
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MIB NAMElParameter Max-Access Perslstent # °fEF:_:::':‘ent

vacmViewTreeFami|yTab|e/vacmViewTreeFamllyEntry
vacmViewTreeFami|yViewName not-accessible - N/A
vacmViewTreeFamiIysublree not-accessible — NIA
vacmViewTreeFamilyMask read-create No N/A
vacmViewTreeFami|yType read-create No N/A
vacmViewTreeFami|yStorageType read-create No N/A
vacmViewTreeFami|yS!a!us read-create No N/A

snmpCommunityMIB [RFC 2516]
snmpCommun|tyMlB0bjects

snmpcommunityTab|e/snmpCornmunilyEntry
snmpcommunitylndex nol—accessib|e - NIA
snmpCommuniryName read-create No N/A
snmpCommunitySecuri!yName read-create No N/A
snmpCornmunilyConlex(Engine|D read-create No N/A
snmpCommunityContextName read-create No N/A
snmpCommunilyTransportTag read-create No N/A
snmpCommunityStorageType read-create No N/A
snmpcommunitystatus read-create No N/A

snmpTargetAddrExtTable/snmpTargeIAddrExtEntry
snmpTargetAddrTMask read-create No N/A
snmpTarge!AddrMMS read-create No N/A

clabseccerlobject
clabSrvcPrvdrRoolCACer1 read—on|y - N/A
clabCVCRootCACert read—only - NIA
c|abCVCCACert read-only - N/A
dabMfgCVCCer1 read-only — NIA
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Appendix 11 Format and Content for Event, SYSLOG and SNMP

Trapms

The table in this appendix summarizes the format and content for local log event entries, syslog messages,
and SNMP traps.

Each row in the table specifies an event that the PS must be capable of generating. These events are to be
reported by the PS by any or all of the following three means: local event logging as implemented by the
local event table in [RFC 2669], SYSLOG, and SNMP trap. The SYSLOG format is specified in Section
6.3.3 .2.4.4 of this document and SNMP trap format is defined in this appendix, following Table II— I.

The first and second columns of Table lI—l indicate in which stage the event happens. The third column
indicates the priority assigned to the event. These priorities are the same as reported in the
docsDevEvLevel object in [RFC 2669] and in the LEVEL field ofa syslog message.

The fourth column specifies the event text, which is reported in the docsDevEvText object of the [RFC
2669] and the text field of a syslog message. The fifth column provides additional information about the
event text of the fourth column. For example, some of the event text fields are constants and some event
text fields include variable information. Some of the variables are only required in the SYSLOG, as
described in the fifth column. The sixth column specifies the error code set.

The seventh column indicates an unique identification number for the event, which is assigned to the
docsDevEvld object and the <eventId> field of a syslog message. The eighth column specifies the SNMP
trap, which notifies this event to a SNMP event receiver.

The rules to uniquely generate an event ID from the error code are described in Section 6.3 .3 .2.4.4. The
event lDs in the table are in decimal format.

To better illustrate the table. the following is an example using the first row in the section of Software
Upgrade events.

The first and second columns are “SW Upgrade" and “SOFTWARE UPGRADE INIT”. The event priority
is “Notice." The event text is “Software Download [NIT - Via NMS”. The fifth column reads "For

SYSLOG only, append: MAC addr: <Pl> Pl = PS Mac Address”. This is a note about the SYSLOG. That
is to say, the syslog text body will be like “Software Download [NIT — Via NMS — MAC addr: xl x2 x3 x4
x5 x6”.

The last column “TRAP NAME“ is cabhPsDevSwUpgradeInitTrap, the fonnat for which is given at the
end of this appendix.

'4“ Revised Table ll-l per ECN CH1 .l-N-03.0103-3 and CH l.l-N-03.0097-5 by G0 on 12/5/03 and 12/9/03.
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Table ll-1 — Defined Events for CableHome

 

SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET Event|D TRAP NAME

DHCP Errors before provisioning complete

Init CDC Critical DHCP FAILED - Discover D01.0 68000100
sent, no offer received

Inlt CDC Critical DHCP FAILED - Request sent, D02.0 68000200
No response

Init CDC Critical DHCP FAILED - Requested D03.0 68000300
Info not supported.

lnit CDC Error DHCP ERROR - Response D03.1 68000301does not contain ALL the valid
fields OR the PS is unable to
determine provisioning mode

lnit CDC Warning DHCP ERROR - Unable to P02.0 68000302 cabhPsDevCdpWanDaobtain all WAN-Data IP taIpTrap
addresses the PS was
configured to obtain

TOD Errors before provisioning complete

lnit TOD Warning TOD Request sent - no D04.1 68000401 cabhPsDev|nitTrap
response received

Init TOD Warning TOD Response received — D04 2 68000402 cabhPsDev|nitTrapinvalid data fonnat

TFTP Errors before provisioning complete

lnit TFTP Error TFTP failed - Request sent — D05.0 68000500 oabhPsDevlnitTrap
No Response ,(Trap is relevant forSNMP Prov Mode

only )

lnit TFTP Error TFTP failed - configuration file For SYSLOG only: append: File D06.0 68000600 cabhPsDev|nitTrapNOT FOUND name = <P1> ,
(Trap is relevant for

P1 = requested file name SNMP Prov Mode
only )
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET EventlD TRAP NAME

TFTP TFTP Failed - OUT OF 66000700 cabhPsDevlnitTrap
ORDER packets _(Trap IS relevant forSNMP Prov Mode

only.)

TFTP TFTP file complete — but failed For SYSLOG only: append: File 65000800 cabhPsDevlnitTrapSHA-1 hash check name = <P1> P1 = filename of _
TFTP me (Trap IS relevant forSNMP Prov Mode

only.)

TFTP TFTP Failed Exceeded For Syslog only: 68000900 cabhPsDev|nitTrap

TFTP 0000 —00000000TLS

nil TCP/IP

nit TLS

' nit TLS

nit HTTP

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

maximum number of retries

" failed to connect to
' TTPl'l'LS sewer

LS Connection timed out
nd maximum number of
etries exceeded

LS FATAL ERROR <P1>

append: Retry limit = <P1>
P1 = maximum number of retries

20.0

21.0

8002000

58002100

(Trap is relevant forSNMP Prov Mode
only )

 

P1= Error code from [RFC 2246] D22.0 58002200

HTTP

Configuration File Download '1= Status codes from [RFC
ailed. but will retry. H'|'|'F'
rror. <P1>

616]
30.0 8003000

' nit HTTP ritical Configuration file download
ailed. Due to connection
imed out and maximum
umber of retries. Operation
boned.

31.0 8003100
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET EventlD TRAP NAME

Init HTTP Critical Secure Configuration file D32.0 8003200
download successfully
completed.

TLV Parsing

lnit TLV TLV-27 or TLV-26 - I401 0 73040100 cabhPsDevlnitTLVUnk
PARSING unrecognized OID nownTrap

lnit TLV Unknown TLV <P1> For SYSLOG only, <P1> = the |401.1 73040101 cabhPsDev|nitTLVUnk
PARSING complete TLV in hexadecimal nownTrap

lnit TLV Invalid TLV Format/contents For SYSLOG only, <P1> = the I401 2 73040102
PARSING <P1> complete TLV in hexadecimal

Provisioning

lnit Provisioning Provisioning complete For SYSLOG only, append MAC 73001100 cabnPsDevlnitTrap
Complete Addr: <P1> P1 = PS MACaddress

SW UPGRADE
INIT“

SW Upgrade SW SW Download INIT - Via NMS For SYSLOG only, append: SW E101 0 69010100 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2>. P1 lnitTrap
INIT = SWfi|e name and P2 = Tftp

sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Notice SW Download INIT - Via P1 = CM config file nameFor E102.0 69010200 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE Config file <P1> SYSLOG only, append: SW file: lnitTrapINIT <P2> - SW sewer: < P3> P2 =

SW file name and P3 = Tftp server
IP address

SW UPGRADE GENERAL FAILURE‘

SW Upgrade SW Error SW Upgrade Failed during For SYSLOG only, append: SW 69010300 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE download - Max retry exceed file: <P1> - SW server: < P2>. P1 FailTrap
GENERAL (3) = SW file name and P2 = Tflp
FAILURE server IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error SW Upgrade Failed Before For SYSLOG only, append: SW E104.0 69010400 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE Download — Sewer not Present file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2> P1 FaiITrap
GENERAL = SW file name and P2 = Tftp
FAILURE sewer IP address
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET Event|D TRAP NAME

SW Upgrade SW Error SW upgrade Failed before For SYSLOG only, append: SW E105 0 69010500 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE download - File not Present file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2>. P1 FailTrap
GENERAL = SWfi|e name and P2 = TFTP
FAILURE sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error SW upgrade Failed before For SYSLOG only, append: SW E106 0 69010600 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE download —TFTP Max Retry file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2>. P1 Fai|Trap
GENERAL Exceeded = SWfi|e name and P2 = TFTP
FAILURE sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error SW upgrade Failed after For SYSLOG only, append: SW E107.0 69010700 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE download -incompatible SW file: <P1> — SW sewer: < P2>_ P1 FailTrap
GENERAL file = SW file name and P2 = Tflp
FAILURE sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error SW upgrade Failed afler For SYSLOG only, append: SW E108 0 69010800 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE download - SW File corruption file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2> P1 FailTrap
GENERAL = SW file name and P2 = TFTP
FAILURE sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error Disruption during SW For SYSLOG only, append: SW E109 0 69010900 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE download — Power Failure file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2>. P1 FailTrap
GENERAL = SW file name and P2 = Tflp
FAILURE sewer IP address

SW UPGRADE SUCCESS‘

SW Upgrade SW Notice SW download Successful - Via For SYSLOG only, append: SW 69011100 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE NMS file: <P1> — SW sewer: < P2>. P1 Sui:oessTrap
SUCCESS = SW file name and P2 = Tftpsewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Notice SW download Successful - Via For SYSLOG only, append: SW 69011200 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
UPGRADE Conlig file file: <P1> - SW sewer: < P2>. P1 SuccessTrap
SUCCESS = SW file name and P2 = Tftpsewer IP address

DHCP failure after provisioning complete

DHCP CDC Error DHCP RENEW sent- No D101.0 63010100 cabhPsDevDHCPFai|T
response rap

DHCP CDC Error DHCP REBIND sen! - No D102.0 68010200 cabhPsDevDHCPFailT
response rap
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET EvenllD TRAP NAME

DHCP CDC Error DHCP RENEW sent - Invalid 68010300 cabhPsDevDHCPFailT
DHCP option rap

DHCP CDC Error DHCP REBIND sent - Invalid 68010400 cabhPsDevDHCPFai|T
DHCP option rap

TOD failure after provisioning complete

TOD TOD Warning TOD Request sent - no D04 3 68000403 cabhPsDevTODFaiITra
response received p

TOD TOD Warning TOD Response received — D04 4 68000404 cabhPsDevTODFaiITrainvalid data format p

VERIFICATION OF CODE FILE

SW Upgrade SW Error Improper Code File Controls For SYSLOG only, append: Code E201.0 69020100 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE File: <P1> - Code File Server: FailTrap
GENERAL <P2> P1= Code file name, P2 =
FAILURE code file sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW I Error Code File Manufacturer CVC For SYSLOG only, append: Code E202.0 69020200 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE Validation Failure File: <P1> — Code File Server: FailTrap
GENERAL <P2> P1= Code file name. P2 =
FAILURE code file server IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error Code File Manufacturer CVS For SYSLOG only. append: Code E203 0 69020300 oabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE Validation Failure File: <P1> — Code File Server: FailTrap
GENERAL <P2> P1= Code file name, P2 =
FAILURE code file sewer IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error Code File Co-Signer CVC For SYSLOG only, append: Code E204.0 69020400 oabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE Validation Failure File: <P1> - Code File Server: FailTrap
GENERAL <P2> P1= Code file name, P2 =
FAILURE code file server IP address

SW Upgrade SW Error Code File Co-Signer CVS For SYSLOG only, append: Code E205.0 69020500 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeUPGRADE Validation Failure File: <P1> - Code File Server: FailTrap
GENERAL <P2>. P1= Code file name, P2 =
FAILURE code lile server IP address

VERIFICATION OF CVC

SW Upgrade VERIFICATIO Error Improper Configuration File P1 = TFTP Server IP Address P2 E206.0 69020600 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeN OF CVC CVC Fonnat - TFTP Server: = Config File Name CVCFai|Trap
<P1> - Config File: <P2>
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET Event|D TRAP NAME

SW Upgrade VERIFICATIO Error Configuration File CVC P1 = TFTP Sewer IP AddressP2 = 69020700 cabhPsDevSwUpgradeN OF CVC Validation Failure - TFTP Config File Name CVCFailTrap
Server. <P1> - Config File:<P2>

SW Upgrade VERIFICATIO Error Improper SNMP CVC Formal - P1= IP Address of SNMP 69020800 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
N OF CVC Snmp manager: <P1> Manager CVCFai|Trap

SW Upgrade VERIFICATIO Error SNMP CVC Validation Failure P1=lP Addr of SNMP manager 69020900 cabhPsDevSwUpgrade
N OF CVC - Snmp manager: <P1> CVCFai|Trap

CDP Events

CDP CDS Notice Attempt to allocate more LAN P01.0 80000100 cabhPsDevCDPThreshTRANS IF’ addresses than old Trap
allowed

CDP CDS Notice Unable to provision DHCP P030 80000300 cabhPsDevCdpLan|pP
LAN client- IP address pool oo|Trapexhausted

CSP Events

CSP Firewall Notice Change in state for P1=value of P101.1 80010101 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
cabhSec2FwEventEnab|e for cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnab|e for
Type 1‘ The new value is Type 1<P1>

CSP Firewall Notice Change in state for P1=value of P101.2 50010102 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
cabhSec2FwEventEnab|e for cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnab|e for
Type 2. The new value is Type 2<P1>

CSP Firewall Notice Change in state for P1=value of P101 3 80010103 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
cabhSec2FwEventEnable for cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnable for
Type 3 The new value is Type 3<P1>

CSP Firewall Notice Change in state for P1=value of P101.4 80010104 cabhPsDevCSPTrapcabhSec2FwEventEnab|e for cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnable for
Type 4. The new value is Type 4
<P1> I
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MESSAGE NOTES AND

DETAILS
Error Code

SET
SUB-

PROCESS   
TRAP NAMEPROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT

   
   

 

 P1=value of 80010105 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnable for
Type 5

Firewall Change in state for
cabh Sec2FwEventEnable for
Type 5. The new value is<P1>
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

  

  
 

   
 

 
 

 

 

CSP Firewall Change in state for P1=value of 80010106 cabhPsDevCSPTrapcabhSec2FwEventEnable for cabhSec2FwEventTypeEnab|e for
Type 6 The new value is Type 6

I <P1>
CSP Firewall Warning Firewall Type 1 event P102 1 0010201 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded

 
 

CSP Firewall Warning Firewall Type 2 event P102.2 80010202 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded

CSP Firewall Warning Firewall Type 3 event P102 3 80010203 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded

CSP“° Firewall Warning Firewall Type 4 event P1 = MIB object attempted to be P1024 80010204 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded. Set of changed (e.g.,
<P1> failed, <P2> “cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL")

P2 = Textual description of failure

CSP Firewall Warning Firewall Type 5 event P1025 80010205 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded

CSP Firewall Warning Firewall Type 6 event P102 6 80010206 cabhPsDev CSPTrapthreshold exceeded

CSP Firewall TFTP Critical TFTP download offirewall P1 = requested firewall policy file P1300 80013000 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
policy file failed: request sent, URL
no response

CSP Firewall TFTP Critical TFTP failed - firewall policy file P1 = requested firewall policy file P1310 80013100 cabhPsDevCSPTrapnot found URL

CSP Firewall TFTP Critical TFTP failed - invalid firewall P1 = requested firewall policy file P132.0 80013200 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
policy file URL

CSP Firewall TFTP Critical Firewall policy file download P1 = requested firewall policy file P133.0 80013300 cabhPsDevCSPTrap
complete but failed SHA-1 has URL, P2 = firewall policy 1ile hascheck value

CSP Firewall TFTP Cntioal Firewall policy file download P1 = requested firewall policy file P134 0 80013400 cabhPsDevCSPTrapexceeded maximum allowable URL
number of TFTP retries

‘*9 Revised this ro\v per ECN CH1 l—N—04.01 154 by KB on 4/5/04
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SUB- MESSAGE NOTES AND Error Code
PROCESS PROCESS PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT DETAILS SET Event|D TRAP NAME

CSP Firewall TFTP Firewall policy file TFTP P1 = requested firewall policy file P135 0 80013500 cabhPsDevCSPTrapdownload success URL

For SYSLOG only: append: Retry
limit = <P2>
P2 = maximum allowable number
of retry attempts

CAP CAP unable to make C-NAT P201 0 80020100 cabhPsDevCAPTrap
mapping. No WAN-data IPaddress available

CAP CAP unable to make C-NAPT P2500 80025000 cabhPsDevCAPTrap
mapping. No WAN IP addressavailable

CTP Events

CTP Connection Notice Connection Speed Tool test P1 = IP address of source P301.0 80030100 cabhPsDevCtpTrapS d T d f
pee 00' complele success uuy P2 = IP address of destination

P3 = protocol
P4 = throughput

CTP Connection Notice Connection Speed Tool test P1 = IP address of source P302.0 80030200 cabhPsDevClpTrapS I '
peed Too “med out P2 = IP address of destination

P3 = protocol
P4 = value of timer (millisec)

CTP Connection Notice Connection Speed Tool test P1 = IP address of source P303.0 80030300 cabhPsDevCtpTrapd T
Spee 00' aborted P2 = IP address of destination

P3 = protocol
P4 = value of timer (millisec)

CTP Ping Tool Notice Ping Tool test completed P1 = IP address of source P320 0 80032000 cabhPsDevCtpTrap
successfuuy P2 = IP address of destination

P3 = average round trip time
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PROCESS

 
  

 

  
 

  

  

MESSAGE NOTES AND
DETAILS  

SUB-
PROCESS

 
 
 PS PRIORITY EVENT TEXT SET

P1 = IP address of source

P2 = IP address of destination

P3 = number of requests sent

Ping Tool test timed out
 

P4 = number of responses
received

Error Code

  
80032100
  

TRAP NAME

  
cabhPsDevCtpTrap

CTP
  
 

 
P1 = IP address of source

P2 = IP address of destination
Ping Tool test aborted

P3 = number of requests sent
P4 = number of responses
received

 
 
 
 

80032200
 cabhPsDevCtpTrap

   

Notes to Table ll-1:

 

* Software upgrade (secure software download) events apply to stand-alone Portal Services only. Software upgrade
is controlled by the DOCSIS cable modem in an embedded PS, so software upgrade event reporting is managed
by the cable modem in an embedded PS. For more infonnation, refer to Section 11.3, Secure Software Download forthe Ps.““

'5“ Revised the Notes to Table 11-1 per ECN CH 1 .1-03 0091-1 by G0 on 12/5/03.
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II.l Trap Descriptions

All traps specified by CableHome l.l are defined in the PS DEV MIB specification, [CH5].
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Appendix III Security Threats & Preventative Measures

When developing a security technology, it is important to understand what the primary threats for a given
application or environment. This information can then be used to select the most effective security tools
and technologies for protection and prevention against malicious attacks.

The following primary home networking security threats to subscribers and multiple system operators
(MSOs) have been identified:

Theft of Service: Theft of service comes in two forms; unauthorized access to cable services and
unauthorized duplication of service content.

Unauthorized access involves a subscriber or 3rd party (such as a neighbor) having access to cable
services for which they have not paid. Devices could be “cloned" or modified to appear as a
qualified device on the subscriber‘s home network. This could also degrade service delivery
performance as these devices consume additional transport resources on the HFC and home
networks.

Unauthorized duplication usually involves a subscriber or 3rd party (such as a neighbor) making
illegal copies of service content. In some cases, these copies are distributed to other consumers
without the approval of the MSO or content provider.

Denial of Service (DOS) Attacks: Denial of service attacks can occur when a 3rd party entity
(attacker, disgruntled customer, etc.) disrupts the normal communication and delivery of services
between MSOs and their subscribers. Offending data transmissions coming from what appears to
be a valid devicel source, could be injected into the home network and severely degrade its normal
functions. These offending data transmissions could also extend to the MSO's HFC network
causing performance problems there.

Service Confidentiality: The service confidentiality threat involves a 3rd party (neighbors,
attacker, etc.) monitoring/receiving information about a subscriber and the services they use. This
could result in passwords or device configuration information being stolen. allowing attackers to
gain further access to a subscriber's network resources and confidential files/data.

There are a number of different methods that can be used to prevent the home network security threats
mentioned above. Unfortunately, one method cannot prevent them all. but a combination may be the best
line of defense. The following preventative measures can be used:

Authentication: Authentication involves the verification that the sending and receiving entities
are as claimed. This includes the service source, the receiving device, and the subscriber.

Authentication helps prevent theft of service by validating end devices and users, but it does not
prevent content from being illegally copied or, prevent unauthorized access by 3rd parties who are
monitoring the link. It does do a good job at preventing DOS attacks because traffic can be
rejected if it does not come from a valid source. By itself, authentication does not provide any
service confidentiality support, encryption must be used.

Copy Protection: Copy protection methods limit the ability ofa receiving device to make
unauthorized copies of service content.

Copy protection helps prevent theft of service by limiting how many copies can be made, but it
does not prevent unauthorized access to services. It also does not prevent DOS or service

 .
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confidentiality protection. In general, this preventive measure is implemented at higher application
layers.

Data Encryption: Data encryption prevents the unauthorized disclosure/access of data.

Data encryption does an excellentjob at providing data confidentiality and protection against theft
of service. Encryption prevents making data unable to read without the conect decrypting key.
However, it does not validate the source/receiving entities and it does not provide copy protection
after the data has been decrypted. It also does not prevent DOS attacks.

Firewall: Firewall applications prevent network traffic from passing from one domain to another,
unless it meets certain criteria set by the subscriber or MSO. In home networks, firewalls are
typically located on residential gateway devices that connect the HFC network to the home
network.

A firewall application helps prevent DOS attacks and confidentiality attacks from the wide-area
network (WAN) side of the firewall, but it does not prevent these kind of attacks coming from the
home network side of the firewall. It also does not provide theft of service protection.

Management Message Security: This method of prevention involves authentication and
encryption of network management messages only. Network management messages are used for
device configuration, network monitoring/control, service provisioning, and Quality of Service
(QoS) reservations.

Management message security provides a good mechanism to prevent DOS attacks by
authenticating and encrypting management messages. Subscriber 's personal and network
configuration information is also protected from confidentiality attacks, but service content is not.
Also. management message security does not prevent theft of service content by unauthorized
entities.
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Appendix IV Applications Through CAT and Firewall

[n the normal operation of address translation and firewall functionality, a number of protocols and
applications may be prohibited from working as expected. Firewalls may purposely filter out certain
applications and protocols for security purposes. The firewall policy can be explicitly set by the cable
operator to allow as many ports to be opened as needed by the customer without opening ports that are not
needed for communication between the LAN and WAN. Limiting the open ports and session initiation
between the LAN and WAN may provide protection to the home LAN from attacks. If the ports are not
allowed to be opened by the firewall policy, an attacker can not use these ports to attack the LAN. The
purpose of this appendix is to provide a minimum level of support for commonly used applications under
specific scenarios, and to assist the cable operator with common port configuration.

[RFC 3235], Network Address Translator (NAT)—Friendly Application Design Guidelines, outlines a
number of guidelines for creating applications in such a manner that they will not be compromised when
running in the presence of Network Address Translation functionality. It is strongly recommended that
developers of applications that will run within a CableHome environment adhere to these guidelines.

The existence of NAT and Firewall functionality are known to disrupt a number of protocols and
applications when the end nodes/hosts are not in the same address realm and must traverse an IP Network
Address Translator (NAT/CAT) and/or Firewall enroute to bridge the realms. In many cases, the CAT and
Firewall can not provide the application and protocol transparency desired without the assistance of an
Application Level Gateway (ALG). CableHome l.l assumes an ALG is implemented in the CableHome
Residential Gateway that enables applications listed within this appendix to work through the CAT.

Applications though the firewall are described in terms of protocol, specific port numbers, LAN—WAN
relationship scenarios and addressing realms. The protocols are divided into two tables; one table is to list
the protocols which can be managed by policy alone and is labeled Applications Requiring Firewall Policy
Exclusively; the second table is to list the protocols which can only be managed with the combination of
policy and ALGs and is labeled Applications Requiring Firewall Policy and an ALG.

According to the policy specified within Section 1 l of this document, the tables contain information
comments for the reader to be able to map the required applications to those with particular policy
requirements for CableHome and PacketCable. CableHome requires factory default settings for the ports to
be opened through the firewall for normal CableHome Residential gateway operations. The items marked
with PacketCable in the comments column will be included, in addition to the factory defaults in enable
PacketCable through the firewall. The firewall settings to enable PacketCable are listed in the comments
column of each table and are specified within Section 11 in the configuration file section.

In addition to the specified applications, the PS SHOULD support online gaming applications through the
CAT and CableHome firewall. Online gaming is considered a typical user application. However,
CableHome does not specify games, as gaming is a dynamic industry and the online game ports depend
upon the current popularity of particular games.

IV.l Relationship Scenarios

The specific scenarios may define the number of hosts communicating with each other through the PS,
along with the requirements for each protocol and application. Each application/protocol and specific
scenario requires support of the CH CAT and firewall to function correctly. The scenarios include an “xxx
to xxx" definition that indicates the number of LAN hosts communicating to WAN hosts (ex. "One to
Many" defines One LAN host communicating with Many WAN hosts concurrently.). These scenarios
include:
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I] “One to One” relationship for a single instance

I] “One to One" relationship for multiple instances (the number of required instances may be
identified)

I] “One to Many” relationship for a single instance

I] “One to Many” relationship for multiple instances (the number of required instances may be
identified)

I] “Many to One" relationship for a single instance

[I “Many to One" relationship for multiple instances (the number of required instances will be
identified if necessary)

Note: The “Many to Many” scenario will be the same as a “One to One“ relationship for multiple
instances, a “One to Many" relationship for multiple instances, and/or 21 "Many to One” relationship for
multiple instances.
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Figure IV-1 - “Oneto One" Scenarios
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Figure IV-3 — “Many to One" Scenarios
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IV.2 Applications Requiring Firewall Policy Exclusively

Table [V—l and Table [V-2 identify the applications and protocols that MUST be supported through the
CAT and Firewall. This does not preclude the support of additional applications and protocols. A
CAT/Firewall that can support these applications and protocols will be able to support most other
applications and protocols that do not embed address,port, or other information affected by network
address translation, and do not negotiate inbound sessions.

The following list of protocols and applications in Table IV-l MUST work through CAT and CableHome
Firewall implementations. The firewall MUST NOT begin operations until after the provisioning complete
message is sent by the PS, therefore the protocols needed for the PS to provision are not noted in this table.

Note: Applications only requiring Firewall policy configuration exclusively MUST be supported in all six
(6) relationship scenarios unless noted in the comments column.

Tahle IV-1 - Protocols required to work tl1rou_gh CAT and CH Firewall

 

 

Application I Protocol Ports Comments

AOL IM TCP/5190, 5191, 5192, 5193 G. 13784 Internet Default
CU-seeMe TCP/7648, 7649; UDPl7648, 7649, 24032

DHCP Internet Default

DNS UDP/53 Packetcable and CableHome

FTPS 989 8. 990 _
HTTP TCP/B0 lntemet Default

TCP/443 lntemet Default ___.

 
IGMP and IP Multicast CH 1 G appendix requirement

  map 143
220

lKE > UDP/500 — ESP > raw lPI50 IKE key exchange, Tunnel mode, one to one
single instance (CAT support key)

IKE key exchange, Transport mode, one to one
single instance (Passthrough mode)
Packetcable 8. LAN Peer Passthrough mode 
 

IRC TCP/6665-6669

Kerlaeros 1293 Packelcable and Cab|eHome PS Address
Realm

L2TP UDPI1701

MediaPlayer (Windows) TCPI 80;1755

Microsoft Messenger 3330 - 3332 Internet Default
mcs-calypsoicf 3330
mes-messaging 3331
mos-mailsvr 3332

MGCP 2427. 2727 Packetcable

Peer to Peer (eDonkey) TCP/4662 eDonkey

UDP/4665 J
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Appllcation I Protocol

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
   

 

 
  

 
 

UDP/162
 

Peer to Peer (FastTrack TCPI1214 KaZaA, Grokster, etc
P2P Protocol)

Peer to Peer (Gnutella TCP/6346 Gnutella, Limevlfire, Bearshare, Morpheus,
P2P Protocol) etc

Peer to Peer (\MnMX) TCP/6699 V\finMX
UDP/6257

PING ICMP Echo Request raw IPI1 CableHome

POP3 TCP/110 lntemet Default

r PPTP Control Port > TCP/1723 8. GRE > raw
_ _ lPI47

Rea|Audio/RealMedia TCP: 80;443;554

RSVP Packetcable

RTSP TCP/554

RTCP Packetcable

RTP Packetcable

SMTP TCPI25 lntemet Default

SNMP TCPl161 Cab|eHome PS Address Realm and lUDPHS1 Packetcable
SNMP trap TCP/162

Packetcable CableHome PS Address Realm and l
 

 
 

SSH

Syslog

 
TCP/22
UDP/22

 

 
Internet Default

    

Cab|eHome PS Address Realm and
Packetcable

 

Yahoo Messenger

Telnet Outbound session requests. lntemet Default

TFTP UDP/69 | Packetcable
Traceroute raw IPI1 Intemet Default

Reply from all hops between source and
destination must be supported  

TCP: 5050, 80 or any available lntemet Default 

Note: Some port numbers listed in this section were previously unassigned by IANA, but have been
recently assigned and now belong to another application. RTP & Quicktime both list 6970 - 6999, [ANA
has now assigned 6998 & 6999 to iatp—highpri and iatp-normalpri. CableHome makes no attempt to correct
his conflict.

IV.3 Application Requiring Firewall Policy and an ALG

There are many cases in which the CAT and Firewall can not provide the application and protocol
transparency desired. Since CAT modifies end node addresses (within the 1P header of a packet) en-route,
some applications are unable to function through the CAT without the assistance of an ALG.. Where
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possible, application specific ALGs MUST be used in conjunction with CAT and the appropriate Firewall
policy to provide the desired application level transparency. The function of an ALG is application
specific, so a list of applications, protocols and the scenarios that MUST be supported is found below.

Table IV-2 — Apps requiring Firewall policy and an ALG

Application I
Protocol

 
FTP

Microsoft Netmeeting
(H 323)

20ltcp, 21/top
TCP/389 ILS
522 ULS
1503 T.120

1720 call setup
1731 audio call ctrl

Dynamic TOP call control
Dynamic UDP 1024-
65535 RTP over UDP

 

  (1)OnetoOneSingle (2)OnetoOneMulti (3)OnetoManySingle (4)OnetoManyMulti  (5)ManytoOneSingle (6)ManytoOneMulti 
 

 
MSN Messenger
(H.323)

1863/top Intemet Default

Net2Phone 6801/udp (also calls for
opening 2 additional
unspecified ports
UDF’PORT=6E01
UDPPORT=XXXX
TCPPORT=XXXX

The Network
Administrator needs to
make sure UDPPORT
6801 is open. For the
other UDPPORT and
TCPPORT, the
administrator can use
anything in the range
from 1 - 30000.)

Quicktime 5 RTSP/TCPl554
RTP/UDP 6970-6999

X Supporting Quicktime without an
ALG via port 80 provides less than
optimal performance

Vlflndow Messenger
(SIP)

 
l Available on Vlfindows XP only
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Appendix V CableHome Media Access Priority Mapping

Examples

CableHome l.l defines a prioritized QoS system in which traffic over the shared media is prioritized based
on the assigned packet priority. Since different shared media technologies support varying numbers of
media access priorities, CableHome l.l defines a mapping scheme to translate Generic CableHome
Priorities to a set of values called CableHome Media Access Priorities. CableHome Media Access Priority
values describe the level of preference that a packet should get when accessing the shared media. The
number of preference levels correspond to the available number of media access priorities supported by a
given media technology. The higher the CableHome Media Access priority value for the packet, the higher
the preference it should get to access the shared media. CableHome Media Access Priority mapping is
separate and distinct from native media access priority mappings defined for the shared media
technologies. These native mappings are accomplished at layer—2 of each device. Therefore, regardless of
the shared media technology, the packets must be given the desired relative preferential access to the
shared media, as required by the CableHome Media Access Priority mapping. Table V—| , Table V-2, and
Table V-3 provide mapping examples for a few of the shared media access technologies.

V.l Ethernet

Ethernet does not provide differentiation between packets and hence only supports one priority.

Table V-1 - Ethernet Mappings
 

  
Native Ethernet Media

Access priority mapping
CabIeHome Media Access

Priority mapping 
 

Generic CabIeHome
Priority

  
\lO)01A0M O‘OOOOOOO OODOODO0

As shown in Table V-1, no special mapping adjustments are required.

V.2 HomePlug

HomePlug supports 4 media access priorities.

Table V-2 — HomePlug Ma ii-igs

 
CableHume Media Access

Priority mapping
Native HomePlug Media
Access priority mapping

Generic Cab|eHome
Priority
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Native HomePIug Media
Access priority mapping

Generic Cableflome Cableflome Media Access
Pr'iority Priority mapping

 
As shown in Table V-2, HomePlug mapping gives channel access preference to Generic Cab1eHome
Priority 1!. relative to CIL'IiI:I'li.I (Tu!-ileiluiru: i’riorilic.~a I and 2. However, CableHome Media Access Priority
mapping |u|i1irn.'r- I!I:u Generic (.‘;i|Jii:Hnrm: Priurity '1 be given higher access. relative to Generic
t_’nhlt:Hrm1v: Pl"lOi'l1lt:.'¢ ii and I , rind Lien:-ric Cnliicl-larnc Priorities 0 and 1 be given equal access rights.
Hence. the vendor must insure that the packets are given the desired relative preferential access to the
shared media as required by the CableHome Media Access Priority mapping.

V.3 HomePNA

HomePNA supports 8 media access priorities.

Tabla V-3- HomePNA Mappm 5
  

 

 
 
 

Native HamnPNA Media
Access priority mapping

Cableflome Media Access
Priority mapping

Generic Cableflome
Priority

  

_;

\iU)U'I-503\lO)(J'I&(DI\) \iOJU'I5(DNi
As shown in Table V-3, HomePNA mapping gives channel access preference to Generic CableHome
Priority 0 relative to Generic CableHome Priorities 1 and 2. However. C'uhieilurn:: Mr.-n.li.'1 At.'t:t!.‘i!~ Priority
mapping requires that Generic CableHome Priority 2 be given higher nuce-ss rulutivu In Generic
CableHome Priorities 0 and 1, and Generic Cablel-{ome Priority i be given higher J.ICi..'(.'.‘-15 rciativi: to
Generic CableHome Priority 0. Hence, the vendor must insure that the packets are given the desired
relative preferential access to the shared media as required by the Cab1eHome Media Access Priority
mapping.
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Appendix VI LAN Management Message Examplem

This appendix shows examples of BP_lnit and BP_Init_Response messages. The format of BP_lnit and
BP_Init_Response messages is defined in Section 6.3 .3 .4.4.2.l BP_lnit Message Format and Section
6.3 .3 .4.4 .2 .2 BP_Init_Response Message Format respectively. The examples in this appendix are created
according to the format definitions.

VI.l Initial LAN Message

This section illustrates BP_lnit and BP_Init_Response messages exchanged between 21 PS and a BP just
after the BP receives DHCP ACK. Figure VI—1 describes the parameters used for the examples of BP_lnit
and BP_Init_Response messages. In Figure VI—l, BP1 sends the BP_lnit message described in Section
Vl.l.l after receiving DHCP ACK sent by PS, and PS sends the BP_Init_Response message described in
Section VI.1.2 after receiving the BP_lnit message sent by BPl.The BP can set any value for
DefaultCHPriority tags in a BP_lnit message. However, the PS overwrites this value set for
DefaultCHPriority in the BP_Init_Response message after consulting with the priority master table. The
values for DefaultCHPriority tags are left blank in the following example of a BP_lnit message in SectionVl.l.l.

 
 

 

005 Master Table

 

' " I

Application ID Default CH Application ID Default CH :
Priority Priority

4 400 NIA

7 61 N/A

192.168.0.1 192.168.0.1O

LAN Message Exchange ._ 4«He T I-

PS _ BP1 .

E Figure VI—1 — Initial LAN Message Exchange _

VI.1.l Initial BP_lnit Message

POST /DevQoSProfileService HTTP/ l .l
HOST: l92.l68.0.l

Content-Type: textJxm1;charset="utf-8"
Content—Length: i584
SOAPAction: "/DevQoSProfileService"

<SOAP—ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemasxmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
SOAP—ENV:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">

<SOAP— ENV:Body>
<ch:BP_lnit xmlns:m=" l92.l68.0.l">

<ch:BP_[P>

'5' Added this new Appendix per ECN CHl.l-N»03068 by G0 on 10/31/03.
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l92.l68.0. l0
</ch:BP_IP>
<ch:DcviceProfile>

<ch:deviceType>CablcHome Host</ch:deviceType>
<ch:manufacturer>ABC Corporation</ch:manufacturer>
<ch:manufacturerURL>www.xyz.com</chzmanu facturerURL>
<ch:hardwareRevision>Second</ch:hardwareRevision>
<ch:hardwareOptions>802.1 l a/b/g</ch:hardwareOptions>
<ch:scrialNumber>CH 1 234</ch:serialNumber>
<ch:modelName>ABC IP Camera</ch:modelName>
<ch:mode1Numbcr>ABC7463</ch:modelNumber>

<ch:mode1URL>www.xyz.com/abcipcamera/</ch:modelURL>
<ch:mode1UPC>3838XZAYS<lch:modelUPC>
<ch:modelSoftwareOS>VS Works</ch:modelSoftwa.reOS>
<ch:mode1SoftwareVersion>1.2</ch:modelSoftwareVersion>
<ch:lan[nterfaceType>7 l</ch:lanInterfaceType>
<ch:numberMediaAccessPriorities>4</ch:numberMediaAcccssPriorities>

<ch:physica1Location>Living Room</ch:physica1Location>
<ch:physica1Address>0 l :02:03 :45:67 :CD</ch:physicalAddress>

</ch : DeviceProfi1e>
<ch:QoSProfi1e>

<ch :QoSApp1icationListEntry>
<ch:BpIpAddress>192.168.0.l0</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:ApplicationId>400</ch:App1icationId>
<ch:Defau1t.CHPriority></ch:DefaultCHPriority>

</ch:QoSApplicationListEnrry>
<ch:QoSApplicationLisIEntry>

<ch:BpIpAddress>192.168.0.10</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:App1icationId>6 l</ch:ApplicationId>
<ch:Defau1tCHPriority></ch:DefaultCHPriority>

</ch:QoSApp1icationListEntry>
</ch:QoSProfi1e>

</ch:BP _Init>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>

</SOAP—ENV:Enve1ope>

V|.1.2 Initial BP_Init Response Messagem

HTTP/1.l 200 OK
Connection: close

Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
Content—Length: 817

<SOAP-ENV:Envc1ope
xmlns:SOAP—ENV="http://schemas .xmlsoap .org/soap/enve1ope/ "
SOAP-ENV zencodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">

<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ch:BP_Init_Respo nse xmlns:m=" 192 . l 68 .0 .1 ">

<ch:BPInitConfirmationCode>0</ch:BPInitConfirmationCode >
<ch:QoSProfilc>
<ch:QoSApp1icationListEntry>

<ch:BpIpAddress>l92. 168 .0. l0</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:ApplicationId>400</ch:ApplicationId>

'52 Revised this section per ECN CH1 .l—N—03.0087-4 by G0 on 12/3/03
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<ch:DefaultCHPriority>4</ch:DefaultCHPriority>
</ch:QoSApplicationListEntry>
<ch:QoSApplicationListEntry>

<ch:BpIpAddress> I92. l68 .0. l 0</ch:BpIpAdd ress>
<ch:ApplicationId>6 l</ch: App1icationId>
<ch:Defau ltCHPriority>7</ch:Defau|tCHPriority>

</ch:QoS App1icationListEntry>
</ch:QoSProfile>

</ch:BP_Init_Response>
</SOA P-ENV:Body>

</SOAP—ENV:Envelope>

V1.2 LAN Message on Session Establishment

This section illustrates BP_lnit and BP_Init_Response messages exchanged between 21 PS and 21 BP when
the BP establishes a session with another host. Figure VI-2 describes the parameters used for the examples
of BP_Init and BP_lnit_Response messages. In Figure VI-2, BPI sends the BP_Init message described in
Section VI.2.l after BPI establishes sessions with BP2 and BP3, and PS sends the BP_Init_Response
message described in Section VI.2.2 after receiving the BP_Init message sent by BP l . The BP can set any
villus: I'nr ipPoi'i|’rim-ity riigs In in Bl'_lnit il'tI:5li-’lgE'. Hnwever, the PS overwrites this value set for
lp|’i'ir1Pr1uriI_v in the BP_liiil_Rcsp:)iist: niceisnge :1l'ter consulting with the priority master table. The values
l'i':r l|’JF'nI'IPrl0ril}' tugs in-c lcli lileinli in the lnllmviiig example of a BP_Init message in Section Vl.2.l.

— 005 Master Table
 

 
 

 
 

  Application ID Default CH Application ID ' Default CH
Priority Priority .-1

400 4 400 4

61 7 61 7
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VI.2.l

192.168.0.1

PS

LAN Message Exchange
‘T
 

—a-

abfeH:::rne‘

192.168.0.10

*s';J 5?
Session Establishment

for Application ID 400

I-

192.168.0.11

port 401

BP2

192.1e3.o.12

port 402

BP3

Figure VI-2 — LAN Message Exchange on Session Estab_lis_Hn1ent

I BP_Init Message on Session Establishment

POST /DevQoSProfiIeService HTTP/ l.l
HOST: l92.168.0.l

Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
Content-Length: 1920
SOAPAction: "/DevQoSProfileService"

<SOAP-ENV :Envclope
xm1ns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/enve1opc/ "
SOAP-ENVzencodingstylc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">

<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ch:BP_Init xm1ns:m=" l92.l68.0.l">
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<ch:BP_IP>
l92.168.0.l0
</ch:BP IP>
<ch:DeviceProfile>

<ch:deviceType>Cab|eHome Host</ch:deviceType>
<ch:manufacturer>ABC Corporation</ch:manufacturer>
<ch:manufacturerURL>www.xyz.com</ch:manufacturerURL>
<ch1hardwareRevision>Second</ch:hardwareRevision>
<ch:hardwareOptions>802.l 1 a/b/g</ch:hardwareOptions>
<ch:serialNumber>CHl234</ch:scrialNumber>
<ch:modelName>ABC IP Camera</ch:mode1Name>
<ch:modelNumber>ABC7463</ch:modelNumber>

<ch:mode1URL>www.xyz.corn/abcipcamera/</ch:mode1URL>
<ch:modelUPC>3838XZAYS</ch:modelUPC>
<ch:modelSoftwareOS>VS Works</ch:modelSoftwaIeOS>
<ch:modclSoftwareVersion>l .2</ch:modelSoftwa:eVersion>
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<ch:lan1nterfaceType>7 l</ch:lanInterfaccType>
<ch:numberMediaAccessPriorities>4</ch:numberMediaAccessPriorities>

<ch:physica1Location>Living Room</ch:physicalLocation>
<ch:physicalAddress>0 1 :02:03 :45:67:CD</ch:physicalAddress>

</ch:DeviceProfile>
<ch:QoSProfile>

<ch:QoSApp] icationListEntry>
<ch:BpIpAddress>192.1680.l0</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:App|icationId>400</ch:ApplicationId>
<ch:Defau1tCHPnority>4</ch:Defau1tCHPriority>
<ch:DestPriority ListEntry>

<ch:DestIp>192.168.0.1l</ch:DestIp>
<ch:DestPort>40 1 </ch:DestPon>

<ch:1pPortPriority></ch: [pPortPriority>
</ch:DestPriorityListEntry>
<ch:DestPriorityListEntry>

<ch:DestIp> 192 . 1 68 .0 .1 2</ch:Dest[p>
<ch:DestPorl>402</ch:DestPort>

<ch:1pPortPriority></ch:IpPortPriority>
</ch:DestPriorityListEntry>

</ch:QoSApplicationListEntry>
<ch:QoSApplicationListEntry>

<ch:BpIpAddress>192.168.0.10</ch:Bp1pAddress>
<ch:App1icationId>61</ch:App1icationId>
<ch:Dcfau1tCHPriority>7</ch:Defau1tCHPriority>

</ch:QoSApp1icationListEntry>
</ch:QoSProfi |e>

</ch:BP_[nit>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>

</SOAP-ENV:Enve1ope>

Vl.2.2 BP_[nit_Response message on Session Establishmentm

HTTP/1.1200 OK
Connection: close

Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
Content-Length: 1153

<SOAP-ENV :Enve]ope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xm1soap.org/soap/envelope/"
SOAP-ENV:encodingSty1e=" http://schemas .x mlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">

<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ch:BP_Init_Response x m1ns:m=" 192.163.0.1">
<ch:BPInitConfirmationCode>0</ch:BPlnitConfirmationCode >
<ch:QoSProfi1e>

<ch:QoSApp1icationListEntry>
<ch:BpIpAddress>192.168.0.10</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:ApplicationId>400</ch:App1icationId>
<ch:DefaultCHPriority>4</ch:Defau1tCHPriority>
<ch:DestPriorityListEntry>

<ch:Dest[p>192. 168 .0.! l</ch:DestIp>
<ch:DestPorl>401</ch:DestPon>

<ch:IpPortPriority>4</ch:IpPortPriority>

'53 Revised this section per ECN CH 1 .1»N—03.0087-4 by no on 12/8/03.
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</ch:DestPriorityListEntry>
<ch:DestPriorityListEntry>

<ch:DestIp>192.l68.0.l2</ch:DestIp>
<ch:DestPort>402</ch:DestPort>

<ch:IpPortPriority>4</ch:IpPortPriority>
</ch:DestPriorityListEntry>

</ch:QoSApp1icationListEnt1y>
<ch:QoSApp1icationListEntry>

<ch:BpIpAddress>l92.168.0.10</ch:BpIpAddress>
<ch:App1icationId>6l</ch:ApplicationId>
<ch:Defau1tCHPriority>7</ch:DefaultCHPriority>

</ch:QoSApplicationListEntry>
</ch:QoSProfi1e>

</ch:BP_Init_Response>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>

</SOAP-ENV:Enve1ope>
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Appendix IX Revisions (informative)

IX.l ECNS Incorporated into CH-SP-CHI .1-I02-030801

Table lX—1 — ECNS incorporated into CH—SF'-CH1.1-I02-030801

 
Acggfied Description

H1.l-N-03029 orrect reference to Table 7-7 and remove duplicate PICS in Section
7.3.3.2.4

H1 .1-N-03030 5/29/03 Remove DHCP DISCOVER retry description

Hl .1-N-03032 6/5/03 Remove duplicate CVC configuration file_ requirements
H l .1-N-03035 7/3/03 l‘his ECR further clarifies how the cabhSec2FwPolicyFileURL mib

should be handled when a firewall config file download fails. To
support this clarification, the conditions that trigger a firewall config
file download were also changed.

5/ l9/03 Update ‘Type’ field for DHCP Option l77 5iIb—opliu.m 3.H1 .l-N-03039

 
Hl .l-N-03046 /3/03 Remove PICS duplication in Section l3

H1 .l—N—03048 /3/03 larification on how different DHCP options need to be included in
he DHCP DISCOVER and DHCP REQEST messages by the CDC.

Hl.l-N-0305 l /3/03 Addition of two new QoS MIB objects and changes to reflect the new
PsDev MIB in the Appendix I.

'CHl—N—O2070 |l/30/03 Change #3 correctly implemented in this iteration ofthe specification

CH1 .1-N-03059 17/31/03 Update Appendix I MIB list to incorporate changes in CableHome -IMIBs

IX.2 ECNS Incorporated into CH-SP-CH l .1-I03-040123

Table |X—2 — ECNS incorporated into CH-SP-CHI .1-I03-040123

ECN Aclzzgied Description   

  
Hl .l—N-03044 7/10/03 Spec out format and encoding of DHCP option 43 suboptions

 

Hl .l—N—03056 JBL7/03 The string "PSElement" is too long in the PS Element principal name.
H l .1-N-03060 l0/23/03 This ECR defines the transport to be used for the device discovery

I message exchange.
H1 .1-N-03061 l0/2/03 l"his ECR defines the identifier for an ICMP session.

Hl.l—N-03063 Fhis ECN addresses various editorial changes needed in Section 7 to
improve the document.

Hl.l—N—03065 Fhe inclusion of option (50) . Requested [p Address should not be
mandatory to be sent in the CDC DHCP DISCOVER.

CHI .1-N—03068 Fhis ECR adds more clarification on Device Profile and QoS Profile
XML schema. Add new Appendix VI. LAN Management Message
Example.
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Date

Accepted
 

  

  
  

ECN Description

 
  .1-N-03069 larifies specification text for the following items: TLV format;

ipNetToMediaTable; Event Priority Table; DHCP Option 43.101
string; Firewall Configuration File download success Event ID; BP
DHCP Option 60 string.

Inconsistency of encapsulating tag of device profile. lnconsistancy of
XML schema sections header.

Update references and add requirement for PS to pass all OSI Layer 2
frames that a DOCSIS cable modem is required to pass.

CH1 .l-N-03071 10/23/03

CH1 .l—N-03070 ll/13/03

CH 1 . l—N—O3.0074-3 l2/4/03 S Element Certificate and H'l'l"PS Server Certificate modification for
TLS.

CHl.l-N-O3.0077—4 ll/26/03 larifies the specification to indicate that the PS must only support a
‘ingle [P address assigned to its LAN-side TCP/IP stack. Clarifies
what is expected to be represented in the PS's ipNetToMediaTable.

CH l .l—N—O3078 l l/6/03 orrect CableLabs CVC CA certificate references and typographical
rrors, remove table that duplicates CVC spec text, and clarify CVC
tructure requirements.

 

CHI .l-N-03.0087—4 I2/4/03 larification on the content of BP_Init messages and the use of
onfirmation codes.

CH1 .1—N—03.0089-2 ll/26/03 orrect BP_Init and BP_Init_Response message formats.

Hi .l—N—03.0090-2 l2/4/03 larify usage of vendor specific graphical user interfaces.
Hl.l-N—03.009 l—l l2/4/03 orrect incorrect references to Software Download section and remove

unused footnote reference. _
H l . l—N—03.0092-4 l2/4/03 Adding specification text requiring the PS to create an IP address lease

reservation when a DMZ entry (wild-card static pen forwarding entry)
is created in the CAP table for a dynamically assigned IP address only
and clarifying the DMZ functionality text.

H l . l—N-03.0093—2 l2/4/03 larification of the format of Vendor-specific TLV information and
how the PS handles them.

H l .l—N—O3.0097-5 l2/4/03 odifications to the CableHome Firewall

CH l . l—N—O3.0099-3 l2/4/03 orrect and clarify Time of Day requirements, remove references to
nused Provisioning Timer, clarify PS behavior for IP address lease
enewal, clarify conditions for PS configuration file download trigger
nd for software upgrade trigger, remove redundant TLS Session
eardown requirement, and correct typos. 

  
 

  

CH 1 .l—N—03.0 I00-l Clarification on DefaultCHPriority and IpPortPriority elements in a

_ QoS Profile.
CH l . I —N—03.0l03-3 Define a new TLV Type for SNMP Sets to be processed before TLV-

28.

CHI . l—N—03.0l04-2 12/4/03 Clarification to the specification text regarding cabhCdpServerRouter,
CabhCdpServerDnsAddress, cabhCdpServerDhcpAddress in various

pections due to the changes proposed in the CDP MIB ECR, CH-MIB-R-03076.

EH1 .l—N—03.0l05-2 l2/4/03 Update MIB objects listed in Appendix I
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IX.3 ECNs Incorporated into CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409

ECN

EH1.l—N-03.0106-2

Table DH! — ECNS Incorporated into CH-SP-CH1.1-I04-040409
Date

Accepted

 

  
 

Description

 odifications to CTP Ping Tool requirements
-CH1 .1-N-03.0l07—l

CH1.1-N—03.0l09—l   
  

l2/23/03

12/ 1 8/03
odifications to CTP requirements: Connection Speed Tool

larify that the Applicationld in the ‘QoSProfile can be other than a
well-known port number assigned by [ANA and related clean-up

  
 

CH1.l-N-03.01 12-1 Add RFC 3396 to References section
  

CHl.l-N-04.01 l5—l

  
5/1 1/04 dd parameters to the firewall Type 4 event to specify the reason for

failure

CH1.1-N-04.0120-2 3/1 1/04 Addition of Central CA Option
CH1 .1-N-04.0123-2 3/1 1/04 Misc Firewall Corrections
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PRESS RELEASES CableLabs® Issues RFP for CableHome® Residential Gateway

Louisville, Colorado, November 29, 2004 - Key cable operators have teamed with
CableLabs® to issue a re uest for ro osal RFP that identifies a common set of product
requirements for a CableHome®-based residential gateway (integrated cable modem and
router/wireless access device). The deadline for responses is January 31, 2005.

Contact:

Mike Schwartz
CableLabs

858_ C9‘-3| Creek Circle CableLabs and its member companies are working to gather information about a residential
L°”'SV'”e' Co 80027'9750 gateway that will comply with Cab|eHome 1.1 specifications. The gateway will enable the
303-551-9100 delivery of value-added services for home networking and high-speed data service
Contact Mike Schwartz

2004 Press Releases
2003 Press Releases
2002 Press Releases

subscribers, including but not limited to, services requiring quality of service (QoS)
guarantees.

By providing a common set of technical requirements for a residential gateway, CableLabs
anticipates that enough scale will be provided to enable suppliers to offer this product
economically and in a timely manner. Any questions or comments should be directed to
Cynthia Metsker in the Broadband Access Department at CableLabs.2001 Press Releases

2000 Press Releases
1999 Press Releases
1998 Press Releases
1997 Press Releases
1996 Press Releases
1995 Press Releases
1994 Press Releases

Consistent with CableLabs’ participation in the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP”") Forum
Steering Committee, and with the adoption of UpnP functionality as part of the Cab|eHome
1.1 specification requirements, the RFP includes requirements for residential gateways to
implement discovery, prioritized QoS, and Network Address Translation configuration
features as defined by UPnP specifications.

“Cab|eHome is one of the ways the cable industry continues to differentiate itself - by
enabling seamless connectivity among multiple devices in the home, while also making the
experience easy and intuitive for the consumer,” said Jeff Austin, Senior Director of New
Product Deployments at Comcast Online, the high-speed Internet division of Comcast Cable.
“The industry recognizes the importance of Cab|eHome and its key role in positioning cable
as the ‘platform of choice for the connected home. ’This industry-supported RFP is
testament to this and comes at a key moment in the evolution of broadband service
delivery," Austin added.

“As cable moves into this new business, having a set of gateways that adhere to our unique
requirements will facilitate innovation that will drive a new way of serving the cable
consumer in their home,” said Mark Bell, Director of Product Development at Cox
Communications.

About Cab|eHome

CableLabs and the cable industry have developed the Cab|eHome specification based on
consumer research, which identified the need for an interoperable platform that would:

9 Enable cable service providers to take care of the technology part of the home
networking equation, giving customers the choice to simply focus on enjoying the
experience.

0 Help speed the development of advanced broadband applications and devices for the
home.

0 Ensure true seamless integration among these devices.

Founded in 1988 by members of the cable television industry, Cable Television Laboratories
is a non—profit research and development consortium that is dedicated to pursuing new
cable telecommunications technologies and to helping its cable operator members integrate
those advancements into their business objectives. Cable operators from around the world
are members. CableLabs maintains web sites at www.cab|elabs.com;

www.packetcable.com; www.cablemodem.com; www.cablenet.org; and
www.opencab|e.com.

CableLabs®, DOCSIS®, CableHome*"', PacketCab|e"", OpenCable"", OCAP"", Cab|eCARD"",
Go2BroadbandSM and Cab|eNET® are marks of Cable Television Laboratories, Inc. All other
marks are the property of their respective owners.

UpnP is a certification mark owned and managed by the UpnP Implementers Corp.
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Request For Proposal

November 24, 2004

Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.

858 Coal Creek Circle

Louisville CO 80027-9750

Phone: (303) 661-9100

Fax: (303) 661-9199

http://www.cablelabs.com
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DISCLAIMER

This document is published by Cable Television Laboratories, Inc. (“CableLabs®”). CableLabs®
reserves the right to revise this document for any reason including, but not limited to, changes in laws,
regulations, or standards promulgated by various agencies; technological advances; or changes in
equipment design, manufacturing techniques or operating procedures described or referred to herein.

CableLabs® makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the completeness,
accuracy or utility of the report or any information or opinion contained in the report. Any use or reliance
on the information or opinion is at the risk of the user, and CableLabs® shall not be liable for any damage
or injury incurred by any person arising out of the completeness, accuracy or utility of any information or
opinion contained in the report.

This document is not to be construed to suggest that any manufacturer modify or change any of its

products or procedures, nor does this document represent a commitment by CableLabs® or any member
to purchase any product whether or not it meets the described characteristics. Nothing contained herein
shall be construed to confer any license or right to any intellectual property, whether or not the use of any

information herein necessarily utilizes such intellectual property.

This document is not to be construed as an endorsement of any product or company or as the adoption or

promulgation of any guidelines, standards, or recommendations.

November 24, 2004

©Cab1e Television Laboratories, Inc. 2004

All Rights Reserved

“CableHome” and “CableLabs” are trademarks of Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.
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